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PREFACE

AS the Introductory Chapter of this Volume deals with its

u- aim and scope, any further exposition of these would be

superfluous here. I hope that the materials thus brought together

may prove useful to Students, particularly to those who combine

Physical Anthropology with Human Anatomy in preparation

for the Cambridge Natural Science* Tripos. Inasmuch os such

students are already familiar with anatomical terns, a general

acquaintance with the significance of these has been assumed.

I believe the method indicated, however inadequately, herein

to be the most profitable for anthropological work on the physical

side: and I am convinced that upon some such basis only, can

Physical Anthropology justify its claim to an independent place

among the biological sciences.

The subject is now perfectly well defined, and possesses so

extensive a literature, that even a cursory review like the present

volume has assumed proportions for which I must offer an apology.

Soveral departments of the subject (and particularly Anthro-

pometry) have merely been sketched in outline. A certain

amount of repetition will be noticed, but is justifiable in view

of the greater completeness conferred upon successive sections

of the book. Most of the illustrations have been prepared

by myself, in many instances from the original specimens or

preparation*.
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Like other reviews, this cannot be other than a process of

stocktaking. I have attempted to submit the main points in

evidenoe up to date
;
yet however desirable an absolutely fixed

standpoint may Appear, it should not be forgotten that opinion

must be adjustable to the requirements of every new fact, pro-

vided the latter be correctly observed and aocurately recorded.

It is a pleasant duty to express my gratitude to those who

have aided me; to my father, and to Professor Alexander Macalistcr,

for ever-ready help and encouragement
;
to Professor Elliot Smith

and to l)r Marett Tims, who kindly read parts of oertain Chapters

(vis. xv and vi), upon the subject-matter of which they are

recognised os authorities of the highest competence.

Tho following have allowed the use of tables or information

already published elsewhere:

Dr Ballantyne and Professor Cunningham of Edinburgh;

Professor Kisler of Halle and Professor Le Double of Toure;

Professors Parker and Haswell and Messrs Macmillan and Co.

I have endeavoured to render full acknowledgment, and hope

that no omission has been made. References to literature are

provided in the text: a special index contains the name* of

authors quoted. Where possible, I have attempted to verify

or check statements by personal observation.



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

rpHE favourable reception accorded to the first edition of this

*" book enoouragee the hope that, in its preeent form, it will

meet with similar success. The whole of the first section has

boon rewritten. It has been enlarged so much that its publication

as a separate volume seems advantageous. More than eighty

illustrations have been added. The old illustrations have been

furnished with reference lettering in an uniform style, and many

of them have been ro-drawn. This part of the work has been

carried out largely by Mr Parker, formerly assistant to the late

Mr Edwin Wilson, who also prepared several of the drawings.

The patience and care of both these artiste demand mention here.

To the authorities and staff of the University Press I am

indobted for odvioe, and to Mr J. Whittingdalc of Downing

College I owe the preparation of the General Index and the list

of illustrationa

For photographs and for permission to copy or use diebds,

I wish to thank more especially the following persons and

institutions

:

Dr Gregory (of the American Museum of Natural History),

Professor Elliot Smith, Dr Charles Hoee, Dr Brown. Dr Chalmers

Mitchell, Professors Sherrington, Grttnbaum, SchUginhaufen,

Schwalbe, Retrins, and Osborn; the Publishing Committees

of the Royal Society and of the Royal Society of Medicine
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(Odontological Section), the Macmillan Co., the London Electro-

type Agency, Mr Heinenuinn, and the Editor of L'Illustration

(Paris). Illustrations have also been borrowed from the publi-

cations of Professors Urodmann and Kramberger. Thus I have

endeavoured to make full acknowledgement of the various sources

of such illustrations as were not prepared in the form of sketches

made by myself from dissections or skeletons.

W. L. H. D.

Cakbrieoi

Auput 14, 1910
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ADDENDUM

The multitude of synonyms applied to most of the PrimaUsi is a *kuw
of much confusion. Dr D. G. Elliot has published recently (1912) a mag-

nificent work in which ho has endeavoured to standardise tho namcn to lie

applied to the various sporioa. As tho memoir in question (A Meric* of the

Primate*, Monographs of the American Museum of Natural History, Motuv

graph Series, Vok. l-m) is of clinical value, I have selected fnan it the

names there given as the standard oquiralents of thoec ured in the present

work. The list of synonyms is given in tho following list

:

Same employed hi text.

A nthropopithee*w.

JMm
Cheiromys.

Cynocophaias.

Cercopitheeua

Chryaothrix.

Same at gicen by ElUet.

Pan.

Ateleus.

Macacos.

Myoete*.

Semnopiiheoas.

Simia.

Daubcntonia.

Papia

baaippyga.

Saimiri.

Cullitlirix.

PiUwooa.

AlouatU.

Pygothris.

Pongo.

Tho remaining names agree with those adopted by Dr lilliot Tho subetitu-

tion of Pygsthrix far SennopiiAeetu demands special not;os, for Dr Pilgrim

(Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. xlv
,
Part i) states in tho

present year (1916) that the official term should be Pretbyti*. Reference to

Dr Elliot's work shews on the contrary that in point of priority, tho term

adopted by Dr' Elliot (/^patArtr) is to be preferred.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In entering upon the study of the morphological aspects of

Anthropology it is of the first importance to ascertain and realize

the scope and limits of the subject This is admittedly a some-

what difficult task, and the following account aims at giving some

geneml information of an introductory nature.

The use of the term Anthropology is not modern, and when

first employed 1
it referred in a general sense to human anatomy

and physiology, the study of which was at the time referred to in

a very elementary stage. In earlier days certain philosophers had

been spoken of oa anthropologists, and again in later times, vs.

in the 18th century. Anthropology was treated (by Kant and

others) as a branch of philosophy, rather than of biology. The
latter end of the 17th century was a meet important epoch in the

history of Physical Anthropology, using the term in the sense

which it has now acquired and which will presently be explained.

In the year 1699, Dr Edward Tyson, a member of Corpus Christi

College, Cambridge, published under the auspices of the Royal

Society a treatise entitled M Orang-Outang, sive Homo SylTestris.

Or, the Anatomy of a Pygmie oompared with that of a Monkey,

an Ape, and a Man*."

In 1501 bi a German. Magntu Hundt, of Marburg.

* In Uila work we find deeoribod evitcin by ayetem and organ lor organ the

comparative anatomy of man and a •• Pygmie." Dpoo the rridenoe thn* provided

ia bated a ditcuwlon of tbr relatione of the two formi. the difference* as well a* the

reeemblanoM of the two animal* are taken into doe oo&tideration, and She author

coma up to the effect that “ our Pygmie ia no Man, oar yc« tbe Common Ape. but

a sort of animal between both.’* Tbe deewiptiona, the illiMteationa, and the

ikelelon of tbe •• Pygmie "'(now In the Natural History Moaeum, 8. Kenaington),

shew that It we* an Immature Ohimpanaee.

D. M. 1
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Without entering upon detailed criticiara of thin work, it will

suffice to remark that it constitutes a moat remarkable anticipation

of modern methods of research, and still serves as a model for

investigations into the structure of Man and Apc-s (Fig. 1).

Nevertheless although so important in these respects the work

was not described as one on Anthropology, nor is it certain that

Tyson made nso of the torm in connection with it

The 18th century in turn affords several notable names in

the history of Physical Anthropology. The chief contributors to

the subject were Linnaeus, Daubenton, Camper, Hunter, Soem-
mering and Blumenbach.

The SyiUna Nat*ra> ot Linnaeus (of which the first edition appeared in

1786) will remain for ever memorable to anthropologist* from the fact that

Man waa therein restored 1 definitely to a place with other animals in a sohemo
of olaedfication.

5 Man wee thee treated by Aristotle. In the time of Linnaeus, the various

human races were deeerifced by Button in hie Hu lory of Qucdrwptdi and their

nataral afflnitiee were discussed. But Buffcn dispensed all rigid etaulfloatlons

including (hat of Linnaeus.
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Daubentoc (1794), a ooQssgue of Buflbn, it to bo credited with the lint

strictly scientific memoir in which tho comparative anatomy of the ektiil vh
studied by msaos of angular mnaomemsnta.

Camper'a great wo* na first published in 1770. Bom at Leyden in 17S8,

Camper had attainod tho ago of mxty-seven wher. bo died. But for tho work
of Tyson, that of Oampor would hold the place of honour aa anticspaling the

soundest end moot productive methods cf modem physical anthropology.

Camper's researches dealt with the oomparstiTo anatomy of the Orang-utan

(a chapter being devoted specially to its comparison with Man), with tho

Fig. 8. Drawings ol the head and skull of a young Orang-utan, and of a negro,

to shew the method of determining tbs facial angle of Oaaptor (at. Chap. n). Fro*
Camper's original memoir.

diffcrnni varieties of anthropoid apse, with the organs of speech in the

Orang-utan, with the aignifioenoe and origin of pigmentation in the negro

races, and finally with the oomperwtive study of skulls. In this connection,

special refnrsnoo is dus to the msthod employed, for it was based oa the

principle of projections, C* the comparison of forms and contours drawn in

rectilinear projection. Errors due to pmpeuhvn, such aa occur when the

object is viewed in the ordinary way, were thus eliminated. In tht same

treatise, Camper defines and explain* the use of the facial angle (of Fig. S)
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which bo devised, and through which Ida nine will bo perpetuated in the

literature of craniometry.

The work of John Hunter (1728-17&3) stands in a category Apart from all

others. If not avowedly anthropological, the researches carried out lay Hunter

in Comparative Anatomy define the field or extent of the larger jxirt of

modem Physical Anthropology. For tho rest, it mint I* added Unit while in

Hunter’s work the anatomical notes are numbered in thousands, the physio-

logical background is never loet to view. Herrin, it is fair to believe, a duo
will be found to Hunter's success. This vitalizing principle was rigidly main-

tained and may be studied today, not only in the literary monuments left by

Hunter, but also in tho noble Collection by which his memory U perpetuated.

The Accomplished anatomist Soemmering published (hr 1785) a monograph

on tho anatomy of a Negro, which ha* Iwoomo claadcaL Tho author extended

the comparative methods employed by Camper in tho oose of the external

characters, to the details of every part and structure of the body. In thU
research again, we may notice tho substitution of exact and precise information

for speculative surmise. Not the least important point made l>y Soemmering
was hia observation that the brain-weight of his subject exceeded that of mast

Europeans. This very paradox (ca it seemed oven than to Soouur.oriug)

led him to anticipate (in part at least) important research« carried out

a century later by-Snoll aud Dubois. For Soemmering found that while the

Negro's brain encoded that of the European in weight, it hold nevertheless

a more lowly position when judged by s comparison of its sire with the

combined mass of the cerebral nerves. Tbs absolute weight token alone is

thus deprived of value as an index of developmental statu* It is further

shewn that for the interpretation of the significance of the brain-weight, tlte

eizs and complexity of the organs supplied by those nervoe must b© held

accountable for a certain part (uow called the M oorporeal oonootnitaut

And finally, it is on the part which remain* over, oallod by Soemmering the

“superfluous quantity," that judgment os to the real •‘size" of tho brain is to

be passed.

Blnmeuhaob is diatiuguiehed particularly by hia studies in comiterative
human craaiolcgy (cf. Fig. 3). Born at Gotha in 1752, Blumoubuch studied

successively at Jana and at QOttingec, at which latter University bo obtained

a professorial chair: and at Gottingen Blumnnbach died in 1840. Three

characteristics seem to be prominent before all others in the character of this

remarkable man. His extraordinary versatility in sdentifio pursuits has

rarely been eurpaasod, even hi the fatherland of Goethe, Helmholtz, and
Virchow. Scarcely less impressive was his euormoua range of literary

acquaintance. A third point is that be. waa eminently a laboratory worker

(sesshoft. aa the Germans stylo it), for he travelled but little.

Bliuneobseh's principal contributions to scienoe consist of a treatise on
the “Natural Varieties of the Human Species” and of numerous craniologicnl

descriptions, to which must be added certain essays on the Natural History

of Man, including an anatomical oomparisou of Man with other a„im*u
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And tbs chief advance* determined by these raeoarohas may be summarised

se follows

:

(1) The employment of the word “anthropology* es descriptive of

morphological studies.

(!) Recognition of the feet thet no eberp lmea demarcate the eereesl

varieties of Mankind, the transition from type to type being imperceptible.

(3) The deer oouncmtioo of e oleesifioetory eoheme of the varieties of

Mankind, admittedly erbitmy, but devised with the objeot of facileting

study: the okesifioetion was based on oomnderetioos of the obaracten of the

skin, the heir, end the skull.

(4) A clear ouuncietioa of the influence of external causes in producing

and perpetuating venations in animals, including Man
;

recognition of the

origin of varieties through “ degeneration D
;
Blumenbeoh thus very nearly

anticipated some important dieooreriee reserved for Darwin at a later date.

Fig. I. Blumeebaoh's " norma vertical!* ” of three crania ; A, an " Ethiopian ”

;

B, a Georgian women; 0, a Tongues. The diflarent degrees to which the maxilla
end tba tyaocnatio arches project beyond the periphery of the cranial bones is to be
noticed. (The figure la ooplsd from that lUosteatia# Blumeebaoh’s Works as trans-

lated by tba Anthropologies] Society.)

All difihronoea in the aranial forma of Mankind were referred either to environ-

ment or to artificial interference. At the earns time, it is suggested that

artificial modifications may in time be inherited (of. Biumeobaoh’B Worts,

jxlfl).

A general review of thin work, together with that of the other

authors cited, will shew thet the mein advances of the 18th

century may be described es (a) the recognition of Men as a definite

zoological form to which the methods and reeults of toology ere

applicable, and (6) the replacement of general impressions by

precise anatomical comparisons.
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With the 19th century we are brought to farther advances

from the ground thuB gained. The earlier half of the century is

marked by at least one (significant feature, via.:—the foundation of

societies for the scientific study of Man. The societies in question

were founded in several countries, among which France luid Great

Britain took the lead. But the subject still remained in an un-

differentiated condition, and a distinction between tho studies of

mental and physical attributes, or of nations and races, was not yot

clearly marked. Such subdivision and specialization of study do

not occur in tho earlier phases of the life-history of a science, and

Anthropology formed no exception to the general rule.

Anthropological Societies were founded, as has been men-

tioned, early in the 19th century, at an epoch when Hebraic

cosmology was very generally and literally acoeptod. Agaiiist Mich

literal acceptance protests were not lacking; the progress of

zoological study (perhaps especially the results of observations

on the geographical distribution of animal forms) had cost

doubt on thut part of the aooount relating to animals other

than Man, just os the birth and growth of scientific geology had

rendered necessary a revision of the opinion commonly held as

to the history of tho earth. These new creeds had not yet

however gathered tho force they were subsequently to ooquire,

and in particular the inferences drawn from them were not

generally recognized as having an application to the special case

of the origin of Man. None the less, certain French writers of the

18th century (Buffon, Cahanis*, and Lamarck) had clearly suggested

the possibility of the evolution of new species by the transformation

of pre-existing forms of life, and had applied this reasoning to the

case of Man in common with other animals. By so doing they

kindled a spark of controversy which, after smouldering for half

a century, was destined to break out as a veritable conflagration

soon after the founding of the Societies of Anthropology to which

reference has just been made. The labours of thoso Societies

receivod thereby a stimulus the importance of which can hardly be

over-estimated. Bat the point which it is here desired to empha-

size is, that the early work of the Anthropological Societies con-

sisted largely in the study of the outward appearance and cultural

> Of. Hot* Mid V«rmm in L'AihrofologU. 1005.
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status of the various raoes of Man; when to these there is added

the study of racial differences in human crania, an idea will be

formed of the soope of their activity in the earlier decades of the

19th oenturv. The problems of the origin of Man and of his

relation to other Animals still remained to be added. The revela-

tion came in 1859.

Anthropology thus received a wider application than here-

tofore, and further, it is to be noticed that two men in particular

(Darwin and Huxley) were instrumental in thus extending

and rendering more precise the morphological aspect of this

subject. The chief merits of Darwin in this connection may

be summed up in the statement that he not only suggested the

principle of Evolution as an explanation of the existence of the

many varied animal forms, but brought it vividly before a very

Largo soction ofthe public ; that

he on the one hand indicated

a possible explanation of the

method of Evolution and on the

other hand demonstrated that

the reasoning involved is ap-

plicable to Man equally with

other forms'. This

work wss very appropriately

supplemented by that of Hux-
. ,

ley, who enunciated clearly the ^ abortat^oSSf
1

^Awtraii*,

a. to the region,

of Man to other animals, which SPr, and UPr).

would be arrived at by the

application of the line ofargument laid down by Darwin. Huxley's

lectures* given in 1863 are still the best introduction to this part

of the subject (Fig. 4).

But the contributions of other investigator* smut not be overlooked

eutirolj. The way had been prepared for Darwin and Huxley, Time too

“effect* of environment " hare been appreciated for oentoriee, perhaps from

time immemorial The opintone of Sir W. Raleigh in 1681 on this rubjact

(rf. Jan. *3, 1908) are therefore to be regarded M -early- in a

relative sanao only. Their importance la due rather to toe auggeeuon they

» Of. Darwin, On lU Origin Sptciti <*t.: and Ttu Doctniof Man.

i" Man’s Place in Nature.” Similar ledutea were given by Carl Vogt to Geneva.
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Afford of thn stimulus given to biological studies by the cL*oovcry of the New
World, Aixi its peculiar fauu/u Again the 17th oeutnry provides a refareuee

(Vannini, 1616
') to the idea of the denoeut of Man from monkeys, but it

would be rash indeed to regard tliia oa the earliest mention of tliat tboory, tlm

anatomical comparison of Man and the open having formed the Hubjoct of

controversy for at least a century before tliat time.

In the 18th century the stream of literary references increases to a flood.

Here it ia only pnesibie to glance at a few of the more important develop-

ments. First we may notioe the increased attention dovoted to the principle

of the gradation of characters. Thus wo find in 17S6* the bold statement of

Hunter that the organ of hearing in Ashes ia “ only a link in the dttiti of

varietiee displayed in the formation of this organ of sense in dillcraut animals,

descending from the most perfect to the nioet imperfect in a regular jwo-

gresaion." And in 1796 Charles White* of Manchester applied the Hunterian

method of comparison to Europeans and Negroes, as wo!! as to different kind*

of animals. Twenty years later, the genius of Hnnter is reflected again in

the admirable lectures of I*wrenoe on “The Natural History of Man.”

These ideas on the grodatiou of characters am associated witli kjiccuUuoil*

on the ancestry of Miu; in the remarkable work of Lord MonbodJo* Only

two quotations can be given, but it will be agreed that it is truly startling to

find such views cloarly expressed in 1774, nearly a century Iwfore tho publica-

tion of Darwin 'e great work. In discussing the origins of human society,

Lord Monboddo writes (Book 2, chapter Hi): “From the South Sea, I will

oerne beck again to Africa, a country of very great extent ; in which, if it

were well searched, I am persuaded that all the several tyjxw of human
progrewtioD might bo traced, and perhajsi all the varietins nf the specios

discovered." Finally, in dosing a long «xpoaitioa of the resemblances butwren

Man and the apea, the author concludes (Book S, chapter v) :
“ That my

facts and argumeate are so convincing os to leave no doubt of tbo humanity
of the Orang-utan, I will not take upon me to say: hut this much I will

venture to affirm, that I liaro said enough to make tbo philowpher consider

it as problematical, and a subject deserving to be enquired into
”

We may notice that in 1794, Erasmus Darwin (grand father of Charles

Darwin) had inferred the quadrupedal attitude of human precursors, from

observations on the poeition of tbo urethral orifice in the human bladder.

Such reference* must suffioo to shew in what mctuiure the ground bod
been doored for the groat workers of the 19th century. A word must now be

added in reference to Dr Wallace, whose name will always be associated with

1 Bendy*be, item. AnlK. Soe. London, sol. X. 1866-4. p. 3W.
* Hunter's tt'orkt, edited by 3. F. Palmer, sol. it. Preface, p. v.

* An accaxtU of the regular gradation ui ifan and in different animal* and
regelattUe and from the former to the latter.

4 Origin and Program of Language. This invaluable memoir was brought to

my notioe by Dr Xahlbrugge. Cl. Die morpkclagUehe Abetammung dee ilentehen.

Stuttgart, 1909.
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the Darwinian theory. It ia neaeeaary to Uj siran on the bet that Wallace

was the firxt publicly to apply to Mankind the logical oonaequeticiw of hia

own teaching and that of Darwin, an applied to forma of kfo in general

Thia particular application of general principles waa made by Dr Wallace in

1964 (AnlA. Ktwirw and Journal, voL n. 1884 ;
Journal, pp. clriii rl mq \

whiwina the Dr»c*nt of Man by Darwin, though in ita inception actually

earlier than the Origin of Span'*, did uot appear till 1871. As may be

snrmiaod, Dr Wallace waa immediately and vigorously attacked, even by

anthropologists {such m tbo egregious Dr Janice Hunt). Bat it is impeaahle

to enter here upon a detailed exposition of the controversies of that epoch.

The discovery of numerous precursor* detracts little or nothing from the

credit of Darwin, for to none had there been granted in xoch nwssuro the

talents of substituting experiment for speculation, of instantaneous perception

of the significance of the results obtained, and unwearied industry in widening

the Louis of fact ujwn which arguments are to be founded.

Thus tbe attention of student* was redirected to the in-

vestigation of the structure of the human body, in other words

tho study of Human Morphology. It is preferable in this con-

nection to apeak of Human Morphology rather than of Human
Anatomy, for the former term implies the comparison of tho archi-

tectural form of the human frame with those of other animals. Not

that the study of Human Morphology was a newly-discovered field

for activity; and it is here that the interest that attaches to

Tyson’s work beoomes manifest; for tho keynote of the treatise

to which reference has been made is the morphological aspect of

anthropology as studied by means of a detailed comparison.

Moreover, as we have seen, Peter Camper of Amsterdam bad sup-

plemented Tyson’s memoir on the Chimpanzee by a corresponding

essay on the Orang-utan. In addition to this, the subversive

theories of Lord Monboddo’ were probably responsible for the

appearance in 1779 of a communication from Camper on the

vocal organs of the Orang-utan, compared with those of Man*.

On the cmbryologioal aide (a most important department of

morphological study) Meckel. Tiedemann, and v. Baer (in the

early part of the 19th century) had made discoveries of funda-

mental importance for the progress of the science.

New, however, was tho widespread recognition, first that

the study of the origin of Man now demanded the attention

* *. njrro. p. 8. * Phil- Trout

.

Boy. Sot. vol. unx.
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and the interest of students of natural science, and secondly, that

this problem, of which the solution had appeared so hopeless, might

now bo attacked by the same methods as wore being applied with

snocef* to unravelling the origins of other members of the Animal

Kingdom 1
.

The range of anthropological studies was in this way very con-

siderably enlarged about the middle of the 19th century and. in

particular, the study of human crania (which has already been

mentioned as foiTning a subsection of Anthropology from the time

of Bluinenbach) was now energetically pursued in various European

countries. In this connection the names of Retains, Huxley,

Lucae, Virchow, Schaafflmusen, Flower and Tumor* are of note,

but above and beyond all these stands tho French observer Paul

Broca, whose work has had an almost incomparable influence on

the study of Cmniology*. This study has been spoken of as

distinct from that of Human Morphology, but it is important to

notice that the successful nWOtmen in this field recognised that

Cmniology is to be regarded as essentially a branch of Human
Morphology, and tliat only in this way can it lead to reliable

results: the omission to recognize this important fact has led to

many misconceptions and to the vain expenditure) of much mis-

directed energy in Cmniology.

* The ancestry of the bom u dcntocsimied by Huxley in a good example In

point.

* Prafnuor Sir William Turner ieoent!y published & complete list of hi* work*

(published fay Neill A Co., Edinburgh, 1010). Particular attention In <1.tooted to bit

Fiseldentinl Addrtas to Section H, British Association for die Advancement of

Science. Toronto. 1897.

* 1*001 Bloat wtut bom in 1834. Educated u a surgeon, ho no* unnaturally

Tint publislwd work (tailing with surgical topic*, such ns the surgery of aneurism.

In I860 Broca published a contribution to biological literature entitled “ Hybridily."

pointing out tbo interest of the phonomena of hybridity in connection with llie

stability and fixity of animal specie*. In this weik the special cawi of nun is

liseusced, and donbt aaat on the occurrence of Eugene*!*, or tho fertility of the

offspring of individuals of strongly contrasted trice ; these doubts have been resolved

In the negative.

In the nunc rear (1839) Broca published the first of a long scrim of works upon
the prehistoric inhabitants of Western Europe ; the fimt contribution dealt with the

Ethnology of France, shewing the effects of invasions upon tho primitive autoch-

thones of that land. Numerous (mays on the human skeleton and particularly

upon the skull followed. Attention was then diverted to the aoft tissues, and like

Bluiuenbach, Bruoa worked out an anatomloal oompartsoo (PnraUtU, as it is termed
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In another direction, a memoir published in 1866 by Dr

Langdon Down and entitled “ Ethnic typos in Idiota,” marks an

early stage in the study of Morphology in relation to Pathology.

The names of Virchow and MetschuikofF stand out beyond all

others in the history of this division of our subject, the importance

of which can scarcely be exaggerated.

Some of its latest developments are discussed in an invaluable

work recently (1911) published by Dr Hastings Gilford*.

by French writers) nt Miui and 11*0 Apts. Recognising the Importance of the brain

In lac animal economy Broca devoted much time to it* study. HU contributions to

tbs subject of Apfassta, and

his recognition of the local l-

sat: on of the faulty of epoeob

in the convolution which now

bears Ms name (tie inferior

frontal convolution of the left

eerefcml Iwrolsphere), are

well known. And though

bis conclusions have not

been albwthc;- borne out In

detail by the result* of later

workers,Brocs'socintribtJtkms

to the morphology of thebmin

certainly place him among the

faremort pioneer* in thatCold.

Not the least of Broca's

merits i* hi* recognition of tho

necessity of accurate methods

of oamparison. sod this led to

his devising a multitude of

delioate irjtramocts of which

the best known is perLaps the

stereograph (of. Fig. 6(, a mo
ehanicnl apparatus for tracing

contcurs which can subse-

quently be superposed r.nd

accurately compared. Broca'*

eslonsioo of the as* of “ In-

d ires'1nernniologkul studies,

a method doe to live elder lkuius and von Baer*, is an important feature of his

works, but is not s matter of such lasting or fundamental importance in regard to

bis icicnUfia contributions as a whole.

Fig. 5. Tli* stereograph of Broca : a mechanical

device for producing rectilinear projection drawings

of crania or simitar objects. For- farther description

m* Chapter x.

1 Fhr duonUrt o/post-natal growth.

» r. Busk, Sat. Uiit. Utrie*. I M2, p. »7.
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Apart from those extensions, the last two decades have

witnessed the rise mid progress of two entirely novel deportments

of research. For the biometric methods introduced by Gallon and

the principle* involved in the Mcndolinn system are evidently

applicable to the problems of human variation and heredity. And
if it be admitted that the units employed in those researches arc

morphological in nature, it follows that tho methods themselves are

essentially aids to a more correct appreciation of human morphology.

But we meet with considerations of vast importance arising

particularly out of the situation as viewed from the Mendelian

point of view. It must suffice here to mention the conception of

“ unit-characters " and the mode of transmission of these. For

in the light of the new touching ns expounded by such writers as

Davenport, Culnot and Blariughem, tho whole field is altered in

regard to the rate of Evolution, and its mode of progress.

It is convenient to leave for a moment the various problems

grouped under the general bonding of Morphology and to turn to

another aspect of the study of M;u>. For the advance effected

through the fuller realization of the idea of Evolution in particular

application to Mankind, necessarily influenced other considerations

than such as are strictly morphological. In the light of Darwinian

research it became necessary to investigate not merely the bodily

structure of Man but also his intellectual powers and their mani-

festations : not only these, but even the origins of human society,

and of arts and sciences of whatever kind, were gradually added

to the list, 90 that Anthropological literature now deals with

a variety of subjects so diverse as the studies of languages, of the

special MOMS in civilized and savage races, of decomtivo art, of

the origins of religion, of picture-writing, of children’s games, of

keramics, of metallurgy, and of midwifery. In fact. Anthropology

is no longer a single subject
;
it organizes a group of sciences, and

consequently, to use tho simile so ably put forward by Professor

Tylor, it can well be oomparod to the frame used by mountaineers

for tho purpose of supporting a miscellaneous load. The conveni-

ence of the frame more than compensates for the slight additional

weight imposed by it.

It is appropriate to remark in this connection that the theory

of Evolution has proved to Vie of the utmost utility in the study.
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not of Animal Morphology alone, but of all the above-mentioned
subjects, widely different though they may at first sight appear to

bo. In every one of those subjects, without exception, may be

found numerous instances in which tho doctrine of Evolution has

given the clue to the interpretation of a series of observations,

aud hiut afforded such a demonstration of otherwise unsuspected

relations between them as no other known principle could have
possibly furnished

The foregoing notes may serve u> give an idea of the protean

nature of Anthropology; a subject which the individual will

strive in vain to group fully in the course of his natural lifetime.

It is therefore necessary to limit one's efforts to a certain region or

section, and tho section which will be the subject of consideration

in the following chapters is that to which reference has been

already made, vis. the morphological aspect of Anthropology ; in-

cidentally, however, it will be necessary to refer to slightly different

branches of the subject

The following nimB may therefore be proposed as falling within

the scope of this enquiry. In tho first place, tho attempt must be

made to realize the position occupied by Man in the animal

kingdom : and eeoondly, enquiry must be made into the nature of

the ancestor* of Man. Finally, we may be in a position to discuss

the question whether the series of animal forms which has pro-

duced Man has now reached its termination or not

In connection with the first two questions, the following main

paths lie open. It must be repeated that the study of Morphology

by means ofComparative Anatomy is the first step in such an enquiry.

The scoond line of enquiry is closely allied to the preceding,

and oonsists in the study of Morphology by means of Embryology*.

A third line of research is nearly connected with the other

two ; this is the study of Variations, both of outward appearance

and inward structure. To this division, the study of Pathology in

i For example* oonault Haddon, IK* Roolutio* of DteoraHo* Art
;
Beltoar,

£polW10*i In Art.

1 Related to thi* second line of enquiry is the study of the posl-natal stages

of developmsot, in other words, the study of child-life and of children, In

ecoordenoe with the gsncial rale that the lndlridoal reproduce* in his lite-hiiSory

the soooecaivo stages (or the principal cnee a least) by which his speoite attained

it* position in nature, it is argued that the immature human LnJleideal should

afford seme suggestion* as to the nature of the latter stage* of human sedation.
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its biological relations is dearly appropriate. And to the sum

total of these subjects, the methods of Biometry and of Mendeliuu

research will apply.

A fourth division consists in the study of Geographical distri-

bution and its relation to Mankind. The influence of environment

is so intimately connected with the factors of olimate, that the

vast importance of this question is clearly evident Moreover it is

to be noted that those factors are not entirely neutralised oven by

the resources of modern civilization, though their action may bo

somewhat affected thereby.

A fifth method, more closely allied to the first (that of Com-
parative Morphology) than to any other, involves the investigation

of the characters of such fossil animals as may bo supposed to

have figured in the ancestral history of Man and his nearest allies

among the animals still in existence. This section of the science

of Palaeontology claims much attention in the attempts to solve

the problems of our subject •

Having discussed tho general position of Man in Nature, it

will bo necessary to consider the various human races, and to

enquire whether some of those races are to ho regarded as

morphologically inferior to others, and especially whether tho

race* which ore commonly accounted as lower in the scale of

civilization and culture are also inferior in morphological status.

Should this be established, it will noxt bo necessary to ascertain

whether such morphologically inferior forms can bo considered us

representatives ofthe generalized human ancestors. We thus enter

on a division ofthe second great question, viz. that ofthe appearance

and nature of the ancestral animal-forms which led up to Mac.
The foregoing notes will give an idea of Human Morphology

as studied from the standpoint of Anthropology; the immediate
subject of oemsideratian is thus seen to be the place of Man in

the zoological series, or animal kingdom. Without entering into

an elaborate exposition of various types of life, it will suffice to

eay that judged by his structure Mac is undoubtedly a vertebrate

animal of the class Mammalia. Starting from this point, it is

proposed to briefly study the characteristics of Mammals so as

to understand how it is that this statement as regards Man can

be justified. The following chapter will aooordingly deal with

Mammalia in general.



SECTION A
COMPARATIVE ANATOMY AND MORPHOLOGY

OF EUTHERIAN MAMMALS

CHAPTER II

THE MAMMALIA: AND THB APPLICATION OF THK METHODS
OF MORPHOLOGY TO THEIR CLASSIFICATION

It is necessary at tho outset to give a brief description of the

animal forma with which we are chiefly concerned, and to treat 6f

them in a methodical manner.

Man's nearest relations are members of a class of vertebrate

animals called Mammalia. Of this class three sub-classes are

recognised, and it must be noted that the members of two of

these three sub-classes are comparatively few in number and not

natives of Europe ; an example of one of these sub-classes is the

Australian spiny ant-eater,' and the kangaroo is an example of

the other. The third sub-class contains a larger number of animal

forms, and to it belong all our indigenous mammals.

One imagine several ways in which the various mammals

might be grouped for purposes of description : for instance, they

might be arranged according to their geographical distribution,

or else according to the nature of their food, or agam according

to their habits: and the first-mentioned means of distinction

might be called a climatic criterion, which would for instance

distinguish arctic from those living in tropical latitudes,
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while the second means of distinction (diet) would be called a

physiological criterion. Thus it is that we are compelled at the

outset to state clearly the basis upon which we proceed in a

classification. In the present case tho basin is Morphology, and

our criterion is the criterion of structure. In this classification,

animals will be considered as more or less closely related, according

us their structure is more or less similar in its detail*. It is

necessary to enter into details for two reasons. First, because the

very fact of the name " vertebrate " being applicable to nil the

animals about to be considered, implies that they possess one

general morphological character in common, and indeed that they

are constructed upon a similar plan. Clearly, therefore, wo must

know more than this elementary fact before proceeding to any kind

of arrangement by groups. But in the second placo we huvo to

remember that the principle of basing relationship on the ground

of similanty in structure is of fundamental importance. That the

principle itself may be overthrown one day is conceivable.

That contingency is still sufficiently remote to leave an ample

margin of confidence in our guide, provided always that conclusions

are baaed on evidence drawn from a number of details and not from

single individual features or characters. This note of warning must

needs be sounded in view of the cases adduced as examples of

“ Convergent Evolution." Without close attention to details, the

observer may well be deceived in such instance*. Sometimes, as

for example where the fish is compared with the whale, the in-

vestigation need not proceed far before the real differences ore

exposed. But again, when the marsupial mole (Notoryctea) and

the European mole are compared, a finer analysis is required.

The problems encountered in Physical Anthropology involve

greater difficulties and a corresponding increase in the attention

due to details. And in the more particular consideration of the

principles of Morphology, tho following point is of interest and

importance. It will be remembered that the vertebrate body

is composed of a number of very different parts, and that

although these are demonstrably similar to one another, in-

asmuch as they all possess cellular structure, yet the cells have

undergone specialization in several different directions, with the

consequent production of a number of tissues from which have
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been built up systems familiar to us as the skeletal system,

digestive system, and so on. It is indeed An important con-

sideration in Vertebrate Morphology, that specialization of

primitively similar oeils occurs, resulting in the production

of tissues and systems. From the general consideration of the

vertebrate body it is however necessary to pass to that of the

several tissues and systems.

In the study of the morphology of the various systems we

find that each is constructed on a certain plan, so that each may
be referred to a fundamental, primitive, or type-form. Thus the

primitive forms of the central nervous system, or of the skeletal

or arterial systems, are common expressions. Each system of a

given animal reveals a more or lees altered representation of

that primitive form. The point before us consists in the fact

that in such a given instanoe (and this is especially true of

Mammals), though each system will be found to represent a

modified form of the primitive type, yet the amount of modifica-

tion undergone is different for each system. Thus an animal may
possess a nervous system of very primitive, is slightly modified,

form together with an oxtrcmcly modified integumentary system.

It follows therefore that in assigning a place in the classification

to a given animal, attention must be paid to the morphology of

each and every system, and a position must only be assigned to it

after a final summary of all the evidence has been made. Thus

an animal like the hedgehog presents us with the morphological

combination of a brain of simple conformation, together with

an integument of very modified character. Taking other mor-

phological points in the anatomy of the hedgehog, the general

balance of the summing up of evidence indicates that on the whole

this is a little modified, vs. a comparatively simply-constructed

animal
,
which is the result one would have arrived at from the

study of the brain alone, though opposed to the indication that

would be afforded if the observation had been confined to the

integument

The disadvantage attendant on the employment of a single

criterion, such as the conformation of a single organ or system,

may be further illustrated by the example of the genitalia

in Man. Judged by the ainglo characteristic of the morphology
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of tho genital organs, Man differs more widely from Woman

than from an individual of his own sex in such a comparatively

lowly form ns a shrew-mouse. It follows therefore that inference**

from observations on various systems and organs must l>e introduced

into wliat may be called the morphological balance sheet, due

allowance being made fur conditions determined by sex and by :ige.

The foregoing remarks will serve to indicate the importance of

taking into consideration the evidenoe given by several systems

and of summing up the results thus obtained.

In so doing, attention is directed to tho relative value of the

different pieces of evidenoe. To illustrate this side of the ques-

tion, the simple example already adduced, of the Fish and the

Whale, may be employed again. Thus in this instance, the evi-

dence of the respiratory organB admittedly overrides that provided

by the external form and proportions. Such rulings or assessment**

arc to some extent matters of convention and agreement. Organs

which are lees oxposed to external influences arc held usually to

be the surest guides. But while it is generally safe to rely more

implicitly on the form of the brain or heart, for instance, than on

the external characters, yet each case must be decided upon con-

siderations peculiar to its circumstances. These again bring in

physiological principles which cannot be divorced from those of

Morphology.

We may now note, although this is an anticipation, that when

the criterion of structure is employed, the determination of the

position and relations of Man in the Class Mammalia is more easy

than when other criteria are made use o£ On this subject the

verdict of Morphology is clear and unhesitating.

It is further to be noted that the most primitive morpho-

logical type of mammal is as a rule, though not always, the

most simple ;
and the less primitive is often, though by no menns

always, the more complex in construction.

The comparative method of study is applicable to all the

mammalian forma, and when the test of Morphology is applied to

Man himself it will be found as has been said that his relative

position is well defined. This application of the principles of

Morphology to the special case of Man constitutes the essence

of Physical Anthropology.
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In returning to the subject of the Cl unification of MammAls 1
,

we must then first consider the combination of morphological

characters whioh entitle the animal possessing them to be ranked

aa a mammal. In view of what has just been noted as regards

the different systems, it will not be a matter of surprise that the

characters selected are taken from several, and not all from any

ono system.

The Distinctive Characters, and the Classification of Mammals*.

The Mammalia are air-breathing vertebrates, with warm blood,

and with an epidermal eovering in the form of haira.

I. The bodies of the vertebrae are in nearly all mammals

ossified each from three independent centres, one of which develops

into the centrum proper, while the others give rise to two discs of

bone—the epiphyses. Also characteristic of the spinal oolamn of

mammals are the discs of fibro-cartilage, termed intervertebral

discs, which intervene betwean successive contra.

II. The skull has two condyles for connection with the atlas,

instead ofthe single condylo of the Sauropsida (Birds and Reptiles)

;

and the lowerjaw articulates with the skull ip the squamosal region

without the intermediation of the separate quadrate element

always present in that position in Birds and Reptiles 1
.

> Notice that the oharmOr, via. th< nutrition at the 70014 by the Mention of

mllk-glaad*, whioh ha* given tho Clan it* Bam*, is not a primarily aotphologloa.1 ,

hot a physiological feature. Its morphological counterpart 1* tonal In the manunatj

gland* themselves, Tb* lint employment of li* term *• Mammalia " la escribed by

Gill and Gregory to Linnaeus.

• Owing to the ooarteay of aotbon and pobliahan. the claaal6oaties of tho

Mammalia u givan by Man Parier and Harwell In thalr Ttrtbcck of Zoology,

Vot. a. (Macmillan), ii ban available ; tbongh It ha* baon followed generally, ica*

modifications naeassitated by tha advano# of kaowladga hare bean mad*.

' 8parrel! (P. Z. S. 1908, n. p. 7) point- oat aa intemating feature nlatad to

tha pea 1 pari00 of a largo qoadrata bona. It la submitted that in oca type of mouth,

tha artlcnlatlan of tha maadibl* la la tbo plana In whioh tha toMh meat. This type

ocean even among tha Mammalia, t.g. the Carnivora. Lateral movement* an
ntgllglbla ta thi* type. In the aaeond typa, tha articulation Sa net In tha atm*

plana aa that in whioh tha teeth meat- In Beptilaa It ia below that plana, and tha

displacement 1* doa to tha length of tha quadrate bona. In Mammal* tha plana of

Math la d%froed downward* and thl* ia do* to the development of a dtetiocl

•• MwwAtng emu. ” of the lower jaw. In tha aaoood type, all tha taatb stay maat

almuHanaottely, and lo many Mammals, lateral movements am possible.
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IIL Each of the long bones of the limbs (in tho young con-

dition) is composed of a central part or shaft, and of terminal

epiphyses, the latter only becoming completely united with the

shaft at an advanced stage.

IV. The ilio-sacral connection is pre-acetabular : them is a

cruro-tarsal joint

Jugolfmalor)

£$ (3Wc-3-'; ^7 ' ^
Pig. 8. Occipital tfow of tbe cnualum of a Bird (

modus oottwui coadtla, Mid tho Intervention ot Ui«
mandible and the cranial wall.

Pig. 7. Ooclplul view of the cranium of a Dog ; to i

d^lee. And the direct AKinutebon of the mandible with (1

intervention of A quadrate bore.

twin occipital con
l wall, wlloocl the

V. In the Mammalian pectoral girdle, the coracoid of Birds

and Reptiles is usually represented only by a vestige or vestiges

which unite with the scapula in the adult. [Figs. 8, 9, and 10.)

VI. Mammals aro typically diphyodont, tie. have two acts of

teeth—a milk or deciduous set, and a permanent set : some are

monophyodont, tie. have only one set The teeth are thecodont,

v.e. the base of each tooth is embedded in a distinct socket or

alveolus in the substance of the bone of the jaw: and nearly

always the teeth in different parts of the jaw are clearly dis-

tinguishable by differencus of shape into incisors, canines, and

grinding teeth, iuj. ore hetorodont ; in some instances tho tooth

are all alike (homodoat).

VTL A cloaca is absent, except in the Prototheria.
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VTTT A movable plate of wtilago—the epiglottis—repre-

sented only by a rudiment in some Amphibia and Sauropsidtv

—

overhangs the slit—commonly called glottis—leading from tho

pharynx into the cavity of the larynx.

Fig. 10. Shoulder girdle of .vn Euthenon Mammal (Man) ; to ihiv (he mluo-
tion In nnmber of elements remaining distinct.

IX A partition of muscular fibres, usually with a tendinous

centre—the diaphragm—divides the cavity of the body into two

parts, an anterior—the thorax—containing the heart and lungs,

and a posterior—the abdomen—containing the greater part of

the alimentary canal with its associated glands—the liver and

pancreas—and the renal and reproductive organs.
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X. The lungs arc freely suspended within the cavity of the

thorax.

XL The heart is completely divided into two halves—a right

and a left—between which there is no aperture of communication.

Each half connate of an auricle and a ventricle, opening into one

another by a wide aperture, guarded by a valve composed of three

membranous cusps on the right aide, two on the left. The right

ventricle gives off the pulmonary artery : the loft gives off the

single aortic arch, which passes over to the left side, turning round

the left bronchus in order to run backwards as the dorsal aorta : it

therefore represents the left aortic arch of Reptiles.

XII. The blood is warm. The red blood corpuscles are non-

nucloatcd and usually circular.

Xm. The two cerebral hemispheres, in all but the Proto-

theria and Metatheria, are connected together by a band of trans-

verse fibres—the corpus callosum—not represented in the lower

vertebrates. The dorsal part of the mid-brain in marked by four

eminences—the corpora quadrigemina. On the ventral side of

the hind brain is a transverse band of fibres—the pons v&rolii

—

by which the lateral parts of the oercbellam are connected

together.

XIV. The ureters (except in the Prototheria) open into the

bladder. Mammals are all, with the exception of the Monotremes,

viviparous.

XV. The foetus (except in the Prototheria) is nourished before

birth from the blood-system of the parent through a special

development of the foetal membranes and the lining membrane of

the uterus, termed the placenta. After birth the young mammal

is nourished for a longer or shorter time by the milk or secretion

of the mammary glands of the parent.

Such are the characteristics common to all mammals. The

animals presenting these characters have been classified as

follows.
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CLASSIFICATION (Porker and Haswell):

CLASS MAMMALIA.

Sab-Class 1. Prototheria.

Order Monotreronta.

Sab-Class 2. Theria.

Section A. Melatkeria.

Order 1. Polyprotodontio.

Order 2. Piprotodontia.

Section B. Euthena.

Order 1. Edentata.

Order 2. Cetacea.

Order 3. Sirenia.

Order 4. Ungulata.

Order 5. Carnivora.

Order 6. Rodentia.

Order 7. Insectivora.

Order 8. Cheiroptera.

Order 9. Primates.

While the system of classification thus set forth may be retained on

acoount of its simplicity, the results of reoent work shew that in several

rmpoets, it fails to represent correctly the relations indicated by tho actual

structure of the animals concerned. Speaking generally, oil the aurended

classification* are more complicated. In mom of theen the attempt is mode

to arrange the several Orders of the Eutheria in groups, though only so Car

as is warranted hy the facts. The scheme (Pig. 11) published by Gregory

(1910) is relevant, ainoo it exhibits relationships baaed upon discoveries of

extinct mammals Through these extinct forms, some existing Orders be-

oocnfi ssmoiated. Other living Orders {t.g. Ungulata) are shewn to include

eubdivisioos (Artiodsctyla and Periaaodaetyla) of diverse origin.
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MarnfUll

(Part of Grbqory’s Classification (1910)*.)

Clou Mammalia.

8%b-da*• ProMhtria.

Order Moeotreiaat*.

Snb-datt Tktria.

Infra-dot* Mttalkeria.

Order MamipUlia.

Suborder Diprotodonlia.

Suborder Polyprotodcotia.

Infra-dam Eniktria.

The member* of (bo Infhmlaa* Butheria include the following *ubdjr>a6ooe.

Tbo appended echeme (Fig. 11), u already noted, ahewe & tentatire arrange-

ment of their natural relatione in the form of a genealogical tree. The

interrupted line surround* the animate most nearly allied to Man.

* Adapted from the olaaalfteaUon giren In T»e Ordtn of Uaamalt by

W. t Gregory. BulUtiiu of «** Amrriam Mu*rum of Kaomal HUkry,

toL urn. 1010.
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ISVBA-aLAaS Kcthkru.

Super-ordcrt Order* Sub-order*

<«> Tiinrictoidiav Iusectivom
Carnivora

La ix.it)-] -h 1a

<*> Arabouta MonotyphU
Denuoptcra

Cheiroptera

Primates Prosimiae

Anthropoidoa

<•> RodentU OUres

(<0 Edentata t Tnbultdentaia

Pbalidota

Xenirthm

w Pamxoma Artiodsctylft

oo Ungulata Mesaxotiia Porirsodnctyla

w Cetacea Odoetcccti

UynUccccti

It will suffice to remark bore that (i) tbc term Infnvcbws b substituted

far the word Section employed by Parker end Haswall, (ii) the two Order* of

nvuwupiBl animals are now accorded smb-oidinal rank only, and (iii) tho Ordem
of Ratberia have been increased to fourteen in number.

Without entering into a detailed description of the character*

of the several Orders, it will suffice to enumerate those of tho

Sub-Classes and of the Sections.

SUB-CLASS L PROTOTHERLA.

1. Tho vertebral centra lack epiphyses, or these are only

imperfectly developed.

2. The bones of the skull coalesce early, by the obliteration of

the sutures (tho skull thus resembling that of birds).

3. A large coracoid, articulating with the sternum, is present.

The pro-ooraooid is distinct Fig. 12.

4. A T-shaped episternum is present.

5. Two epi-pubic bones arc present.

6. A cloaca is present, into which the ureters and urinary

bladder open separately.

7. The corpus colloeum is not developed in the brain.

8. The Oviducts are distinct throughout
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9. The mammary glands are devoid of teats.

10. The ora are moroblaatic, and are discharged in an early

stage of their development* enclosed in n tough shell

This Sub-dace oocnpriim a iiingln living Order, the Mouotremcta, includ-

ing the Duck-bill or Platypus (Ornitnorhjnchua), ana tho Spiny Antmwc
(Eohidne). Many features euggtwt reptilian relationship and anoeetry, while

other character* are ndeptntivc. Reptilian reeemblcnoee are harder to rooog-

nin in the Tl.eria, which have acquired new features.

Pig, IS. Shoulder girdle of a Prototherteo Mammal (Echidna! *, to be compared

with Pig. 8. Severn! of the primitive oonnitoeni elcmeaie of tlia girdle are uU
dfethwS

BtJB-CLASS II. TilSKlA.

1. The vertebral centra possess distinct epiphyses.

2. The skull banes do not in most cases completely ooaleaoe,

ntoet of the sutures remaining distinguishable throughout life.

8. The coracoid is vestigial [as is also the pro-coracoid] (Fig.

10).

4. The epistemum is incorporated in the substance of the

presternum (Gfltte).
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5. The cloaca is not present (Gadow restricts this statement

to males).

6. The oviducts are united in a longer or shorter part of their

course.

7. The mammary glands are provided with teats.

8. The ova (except in some members of Section A of the

Theria) are holoblastic, and the early development of the young

takes place in the uterus.

9. The epi-pnbic bones and the corpus callosum are variablo

in their occurrence.

SUBCLASS THERIA SECTION A METATHERIA OR
MARSUPIALIA

1. Theria, in which the young are bom in a comparatively un-

developed state, and are sheltered during their later development

Fie. IS 1
. Cranium of Sareophilua, a Metatherian or ManupiA! Mammal; the

shaded a*** denote* the exteal of the alUpheno.d bone aloof Ui« cranial wall ; note
the extent backward* of the malar boo*, and the extent forward* of the lachrymal
boot. Of. Fi*. 14.

2. In the skull (Fig. 13), the tympanic cavity is partly

bounded by the alisphenoid; the jugal (malar) bone furnishes

a contribution to the floor of the glenoid cavity.

* In Fig*. 18 and 14. a good example of " convergence” in evolution may be
remarked. The convergence is petliapa meet de&nite in rocpoct of the dentition

;

the latter it adapt*! to a camlvorotu diet In both instance*, In the two flgurt*,

tree* i» laid oo tbo oeteologioal detail* *crring to differentiate the two akoll*. which
am Men to bo only superficially alike.
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3. Epi-pubic bones nre present and well developed.

4. A single sphincter muscle surrounds both anus and uro-

genital aperture.

5. The corpus callosum is absent.

6. The placenta, when present, is functional for only a short

period.

The Mctatfacria (or Manupialia) ore divisible into two Orders, ditto

-

guished principally by the characters of their dentition, particntarly of the

incisor teeth. Ttiere is thus to be distinguished the Order Polyprutodontia,

whose members have numerous manor teeth (more than three on each aide).

The Opossums belong to this Order. The seated Order (Diprotodootia)

poaaees not more and usually fewer than throe incisor teeth on each aids

The Kangaroos are examples of this Order. The Metathvria bridge the gap

between the Protatberi* and the Eutheria. The latter mny be held to share

an ancestor with the Metathcrio, and this ancestor in torn was derived

probably from a Protothorion form.

14. Cranium of an Euthariaa Mammal (Dog): for companion with
the shspbenoid (shaded), the; note the mailer extent (backwards) of

and lachrymal bonee.

2. In the skull (Fig. 14), tho alisphenoid docs not contribute

to tbe wall of the tympanic cavity ; nor does the jugal (malar)

(except in Hyracoidea and some Rodentia) contribute to the floor

of the glenoid cavity.

3. No op-pubic bones are present

SECTION R KUTHERIA.

1. Tberia having no marsopium. The young are nourished

in utero for a considerable period, through the agency of a
placenta.
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4. The anus and urogenital apertures are not surrounded by

a common sphincter.

5. A corpus callueum is present.

Referring, on before, to tho most recent alaauAcation, we And, in the work

of Gregory, the following scheme of “diagnosrw," winch ptuvido additional

osteological dsta.

8ab-daw Prototfaeria.

Ropttliau Angular bone ubweut (at least in propria forma).

Ovi|mn>UB : no secondary teats. Shoulder-girdle (Fig. IS) aim! hunionw
much as in the mammal-like reptiles: pewspinonit fuwn of the scapula

absent or rudimeutary, lower part of the anterior bonier of tho scapula

corresponding to the spina soapitlao and aorotuion of higher mammals

;

large ouracoids aud proooracnids overlapping in the mid-ventral line

;

large T-shaped iutwcUviele
;

glenoid facet for htiiuerua very near tho

sternum. Epi-pubic bones present. No corpus callosum.

HabiU: primarily scmi-foeaorioL

Sub-cUas Tlwria.

Viviparous, with teats. Prospiuotvt fossa present (much reduced in

Cetacea) ;
ooraooid (Fig. 10) aud prcwxira&iid reduced, not touching

etornum
;

interclaviclo absent or vestigial
; gleuotd facet for htunenia

widely separated from sternum.

Habits
:
primarily semi-arboreal.

I. Infra-class Mstathorio.

Epi-pulao bones. No corpus callosum. Angle of mandible inflected

(save in Tarsipss)
;
typioslly with only the posterior milk molar tooth

replaced by a successor
. p } absent . molars typically J.

II. Iufra-dass Euthoria.

(I

No epi-pubie booes. Corpus oalloeum present. Anglo of mandible

typically not inflected
; oil the antomolar teeth typically ro{iramiitod

by both milk and permanent teeth
; p § typically present ; molars

typically |.

The Eutlieria can be divided into at least nine Orders din-

Unguiahed by the various combinations of morphological characters

enumerated in the following scheme.

Order 1. Euthoria, in which the teeth arc absent in thu adult

or are imperfect; the sacral vertebrae are frequently in excess

of the number usual in other orders. The ooracoid process is

usually relatively larger than in other Entheria, and does not

become completely fused with the scapula. The organisation of

the brain is very variable. Edentata.
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Order 2. Aquatic Eutheria with large head, fish-like body

devoid of hairy covering, the pectoral limb paddle-like, the pelvic

limbe abeent, and with a horizontal caudal fin. The clavicles

(collar bones) are absent, and the pelvis is vestigial. Teeth may

be absent and replaced by sheets of baleen (or whalebone). The

conformation of the nostrils and of the larynx is peculiar.

Cetacea.

Order 3. Aquatic Eutheria with moderate-sized head, with

porpoise-like body covered with a scattered covering of haira : the

pectoral limbs are paddle-like, the pelvic limbs absent. The

clavicles are abeent and the pelvis is vestigial. Teeth are present,

and the palate bears rugose homy plates. The larynx is not

modified as in the Cetacea Sirenia.

Order 4 Terrestrial, chiefly herbivorous Eutheria, with hairy

covering abundant or scanty ; the terminal phalanges of the digits,

upon which toe weight of the body usually falls, nearly always

invested with solid horny hoofs. The clavicle is absent. The

teeth are heterodont and diphyodont; the scaphoid and lunar

bones of the carpus (wrist) are always distinct The digits are

often reduced in number. Ungulate.

Order 5. Eutheria, chiefly carnivorous, with furry integument

:

digits in manus and pea never less than four, and all provided

with claws more or leas retractile. The clavicle is variable in its

preaecoe, but it is never complete. • The teeth are heterodont and

diphyodont The scaphoid and lunar elements of the carpus

(wrist) are always united; the brain usually highly developed.

Carnivora.

Order 6. Vegetable-feeding Eutheria, mostly small in bulk,

with furry or spiny integument clawed digits and usually planti-

grade limbs. The dentition is heterodont and diphyodont and

the form of the incisors is chisel-like: theae teeth grow from

persistent pulps Rodentia.

Order 7. Insectivorous Eutheria with nose usually prolonged

into a short soft muzzle
;
with furry or Bpiny integument clawed

digitB, and usually pentadactyle plantigrade limbs Clavicles are

present. The dentition is heterodont and diphyodont and the
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motare have pointed cusps: incisors an- never fewer than two in

the lower jaw on each side The brain is very simple in con-

formation. Insectivora.

Order 8. Eutheria in which the pectoral limbs are modified

to form wings, the bonee being greatly elongated so as to support

a broad web of akin extending to the hind limbe posteriorly.

The ulna is vestigial, the clavicles well developed. Cheiroptera.

Order 9. Eutheria with prehensile limbs (adapted to arboreal

life), the thumb and great too being more or less completely

opposable to the other digits. The digits are nearly always five

in number, and are provided usually with flat nails : the clavicles

are well developed. The brain is variable, but may present high

conditions of development of the cerebral hemispheres. Primates.

It is to bo remarked that although numbered from 1 to 9, it

does not follow that this arrangement places the various Eutherion

Orders in sequence according to the morphological status, a subject

to be discuaaod in the next chapter. Here it is to be said that

the Edentata, Ungulate, and Tnsectivom as defined above are tho

Orders most distinctly open to criticism. In other words, each of

these three Ordora includes within its own limits animals which

can be admitted only on the plea that simplification is a prime

necessity for the purposes of study. Wo have just soon (p 26)

that the moat recent classification provides fourteen Orders instead

of the nine given above. And there is much evidenoe to support

such an increase. Yet tho older system is found to be generally

useful, and it is applicable to a large number of mainmala; its

retention is justified on these grounds ns well as on account of its

simplicity. That it is after all hugely conventional, although

based on the observed facta of animal structure, cannot be too

strongly urged ;
but the advantage conferred by the mere fact that

we can classify mammals is great, for it enables us to compare their

forms and characters much more easily than if they were not sus-

ceptible to reduction to such order. But like conventional systems

of other kinds, it has its limits ; in other words, it does not apply

to every onimoL For there arc animals which, when examined in

the light of morphology, prove hard to fit into this classification.

When we meet with such an instance, we should therefore remember
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that it does not prove that the classification is bad or deceptive,

hut it shews rather that animals have heen evolvod without regard
to any such conventional system of clarification.

Here wo ftixl for consideration two points of view
; of tbrno wo may tolm

fimt tli« older: this, though it needs much qualification, is far from being
entirely erronooua

A- Serin continuous : intermediats forms “ ancestral." On the hypo-
thesis that the method of the origin of special is an evolution, it follows

quite naturally that animal forms should merge into one another by small
gradations and that classification, or grouping in clnsaea, m actually only

possible in view of the fact thvt large n.milcre of animal forma have failed

to maintain their places in the struggle for existence. Had lliey not failed,

it would bo possible to oollocA a demonstration-aeries of animal forms

ranging from the Amoeba to Man without any break or interruption.

To-day the aeries is dincontiiinmix and incomplete, and the syutomatist seism

on isolated groups, giving each a special name in his damificatiim. And what

of the animals between these gro<i|» 1 Some, having failed in the strugglo for

existence, can only be directly known to us by such of their parts as have

heen jireierved in a fossil form. The skeletal parts only an> as a rule thus

(reserved, and incidentally this shews the importance of osteology in morpho-

logical study. Such ore Uie animal “ links * which have boon referred to as

“ aliasing" A few intermediate forms have persisted down to our time, and

these animals prove hard to fit into a rigid system of claasifinotinn.

R Series iucontinuoms : intermediate forms not necessarily ancestral.

Another view rosulte from the cogency of two important objections brought

against that just explained (A). These objections have been stated so per-

fectly by Gallon {Natural Inheritance, p. 32) that hare cnly n few words will

be added in order to indicate their nature In 1889, we find Gallon objecting

to the assumption that the gradations must naeaaaarily be small or imperoop-

tibln. Hn laid stress on the clear and abundant evidence “ not only of the

appearance of cczuddcruble sports, but of their remarkable stability in here-

ditary transndaeioo.” And to-day, the expressions “discontinuous variation,*

and “mutation* (indicative of wide gaps between tho suooomivc forms oud of

diflbmxm in regard to their stability in draeent), are crmtimadly recurrent.

Not otdy is the ground thus cut away from the claim that gradations are

small iu every case, but a far more important soqucl follows. To explain the

origin of small variations has seemed easier than to account for the wider

“sports* ; and for this nonxi reason exists, since in the “ smaller ° eases, on

appeal can be made to comparatively familiar (if not intelligible) factor* of

environment, such as climate or nutrition ond their variations. These scan

inadoqnate to account for “ sports," and until a natural basis cx (donatory of

the appearanoe of the latter is provided, no demonstration of “descent by

evolution * can bo considered flawloas.

The first objection thus reminds ua that evolution (irocooila at a variable

D. M. 3
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rata; also it ia claimed that ovolutkm ia discontinuous; again the urgency fur

an extended study of the characters calk'd determinants ((Juduot) u clearly

indicated.

Thu second objection ia scarcely less important, and it relates to the

iutcrpretatiou placed upon intermediate forma Tlio usefulness of these

examples in suggesting and explaining the general trend of evolution is

unquestioned. They fill what otherwise would bo gape, and tliey reduce the

extent of gradation*. But it is clear from tbo tir»t objection that inter-

mediate forms need cot constitute the actual line of dceoent; it is certain

that many of them are not “ancestral,” And a warning must be given against

the common tendency to regard them in that light But even those to which

the term “ancestral” may not bo applied, existed or do exist, and their

position and relation# demand elucidation. This is a very serious matter.

Por it is by some alleged (cf Galton, op. cit. p. 33) that at least in certain

instanoes intermediate forms are to be regarded os “unstable vuriotios, whose

dasoendantb had reverted : they might be looked upon os tentative and falter-

ing steps, taken along parallel courses of evolution, and afterword* retraced.”

If we add that the descendants might have also died out, and that some of

tits parallel courses of evolution had oonte to an end, then tlte foregoing

proposition neod only to be stated to oocipe! acoepianoo. Evidently tlio diffi-

culty remains that many intermediate forms of the highest iutcrest are

represented by only the roost enmity fragments. To determine from theeo

whether their possonrr was in tho anoestrul line, or alternatively on a

side track, bos provided mater fofmany an animated discussion, yet the

difficulty is too often ignored. Its solution or removal is of fundamental

importance in regard to euch iuxtanoos as the fossil remains from Triad

(rtrAseanXAropiu), Manor {H. hoddbtrytnti*\ and PUtdown (EoaMhrvjna).

Beturuing to the general question of Evolution, it may lie repealed that,

even with such qualifications, the general analogy of a sequence or chain

is still perfectly justifiable.

It should be further remembered that though in an uniform

linear chain all the links are of equal value, yet in the variable

series of animals known to us, we may chance to find isolated links

of very different significance, tho difference depending on the

group* of animals connected by the link, whether the latter be

known in the fossil or recent state. Moreover the metaphor of

a linear chain is not so exact as that of a sheet of chain-armour

in which a single link may bring three or four other links into

mutual relation.

To take some examples, there may be cited such animals as

the Archaeopteryx, a form which suggest* a link between the

Clou of Birds and the Clast Reptilia : tho Galeopithecus volans.
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which oocupiae an analogous position, but merely with regard

to Orders (via the lnsectivora, Cheiroptera and Primates) of the

Class Mammalia: the Cynopithecus monkey of Celebes, which

connacta the Geaui Macacus with the Gmut Cynooephalus, within

the limits of the Order Primates. Inasmuch, however, as we are

dealing here principally with animals of the Class Mammalia, it

follows that the links with which we are concerned will be

comparable in point of importance with the two latter examples,

rather than with the first-mentioned instance.

We have seen that the cases of such intermediate) forms offers

excellent opportunities of employing and testing the principles of

morphological examination upon which is baaed the system of

classification here set forth.



CHAPTER III

THE MEMBERS OF THE MAMMALIAN ORDER PRIMATES

IN the foregoing chapter the relative positions of the various

Orders of the Class Mammalia were briefly reviewed from the

standpoint of evolution. If it be assumed that the typical or

representative mammal has during the period of its evolution

paaBod through vertebrate stages corresponding respectively to

those of the Fish, Amphibian, and Reptile, it seems intelligible

that in some mammals a greater number of ancestral characters

occur than in others Such mammals as possess a greater

number of such reminiscent characters should bo regarded as

primitive, while others should be described as less primitive, or

more highly evolved.

From this standpoint there is much evidence for assigning

the lowest place among the Mammalia to the Order Monotremata

composing the Sub-class Proiotheria. In series above these, and

consequently less primitive in their degree of evolution, are the

Motatheria, among which the Order Polyprotodontia is more

primitive than the Diprotodontia. Above the Metetheria 1 come

the Eutheria, consisting as has been already remarked of some

nine Orders.

Allusion has been made already (p. 32) to the difficulties met

with in grouping tho various Eutherian Orders. The accompanying

1 It is not surprising to find that while the Prototfcerm sad Metottheria may thn»

bo regarded ao primitive or slightly evolved, there sn not lacking those who would

regurd oome of their (sutures os the. mult ol extreme specialisation end even

degeneracy. Poe the brain, at but, tho statements made In ths text appear to hold

good (ei. Elliot Smith, •• Origfh of the Corpus Callosum," Linn. Tram, m, Bar. 2),

end to the braln-evilenoe much weight mutt admittedly be attached.
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mammal-like Reptiles CotylosAUrin and Therocephalia. The ilcfi-

niteness of this part of the history (also the absence of any

suggestion of Amphibian relations), must be specially remarked.

For in spite of their "mammalian” character* the omisaiou of theae

particular Reptiles has been proposed. Of theso characters the

most important (on account of the preservation of the j«rt« in

fossil examples) relate to the joint between the lower jaw and the

aknll. Reference has been made already (p. 19) to this joint,

and to the reduction of the quadrate bone in Mammals. The

arrangement shewn in the diagram, placing the Penman Reptiles

in the line of descent, oommands a large balance of expert opinion.

Hubrecht (1897) and Kingsley (1900) seetn to be the most promi-

nent of those vrho prefer to exclude these and more modem
reptilian forms from a place in the line of Mammalian ancestry.

The Prototlierift (Monocremata) arc made to diverge even in

the Triassic period, but this is a matter of speculation only, since

the only extinct Prototheriann known so far are derived from very

late (Pcst-Tcrtuuy) cave-deposits in Australia.

The point of divergence of the existing Orders of Marsupials

(Diprotodontia and Polyprotodontia) is placed with confidence in

the Jurassic period. After this comes an area in which the

evidence is scanty and equivocal, marked by the indication " Un-

discovered Placental*.” But when this region of “ Cretaceous

uncertainty " has been passed, the early pliasrs of the Tertiary

period are marked by a perfect explosion of Eutherian forms.

Here we are interested chiefly in a group to the right sidu of tho

diagram ami the lines may now be traced from the periphery

inwards. The Lemuroidea and Anthropoidea are there shewn

to be joined os the Primates (not marked) ; the latter stem springs

from a branch common to it and the Dermoptem (with the Cheiro-

ptera) on tho one side, and the insectivorous Tupaioidea on the

other. This common branch represents the Super-order Archontn

(*. ntpra, p. 26), and its own origin is found almost at the root of

all the Eutherian stocks.

Of the various Eutherian Orders, it thus appears that the

Primates, Cheiroptera, Dermopwra, and Tupaioidea (formerly a sub-

division of the Insectivora, and now separated as the Order Meno-

typhla) ore associated with the Insoctivora (Soricoidca, etc.) and
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that the latter arise at the root of the limb common to the whole

Euthorian Soction (or Infra-claw). The Edentate Orders (Tubuli-

dentata and Xenarthra) are also placed close to that region 1
. Bat

the remainder are widely dispersed, and far removed from the root-

stock. Special note should be taken of the distance separating

the Artiodactyla and Perissodactyla, as well as that separating

either or both from the Proboecidca, for all were formerly included

in the heterogeneous assemblage called the Order Ungulata.

Complicated as all this may seem, a general acquaintance with

the main outlines of the scheme is absolutely necessary before use

is made of such a simplified “linear" substitute as is given in

Fig. 16.

A few remark* are needed in Justification of the expression (which room
several time* In the latter diagram) " stage of such and euch a “ generalised “

animal.

On the hypothesis of evolution, s given animal owns an ancestry including

forerunners which would be classed aa Reptiles possibly, or again aa

Amphibia, or aa Fishes. Moreover in each Claes, a generalised anoeatral

form is to be expected, i* a form which has not realised to the fall the

possibilities of specialisation within its Class. The word “stage" is placed

at the opening phase of each period. The ancestor at any stage would present

each a oombinatic® of morphological characters aa would lead to its being

pUood on the confines of two groups

Tide digression is neoessitated by the protest (made with vigour by some

highly ootnpetent authorities*) against reference to “ generalised ' forma An

appeal in favour of specialised group* is substituted by those who thus object.

In revising my diagram, I waa careful to consider whether it were mis.

loading in view of that protest, the importance of which I recognise fuBy.

I decided that the diagram is still reliable for the following reaams. In the

first place, it does not exclude specialised forma from putting in an appear-

ance during the course of progress denoted by the lino joining tbo miooeweive

stagee. Secondly, I think the “ generalised * form must occur somewhere,

sooner or later, in tho genealogical tree. For instanw the Reptile (without

prejudice aa to its apacialiiaticn or the reverse) is more generalired than the

Mammal, the Amphibian more generalised than the Reptile. If there be an

objection to the diagram, I think it is to be found in tho rectilinear char-

acter of the line of ancestry aa drawn. But the diagram is submitted for

1 Judged by (be tingle critariou of brain.formation, this judgment appear* from

fas ranarchae of Billot Smith [Linn. Trana. vn. Ser. 9) to need retlaioa; forth*

neopalliel part of the brain in some Edentata U more highly developed than in

certain mammals ooramoaly regard*1 ae their superior*.

• Gaakell, Origin of Vnubrcui. p. 487.
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SUge of Primate tnarrmnl {Order PrimaUe).

* iLMSCiivorou* ” et«f* (Saper-onler Arcliontu).

1 Stage of genera!lied EutbetUn mammal (Section Eutberia).

: : SU#* of ga:ierallied MetntbeivA mranni (Section Mctatfierin).

Stage of genemlLxe-1 Tberiaa mammal [SnaOaia Tli«rln).

if Stag* of generaliwxl Protosherian mammal (Sab-Claa* PrototlicHn).

<n/\

SUg* of generalised Mnmiml (Claae Mammalia).

, ’88&ESr
,smg2t>tr

V Stage of generalized Reptile (Clnu Repdle).

x Stage of generalized Amphibian (Clan Amphibia).

Stage of generalized Fiat (Claaa Pl&«e).

Fig. 16.
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oonaMemtion afrar the more natural reprenoUtfon prorxieo in Pig. 16, wbwo
tk« really tortuous nature of the several lines is sufficiently evident The
doctrine of “ evolution from the moat specialized ” is to importsnt in regard

to the Phylogeay of Han, that its notification here is absolutely nsooMary,

and it will be diaotuned further in the sequel. For the moment, the digram
submitted in Fig. 16 is to be regarded not as cxpreaaiag nil the facts of ths

case, but as the most oonvunieot form of axpreesion available 1
.

The diagnostic characters of the Prototheria, given in Chapter n
(p. 28), provide evidence of the lowly position assigned to these

animals in relation to the other Mammalia. Some of the more

important items are given in the following list

(1) The possession of oviducts which are distinct from each

other throughout their course.

(2) The poesersion of a cloaca.

(8) The lack of vertebral epiphysial plates.

(4) The structure of tho shoulder girdle (full development of

the several elements).

(6) The production of msroblastic ova,

as well as the physiological characteristic of being oviparous.

Turning now to the Metatherin (Marsupialia), the evidence for

the lowlier status pf these as compared with the Eutherian

mammals depends chiefiy on the conformation of the brain, which

lacks the great cerebral commissure known as the corpus cal-

losum
; herein the brains of Metatberia (Marsupialia) resemble

those of Monotremuta and Raptilia, while differing from those

of Eutheria. The mode of development of the embryo of some

Metatberia provides additional evidence of the highest significance,

via. the relatively large size of the ovum and its enclosure by

a shell membrane, discovered in the Marsupial Dasyurus by Pro-

fessor J. P. Hill'. These characters place the genus (Dasyurus) in

a lowly position among the Metatheria. The genus Peramclcs

also possesses primitive characters as compared with its associates.

Within the range of the Eutheria, the primitive characters

(notably those of the brain) presented by the Ineectivora have the

'• For useful additional data is r«^ard to each genealogical trees, v. Dandy,

OatUuai of EeolMfoiarif Piologg, Figs. M sad W.
» v. .Vu twf ,

Oct. 22. 1008, p. 640, and tbs foliar aoeount in Q J. If. 8. 1010.
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effect of Betting them in the lowest ranks. Among the uiembam
of the Order (Insvctivnnt) the East Indian Gymnura raffle*ii scorns

to combine almost the largest number of these lowly characters.

Yet it is in this respect displaced by another East Indian com-
petitor, viz. Tupaia and its allies. These («*. gr. Tupaia) were

formerly included in the Order Inseccivora but ore now segre-

gated as the Order Menotvphla (cf. p. 2C supra). The following

anatomical features testify to their lowly status

:

1. The teeth: upper mohu-s tri-tubcrcular* : lower molars

tubercu lo-sectorial (Tupaia).

2. A (small) “tympanic" process of the alispheooid (c£ Fig. 13
for this marsupial character) persists (Tupaia).

3. The organ of Jacobson is of the Marsupial type*.

4. The scrotum is pro-penial, os in Marsupials, and on such
foots are based the reasons for regarding Tupaia as the best living

representative of a generalized Eutherian mammal. All tho

more significant is the claim recently made on its behalf, for

admitting it into the Order Primates 1
.

Passing to the Order of the Primates, it will be necessary to set

forth in detail the general morphological characteristics of tho

Order as well as those of its several subdivisions. Tho latter

consist of Sub-orders, Families, Generr. and Species, which may bo
grouped as follows.

Sub-order

Lnnntonna
Sub-order

Tarsir

{

Family Leajuridae (eereral genera and species).

Family Cheiromyide* (a single genus and speefos).

|

A single family (and genus
;
one or tvro upocsea).

Sub-order

AjCTHBOroiDEA

Family HapaKdas (one genus; several si-odcn).

Family Cebidae (several genera and specie*).

Family Ceroopithecidae „ „ „
Family Simiidae „ * „

(t Family Pithscantliropidao
j
number of geuera and Npocios

unknown : all the representatives are now extinct).

Family HominidAS (one or two genera, and at mart, three
specie*, of which only one exists at present).

* Gregory, op. dL 1910, p. 379. Pot the definition ol trl-Wbereular molar teeth

r. infra, p. J83.

« Broom, P.Z.S. (abstract), April It, 1918.

* Kaodern, Zoologueht JidtrbUeher, 1910.
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'Hue first point for remark is the reteution of the Sub-order Lemuroidee.

Professor Hubeeoht on the ground of the embryonic history end nutrition

(“diffuse placentation *) of the Lemuroidea, demands their rejection. Yet ho

would retain Tarsius among the Primates.

Professors Gadow and Elliot Smith are in favour of retaining the Ltmur-

oidea and T&raina, but they place the latter in an independent Sub-order, aa

abewn in the foregoing echomo. Tbo argument* advanced by Profwaor Elliot

Smith in favour of retention are baaed on observations directed to the

anatomy of tha brain. They may be summarised as follows *

:

Cerebral character* indicative of the appropriateness of retaining the

Lemuroidea within the Order Primates’.

1. The Lemuroidea agree with the Anthropojdea and differ from all

other Eutheria in the possession of a true Sylvian fissure.

S. The sulcus centralis is actually preeent in the lemnrino Perodiotious j

it ocean in no non-primate mammal, nor in the other Lemuroidea,

although in them a tendency eiista to tbo development of a furrow

limiting eaudally the motor area (aa does the sulcus oentralia).

3. The motor are* of the cortex rescmblon hiatolcgioally that of the

Anthropoidea and haa a similar topographic distribution.

A The sulcus calcarinua and the distribution of the visual area conform

precisely to the type found in the Anthropoidea, though in aotce

respects affinities to the Carnivora are shewn.

X The character* of the cerebellum present ccereepouding resemblance*

to those mat with in tbo Anthropoidea.

& The cridenoe nevertheless assigns to the Lemuroidea a lowly positron

in the Order Primalea

The second point to be discussed is the dissociation of the Tarsi! from the

Lemuroidea. The former provide several interesting links between the Laraar-

oidoa and the Anthropojdoa, aa will be explained in the sequel (p. 10ft). The

Family Pilheoanthropidae is a provisional one, and to it are referred (a) the

Javanese fossil remains called Pithecanthropus erectile 1
,
and (3) the iluu.tr

jaw from Heidelberg 1
.

"Within ths Hcminidaa, the cranial fragments recently discovered (1918)

by Memo* Smith-Woodward and Dawson in Sussex (the Piltdown skull) are

claimed aa distinctive of a separate genus (Eo-anthropus dawsoni), whDe the

1 Tha following memoirs should be consulted

:

1. Elliot Smith, Lina. Tram. vol. vm, Part 10, p. 417.

8. „ Lin. Soe. Journal, vol. xxnc. pp. 80—80.

8. Nature, 1907, May 8, p. 7.

4. „ Brit. Auoc. Report. 1908. p. 875.

6. „ Nature, 1909. p. J8.

8. Standing and Elliot Smith, Bool. Tram. vol. xvm, Pert 8. 1908, p. 89.

* Elliot Smith. No. 8 of preceding note.

* E. Chapter xru.
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N’omderthAl •koloton and iu eonganm prohaMy represent forms specifically

distinct from Homo aliens. The fuller consideration of those extinct typos

ih reserved however for a Utcr chapter (xvu).

It lm now convenient to enumerate the diagnostic characters of

the various Sub-ordure of the Primates. For this purpose, the

concise statements made by Professors Parker und Hn>wcll (in

their Textbook of Zoology) have been drawn on lively (with

permission).

Older Primates: Eutheria, nearly all of which wo adapted

to an arboreal life, the limbs being prehensile owing to the pollcx

and hallux being more or less completely opposable to the other

digits.

Dentition: heterodont; diphyodont; incisor teeth two in

number on each side above and below : the Aye-Aye (Cheiromya)

and Tareii are exceptions to this rule.

Digits: are, in nearly all, five in number, and are provided

with fiat nails both in manus and pee: the pollex and hallux

are opposable.

Forearm : the ulna and radiuB are separate (u«. not ankylosed

as in many Eutheria) and well developed.

Orbit : surrounded by a bony ring.

Clavicles : well developed.

Entepicondylar foramen : abnormal (Parker and Haawell say

absent).

Third trochanter of femur: abnormal (Parker and Haswell

say absent).

Stomach : simple in most instances.

Testes : descend into a scrotum.

Mammae : usually two in number, and thoracic in position.

Placenta : variable (diffuse or meta-discoidal).

SUB-ORDER

LSMTJROIDEA

Ape-like Primates, nocturnal in habit, and of comparatively low

organisation. (C£ Fig. 17.)

Teeth: dental formula i, }; o, pm, j; m, $; the upper

median incisor teeth are widely separated in most cases.
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ertltulttier

Fig. 17 . Genenu
Childhood

Iran Mitchell,

EthmoiA mu
t

Lachrymal bent

/ Atitpheneid I

Auditory MuilU
built

Ctniniftru.

pr< molar
toeth

lAUM fbMTV

canine lotth

Fig. 18 . Omnium, with mandible, of Lemur rariua; not# th» auditory ball*.

Um articulation of rurirtaj and iBnbtM bear*, the facial eattotion of the AJitj-

mal b^STFiT STEo ZrtSZTrf& bow ni maxUla b*tad the

kobrymul' bon*
.
the

' “
boa*, Lbs number
tb« lower 1st

petition, tod the tooth It lneUlform.

he until forwerd jrojeeUoo of the orbital tluu ol the ethmoid

of teeth, the tmeli eiie o# the upper tad the greet projection ol

teeth. In the mandible, the oaolne-liie tooth it e pre-molar by
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Stomach

Liver

Digit* : of fore and hind limbs boar flat nails except the second

digit of the hind limb, which bears a claw. Both pollex and

hallux are opposable.

Orbit: aurroundod by a bony ring. (Cfl Fig. 18.)

Lachrymal foramen : external to orbiL

Hyoid bone : anterior larger than posterior cornu.

Colon :
“ bent on a bight" in its transverse portion. (Cf Fig. 19.)

Cerebral hemi-

spheres: feebly convo-

luted and not prolonged

far backwards over cere-

bellum (Fig. 44): rhin-

enoephalon relatively

well-developed.

Mammae : two in

number, thoracic in po-

sition
;

they may bo

supplemented by an

abdominal pair.

Uterus: bi-comunte.

Placenta: diffuse.

The Sub-order Le-

muruidea comprises the

true Lemurs (Family

Lemuridae), so called

from their ghoet-like

appearance at night

Geographically, their

distribution is almost

entirely confined to the

island of Madagascar,

in which they have found congenial surroundings; and of the

local fauna they are very characteristic. A few examples occur in

Africa and Asia. Fossil representatives occur, not in Madagascar

only, but also in Europe and in North America.

The arboreal animal known as the Aye-Aye, Cheirorays or

Dauoentonia mad&guscaricnsis is, as its name indicates, a Malagasy

representative. It is so peculiar as to have been assigned to a

Fig. 16. Part of tba nliiacntMy cr.na! of a
Umar: note lie ouriomiy ooctarted oaloa, and
Urn enormous appendix cocci.
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separate family, of which it constitutes the sole living genus and

species. At first its relation to the Lemureidea was not recognized,

chieHy because its inciaor teeth simulate thoec of a rodent But

when its general anatomy bocami; known, the evidence thus

obtained clearly shewed its affinities with the Lemurs, and with

these it now fiiuls a place in classification. It is to be regarded aa

an exceptional form of the particular lemurine type known as

the Indririnae. It cum bo described j ustly as a H specialize' I
* form,

though in it* case specialization is compatible with, and may

indeed be evinced by, certain features (such as those of the braiu)

which can only be termed " degenerate."

SUBORDER

TARSI I

Vary diminutive arboreal Primates, nocturnal in habit (Fig- 20).

Teeth: dental formula i. o. pm, }, m, the upper

median incisor teeth are in contact.

Digits: provided with round sucker-like discs: nails flat save

on the soocmd and third toes, which bear sharp claws.

Orbit : a post-orbital wall is present.

Lachrymal foramen : external to orbit.

Hyoid bone : •‘lesser" cornu longer than "greater " cornu, bat

consisting of three ossified portions with cartilaginous intervals.

Colon : not bent as in Lemurs.

Cerebral hemispheres: feebly convoluted; prolonged further

backwards than in the typical lemurine condition; rhinen-

cephalon relatively small.

Mammae : four in number, of which two are pectoral, and two

inguinal in position.

Uterus: bicomuate.

Placenta: discoidaL

This Sub-order comprise* the genus Tarsius with two species,

or, it may be, varieties. These are found in a comparatively

circumscribed geographical area, viz. the islands of the Eastern

Archipelago from Sumatra to the Philippine, group. The feesil

Anaptomorphos found in North America is considered to be nearly

related to Tarsias.
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SUB-ORDER

ANTHROPOIDKA

Most highly organised Primates, chiefly modified for and adapted

to an arboreal mode of life.

Teeth : the upper median incisor teeth are in contact with one

another.

Digits : these are provided with fiat nails (except in the Hapa-

lidae).

-{f
Fig. El. Fig. M.

Fig. 21. Cranium, with meadlbie. at Cuba* cefueinu* (Oebtdee). Koto th*

eoditctr balls, end ehiulow eoiltory peeeego
;
tbs iphenopericlel and leohiymo-

•ihmoiaal srticuloticwit, the letter eutare being mind by a small circle ; three

moUr teeth ere eeen la eech jew.

Pig. M. Pert of the elimentery cenel of e Cerocyitbecat monkey (Cercojsibe-

oidee) ; note the leek of oonlorlion In the eolon, end the ebecaee of en epjeodix

eeeot.

Pollex : in a few instances is rudimentary or absent, in most it

is well developed.-

Orbit: the poet-orbital boundary is a bony wall extending

inwards from the post-orbital ring, and separating the orbit from

the temporal fossa. (Cf. Fig. 21.)

4
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Lachrymal foramen : this is situated within the orbital margin.

Hyoid bone : the posterior oornu exceeds the anterior coma in

sue

Colon : not looped ae in Lemuroidea. (C£ Fig. 22 with Fig. 19.)

Brain : oerebral hemispheres much convoluted and prolonged

backwards to cover the oerebellum to a considerable extent (Figs.

28. 24 and 25): rhinenoephalon much reduced.

Mammae : two in number and thoracic in position.

Uterus : this has no cornua properly so called : Fallopian tubes

spring directly from the body of the uterus.

Placenta : this is deciduate and meta-dieooidaL

Family I. Hapalidae'.

Dental formula : i, {; c, pm, f; m, f
— 32.

Pollax : not oppoeable.

PI* M. Cmotaa. with numdihl*, of H*f*)» Jamba* (HapaUda*). Kola th.

ai^itarr balls, th* uL’ji.ion r*riO«i articulation and lo th* ochdt the l*«hx7mo>

fcniod*tion ;
two moUr t»*ch an mb la each Jaw, and th* incisor

t**lh project etrwgly {$)•

Digits : bear daws, no nails: the hallux is an exception to this

rule.

Cheek pouches : not developed.

T«r<hi*] callosities : not developed.

];Tumal auditory meatus : not prolonged into an caseous tube.

(Cf. Fig. 28.)

t (Hap*)*: from * Omt word indiauiv* *ith*r of mlnot* mm, « docUa
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Tail: non-prehensilo.

Nasal septum : wide (Platyrrhine).

Tho foregoing family includes the Marmosets.

Favtily If. Cebidae 1
.

Dental formula : i, $ ; c, } ;
pm, $ ;

m, J - 36.

Pollex : not opposable, in some instance® rudimentary or absent 1
.

Digits: all have flat nails.

Cheek pouches : not developed.

Ischial callosities : not developed.

External auditor}’ meatus as in Hapalidae (cf. Figs. 21 and 26)

Tail: sometimes prehensile.

Nasal septum broad (Platyrrhine).

This family includes among others the Howling Monkey

(Mycctcs), Squirrel Monkey (Chrysothrix), Spider Monkey (Ateles),

and Capuchin Monkey (Cebus).

It should be particularly noted that members of the two pre-

ceding families (Hapalidae and Cebidae) agree in tho possession

of a wide septum and space between the nostrils. They are for

this reason called Platyn-hine Monkeys. Besides this character-

istic, other morphological features distinguish the Platyrrhine

apes from the other Anthropoidea, which from the possession of

a narrow intra-narial space and consequent downwardly directed

nostrils are called Cntarrhine. In Craniology the term Platyrrhine

is also used, but there it refers to the proportions of the apertura

pyriformis nasi of the skull, and not to the intra-narial space of

the face.

Family III. Cercopitheddae'. (Cf. Fig. 27.)

Dental formula : i, } ; c, \

;

pm, } ; m, § - 32.

Pollex: opposable (but in the genus Colobus not developed

at all).

1 (Cebca : Ike Arabia word tor ape.)

1 For a striking ir-mar. example of ccngaolta! absence of both thumbs (tnaluding

th« aruphoid and greater multangular bones) tee Dr Sequeira’s account la the Lancet
(isis, Feb. ft. p. see).

* (Ccroopllhecua: a tailed ape.)
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Pig. 38. Cranium, vith mandible, cf » Mwwai monkey (C^rcopfih^Ua)
;
not*

the abeenc* of *n Auditory bulk ; the rabutitttion of fn»t<>-equ*a»ott* *nd front©-

maxillary for cpkano-putetnl And iaohrymo-elhmoidAl irtiealAtlOM : not* alio th*

number of ieeth. And ooaaper* with Pig*. 21 *nd 26-
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Cheek pouches : developed in many cases.

Ischial callositos : developed to a high degree.

External auditory meatus
:
guarded by an caseous tube formed

by the tympanic bone. (C£ Fig. 28.)

Tail: non-prehensilo.

Naaal septum : narrow anteriorly, the nostrils close together in

consequence.

Sternum : narrow and rod-like.

Caecum : has no vermiform appendix.

This family comprises the Baboons (Papio or Cynocephalus),

the Macaques (Macacua), the Ceroopitheci. Semnopithcci, etc.

Family IV. Simiidae*. (Cf. Figs. 29, 30, 31.)

Fig. ». Pl«. 80. Pig. U.

Pig. 30. A'lttlt ml* Oar.ll* (SimllAte); the h*lr hue been loti owing to

la*dr^o*to praatevatioo Id eioohjl. (Holt Doootisn, Mat. Amt. Coat.)

Pigs. 80 and 81. Other views of th* uu&e specimen.

1 (Simla: exact meaning doubtful
;
either “ 3tO-noted " or mimic.”)
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Fronto-aquarnoua
JKulafion

LongaiKWorjr
passage

Rermenenr teeth

Fig. 62 . Orsaiwa .
with mandible, ci a 7oar-g OodlU (Slmllde*) ; the flnt tooth

o< the permanent sat ha* appeared (permanent molar tooth). Note, in oontmet to

Fig. 83. the oompen.Uvslj j*ge hreln-eeee. There U as etdUoxj hoik: the

auditory peeaege U tong, bat not to long ea In edalte: then eie fronto agoemoiia
end froaio- maxiilarr articulation*. Oaseooa ndgee end crest* ere attil undeveloped.

J2L~ x
l»g» gqttgrnous/ \/ A '"TV 3>
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Dental formula: a* in the preceding family, viz.:

i,f; c,{; pm,f; ra.f-32.

Pollcx: opposable.

Ischial callosities: found in one genus only, viz. Hylobatoe

(the Gibbons).

External auditory meatus: an osseous tube, as in Family III.

(Cf. Figs 32, 33.)

Tail : not developed externally.

Inlrapsri«f*» aJcus
^ CoiA(sl siAou?

Sulcus lurwtvs

AntlmSrng
-Sufcuaoffiol

Jrci+o-orbi?#0

limiting

jscfftoi

Fiat* re ar Sylvius

JuV.limb)

PI«. 84. UionJ Mpect of the right osrabml haralsphore cf a young Gorilla
(SlmMu). Tha ollsetoiy narreo an aManuslad In point of aixa: tho cwrebml
•uifaM it much men convoluted than Sc tb« prerediiig templet and read it tha
appearance of tba human eorabrum. Cf. with Figs. 33, 94. 38, 44, and p. 48.

Nasal septum : ns in FAtnily III.

Sternum : flat (lati-siernal type).

Caecum : vermiform appendix present.

Os oentmle carpi : sometimes united with the os radiale carpi

to form the scaphoid bone.

This family include* the Gibbons (Hylobates), Orang-utans

(Sinaia) 1
, Chimpanzees and Gorillas (Anthropopithecus niger and

gorilla).

Family V. Hominidae.

The main characters conform so exactly to those of the preceding

family that recapitulation is unnecessary. The Horainidae are

however distinguished from the Simiidae by several morphological

characteristics of which the following are the most important.

1 For tha latest revision of the** namto, v. <fl/re p. 158, footoota.
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Hallnx not opposable.

Pelvic limbs much longer and bulkier than the pectoral

Cerebral hemispheres enormously developed in bulk and in

the complexity of the convolutions.

Many morphological modifications have been induced by the

assumption of the erect attitude.

This family includes members of the two Human species.

It is a matter for discussion whether there should be inter-

polated between the Families Simiidae and Hominidae another,

viz. Pithecanthropidae. Till further remains of Pithecanthropidae

have come to light this question must remain in abeyance. Some

authore would rank Pithecanthropus erectus with the Simiidae,

and others again associate this form with the Hominidae.

In oonduding the aooount of the Order Primates, a few word* may bo

added u to the method pursued in assigning to Man a plane among the

It will hare already been noticed that in the account given of the

Order Primates, several morphological ohareetors won enumerated. Should

a mammal be presented for examination with a view to assigning it to Hs

appropriate order, it would be Decenary that the mammal should satisfy the

oouditicsM just referred to, before suob assignation could be made in respect

of the Order Primates. But the exact number of oooditions is a matter upon

which no final decision ha# been arrived at It is oonoeded vary generally

that the decision should not depend on a single character. And however

desirable it may seem, to limit tho number of tests for the sake of oonrenisnoe

and lucidity, no hard-and-fest rule (as to the precise number of tests) oan be

formulated.' An example of the procedure may facilitate this explanation.

W# may for instance consider the morphology of a typical Primate mammal
and enumerate a doxsn characters in which it presects the requisite con-

formation. The corresponding list for the human body would shsw that

the name conditions were satisfied in this as in the preceding case. Closely

similar results would follow the application of the test to the various

.nimtl. just ™«nt-irmad
,
and it is in this way that ths constitution of ths

Order Primate* has been effected. Nevertheless, difficult care# ooour, and

ono of there has been selected by way of illustration. Should we be confronted

by such a form of mammal as Oaloopithecus rotans (which was included

among the Primates at an epoch when the single character of the possession

of two incisor teeth in each jaw was regarded as the sole qualifying rendition),

we should see but «m*li reason at first few regarding H as outside the limits of

that Order.

The comparison may be drawn up as follows, the selected characters

fa/0,.ding nine of the most important of those already employed (in the

general disgnesia of the Primetee, of. p. 44 njtra).
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Thi» Ublo shew* » majority of points of agreement u betvoon Galso-

pithecua voLuis and the typical Primate tuaiuniaL Evidently there « ft

oortnin degree of affinity between the two forma. But the character* in which

they are contrasted are not a email minority, and although by extending tbo

list other feature* of similarity may be added, the points of contrast become

more numerous and striking. Above all, perhape, the possewion of a patagium

euggort* forcibly bosec approach to the Cheiroptera. Yet when the comparison is

instituted with these (the Bats] in details, Oaleopithecus appears as an aberrant

representative of the Order Cheiroptera, just as it ha* figured as an anomalous

member of tbo Pricnatea Tbo discovery of yet other cliaractere in tum
suggestive of the Inaeotivora (Menotyphla) complicates the matter further.

Yet if a classification must be made, it is necessary to draw linat somewhere

or other. In this instance, some systematises have solved the problem by

instituting an independent Order (Dermoptera) for Galeopithecus volana,

which is compensated thus for tbo loan of its daim to the title of “ Flying

Lemur."

If it is difficult to prescribe the exact number of characters to be employed

in such Costs, the question as to their precedence is equally bard to aolre.

At preeent no general consensus of opinion seems to exist as to the order of

importance in which such characters as those used in the foregoing tablo

(p. AO) are to be arranged. It Ea submitted, however, that tho list contains

none bat characters of the meat valuable kind, no matter how their

sequenoo may bo adjusted. And if the toeth and skeleton appear too

highly placed, let it be remembered that of fossil animals such parts alone

remain in many instances. Moreover the cranium even in fuatl forms is

uften capable of providing information as to the cerebrum itself, if ecdo-

cranial casta can be prepared. As for the centre! nervous system in general

and the brain in particular, their high value in these researches is so

widely recognised now, that the mere mention of them will suifioe in this

connection 1
.

We have thus given a general idea of the position of the

Hominid&e within the Oder Primates. In order to strengthen

the argument for assigning to Man this position, a more detailed

exposition of the anatomical characters of the Primates seems

advisable. For this reason we have selected as examples of the

Order (a) one of the Lemurs, (6) Tarsius spectrum, (c) one of

the Ceroopithecidae, and (d) one of the Simiidae. The anatomy

of each of these will be briefly reviewed (Chapter iv), and

1 For an admirable chapter on the choice of criteria and their relative value in

ovideooc, of. Gregory, •• The OnUni of Mammals,' ' BuUitan a] Ue America* Uhmum

Of Hotural HUtorv, 1910. Part n. Introduction.
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arranged in a manner suitable for comparison with descriptive

human anatomy, which is here excluded for lack of space. To

these descriptions will then be added (Chapter v) detailed accounts

of the skulls of the moat nearly related family to the Hominidae,

viz. tha Simiidac. The dentition of the some families will also be

described separately (Chapter vi).



CHAPTER IV

ON THE GENERAL ANATOMY OF THE PRIMATES

I. Lkmuroidea.

Is the chapter dealing with the subdivisions of the Order

Primates, the churactere which have proved of taxonomic value

in distinguishing the Sub-order Lcmuroidea were enumerated.

The following account provides a few additional facts descriptive

of the anatomy of such u representative of the Sub-order, as for

example Lemur mongoz (»«« ftwous 1
).

The selection of a really typical form of Lemur is not altogether

easy, owing to the variability in sire and dimensions mot with

among these animals. An enquiry into the general natural history

of the Lemurs will lead quickly to the conclusion that the Sub-

order (Lemuroidea) includes examples of specialization carried

out in several directions and to very different degrees. In point

of size, the Lemurs can shew a range of forms from the rat-like

Chirogale (or Mouse-Lemur) to the ladris (relatively a giant type),

which is comparable to a large terrier. Adaptation to environ-

ment differs: thus we may contrast the more purely arboreal

forms (which predominate) with others found on rocky and almost

treeless plains (Lemur catta). The length of the tail is another

very variable feature. Somo Lemurs (such as the Galagos) can

progress in the bipedal fashion of a Jerboa or Kangaroo, i.e. by

leaps, while the large Indris assumes and maintains the erect

attitude without difficulty*. The oolour of the furry coat provides

the moat striking contrast*; in some instances wide variations

occur within the limits of a single species. There are nocturnal

> Ci. Fenjlh Major, P. Z. B. 1901, March 19.

i pincouxt (quoted b? Hubrccht) this alao of Propithacoi.
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and diurnal groups: omnivorous and herbivorous forma: aomo

types hibernate, though these are exceptional. The numbers of

teeth and of the carpal bones are not absolutely constant through-

out the Sub-order.

But although such diversity of form and habits must not be

overlooked, it is still true that a large number of Lemurs agree in

oertain general characters. Such a group may fairly be called

typical, and from it the present selection must be made. It ie

perhaps noteworthy that the very fact of such variability is of

itaelf suggestive that the Sub-order provides materials from which,

in the course of Evolution, higher types may be reasonably

supposed to have arisen whether through Natural Selection or

otherwise. At the same time, it is not necessary to suppose that

the "true Lemurs" represent exactly the particular varieties thus

favoured and consequently figuring in the ancestral history of the

higher Primates. Indeed the opinion has been expressed (Forsyth-

Major, Standing) that so far from advancing, many of the existing

types have degenerated, from more highly-organised ancestors.

However this may be, the choioe of an example for descriptive

purposes will fall advisedly on a specimen of the so-called “ true
’

or typical Lemurs, which is described in the following paragraphs

L General consideration*.

In the morphological study of the Lemurs, attention must be

directed to the facts (i) that they constitute a relatively primitive

group of Eutherian mammals, (ii) that they are quadrupedal,

(iii) that they are arboreal and nocturnal in habit, (iv) that they

are in diet usually insectivorous or omnivorous. It is probable

that in reference to these considerations will bo found the inter-

pretation of all their salient structural characters. These will

be found arranged in sequence either according to tho various

anatomical systems described, or in certain instances with refer-

ence to regions of the body.

II. Systematic description.

A. External characters. The commonest type of Lemur
resembles in size a cat, and, as in that animal, tho tail is long

(Fig. 17). To its relatively small size and also to its nocturnal
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habit* are attributable the thick felt-like or woolly covering 1 of

hair distributed over the body and the tail. The latter is not

prehensile in the strict sense of that term, but nevertheless it can

be twined round a bough to sapport the animal : it also plays an

important part in balancing the animal during its arboreal move-

ments. The nostrils are directed forwards as well as outwards,

and the space between them is narrow (as compared with its width

in Tarsius). The elongated snout and lower jaw are distinctive,

as are the very large eyes with their circular pupils. The external

ears are also large and capable of much movement The pro-

minence of eyes and ears is in accord with the nocturnal mode
of life. The fore and hind limbs are of nearly equal length

(a primitive and quadrupedal character), while the hands and feet

are evidently and specially adapted to the preheusilo functions so

neoessary to an arboreal animal.

B. The Hair. The pecuhar (woolly) character of the hair in

Lemurs renders difficult a definite separation of the several hair-

tracts in adult examples. In miniature and foetal specimens, the

mode of distribution of the hair is more clearly shewn. It has

been described with great precision by Professor Schwalbe*. In

general it appears that in several noteworthy points the Lemurs
present a modified form of the condition assumed to be most

primitive, viz. that characterised by the uniform flow of the hairs

from the tip of the noee backwards to the end of the tail In

regard to details, the groups of vibriseae (sinus-hairs) first require

notice. In the Lemurs, these hairs are arranged in five groups.

Of these, four are facial, and aocording to their situation are

distinguished respectively as the supra-orbital, naso-labial, zygo-

matic and mental series They are distinguished further not

only by their length and rigidity, but also by a tendency to

implantation in definite and circumscribed eminences or pads (one

for each group). These pads are often more darkly pigmented

than the surrounding skin. [The sulunental group of vibrissas

1 Specimens of Lamur oattaf«rl tha winter of ISIS—It in lh« opto air now
Qambridga, without shewing 007 untoward affacta of cllmato.

* tfbtr iit ffichtvHj der Sixart bei dm Hulbajfn. SoadtraMrock UU Voaltakow

Rtiit f* OtUrfrika in dm Jnkrtn 1900—1906, Band n>. 1910. from which publication

Fizz. 86, K. and S? have Uan Ukaa with tfc# author1* paneladon.

d . u. 6
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found in certain rodents and insectivores, is mid to lx* wholly

unrepresented among the Lemure.] The fifth group of vibmsae

is on the forearm and near to it a cutaneous callosity may bo seen

in some varieties'.

The eyc-laahe9 arise not from the margin of the eyelid but

from its external aspect

As regards the general hair-covering’, the direction of the

‘ Bland Button arid Beddanl. Cf. Salnrt, Jan. 0, 1008, p. 231.

* The uriangeiaent of the hair-tracts In the mammals generally, and partiedariy

in the Primate*. powtsMa an extensive literature. To the valuable memoir by

Schwalbe on the Lemurs (ot. footnote p. 03) mutt be added a subsequent and

more exhaustive nsoncgmpli on the Anthropoldca by the some author, by whom u

f ill bc.bliogrr.phy H provided .Schwalbe, 1012, •• Cher die Rlchtunp dor Haart hoi don

Aflen-Erabrjor.en," Selonkn'e StaAUv ubrr KatrUilat^g, a.t.tr., xihnto l.lcfnrongt.

A notable feature of till* work it the presentation of tk« author'* view* it* to the general

significance of lbs marked variation* In the detail* of bair-tract* in rotonmoe to

their direction anil dlilributlon. Thin subject low lawn ttwdiixl also Ity Ihr Kidd,

who in 1908 published an account of Ula work (IV tUmiion »/ Hulrin Animal*

tuut ifan, 1908). Hoth author* agree In awnmlng ’J'* •*b»trnee of a primitive type

of dleUilution, such a* that described abort (p. W) in which tlie liair i* directed

uniformly backward* (cranio-mudally) Irma the novo to the toil. This primitive

and simple distribution lias undergone many modiiicutiou* hi different animals.

Dr Kiild invoke* the influence of a number of Ujfchoaiotl cause*, such a* the action

of gravity (cf. tbo Sloth), tbe habitual assumption of certain attitudes, or repetition

of movements, and Anally the relation 10 point* called "fixed" os rrgaols Uio

action of subjacent muscle*. To complete tin* account, it ix neoossary farther to

postulate a partly I/inmrcilan transmission of acquired diameter*. Profownr

Schwalbe, in rejecting these views, lap a trow on three capital factor* as accountable

for the majority of tbe observed phenomena. Thu* reference I* nuule to (i) the

occurrence of flexions (Paltungen) u at llie throat, allow or knee, wltcii the haire

on either ride of the angle will grow in the lines of touit reautaitce and produce

consequently divergence from or convergence toward* n point. Agnin (ii) a looslimxl

depression of the skin, in conformity with tbe growth of tlie local Usenet, will be

followed by an analogous ro-anangoment of tbe primitive tract*. Finally, (111) tlie

mode of increase in the serfsee area ol tlie skin, and of the cpidoraii* in particular,

is evidently not uniform all ovoi tao body. Professor Schwalbe shew* by an In-

geoious model that If socli irregularity be granted, tli« production of katr-tract* In

definite directions is a necessary consequence. (This pvrt of Profeasor Schwalbe’*

position is not unlike tbe view oxprcsxed originally by Voigt.)

Professor Schwalbe thus throw* back die hud* of an interpretation of hair

vortices, spirals, etc. upon tlie plicnomcnn of growth, whereby folding and other

irregularities of surface are produced. Many factor* enter Into there phenomena,

such as the mode ot life and consequent modifications in the details of form. At

this point there seems to be an approach to the poaition adopted by l>r Kidd. Yet

the latter, as wc have seen, postulate* cause* uct-ug directly from without, whereas
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haira on the head may be noted first. In the Lemurs, the hairs

are directed from the brows backwards (cranio-caudally)
;
but they

encounter an opposing stream just before they have attained the

region above the top of the ear (Fig. 35). This opposing stream

ascends from twin centres (Fig. 86) placed symmetrically on each

side of the naps of the neck.

A spiral centre of dispersion on each side of the abdomen is

another characteristic feature of the Lemurine hair. At the elbow

(Fig. 87). the convergence of hairs from the arm and forearm

respectively is a character common to the Lemurs and many other

mammals, including Man himself.

Specimens of Lemurs* in the Cambridge Anatomical Collection

show hairs distributed on the back (dorsal surface) of each finger

and too : in the poliex and hallux the distal phalanx is not thus

covered : the hairs on the other digits extend to the nails.

In conclusion, it may be remarked that the hairs arc commonly

implanted in groups consisting of more than three hairs'. This

arrangement is of interest in relation to Unit of the hairs in

certain scale-covered animals, supposed to indicate the descent of

mammals from scalo-clad ancestors.

C. The skin (in specimens doubtfully referred to L. mongos)

is of a dull slate-grey colour where exposed as near the nose, and

on the hands and feet.

Profeexor Schwalbe appeals to tho dStella of muscular deralopensnt, or to variations

In tbs proportions of different ports, which an only indirectly affected by the

external agents su«l*ri*d above. And such indirect influence is hers bold to be

more probable than ths alternative. In particular, it la thought that Professor

Schwalbe is especially helpful when be calls attention to the necessity tor con-

sidering the precise form of the sorfaoe to be provided with a hairy covering. This

aspect of the problem will tall within the province of a geometrical analysis such

as hse been applied to ths cutaneous suifaoat cl tbs palms sod soles by Kolceeof

and Pankul (A/erphofopieeAes Jobrfoteh, xxxv. 1906] . These authors poiDt out the

existence of oerinin •* neutral points ” in any area of skin which Is 1tools to cUngai

in its surface form. Daring such changes, the neohal points eeoape tho effects of

tension or pressure necessarily fell by other points on the snrtaoe. It may well be

the oaee that inch points are suitable for the halr-belfaa, and that the grouping of

the hair* is determined by their relative positions (t>. itfre in connection with

hair-tracts).

1 Ths species to undetermined, bat is probably L. mongos.

» Of. Meijexe, JtforpAolopisctes /sVbticb. Band xxi. 1M4.

ft—

«
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Fig. 97. Fig. M.

PiA 88. Leuior mocgo* (embryo). Hair-trocu of the bmd. (From Schwoibe.
of cit.)

FSg. 88. Umor mongo* (embryo). Hoir-tnot* of the donel wpcct of tbo heed
tod Irani. (From Schwalbe, op. cit.)

Fig. 97. Umar mongo* (embryo). Heir-tnete of the upper limb. (From
Schwalbe, op. cit.)
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Epidermic scales (possibly significant of a reptilian ancestry)

are said by Reh (Jonaiache Zaitachrift, 1895, p. 190) to occur on

the palmar and plantar surfaces of the extremities, rtbd also on a

remarkable callosity or pad near the wrist. This view (as to the

signifioanoe of the scales) is not shared by Klaatsch (Reh, op. cit.

p. 188) and Weber (Die SHugathurt, 1904, p. 29) presumably

considers the analogy inoorrect.

The nails (if the claw on the second too be excepted) arc flat,

this character being especially remarkable in the nail of the hallux

(or great toe). The ends of the nails are usually truncated in a

very definite way : in some cases the margin tapers to a point, in

others it is crescentic but with the convexity of the curve directed

towards the root of the nail.

D. The Hands and Feet The skin of the palmar (volar)

and plantar aspects is of a cull greyish tint in the specimens

mentioned above (c£ C). The character of the exposed surfaces

demands a somewhat detailed description. In preparing an

account I have consulted the works of Kidd‘, Whipple*, and above

all the unrivalled researches of Schlaginhaufen*. My personal

observations arc given in the sequel. The surfaces in question

are uneven, os in the majority of mammals. For the epidermis is

raised in the form of pads (“ B&llcn " of Gorman authors); and of

these, five (at the finger tips) are “ apical,” four (situated at the

interdigit&l clefts) are “ interdigital," while there is a single

(“ hypothennr proximal”) pad nearer the wrist (Fig. 88). It

appears that the Lemurine type thus presents all save one of the

series held by Whipple to be characteristic of the mammalian

chiridium. The missing, or thenar proximal pad may be continuous

with the first interdigital elevation 4
.

In addition to the pads, small nodular elevations of the surface

are abundant (Fig. 38 )l

' Kidd. The S*w of Touch in Mammal* omA Bird*. 1907.

* WhijipU, -The Mammalian CLLrtdhun," otfl. Utiucknftfur Morphologic nnA

Anthropologic, Band rn. 1904.

* Sohloginhaufen, (a) •• Dn« HautleiaUn System," ete. Morphologicehr* Jahrtmck,

Band rain. 1908. (t) •• 7.or Morphologle der Plant*." ete. Ztiuchri/l fitr Ktimo
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On those pods and on the larger nodules the epidermis w
further distinguished by the presence of pupillary ridges. The

Fig. 38. Lemoi mongo*. Pftpdlftry ridgea of tbo bond. (Schematic. From
ft ipedmen in the Cambridge Anfttomj School.)

E«(j. 59. Irfannr mongo* , PftpilUry ridge* of th« foot (Schematic. From
a specimen In Ur* Cambridge AmUomj School.)

latter may be taken us indicative of the accession of a high degree

of the tactile sense, and they oonfer this function on the various
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emineuces, which seem in their origin to have developed rather in

relation to the rapid movement* of a quadrupedal animal 1
.

The papillary ridges in the Lemurs are said by Schlaginhaufer

to arise through the coalescenoe of minuto ominonoee at ono period

isolated from each other. Indeed a survey oftho lemurine “ planta"

will suggest (Fig. 39) such an origin at once. But tho "islands"

thus described have a further definite character, since they them-

selves arc marked by the orifices of several ducts (of sweat-glands)

arranged more or lea. regularly in a circle This feature, together

with others of an histological nature, justifies their distinction as

"insulae lenticularos" from another variety in which but one

orifioe and duct are present The latter are called "insulae

priroariae " (Schlnginhaufen). It is noteworthy that the papillary

ridges of the Lemurs are derived from such lenticular islands,

whereas in the closely-allied Lorisinae (the so-called Slow Lemurs)

and in Man himself, the corresponding rdfe is played by insulae

primariae. The papillary ridges thus constituted traverse the

several pads and also the larger nodules of the lemurine palm and

sole. There they give rise to certain patterns (figurae tactilcs)

(Fig*. 38 and 89), which may now be described briefly.

On the rola (palm), the ridges tend to the production of the

appearances of concentric circles or inosculating loops. These

are arranged on the proximal and interdigital pads, and in the

centre of the vola the lines tend to run transversely across the long

axis of the hand. The finger tips or apical pads are marked by loops

(sinus primarii) which are widely open (long lincae communicanUse).

They enclose many longitudinal ridges (fasciculi centrales) and are

found on the digital apex and even on the dorsal aspect as for as

the edge of the nail.

The skin over the phalanges is nodulated and irregular. A

few paired nodulee bearing papillary ridgee are seen here on each

finger save the second. The ridgee converge diatally to the axial

lino of the digit.

On the planta (sole of the foot) the papillary ridgee on the

» This view, via. that the prime taloe of papillary ridgwi resides In their em-

ployment se sense-organs of touch, dace not Deoemrily exclude the meat mechanical

influence they may pneeeee. in rendering foot-hold or hand-bold mors dm sod U*>»

likely to slip.
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proximal and interdigital pads appear as divergent and .spirally

curved lines. These are howovor related in a definite way, as shown
in Fig. 40 where the scheme of a series of loops (closed diatally) is

revealed. The presence of four Iri-radii (Fig. 40, 2\—Tt) should
be noticed The loops are of oouree interrupted by the nodular

character of the central portions of the plants, but on these

Fig. 40. Scheme of the pxpilUr.T ridge* of the foot of a Lamar. {After
Schlegiaheofen, oj>. cii.| T

x—Tt are the Irt-ndU mentioned In the text.

nodule® line® in the appropriate direction can be detected with

a lens. The apical pads aro marked similarly to those of the

hand, but that of the hallux is unusually large, and it is only

here that the summits of the loops (sinus) are assn strictly on the

plantar aspect. The phalangeal aspects bear nodule®, and some of

these are grooved in the case of each digit save the first; thus

a slight difference is noticed between the hand and the foot.
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A general survey of the palmar and plantar surfaces lead*

to the conclusion that the Lcmure represent a stage in the

evolution of a more highly-developed type. In the latter the

surfaces in question are more completely covered by epidermis

marked with continuous figure© tactile*. Yet the Lemurs them-

selves are relatively elevated in comparison with most of the

Eutberian mammals other than the Primates. We may regard

the extent aud moulding of the surfaces thus modified as indices

of progressive specialization in the employment and interpre-

tation of tactile stimuli The psychological significance of these

morphological characters is thus seen to enhance their value in

elucidating the biological relations of the several representatives

of the Primates in which they are here described.

E. The Skeleton. The skull (Fig. 41) is elongated, the brain-

case being somewhat flattened, and the facial bones project as

Articulatfc.

Al.*pS«Ti*id

St.'TlCld 95\i
I

lachrymal bent

.ertmola?
U iMlk

Irani

canine tooth

Vi-, *i, Omnium, with mandible, of Lemur variu* ; note ti» auditory bull®,

the attiedaJcr. of jatU-aI sad o.Uipaenc'4 bones, the facial citeoaion of the ItcLry-

mal bone (ef. Fig. 81), the ertouktion of lbs frontal bone and maxilla balund the

Uehirmal bona, tka smell forward nrojaction of the orbital plate of the ethmoid

bona, the number of teeth, the email eiae of the upper and the area: projecUonyf

the lower Inciter teeth. In the nmndlble, tka canlne-Uke tooth la a pre-moju by

poalticn. and the canine tooth la inciaiform.

a snout, at the extremity of which is the aperture of the nose.

On the inner orbital wall, the frontal and maxilla^ bones join

along a suture for a distance of about 5 min., and thus widely

separate the ethmoid from the lachrymal bone. The infraorbital

nerve is provided with a groove not covered in to form a canal.
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In the temporal fc««a the alisphcnoid joins the parietal bone,

anil thus the frontal and temporal bones are separated.

On tho inferior aspect of the skull, the palate is wsm to be

much elongated: the glenoid fi*** is so shallow ns hardly to

merit that description : there is a well-developed jKwt-glenoid

tubercle, and immediately behind this, a large foramen transmits

the primitive jugular vein from the endocranial cavity. The

external auditory meatus is shallow; it is formed by an
" entotympinic " element' expanded in the form of a bulla,

enclosing tho tympanic ring: the latter may be overlooked unless

carefully sought The entrance to the carotid canal is in the

posterior wall of the auditory bulla, close to the medial aide of tho

stylo-mastoid fonunen.

The sutures between tho pre- and post-sphenoub*. and between

the latter and the boa -occipital bone as well as the metopte

(interfrontal) suture, persist in adult life.

Most of the foregoing characters may be regarded ns ex-

emplifying conditions of the kind termed “ primitive ”
; upon

such details of evidence the decision its to the position of the

Lemurs must finally rest On the other hand, the presence of

a post-orbital liar (between the orbital cavity and the temporal

fossa) marks an advance on conditions otherwise primitive.

Again, the position of the entrance orifice of the nasal duct on the

facial surface (outside the orbit) might appear to be a lowly

character: yet it is regarded by some (ex. gr. Forsyth Major) as

a condition of specialisation, determined by the enlargement of

the orbital cavity and lachrymal bone, in relation to nocturnal

habits.

The upper median incisor teeth arc separated by a wide interval,

and are two in number in each jaw on each side of the skull. On

ouch side (above and below) is one canine tooth. Tho lower cariino

is so modified as to resemble on incisor, and the find lower

premotor resembles a canine tooth. The position of the latter

with regard to the upper canine tooth shews however that it

is really a promolor, for it is posterior to the upper canine,

whereas the true lower canine always conies in front of tho upper

1 Cl. Fcny-th Major. Pnc. Zool. Soe. 1899. ami Kampcn, Morph. Jaforb. 1905.
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tooth of that name when the jaw is cloeed. (This view is not

universally adopted: see Forsyth Major, Geological Magazine,

1900.) There are three premolar and three molar teeth
;

of the

latter, those in the upper jaw bear usually three cusps (though

two subsidiary cusps ore often developed from the cingulum),

and consequently suggest the tri-tubercular type. (For fuller

details, cf. Chapter vl)

Vertebral Column. Tho vertebrae usually number fifty-six,

viz. cervical 7, thoracic 12, lumbar 7, sacral 3, caudal 27. The

spinous prooess of the second cervical vertebra is very large ; it

quite overshadows the other cervical spines, and offers some

resemblance to the corresponding part iD the Dog.

Other resemblances to the same type of mammal may be

observed in the thoracic region, where the tenth vertebra of

that seriea is ‘'anticlinal" (as in some Dogs); in the lumbar

region, viz. in the number of vertebrae (7); in the presence of

" anapophyses " (found also in the Cereopithecidac) ;
and lastly in

tho curvature of the vertebral column as a whole. Such feature*

may be termed “ primitive "
;
probably they own a direct relation

to the quadrupedal mode of looomotion: judging from the highest

Apes and Man, they seem to be incompatible with the complete

attainment of the erect attitude.

The sternum is rod-like, consisting of five Urge “ sternebra©
*

in series, and one small ossified clement between these and the

elongated metastemal portion : eight rib-cartilages articulate with

the sternum on each side.

The clavicle is relatively large and indicates the characteristic

freedom of the upper limbs. The scapula is obliquely elongated

and its coracoid process is slender, but falciform.

The humerus has a straight shaft, the outer lip of the

bicipital groove being very prominent (probably the deltoid

©minence is fused with it), while the inner lip is absent. At

the lower end of the bone, the lateral supracondylar ridge is very

prominent, the radial and coronoid fossae are clearly demarcated

(as in Man) and an entepicondylor foramen is present.

The olecranon prooess of the ulna is relatively slender: at

the lower end of the same bone, there appears to be an ossicle
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(? ossiculum Vesalii) above the pisiform carpal bone, as in Hylo-

batcs.

In the carpus the ns ccntnje retains its original independence

:

of the remaining bones, the metacarpals and proximal phalanges

arc of equal length, the intermediate phalanges almost equal to

them, while the terminal phalanges are very short. The form

of the phalanges is of importance in regard to the ttncesiiy of the

Lemurs. It is urged against the view that they are derived

from the Condylarthra (cf. Earle, Natural Science, May, 1897).

The ossa innnminata are elongated antero-posteriorly, ».«. in

the opposite direction to that in which their characteristic width

is shown in Man. The iliac bones arc long and narrow : the

pelvic brim (true pelvis) is nearly circular, thus contrasting with

many lower mammalian forms and approximating to tho human

type. The symphysis barely extends beyond the pubic bones,

and the tubers ischii are smaller and less everted than in the

lower Anthrepoidea. The thyroid foramen is of great size.

The femur has a slender rectilinear shaft*, a tanall globular

head, and a short stout neck ; a third trochanter may occur.

At this level the shaft is " platymeric ” with antcro-postcrior

Rattening, while at its lower end, the bone appears us though

transversely compressed, when oomparod with the human femur.

The patella is also narrow, but the general conformation of the

knee-joint suggests a wide range of movement. There is a

sesamoid bone, which often remains attached to the femur, in the

outer head of the gastrocnemius muscle. The tibia is strongly

platycnemic1
,
and at the ankle the tibial malleolus is more

elongated and larger than that on the fibula. The tarsus is

flat, and the heel (os calcis) is prominent ; the os calcis is elongated

in. some varieties (ex. gr. Galago) but not in Lemur (c£ infra

TaraiuB). The first metatarsal bone bean so large a tubercle

* In the giiofc extinct Lemon known u Ue^iLkUpii ondi^uauiooiili and

VI. iniigrus, there is s curious flattening of the ihnft, soon in both the humerus

and femur, as though pressure bad been applied In the sagittal direction. Tbs

specimen* la the ooUeoticcs at S. Kensington and Vienna present these character*.

* The Ubial flattening to which this appearance is doe, appears most markedly

in Leman, such as Galago, which have adopted a saltatory mode of progression.

Thu has been pointed out bj M. Vallots la an admirable memoir i* la See.

d'AUk. d* Farit. 1612
,
8—4 p. 281).
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for the M. peroneus longus as to suggest that this muscle acts

here as an adduotor of the hallux, thus strengthening the grasping

power of the foot Tlie hallux is long, and distinctly stouter

than the other digits. The terminal phalanges of all the digits

are very small in comparison with thoee situated more proximally

:

the terminal phalanx of the second digit is tapering and apioe-

like, and thus corresponds to the peculiar shape of nail which it

bears.

F. Muscular System 1
. 1. The subcutaneous musculature.

This system of muscles is well developed about the head and neck,

as shewn in the accompanying sketch of a dissection (Fig. 42).

Several divisions of the facial musculature can be recognised

;

and below the mandible, the cutaneous musculature is divisible

into a superficial (platysma) stratum and a deeper sheet corre-

sponding to the M. sphincter colli (c£ Huge, quoted by Wiedersbeim

:

Structure of Man, p. 106), Fig. 42.

The doroo-humeral sheet is also well developed.

2. Of the submental muscles, the digastric is perhape the

most noteworthy. In appearance it resembles the corresponding

muscle in some of the Marsupialia (Macropua). The distinction

of an anterior and a poeterior belly is' barely perceptible. A
continuous muscular band extends from the occipital bone

forwards, to be attached to the deep sarfeoe of the body of the

mandible just in front of the foremost fibres of the roaseeter

muscle (the latter curves inwards round the lower margin of

the jaw). The stylohyoid muscle crosses the digastric super-

ficially. Near this place, the digastric has a tendinous strip

*• The mudas are grotped in debt divisions Wring oorUln relation* to tbs

hmctiacjd characteristic* sod adaptations of ths salmsi. Thus divisions are

defined brisflj u follows:

1. Th« CQ'-ansoos muculatos, especially the " mnadaa cf expression."

2. Tbs snbmsntsl mudas. asfMdalljr ths M. divwtricua.

ft- Moselas used in balandng the bead or in moving that part.

4. MasooUtart of the ahooldsr, as related to arboreal life sod ths correspond-

ing mode of prr^r«*eio«T ,

8. Mosder. of the arm forearm is relation to prehension.

6. Mudet of ths digits of ths hand.

7. Tbs diaphragm.

B. ifaides of the pelvis and lower limb, In relation to the erect attitude.
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along ita upper margin. A tendinous strand is seen among
the fibres of insertion'.

3. The stemoimtstoid muscle has thin ' ribbon-like eternal

and claviculur heads. These stand in contrast to their massive

counterparts in Man, and socm to subserve another function,

probably in relation to the difference in attitude. The Xlth

cranial nerve pierces the muscle, which is a wide sheet near its

occipital insertion. It blends with the M. trapezius, and ©von

of Ioninr nkontfox to uliow hoom
•hoei. (From a ipeoicnan in the

encroaches on the ligamuntum uuchau. The M. trapezius thus

fails to obtain an attachment to the occiput, unless this be

represented by the occipito-scapular slip of muscle soon on the

surface of the M. trapezius. The latter is reinforced by an

ertensive "rhomboid" sheet on its deep aspect.

4. The shoulder-muscles include the powerful M. deltoideus,

which arises from the whole length of the scapular spine (lower

margin), and at its insertion shares the external lip of the bicipital

groove with the M. pectoral is major. The latter muscle has no

' For the (one of the M. ditfutriw* in Mscrcpu, etc., cf. Totdt, Sits, dtr k. k.

Akad. dtr WUtm. *« Wun, Bud cxnz. Abt. nr. Math. Nat. El. 1906.
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"clavicular* component. The M. pectorn]is minor ia attached

partly to the aponeurosis of the M. obliquuH extemos abdominis.

Yet on the whole, suggestions are afforded to the effect that

these shoulder-muscles are leas highly developed than in the

more purely arboreal Siiniidae.

Tne M. latiasimus dorai has no scapular area of origin : nor

does it blond with the M. teres major.

The M. dorai-epitrochlearia arises, not from the tendon of

the M. htaimill dorai, but by two " heads,” oqo from each aspect

of the fascial sheath of that muscle. The heads biend to form

a muscle traceable below to the olecranon, and thence forwards

to the deep fascia over the internal epicondyle and forearm.

C. The M. bicep* brachii is provided with a lacertua fibroma

of remarkable form, for a bundle of muscular fibres leaves the

muscular pert of the M. biceps to be inserted into the fascia

over the M. pronator radii terea The M. ooraco-brachialis is

double, part passing doraally to the tendon of the M. latiasimus

dorm to be attached to the humeral shaft in that region. The

remaining part represents the muscle as seen in Man save that

it extends nearly to the internal epicondylo of the humerus.

This muscle appears therefore as a more important element in

the arm of the Lemur.

6. In the forearm, the M. flexor loogus pollids is in the

primitive condition of union with the deep flexor muscle of the

other digits. Moreover it receives a large contribution from

the more superficial port of the M. flexor sublirois digitorum, and

thus from the internal epieondyle of the humerus.

The pollox is furnished with two extensor muscle*, vis. for the

metacarpal bone (M. abductor longus), and for the terminal phalanx,

the M. extensor pollicis brevis being undeveloped. The annular

ligamenta at tho wrist seem to be very strong in comparison with

theeo structures in Man.

7. The Diaphragm is a thin sheet where it arises from the

ribs, and its crura are rather more distinct from the costal portion

than in Man. This contrast may well be explained in tho light

thrown on the relation of the Diaphragm to the habitual attitude

and the mode of life of the animal (cf. Dr Wood-Jonee, J. A. P
April, 1918).
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8. The muscles of the lower limb Attract particular notice

on account of the modifications induced in their human repre-

sentatives owing to the assumption of the erect attitude.

In the Lemur, the M. gluteus maximum appears definitely as a

sheet arising from (a) the posterior superior spine of the ilium,

(b) the fascia over the back and lower end of the sacrum, (c) an

aponeurosis over the caudal vertebrae, and (d) from the transverse

processes of two caudal vertebrae, this (d) being the thickest part.

It is inserted into the femoral shaft. Though extensive in origin,

the muscle is nevertheless a mere sheet. Anteriorly to it, a second

shect-liko muscle arises from the iliac crest ns far as the anterior

superior spine and is attachod close to the M. gluteus maximum uu

the femur. This may well represent the original form of tho

human M. tensor fasciae femora.

The M. biceps femoris has no “short" or femoral head. It

arises (with the M. semiter.dinosus) from the tuber ischii, and

is inserted, not into the fibula, but into the fascia of the leg,

some of its fibres being traceable almost os fkr as the external

(nbul&r) malleolus at the ankle. The M. tenuihsimus, repre-

sentative (in curtain mammals) of the short head of the M. biceps,

has not been recognised in the Lentare 1
.

The M. mid actor '‘brevis’’ is longer and larger than the

M. adductor “ longm“ The M. grodlis blends below with the

oord-like M. semitemlintwus (to in Tursius, v. infra,).

A carious muscular scrip winds spirally round the capsule

of the hip-joint In position, it corresponds to the lower limb

of the human ilio-femoral ligamentous band.

The chief features of the M. quadriceps extensor cruns are

(1) the enormous site of the M. vastus lateralis (which runs up to

the trochanter anteriorly as well as laterally), and (2) tho connecting

slip between this muscle and the M. rectus femoris. These

conditions are encountered again in Tardus (v. in/ru).

Of the muscles below the knee-joint, we may note that the

M. tibialis anticus ir of very great size, and that the M. tibialis

posticus has no tibial attachment (w. infra PUtycnemia). In

this respect it resembles the M. soleus which likewise contains

no tibia] fibres, and in this respect presents the primitive form

1 Cl. KJMUaefa, Uorpkoiogiutut JoMmcK. B*od nu. 1009, p. 90S.
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of this muscle. The M. plantaris is large and distinct. Its tendon

is remarkable for extending beneath and beyond the o* adds,

whore it widens out as the plantar fascia. The latter structure

and the adjacent muscles of the foot are so important as illustra-

tions of the arrangements in the prehensile form of that organ,

that a somewhat detailed description seems admissible (Fig. 48)

(i) The plantar fascia, directly continuous as already stated

with the tendon of the M. plantaris. becomes wider aa it is traced

distally, and then gives off the distinct aponeurotic band to the

hallux (as described by Loth, KomtporuUnsblatt dvr Dvusciien

Anthropologischen Gaellachafl, xxxyul 1907), and finally con-

tributes feebler offshoots to the remaining digits. The M.

abductor hallucis receives some muscle fibres from its tibial

margin and “ deep ” aspect. The M. abductor minimi digiti,

arising from the os calds, contributes a muscular fasciculus to

the same "deep" aspect of the plantar fascia. The narrowness

of the fascia and its strong oflshpot to the hallux are considered to

stand in direct relation to the predominantly prehensile function of

the foot (Loth).

(ii) The M. flexor brevis digitorum pedis arises in two ways,

vix.

() From the deep aspect of the fascia piantaris : this portion

sends a " perforated " tendon to the second digit.

() The second and chief origin is taken from the tendon

of the M. flexor digitorum longus (or flexor tibialis). This part

contributes the perforated tendons to the third, fourth and fifth

digits. Nerve fibres oornc from the medial plantar nerve-trunk,

though in some instances the lateral plantar nerve sends fibres

to the slip to the fifth digit*.

(The hallux or first digit has thus no perforated tendon

:

nevertheless a superficial though not a perforated tendon runs

to it from the tendon of the M. flexor digitorum longus.)

(iii) The M. flexor digitorum longus has a tendon more slender

than that of the M. flexor hallucis longus (but stouter than the

tendon of the M. tibialis posticus). This tendon gives offshoots

to all five digits, and these offshoots (with the exoeption of that to

the hallux) perforate the tendons provided by the M. flexor breria

1 BAWslIwbln. Moryh. Jakrbuck, B*ad xui.

p. m. 6
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<ui described in (ii) above. The tendon to the hallux is not

perforated, but it accompanies the tendon of the M. flexor h:\lluctx

longus. The Mm. lubricates are not primarily associate*! with the

M. flexor Ubiftlio (flexor digilorum longus).

(iv) The M. flexor halluciB longue (flexor fibu laris) arisuM from

the tibia as well as from tho fibula, and terminates in a tendon of

great strength which passes through a tunnel beneath tho entocnnii-

fonn bone. Beyond this tho tendon divides into five slijits for the

digita. That to the hallux receives the slender tendon from the M.

flexor digitorum longus. The other four Mips provide the lumbrical

muscles, and are also joined by the tendons of the M. flexor

digitorum longus (tibialis). Each deep tendon is thus really

double, and the distinction is readily to bo ascertained. Moreover
in the first and fifth digits, the tendon derived from the M. flexor

digitorum longus (tibialis) winds nmnd that derived from the

M. flexor hallucii longus (fibuloris) 1
.

A review of these complicated arrangements or a comparison

with those in tho human hand and foot respectively, lends to the

inference that the determining factor is probably the ncowsity for

providing a strong grasp. The same conclusion will be drawn

from the general form of the foot, particularly perhaps in regard to

the wide angle of separation of the hallux from the remaining digits.

The intcrossoous muscles are (as in the human hand) disposed

with reference to an axis passing through the median digit

On the whole, it appears that the musculature of tho Lemur
differs from that of Man not so much in regard to tho identity

of individual muscles, as in their disposition and attachments.

These differences are hugely determined by the attitude habit-

ually adopted in each case.

0. Vascular System. The heart 1 is oonical.having transverse

and dorsi-ventral diameters of nearly equal length. In formolin-

hardened specimens tho acute and obtuse margins arc distinct.

Both ventricles extend to the apex of the heart. The long axis of

this organ is sharply inclined to the axis of the post-caval vein

1 For variations to tit* Lomar sod oilier Primates, the excellent paper by Saw*-
lisohin In the MorpkolofUckn Jahr'iuch, Band xut. Heft 4, 1911, ihoald be

ooosolted.

* Patten, Trmtu. Roy. Acad. Medico* t* Ireland, Vol. xvn. 1899.
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and the pericardium is comparatively limited in it* attachment to

the diaphragm. The aortio arch gives off two vessels, one being

the innominate artery whence the right subclavian and both

common carotid arteries arise. The remaining vessel is the left

Tendon of M. plantar*

Fmcvc'c from M. abd. min. dig.

M abd. lull.

M. A. ball- long. (flbalaris)

Sup. port of M. a. dig. brov.

M. fl. dig. long, (tibialis)

From M. fl. dig. long.

I>*«P part of U. fl. dig. bear.

From M. fl. halL long.

Compound tendo porfonuna

Fig. 43. Lomaimoogco. Soheisa of tbs flaxor tsndoas of tbs toea. (Mas. Anat.

Cant. From a dime '.Ion. W. L. H. D.).

subclavian. The pre-caval vain like the trunks just mentioned is

relatively elongated. The post-caval vein is exposed within the

thorax for a short distance in its whole circumference, and lie* in

relation with the subpericardial pleural sinus and the contained

lobus impar of *.he right lung.

fl-s
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All the foregoing diameters are primitive, and correlated

with the narrowness of the proximal portion of the thoracic

cavity.

The position of the carotid foramen and the direction of the

carotid canul in the skull show thAt in Lemurs as in the lower

Apes, the artery enters the skull obliquely, i«. with an angle

widely open to the ventral aspect. The entrance to tho carotid

canal is dose to the medial ride of the foramen stylo-rwistoidetim.

Wingo describes the internal carotid artery as dividing in its

course through the canal, or rather as giving off a stapedial

branch from which the middle meningeal artery is ultimately

derived.

In the Lomurs of the family Loririnae, the brachial and

femoral arteries divide suddenly into many pomllol minute

branches constituting a form of " rete mirabile." The explanation

of this remarkable condition (apparently subversive of the expecta-

tions baaed on morphological principles) has yet to bo provided.

That tho basis is physiological can scarcely be in doubt. Moreover

the Lorisinac have a curious reptilian slowness of movement.

Yet the presence of similar arterial subdivisions in the limbs of

the essentially active Tarsius (as described by Burmcister, t. infra,

p. Ill), shews that the explanation must he sought in some other

connection.

The axillary artery is characterized by a tendency to the

development of a subscapular offshoot whence four vessels arise,

vit the A a. circumflexa humeri, circumflexa scapulae, thoraco-

dorsalis and subscupul&ris. Tho brachial vessel is of the
“ superficial " typo (»a. it posse* downwards superficially to tho

median nerve) and it sends ah offshoot to pv« with the median
nerve through the cntepicondylar foramen. In the Lemuroiden.

first among the lower quadrupedal mammal*, the ulnar artery

begins to assert itself as a contributor to the palmar arterial

arches.

In the lower limb, the common femoral trunk often gives off

the A. circumflexa lateralis. An A. saphena, of tho type so

distinctive of the higher Primatea, is not usual. In the foot,

tho medial plantar artery is of large size and extensive distribution.

The lateral plantar artery is not found.
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EL Nervous System : the Brain (Figs. 44, 45). Some of

the oercbml characters of the Lemuroidea have been enumerated

already (cf. p. 46). They wero adduced in support of the case for

the inclusion of the Lemurs in the Order Primates. Hero it is

necessary to add further details. But in setting out thoeo foalurui,

and in any attempt to appraise their value in evidence, certain

preliminary considerations must be borne in mind.

Pig. 46. Brain ol Lemur mongo*. Mart*! upeet. (Mai. Amt. Cant)

V v SLAT

Pia- 44. Brain of Lamar motgo*. LaUcal upert. (Mu. Anal. Cant)

(i) Some feature of the Lemurino brain arc undoubtedly

primitive as oompart'd with the corresponding characters in the

animals grouped together as the Sub-order Anthropoidea. Of

such characters, the most impressive examplo is probably that

afforded by the conspicuous olfactory bulb and tract

(ii) Other characters, though seemingly primitive, may never-

theless indicate a reversion or a degonoration : the relatively feeble

development of cortical folding in the “ true " Lemurs may be

cited as an example of characters determined by such processes.
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(iii) Again, the possibility of speck] adaptations has to bo

taken into aocount Having regard to the nocturnal habits of

many Leman, tho student must be prepared to recognize (and

possibly to discount) exuberant development of the parts directly

connected with vision and hearing.

(iv) In such investigations, the absolute size of the animal

is a factor of importance. For instance, large animals will be

found to possess (ctUris paribus) a higher grade of cortical folding

or complexity than smaller forms.

Them oonaodcration* will be discussed mare fully in a later chapter, bat

they demand prominence in any comparison of brains.

With «ich introductory principles in mind, wa may now consider the brain

of the Lemur as described in tho following paragraphs,

() RhinencephaW. Tho olfactory bulbs (Pigs. 44 and 45) ore of

relatively Urge site and sarnie, f.s. in close contact with the brain. Tbo
rhinencephalcn is separated from the neopallium by s rhinal ftsaure which

varioB as regards its distinctness in portioalar speciw.

() Tho marginal pallium is limited by s hippocampal fissure, which is

nearly vertical in direction. The uuooa, hippootuupu* major, the sub-splenial

gynia A. Retrii, tho fimbria and fomix ore all distinct

(e) The r.eopaUium is (comparatively) feehly convoluted, and the true

Sylvian fiasure is present, though only the hindmost part of this fissure, as

seen in tbo higher Primates, u present in the Lemur’s brain. The illustrations

(Figs. 44, 45) may be consulted for the other sulci.

(rf) In contrast with the conditions obtaining in the higher Primates, the

oodpital lobe in the Lemurs is usually small, and it therefore fails to overtap

much of tho cerebellum. Tho posterior cornu of the lateral ventricle ia not

preeent.

(«) The motor and visual areas of the oortex are extensive. Here we may
add that tho frontal, temporal and parietal acaocution areas are relatively

limited in extent. The distribution of these cortical areas on tho noopaUium

is shown in Figs. 46 and 47*.

“Limiting" sulci or fissures are represented in these figures by tho fissure

rhinalia

1 The** tonns are defined in a subsequent chapter. Tbe descriptions are

based upon tbo publication* of Profeasor Elliot Smith meoUoned in tho footnote on

p.43.

* The ana* shewn in these charts are those given by Dr Brodraium (Vtrjleith.

Lokalitaiio’uUS't dtr OronhirnrinJi, 1006). They differ in position and extent

from those described by Dr Mott (of. CoiUcUd Papers from On Pathological

Laboratory of ths Undo* County Asylum*, 1606. p. 460).



Pig. 47. Oorttaalmm In tbe brain of » Lamer. (P*otn Bradtuan, op. eifc) IMal
up«• of basUf^MT*. RafafwiOM to inu No*. 1, 4, and 17 at* giita -nda* Fig. 46.
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(/) The optic tkalnmi sro of unusually Iairo dimensions in tho brain

of the lioinur, And thin •lovoloputcut suggests high sproMlimlion of f.ho visual

MOM.

(g)
Judged by the sppwuMlca of the mods! sagittal suction, the unralicihim

in the Lemur* is more developed tliau that of tho lower mammals, and

approach** the form cliaxactorist-ic of. the opca. But the latend cxjttimim

(probably in relation with the relatively mall iMopallium) is distinctly lem

tlian in the higher Primates.

Tbe y«ri(ilicral nervous system cannot lw doscril**! hero in detail. >ly

observations mi Galago gsrnctti confirm Uwwc of Hoik

1

showing that tlto

brachial plexus is of the “ post-fixed " t> |K> *, as contrasted with at least

ono frequent human typo of ploxns. (Cf. p 143.)

I. Respiratory System: the Larynx. The ventricles ore

not prolonged into the extensive socculi so distinctive of some

of the higher Primates. In some Lemurs (ex. gr. Galago gnmetti:

cf. Fig. 48) unusually large and isolated muscle -fibres are Been in

coronal sections of the larynx. These fibres are adjacent to the

M. thyro-uiytenoideus (external part ).

The Trachea. This is distinguished by the fact that the

cartilaginous rings are complete (in Lemur), though weaker behind,

where the cartilage is discontinuous in other forms.

The Lungs. The left lung has three lobes, the middle of these

pissing into a long falciform process in front. Both the aorta and

the oesophagus groove this lung*. The right lung has (in addition

to the three lobes found in Man) a lobus impor which is insinuated

between tho oesophagus behind and the post-caval vein (inferior

vena cava) in front It extends thus beneath the pericardial

sac, being enclosed in a diverticulum (tho sinus subpericar-

diacus)*.

The pleural sacs converge behind the sternum to meet at

the level of the third costo-sternal joint Thence d istally they

1 Dtr yU-xut cerrieo-OriuhialU dee Primalm, Pctnu Camper, Dl. i. Ai. 4.

* Cf. Wilfrid Hams, J. A. P. July. 1904.

* Cf. PatUn’e description of the thoracis *nd abdominal viscera in tbe TVtsiu-

octfois* of the Royal Academy of Medicine m Ireland, Vol. no. 1899; also in Proc.

Anar. Sex. 1900. Patten describee Lemur rariiu, while the notea above ore bund
on ab examination of Lemur mongo*.

4 Bogs. MorpMofitche* Jahrtntch. Band xtiii.



FI*. 48. Oatmffo garnetti. Vertical oorenal section through the middle part of

the plica tucai . 1. m. ihjro-arj lctio|d"ue ; m. craxi aryUftoideus iaUraLu
; 8,

m. crico-ihyroideas ; 4. large isolated muscular fibres. largo Mated muscle fibres

axe seen to the outer aide of the in. thyro-arytenoideoa. The m. ertoo-thyroidsus

teems to he kept outside the thyroid cartilage owing to the overlap of this cartilage

u regards the cricoid curtilage. ( x 8*3.)
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remain in contact as far as the ansiform cartilage, and thus

cover the pencardium completely below. Posteriorly the pleura*

sacs pass fiu down the vertebral ooluran, extending in some cases

to the level of the first lumbar vertebra 1
.

J. The Alimentary Canal. The Lips. Vortical sections of

these show tho bundles of the M. orbicularis cut across. The
appearances resemble those of the lower Anthropoiden and present

few features of distinction.

The Stomach is simple in form and is covered largely by the

Liver.

The Liver fits like a cap or pallium over the stomach and

adjacent organs. In common with these, it is situated more
caudally than in the highest Primates, including Man (Patton).

The following points have been selected for notice, to bearing upon
the genera! morphological status of the Lemurs.

(o) In general, the liver conforms to a type which may be

described as quadrupedal. A tendency to multi-lobation is one

of the features of that type, but in the Lewu re this tendency

is exaggerated (Ruge') by the development of minor flange-like

lobules.

(6) In its mode of fixation to the diaphragm and posterior

abdominal wall, the liver of the Lemur conforms again to a

primitive type. Thus the connexion i9 provided by peritoneal

folds (the ligameotum falcifortne and ligamentum ooronariura),

as in all the Primates. The falciform ligament and the left

portion of the coronary ligament require no special description.

But tho right portion of the coronary ligament has a linear

attachment, is. no separation of peritoneal laminae (leaving a

"bare area" of contact betwoen the liver and the diaphragm)

exists. The possession of a wider area of contact is reserved

for the highest of the Primates. It has been regarded as

consequential on tho assumption of the erect attitude*. This

explanation is doubtless correct, although the “ attitude “ habitual

in many Lemurs enjoins hesitation in ite unqualified acceptance.

1 Patten, op. cit. v. p. 88 ruprc.

* Morphologiichu JcJt'baek, Band tin., alio xxx. and nxv. Die l iainrrm

FormTeihillain* der Liber b*i den Primateo.”
» Prot. Anat. See. 18W. February.
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(c) The inciBura oeeophagea is very deep and of considerable

extent in the crauio-eaudal (antero-postorior) direction. In a

Lemur raongoz itiswotsd by me, it constitutes also an incisura

gnstrica. Such a deep incisure is again a mark of the primitive

status of its possessor.

The liver has also characters distinguishing it from those of

the higher Primates, thongh not necessarily primitive in them-

selves. Among such characters, the following are to be ranked.

(a') An enormous iocisum duodenalis on the right side, in

whioh the duodenum comes to the surface between the right

centra! and right lateral hepatic lobes.

(V) The left lateral lobe corvee forwards and extends across

the mid-ventral lino to the right hypochondrium.

(o') The lobus caudatus is divisible into a pars papillaris (lebua

Spigelii of human anatomy) and a lobus caudatus proper. Of

these, the papillary portion is insignificant and projects but

slightly beyond its surroundings. The true caudate portion is

on the contrary extensive. Passing downwards, it is hooked

round the inner aspect and' lowur pole of the right kidney.

(rfO The impreseio renalis is consequently provided by the

caudate lobe and the right lateral lobe conjointly.

The Pancreas is already much attenuated where it crosses the

aorta on its way towards the left kidney (c£ Patten, op. dt\

The large sire of the duodenum is noteworthy. This pert

of the intestine consists of a longer vertical part, and a shorter

transverse part, distal to the former; it creases the vertebral

column at a level as for back as that of the fourth lumbar vertebra.

The caecum is prolonged into a tapering appendix of some size

(Fig. 49).

The loop in the transverse colon has been mentioned in an

earlier chapter. Here it will suffice to note that the loop is

"sinistral" in the viscera (c£ Kg. 60) examined (is. from a speci-

men of Lemur mongos). In Galago garnetti I find the loop is

dextral, as it is said to be in Propithecus diadems 1
,
in which

the loop is far more complicated than in Lemur mongos, and is

1 at. Hu Weber, DU SSufitMtn, 1004; eleo Bedderd. P. Z. 8. 1008. Hay 96,

p. 578, and HItab*11, ZecL Truu. xro. Pert v. Dec. 1005 (tor cn ecoowt d »be

oolio loos in o*h« meamek).
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quite comparable with the corresponding part in certain artio-

rlactyie Ungulate. Whatever the determining factor may prove

to be, And it is at present obscure, the condition is certainly not a

primitive one; on the contrary, it probably indicates tqieoialisation

in regard to diet

The elongated rectum presents no features of particular im-

portance.

Liver

FI*. <#. Fig. SO.

Fig. 48. Sketch of the viscera of Lamm laoogos. (Mu*. Anal. Cent.)

Fig. SO. Projection drawing ot tba saint, D. Duodtnan.

The Spleen is an elongated crescentic organ fitted round the

lateral oonvex margin of the left kidney. In form, the spleen in

said to resemble those of quadrupeds rather than those of the

higher apes.

K. Urogenital System. The kidneys are placed asymmetri-
cally, that on the left side being more caudal (distal) in position

than that on the right side of the abdomen. Thus the relation is
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exactly the converse of that obtaining in Man. The relation of

the right kidney to the caudate lobe of the liver has been noted

above. Beaide the liver (and the adrenal body) the -duodenum

and colon touch the right kidney, the duodenum being placed

further from the mid-line than the colon, and herein again the

contrast with the human arrangement is striking. The testes'

occupy a scrotum either alongside or just posterior to the root

of the penis. The scrotal sac is provided with a " cremaster

"

muscle derived from the H. tranaversolis abdominis.

The penis contains a simple rod-like bone developed on the

dorsal aspect of the urethra (by which it is not perforated as

in some forms) in the free part of the organ. The free part of the

penis is farther characterised by an armature of thorn-like and

horny excrescences, and of these three near the base of the penis

are larger than the others and are directed proximally (analogous

spinee are described in the rodent Dipus or Jerboa).

A definite corpus spongiosum distinguishes the true Lemurian

urethra from that of Nycticobus. In most of the above characters,

the " true " Lemurs arc the most primitive of all the Lemuroidea.

The bladder is of the primitive “ tubular " form.

The sperm-cells 1 (Pig. 51) are distinguished by (o) the great

length of the para eonjunctionii (Verbmdungsstuck) containing

the ceutrosomcs; (5) the great relative width of the nuclear

portion of the head. Of these characters, the first is more constant

than the second Among the Lemuroidea.

In the female Lemur, the Fallopian, tubes are short, though

coiled : the clitoris is of vory considerable sire*.

13. Txaan.

The anatomical characters of Tarsius hare led authorities

of groat distinction to regard it as the most primitive of all

living Primatea Such an animal commands a very special interest.

I think it desirable to remark that the possession of characters

testifying to tho conclusion formulated above, is quite compatible

1 Prom th« jMeripUooa of JUndsrn, ZooUyUtki JakrbOctor, 1910.

* XoUlos, DioicQue)u rTiUtnutMtaifftn, N. F. Bond xir. 1909; also Bsod xrn.

1019.

» PstWB, op. tit.
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with specialization in certain respects. In fact Tansiua really

pnaeotl a very remarkable combination of features : in their

description the same sequence will be adopted as for the Lemur.

1 3 3

4 5 6 7

Fig. 81. Sperm*loicn of nnou example* of the Primate*. Two view* (front

aod aide) of each type are *he«rn, and all are very highly magnified. 1, Lemur.

2. Uacaeui. S. Hylobatea. 4. Oracg-uUa. fi. Cklmpanxee. o. Man- 7- Gorilla.

(After Retxloi.)
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The literature on the anatomy of Tarsius it not scanty, but

it is somewhat scattered. My descriptions are based principally

on the examination of specimens in the Cambridge Collection

:

but I freely admit the guidance of such writers as Burmeister',

and Professors Elliot Smith*, Lechc*, Ruge

4

, and Schlaginhaufen'.

A External characters. The principal characters of Tarsius

have been enumerated in an earlier chapter (p. 47). In revising

the list so far as external appearance is concerned, the small size of

tho animal, and its disproportionately large eyes (Fig. 52), first

claim attention. The face is short and battened in contrast

with those of Lemurs, and it is almost certain that the visual

fields overlap so far as to provide “ stereoscopic ” vision. The

curious manner in which tho head is capable of rotation is shewn

in the illustration. This bird-like habit was noted in the first

description of a living Tarsiua Inspection of a mounted skeleton

of Tarsrius reveals little in the cervical vertebrae that is obviously

suggestive of this faculty*
;
moreover it is not entirely unknown

among human beings, though of course anomalous among these.

Physiologically, it makes provision for a wide visual survey, and it

is remarkable that movements of the head as a whole, rather

than lateral movements of the eyeballs, should be conspicuous.

Probably the inertia of the large ejee is involved in this. Food

is seized with the fore-limbs and thus conveyed to the mouth

(Cheiromys’ docs the same, while the true Lemurs tend to seize

food in their jaws, though the limbe may be employed as well).

Though of arboreal habits. Tarsius is none the less a saltatory

animal. In a sense, indeed, Tarsius may be Baid to have acquired

the erect attitude; oertainly it has adopted a bipedal mode of

locomotion. In ita leaps, Tarsius strangely resembles a Frog, and

l BnmonUr, Bue'irnbung drr Gattmg Tarritu, 1640. This monegmph is of

olaaetael value: the description* ere admirable, end the Author’* illnetraiioce art

noteworthy both for their accuracy and their high artistic value.

• Linnatan TraiuaetUmt. Yol. TO. Part 10, IMS. Presidential Addreee,

Section H, British Association. 1818.

» Lecbe, Klatu

n

wad Ordnungm, Lieferurgen 64—60, 1689.

4 Ruge, Vorjihoiopucha Jahrbxck. Band xzxx. 1808.

• Schlaginhaufen, Jtforyfcalopite*#* ^eArtueA, Band xxxn 1808.

• i. infra however for peculiar characters of these vertebrae.

7 Avetort. Protestor Elliot Smith.
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as in tbit Amphibian, the anatomical conformation of the hind

limbs is greatly specialized. This is most marked perhaps in the

muscles of the thigh
1

. Again in the proportions of the respective

toes, a close resemblance obtains between Tarsus and the arboreal

frog Phyllomeduaa. Abel 1 hoe admirably discussed the -significance

of the elongated tarsal bones (to which Taraius owes its scientific

name) and has pointed out the morphological differences between

Tarsi us and other saltatory mammals (ox. gr. Macropus). It

will suffice to note here that Tarsius has acquired the requisite

modifications and proportions of the hind-limbs without sacrificing

the prehensile function of the foot, and it is still to some extent

plantigrade. (In the Frog, tho provision for swimming had to

be safeguarded.) In moet saltatory mammals such functions have

been waived, and the necessary elongation is provided through the

metatarsal bones rather than the tarsus Among the Lemurs

certain forms, ex.gr. the Galagos, ore also saltatory, and in these

the change®, which have reached their climax ia Taraius, are aeon

in a less advanced stage.

The tail of Taraius is long and (in some oases at least) it is

provided with a terminal tuft recalling that of the Jerboa (Dipus).

The tail probably fulfils an important function in preserving

equipoise during the rapid movements of the animal, and I think

that the presence of a cutaneous patch (with grooves) found on the

ventral aspect, suggests some development of a prehensile function

also.

Yet another striking peculiarity is soon in the curious spatulate

digits: these are irresistibly reminiscent of the corresponding

parts in the Gecko, though in detail very different.

B. The Hair'. (1) As in Lemur, the " sinus ” hairs or vibrissas

will be considered first. .They include three main groups, viz. the

supra-orbital, naso-labial. and malar or cheek series, but the pig-

mented pads (from which the hairs project in Lemurs) are either

absent or indistinct The vibrissas at the wrist of the Lemur

are not recognized by Schwalbe, save in the form of a transient

embryonic elevation on the part concerned. The eve-lashee arise

from the surface of tho eyelid, not from its margin. This point ia

> PaUotHolOfU. 1915. Also Mi*rnrt, The Frof, 1881, p. 9S.

* 8ehwalb# : op. cit. tape*, lor ndenaat, ai* p. 65.

D. M. 7
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best appreciate when vertical sections of the lids (such os the

preparations in the Cambridge Collection) are examined.
(2)

The frontal hair (cf. Fig. 63) in Taraius is directed caudo-

cranially : three divisions are rvoognized. Herein Tarsias stands

in marked contrast with most Lemurs, and indeed resembles Man
himself

(3)

The source of this stream or series of hair-tracts is like

that of the Lemur in so for as it is nuchal in position (Fig. 54).

But it is single and median, contrasting in both respects with the

Lernurinc arrangement.

Ml the face and scalp.

(4) No spiral vortices are to be seen on the flank in Tarsius,

and again a difference from the Lemur has to be recorded here.

(5) Spirals are present however in the pectoral region of

Tardus (but absent from that situation in Lemur).

(0) Finally the region of the elbow must be noted (Figs. 54

and 55). In Tarsius the hair streams down over this region

towards the forearm and wrist without interruption. In the

Lemur convergent tracts meet in this part. The serios of

contrasts thus enumerated will serve to indicate the independent

position of Tarsiua in respect of the hair-tracts.

The implantation of the hairs 1 is in general by groups of three.

The tail is however exceptional, for the grouping is lost in this part.

1 De Msijcre, for rcfcrvne* «e p. 67.
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C. The Skin. In specimens preserved in formalin, the skin

where exposed has a light yellow tint. It is darker on the plantar

aspect of the foot, and still darker on the palmar or volar surface

of the hand. The lack of pigmentation at the sites of the vihrissae

about the faoo has been noted in the preceding section (B).

True scales are said to occur on the ventral surfaoc of the tail

In that position I have observed a cutaneous patch, but this

resembled the palmar and plantar surfaces for it was marked

by cutaneous grooves in two convergent series.

D. The hands and feet (Figs. 56 and 57) bear distinct pads

on their ventral (flexor) aspects. Moreover the surface is rather

7—8
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more completely covered by such pads than is the awe in the

Lemur. Five apical pads are to be seen in hand and toot alike.

Of the interdigital pads, all four are observed on the hand, but

only two on the plantar surface of the foot, whore the second has

joined the third, and the fourth is merged in the “antithenar" pad.

On the vola (palm) two proximal pods appear, and that on the

thenar side is continuous with the first interdigital pad. On
the plantar surface the two proximal pods have united towards the

heel and thus form a V-shaped mass. On tho whole, the primitive

distribution of the pads is still dear. Between the pods, small

nodules are present, though these are much less numerous than in

tho Loraur. Papillary ridges arc found on the pads and on the

nodules, and Schlaginhaufen considers that the extent of surface

thus marked by ridges is greater relatively in Tarsius than in

Tho apical puds are marked in a fashion closely resembling tho

pattern already described for the Lemur (cf. supru pi 71). But
the sinus primarii (on the strictly ventral aspects of these pads)

have been subjected to a curious torsion in their relation to

the terminal loops marking the extreme tips and the dorsal aspect*

(Schlaginhaufen, op. cit fig. 102 c). On the palmar surface the

proxiinnl and interdigital pods (Fig. 56) bear Blightly-curved

ridges with two ** tri -radii ” at moet. The phalangeal surfaces are

similar in marking to those of the Lemur. Specimens of Tardus
at Cambridge shew a more extensive aren thus distinguished

(on the phalanges) than the example figured by Schlaginhaufen.

but the second digit is (in both cosos) loss marked than the

others.
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It U uncertain whether the ridges in Tarsias are developed

from insulae priinariac or insulae lenticulares (c£ supra p. 71)

Vig. M. Turoai ipoetrum. (Mat. Anat Cant.) Scbmne of lli« dutawoi pad*

on tho pJm of tb« hand. ( x 4 approx.)

though I have some evidence suggestive that the former source >s

the real one.
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In this place it is convenient to note again that the ventral

surface of the tail of Tarsia* bears in two places naked ridge-marked

area* The ridges are convergent towards each other in the mid-

ventral line and this convergence is towards the tip of the tail, i.e.

Fig. 87. Tsrtiiu tprotrom. (Mu*. Anat. G*nt.) Scheme of the cutaneca* pads
on the sol* of th« foot.

(
x4 approx.)

distal as regards the trunk (v. however the description of caudal

scales p. 99 supra).

E. The Skeleton. The skull (Figs. 58 and 59) presents

several features in which Tarsius is contrasted with the true
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Lemurs. (Among the latter, certain less typical forms, such aa

Loris, make some approach to Tarsiua) Some of these points of

contrast are foreshadowed by the form of the head and by the

physiognomy in general. Considering the latter first, wo notice

that shortening of the jaws is characteristic of Tanina Bat as

regards the noee, the skeleton foils to indicate the distinctive

feature of this part of the face, via. the wide separation of the

nostrils, which are directed laterally away from each other.

In accordance with expectation, the orbital cavities are large

to the point of groteequeness. The space between them is re-

ft* w.

Pig. 88. Tanina apeotrmn. Tha avium in profils (nM. bSm).

Fig. DO. Tanina apeotnim. Prcotal view at tli« onkninm. (xt)

duced to a mere film-like septum recalling the oonditioos in a

bird’s skull. The cribriform plate of the ethmoid does not exist

as such, and it is stated (Bormeister) that the olfactory nerve-

filaments pass to the nasal fossa by a single canal on each side.

The form of the palate differe from that of the Lemurs in its

proportions, for it is short, and, though wide posteriorly, it becomes

suddenly narrow at the level of the seoond poet-canine tooth.

The glenoid fossa appears to be slightly deeper than in the

Lemurs. The tympanic region provides good evidence of the

distinctive position of Tarsina. For although the enormous bulla

is provided by the “ endotympanic ’’ element (as in Lemur), the
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tympanic annulus is not enclosed in it. On the contrary, the

tympanic bone is widened to form a 9hort funnel-shaped cylinder

and by this the osseous external auditory meatus in surrounded'-.

(In this respect, Tarsiua agrees with the true apes.) But even

this does not exhaust the list of peculiarities exhibited in this

region of the cranium of Tareius. For the entrance to the carotid

canal is situated far in front of the stylo-mastoid foramen,

and on the ventral aspect of the Auditory bulla The Intter is

" endotympanic " in origin (as already noted) but it *eciu* to hare

shared in the changes determined by the- enlargement of the eyes.

Weber (quoted by Knmpon) ascribes to that enlargement the

displaoement of the foramen magnum towards the palate. And
this is supposed to have caused a corresponding displacement of

the auditory bulla. Such changes are therefore clearly related to

the specialization of the sense of sight which is so marked in

Tarsiua

The basal and cranial sutural lines tend to disappear in Tarsius

earlier than in the Lemurs, and in this respect some resemblance

to the avian cranium may bo percoivod- Again the poet-orbital

wall (to which the alisphenoid makes a distinct contribution)

constitutes a resemblance to the Anthropoids*, and severe Tareius

from the Lemurs.

Lastly the teeth must be cited as absolutely distinctive; but

they serve to place Tarsius in a relatively lowly position. The
dental characters are so remarkable as to call for separate

treatment and this will be aocorded to them in a later paragraph.

Against the points thus enumerated as distinguishing Tareius

from tho Lemurs, another series will now be set out as a simple

list. These are the characters in which the two sub-orders are in

agreement Thus in Tareius and the Lcraure alike, we find that

:

1. The infraorbital canal is not roofed over in the floor of the

orbital cavity.

2. At the pterion, the alisphenoid articulates with the

parietal bone.

3. There is a small post-glenoid tubercle, as well as a ptet-

glenoid fossa.

1 Of. Kwapwi. MorpMeyucua JaJittmek, Bind sxxtr. 1900. p. 678.
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4. The nasal duct in placed on the facial surface and entirely

outside the orbital cavity. This denotes extensive development

of the ** pars facialis” of the lachrymal bone.

A review of the cranial characters of Tarsiu9 indicates that

features of specialization are the tnoro prominent. These are

most easily intelligible if regarded as adaptations to particular

conditions. A few suggest the derivation of the higher cranial

type of the Anthropoidea. As for primitive features, they are

probably most distinct iu the system to which a few words must

now be devoted, viz. the dentition.

As a whole, this is decidedly primitive or achaic l in Tardus

(Figs. 58 and 59). There is no gap (between the upper incisor

teeth) such as that which is so distinctive of tho Lotnurs. Moreover

the incisors are not pro-cumbent, but erect, and the series of small

sharply-pointed conical teeth in the front of the mouth (extending

to the first premolars inclusive) produces a strong resemblance to

the dentition of the Ineectivora*. The upper molar teeth bear threo

cusps only, while in the lower molars, tho three cusps are supple-

mented by a “heel" or " talon
-

’ (for further details cf. Chapter vi).

The two halves of the mandible are joined by synostosis at the

mental symphysis, and thus the oondition found in the Anthro-

poidea is recalled.

Vertebral Column. A skeleton of Tarsius spectrum in the

Cambridge Collection has the following vertebrae, viz. total 49, of

which 7 are cervical, 13 thoracic (according to Burmeister, 14

thoracic vertebrae may occur), 6 lumbar, 5 sacral and 18 caudal

iu character.

The atlas vertebra is characterized by its great size and more

particularly by its width. Of the cervical vertebrae, the seoond or

axis alone presents a distinct (though not a bifid) vertebral spine.

These peculiarities may provide an explanation of the extent of

relation of which the head (in the living animal) is capable as

described above.

The six lumbar vertebrae are arranged in a perfectly recti-

linear series, but a distinct lumbo-sucral angle is observed in

1 Hubtecht, Decent oj tfo Primata. 1867. p. 11.

* EmI®, Satural Snnux, M®y, 1807, p. 300: with ip®ci®l r^arcaee to lb® work

of Loch®.
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the example mentioned above. Of the five sacral vertebrae, two

articulate with the re*sa innominate, though three are fuses!

together. Two more wide vertebrae follow these, and have been

reckoned as sacral, for they are contrasted with the narrow (caudal)

elements succeeding them.

The clavicles are relatively large, and are curved slightly hut

with uniform convexity forwards.

The rod like sternum consists of four conjoined pieces. An

additional ossified portion follows, and from this a cartilaginous

expansion (metasternum) i» continued still farther cnudally. In

the dissection of Tarsias, I found n small suprasternal process

anterior to the preetomum. The scapula is curiously proportioned,

being very long and narrow : the coracoid process is fide iform (as

in the Lemur), and the acromion process is spatulatc. The massive

humerus has no deltoid eminence, hut the outer lip of the bicipital

groove is very prominent and elongated, so that possibly it may

include that eminence. The inner lip of the groove is slightly

developed.

The radius and ulna exceed the humerus in length and ore not

bowed apart' (os in the Simiidae).

The carpal bones include an independent os centrulc, and the

oe hamatum surpasses all the others in point of size. The terminal

phalanges of the digits are excessively short when compared with

the other phalanges or with the metacarpals. The third digit is

the longest.

The os innominatum is narrow and elongated, with a large

thyroid foramen and a small blunt ischiatic spine. The symphysis

does not extend to the ischia, but is limited to the pubic elements.

The narrowness of the pelvis and the obliquity of its anterior

aperture (pelvic brim) recall the conditions in the rabbit.

The femur has a straight shaft, which expand at its condylar

end.

The tibia is long and slender : the head is slightly rotroverted,

and the shaft markedly platycnemic, as befits an animal of saltatory

habits (cf. M. Valloia, op. oit., v. p. 76 supra). The fibula is slender

and though free above and below, it seems to be actually fused

with the tibia just below the mid-point of its length.

1 Thi* does not ««toc with Barmo*l*r’« ccscr.pUon.
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Tho extraordinary elongation of the oh calcis and os navicubure

has been noted already. The distal phalanges of the digits are

relatively very short. The nails on tho second and third digits are

distinct from the remainder by reason of their spur-like form and

erect position. Tho fourth digit is the longest of all and in this

respect Tarsius resembles certain Frogs.

F. Muscular System. In describing the more important

muscles, tho same system is adopted here as was employed in the

case of the Lemur (t. ftipm, p. 77, footnote).

1. Tho M. platysma is fully doveloped, but I am unable to

detect a M. sphincter oolli in the specimen of Tarsius dissected.

The auricular muscles arc large and prominent, being thus appro-

priate to the enormous ears. The M. dorso-humeralis i* also very

distinct and extensive. So substantial is it, that it may be

mistaken for the M. latianums dorsi, on which it lire.

2. The M. digastricus is very different from that of the Lemur,

and approaches the human form of this muscle A thin cord-like

tendon intervenes between the posterior belly (attached to the

occiput), aud the anterior belly. Tho Utter contains no tendinous

fibres where it is attached to the mandible, and it extends back-

wards from the sympbysial region for a considerable distance.

Here it is applied to the lower border of the jaw, out is not over-

lapped by that bone.

3. The M. sterno-rnastoideus is wide and ribbon-like. In

origin it is entirely sternal, and the site of ite attachment extendi

above the prestemnm, the prolongation resembling that seen in

Pfceropus (Cheiroptera). The M. cucullaris (trapezius) barely

extends to the occiput above, and ite lower port is separated as a

M. depressor scapulae. Benoath this stratum the M. rhornboideus

is situated, as well as an aberrant slip named from ite attachments

M. occipito-Bcapularis, though it lies deep to the M. trapezius and

may represent part of the M. levator anguli scapulae.

4. The M. dcltoideuB does not extend so far towards the

vertebral border of the scapula os in Lemur, but this "spinous”

portion is distinct from the rest of the muscle. The M. pectoral is

major is entirely *' sternal" in origin : at its caudal border it blends
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with the sheath of the M. rectus abdominis (which is traceable

beneath it ns far as the third rib) and the M. oblujtms ex tern us

abdominis. Otherwise the disposition of the pectoral moss

resembles that noted in the Lemur.

The M. latissimus dorm has no scapular component; it is

greatly attenuated at its origin, merging aponeurotically with

the deep fascia over the longitudinal muscles, among which the

M. spinalis dorsi cannot be recognised. The M. dorai-epitrochlcoria

arises by muscle-fibres from the muscular (not the tendinous) port

of the M. latissimus, and its lower attachment (to the olecranon)

is distinct.

5. The 31. biceps humeri has the two normal heads, and of

these the so-calkxl ooraooid head is closely related to the M. coraco-

brachial t3. The latter muscle is twofold with a superficial portion

extending far down the humerus, and a shorter deeper part

inserted beneath or behind the M. latissimus dorsi. No laoertus

fibresus was seen in my specimen.

6. The M. flexor longus pollicis is almost independent of the

M. flexor profundus digitoruro, but (as in the Lemur) it receives

a stout band of muscle-fibres from the epicondylar port of the

M. flexor sublimis digitorum. The pollex is provided with a

M. abductor longos and a M. extensor longus, but no M. extensor

brevis. Herein Tarsias resembles the Lemur exactly. There is

a well-developed "deep" extensor muscle for the digits 8, 4,

and 5.

7. The Diaphragm is thin and the central tendon is neither

extensive nor conspicuous. The crura arc very distinct from the

curved portion of the muscle. Arcuate ligaments are scarcely

recognizable, but over the region of the external arcuate band an

extensive hiatus of non-muscular tissue is found (as in Man)
behind the kidney. The nerve (phrenic) appears to be distributed

mainly on the thoracic aspect of the Diaphragm.

8. The M. gluteus minimus resembles in its origin that of

the Lemur. Its extension down the femoral shaft beyond the

mid-point of the femur is remarkable. The M. adductor magnua
extends to a similar distance, but not to the internal condyle,

while the other adductors together with the M. psoas and M.
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pectineus are concentrated at the upper end of tho bone. The
M. gluteus tcedius, M. gluteus minimus, and the M. tensor fasciae

fomoris are described by Bnrmeister.

The M. biceps fcmoris i» most remarkable in appearance, con-

sisting as it does of a very long thin tendon leading from the

ischium downwards to a brood muscular sheet This tendon is

stated by Klaatsch 1
to be recognizable in other forms, though

embedded in the upper end of the musclc-maaa In Tarsius it is

exposed, and with the great sciatic nerve it lies in a groove

between tho M. gluteus maximus and the M. adductor magnua.

There is no short bicipital head, nor is the M. tenuissimus present.

The M. gracilis and semitendinosus are also poculiar, for

though distinot and ribbon-like above, they share a thin cord-like

tendon of insertion into the tibia. The M. quadriceps extensor

cruris is remarkable for the great development of the MM. vasti,

especially the M. vastus lateralis (externus). This is doubtless

related to the leaping movements so characteristic of Taraiua.

Below the knee-joint, the M. tibialis anticiu first calls for

remark in view of its great size, another token of the saltatory

capabilities of Tarsius (cf. Vallois, op. ciL 1912). The M. tibialis

posticus is comparatively small, yet it is attached to the tibia and

fibula as well as to the interosseous membrane. Its long slender

tendon widens out below the ankle, and runs distinctly to the

navicular bone (and, in the specimen dissected by me, to the

sheath of the M. abductor minimi digiti as well). Tbe M. soleoa

has a circumscribed origin from the fibula only.

Tbe M. plantaris arises from the femur, and its tendon passe®

over the os cold* to form the plantar aponeurosis. This is supple-

mented by an additional band for tbe hallux, and from the margin

of this part a few fibres are contributed to the M. abductor halluris.

The plantar muscles and tendons will now be described in the

some order as was adopted in the account of the Lemur.

(0 M. flexor digitorum pedis brevia This muscle has two

modes of origin, vix.:

(a) From the deep aspect of the plantar aponeurosis,

which contributes tbe tendon to digit No. 2 only.

* MorpMofUclu• Jahrbnth, Baud xxn. 1901, p. 2S4.
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(6) From the surface of the tendon of M. flexor longus

h&llucis: hence perforated tendons pa.1* to digits Noe. 3, 4 and 5.

(ii) M. flexor digitonim longus (flexor tibialis). This musclo

runs almost exclusively to the fifth digit, for which it provides the

perforating tendon. No M. quadratus plantae was seen.

(iii) M. floxor hollucis longus (flexor fibularis). This muscle

sends perforating tendons to digits Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, and it gives rise

to the MM. lumbricales.

Those dispositions are so nearly identical with those in the

Lemur that no further comment is necessary. The account here

given is baaed on my dissection, bat does not in details confirm the

descriptions of Burmeister. The chief difference consists in the

distribution of the tendon of the flexor tibialis (M. flexor longus

digitonim).

The dorsal interosseous mnaclas of tho foot appear to bo

disposed about the fourth (\jb. the longest) digit as their axis.

I have found no existing record by which to check this state-

ment, which represents the condition in the specimen dissected

by me.

A general review of the musculature of Targius leads to the

conclusion that it is closely related to the Lemuroidea in this

respect The most striking features in Tarsius, such as the

enormous size of the M. vastus externus (lateralis) or the M. tibialis

anticus are not absolutely distinctive, for they arc clearly fore-

shadowed even in the true Lemurs, and in the saltatory forms

called Galago they approach the degree of specialization attained

by them in Tarsius.

G. Vascular System. The Pericardium is even less exten-

sively attached to the Diaphragm than in Lemurs'. Tho aortic

arch gives off the great arterial trunks in a sequence and manner

identical with that found in Man, so that the higher position of

Tarsius in this rospoob must needs bo admitted. The internal carotid

artery enters the tympanic bulla in an unusual position (v. tupni

in the note on the skull), but according to Kampen, the stapedial

artery is given off us in the Leiuuw. With regard to the artorios

1 Kor » simiUr conformation occurring unomalou&lT in Nun. cl. Turner, J. A. P.

fecood S«n«», 1B70, f>. 114.
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of the limbs, I may note that in my specimen the brachial vessel 1

bifurcated high up in the limb, giving rise to a superficial branch

becoming the radial artery, and a deep division which in company

with the median nerve paused through the entepicoodylar foramen

to become the ulnar vessel According to Bormeister, the brachial

artery itself passes through that foramen, and bifurcates diatally

to it. In the lower limb, a breaking up of the femoral artery to

form a rate mirabile has been described byVrolik and byBunneiater.

In the lower port of the thigh, I have observed two main vessels,

one of which is the superficial femoral artery, while the other

represents the arteria aoaatomotica which is in Tarsiua of large

sixe as in the Apes.

H. The Nervous System : the Brain* (Figa 00—04 incL).

In entering on a brief aocount of the brain of Tarsius, the same

Pie*. 00.61. 89. Bruin of T*rgiu* npootraia. Indication* m tallow* : St. mien*

r.-pTMv'.vhin. ta. balbu* oltutoriu*. pf. pamflocculo*. fed. truta* oltnotorin*.

to . tuber olfnctorlum. top. tnrtas option*. n. pan*, Ir. Unpeiinm. py. pyra-

mid. Pi«. 60. Left Intonu vt*w, nut. *t*«. Pig. 01, wrier. nod Pi*. 69, bn*al vt*w,

xE (After Elliot 8miU>.)

1 Tbs nU mirabile deeciibed oy OCppert <** quoted by Xtnnen Smith, J.A.P.,

1911) tu not identified.

• Cf. txpeoUlly Billot Smith. Trot*. Lbm. SoeUly oj Lawton. Vol. nn. pvt 10.

1906, p. 870.
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preliminary considerations are to be borne in mind as in the case

of the Lemuroidea (v. supra, p. 85)

(i) The cerebral characters undoubtedly include some which

may bo described without hesitation as primitive. It is note-

worthy that in Tarsius such characters are found to be related to

the commissures of the hemispheres. Of these, the corpus callosum

provides the most striking example, for its extent in an antero-

posterior direction is remarkably small. The cerebellum also falls

within this category.

(ii) Primitive or pseudo-primitive features accountable to

processes of reversion or cogeneration arc not generally recog-

nized.

(iii) The large sins of the eyes, consequent upon the adapta-

tion of Tarsius to nocturnal habits, has produced a most marked

effect on the general form and proportions of tho cerebrum, both

directly and indirectly.

(iv) Tarsiua is a very small mammal, and as such it provides

evidence confirmatory of the general rule that in the smallest

forms, the complexity of cerebral convolutions is far less than in

larger representatives.

The details now to be added will involve farther elaboration

of these general principles. The cerebrum of T&rsius (Figs. 60

—

64 incL) is remarkable in form and proportions. Viewed from

above it is broader than it is long, and the surface is devoid of

all sulci save a slight impression (Fig. 60, w) identified with the

S. eupraaylvius.

When examined from one side, the hemisphere (Fig. 60) is

marked in front by a deep and extensive fossa where it rests on

the orbit. The occipital end also bears an impression on it*

ventral aspect where it extends over the cerebellum to a con-

siderable extent.

The rhinencephalon comprises a small sessile olfactory bulb of

** triticeal “ form, a short wide peduncle, a (relatively) small pyri-

form lobe, with a small tuberculum olfactoriurn The rhinal

fissure is not usually distinguishable. On the whole, the rhinen-

cephalon stands mid-way between those of the Lemuroidea and

the Anthropoidea
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Of the marginal pallium, the most distinctive feature is

provided by the direct passage of the gyrus dentatus towards

the splenium of the corpus callosum, no sub-splenial flexure being

present. In no Lemur or Ape is this arrangement found, and for

a comparable disposition of parts, the lowly brain of the Sloth

must be examined. The determining factor is the small extent

(backwards) of the corpus callosum, and the limitation of growth

in this commissure stamps the brain of Tarsias as one of the most

primitive among those of Eutheri&n mammals.

The general form of the neopallium has boon described above.

The deep orbital excavation is indicative of the enormous eyea

With these is to be associated the remarkable ' occipital pro-

longation of the neopallium behind the corpus callosum, and over

the cerebellum. In this prolongation an extensive posterior coma

Pig. 68. Twsiu* spectrum. M«eul •pact of the cerebral hamieph*.-*. (After

Elliot Smith.) x4.

of the lateral ventricle is situated. As might be anticipated, the

area striata (visual area) of the cortex is extensive. The histo-

logical features of this area, and indeed all the features just

enumerated as distinctive of the occipital region, separate Tarsias

from the Lemaroidea, bringing it at the same time into relation

with the lower Anthropoidea.

The various areas of the neopallial cortex are exhibited in

a diagram (Fig. 64) based on a sketch which I owe to the kindness

of Professor Elliot Smith. To tho same authority I am indebted

for sketches from which Figs. 65 and 66 have been prepared.

These represent two types of brain in the Insectivora, and taken

together with Fig. 64, they provide a graphic illustration of the

evolution of the neopallium. But it is to be understood clearly

that the indications are of a general nature only, and that the

charts are not necessarily precise in detail.

D. M.
8
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fat centre! ?. Seoeory-tacfile

/ Parietal t Association

/' y s' Visuo-psych*c

frefrontel

Para rhinal

llnsular)

Acu.tico-p.ych.c

Pig. 54. Tarsiua sporfrum Cortical areas of tbs brain. This flgma ia baaed

upon a sketch by Profemor EUiot Smith. Tba numbers have bets added Intetlwly

5
the writer. They provido tar the comparison ot U* bruin of 7YttW«* with that

the law (Fig 46) and with other brains described in the sequel. Attention ia

direct*! to the area* marked 1, 4 and 17 reapertivoly. oonespondiag to

those named by Urodmann aa follows :

Pig. 66. Pig. 66.

Pig. 69- Tupaia ap.t Cortiaal area* of the brain (from a aketch by Protestor

Elliot Smith).

Fig. 66. Maeroaooiidaa tp.? Cortical arena of the brain (from a sketch l.y

Profemor Elliot Smith). Them brains of Ineeetirora, together with that of TanIns
(Pig. 64), serre well to lUiartrate tbe evolution of the oonioal arena, and the general

form of the brain.
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In regard to the commissures, sufficient note has been taken

already of the corpus callosum. The anterior commissure is

relatively large, and the dorsal commissure (psalterium) is not bo

diffused as in the other Primates. The representative of the

sulcus suprasylvius has been mentioned already. Other impres-

sions on the hemisphere are the fissure hippocampi, together

with the representative® of the sulcus calcarinus and sulcus

paracalcarinus (on the mesial aspect). (C£ Fig. 68 and refer-

ences
: fh. fissure hippocampi, sc. sulcus calcarinus. tpc. sulcus

paracalcarinus. trc. sulcus retrocalcarinus.)

The cerebellum approaches the form characteristic of that

organ in the Inaectivora, more nearly in Tarsius than in any

other of tho Primates. Yet the relatively higher degree of folding

in the cerebellar cortex, and the more massive ” middle lobe ” in

Taisius, shew that this form has advanced already beyond the

lowlier stage presented by the Inaectivora.

Tho hypophysis or pituitary body of Tarsios consists of a

median non-glandular portion with two lateral lobules, which

are glandular- The glandular parts are -said to lie above the

diaphregma sellae turcicac. The distinction of a median lobe

from two lateral lobules is characteristic of Reptiles. And so

fer as is known, the Primates alone among Mammals retain this

feature- For other details, the memoir by Bolk* should be

consulted.

In the preceding notes reference has been made to distinctive

characters of the brain which are indicative of a primitive type of

conformation. Again, certain features are seen to be associated

with special developments, such as that of the eyea lastly, the

absolute size of Tarsias must be taken into account. Tho smooth-

surfaced neopallium might seem capable of interpretation by an

appeal to this factor alone. Yet since the Lemurs fortunately

include certain representatives similar in bulk to Tarsius, that

interpretation is shewn to be inadequate, and the noopallium

of Tareius is seen to possess the character of smooth ness in a

degree inappropriate to even Lemurine rank. On the other hand,

the figuration of the cerebellum demands a similar comparison.

i A'tmink. A katl. ran Wtt. A*uUrdam, 1)«0. 94, 1910.
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As a result of this, Tarsius is not lowered in p««ition when the

smallest Lemurs are employed as the standard.

Bat the curious combination of primitive with advanced

characters con fere upon the brain of Tarsias an interest hardly

to be equalled among its congeners.

I. The Organs of Respiration. The Lungs. The distinctive

character of these organs is the multiplicity of the lobes, for the

Kg. 67. Tuvin* apwtrnm. Vertical coronal Motion of the larynx, through
the anterior part of the plica recalls. The m. erteo-thyrnidcra* 4om not pua far
up :n*id* th» thyroid cartilag* hero, but further back It doea to. 1

,
extreme margin

of the epigiotUa In the plioa reolricularia ; 2, appendix luyngi*; S. hyoid bent;
4, thyroid oarttlagt; 8. cricoid cartilage; 6. m. thyro^ryunolduu

; 7. no. crioo-
thyrolocca. (x8.)

right lung has five lobes (including a lobus impar), the left lung

being divided into four ports. The tracheal rings are complete

(as in the Lemurs, excepting the Galagos ).

The Larynx (Fig. 67)i The form of the epiglottis approaches

that of the Lemurs. Iu respect of other features Tarsius must,

however, be contrasted with those animals. For the examination
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of coronal section* (Pig. 67) show* that the free portion of the

plica vocalis (true vocal oord) is Knoll, while the musculature

adjacent to it i* very extensive and lea* differentiated into sepa-

rate masses. Such characters may be claimed reasonably as

evidence of a lowly or primitive 8tutus.

J. The Alimentary CanaL The lower lip (Fig. 69) of T&reius

differs from that of Lemurs and Apes alike

in the possession of exceptionally largo and

extensive sebaceous glands.

The hard palate is marked by transverse

ridges or rugae, which arc not limited to the

fore part but cross the roof of the mouth

at intervals along the whole of its extent.

The Btomach forms a simple dilatation

of the intestinal tube, having a greater and

a leaser curvature. The latter is closely

fitted round tho papillary portion of the

lobus descendena (lobus caudatua of many

writers).

The Liver (Fig.70)presents the following

noteworthy features

:

() While resembling the Lemurian

liver in general characters, and bolding

consequently but a lowly position, the liver

of Tarsius does not shew the excess of lobulation mot with in at

least some Lemurs. In the specimen I examined there is a greater

tendency to the production of small lobules than is implied in the

aooount given by Rage (op. cit v. supra, p. 90, footnote). But

I cannot recognize a fissure nmbilicalia. Lecho (quoted by Ruge)

states that it is absent

() The mode of fixation to the diaphragm and abdominal wall

is almost identical with that described in connexion with the Lemur.

r*. es.

Fig*. 68 and 69. Sec-

tion* of upper tnd lower
lip. Adult Tania* ipao-

tnin, /.

(c) In the liver of Tarsius the inriaura oeuophagea is so

shallow that a great contrast exists between this animal and the

Lemur in this respect.

(d) The incisure duodenalis is seen to be present but is

reduced greatly both in width and depth.
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(«) The left, lateral lobe (Fig. 70) resembles that of the

Lemur, for it sweeps round to tho right side of the abdominal

cavity.

(/) The lobus caudatus has a very distinct papillary com-

ponent (lotas Spigelii) which fits accurately into the lesser cur-

vature of the stomach, being clearly visible from the ventral side

when the left lateral lobe is raised. The "true" caudate com-

[dcftmrfl

Fi*. 70. Taming spectrum. Ttw abdominal r1»ecr» in llieir nrUnml relation*.

Reference* to number* u follows

:

1. Left lobe of lim.
9. Cordate end of stomach with oesophagus.

3. Stomach.
4—10. Smell intestine.

17. Oeecam.
IS. 10. large ir-tatice.

I.V.C. Inferior teas c*t».

Fig. 71. Tarsias speelrurr.. Tho coil* of the alimentary ceoaL References to

nambers us so in Fig. 70. (Mas. Anet. Cent.)

ponent is shorter than in the Lemur; it is neither falciform nor

uncinate os in that animal. It is partly fused with the light lateral

lobe (my specimen confirms this, the view of Leche, as against that

of Huge 1
). In these characters (/) Tarsius approaches the Apes.

On the whole, however, the liver of Tardus is of Lemurian

type, and indeed, the aberrant Lemurs such as Perodicticus

• Morpholoffi$c\ei Jahrl-uch, Band nn 1008, p. 997.
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provide connecting gradations between the two types. Where con-

trasts exist, as in (c) (d

)

and (f\ the higher type met with among
the true Apes is suggested. Indeed resemblances to the moet

highly developed of thoee are not entirely absent. Yet it is not

necessary to assume that Tareius occupies an elevated position on

this account, and it is preferable to regard it as a generalised

form, representative of ancestors which con be made known only

(if indeed at nil) by the discovery of their fossilized remains.

The Pancreas is placed obliquely, the left extremity being

lower than the head.

The Duodenum (Figs. 70 and 71, No. 4) resemble* that of the

Lemurs in position but is 1 bbb prominent. The disposition of the

coils of the small intestine is shewn in the accompanying illustra-

tion. It will suffice to notice the comparative simplicity of this

pare of the alimentary canal.

The Caecum (Figs. 70 and 71, Na 17) is of very considerable

dimensions and no appendix is to be distinguished. The large

intestine oonaiata of a short straight transverse colon and a rectum.

The Spleen is placed between the diaphragm and the stomach,

having less extensive relations with the left kidney than is the

case in the Lemur.

K. Urogenital Organa. The left kidney is placed more

caudally than the right Into the pelvis of each kidney, four

pyramidal eminences (one far larger than the rest) ware seen (by

Burmcister) to project The right suprarenal body is placed high

up behind the liver, and in a specimen of Tareius dissected by me

it was supplemented by a small accessory suprarenal body placed

in front of the hilum of the right kidney. Tho loft suprarenal

was not at the upper pole of the kidney and did not appear above

the upper border of the pancreas. The testes are intra-abdominal

in a male Tareius dissected by me. (They unfortunately yielded

no sperm-coils capable of separation for examination by Retains’

method.) In the penis of Tareius, tho intercavernous septum does

not contain cartilage, but only fibrous tissue. This applies at least

to the anterior part, where the corpus spongiosum is not to be

recognized. The uterus is bicornuate (Burmewter), and the clitoris

terminates in a large glana clitoridis. In this respect Tareius appears

to resemble the Lemuroidea.
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III. Anthropoidea.

As i* well known, this Sub-order include* a large variety of

forms, differing in respect of geographical situation, habits, external

form, ami last, but by no means least, of intellectual development

ami temperament in the chapter dealing with classification, the

main divisions, viz. the Now World ape* (Platyrrhiiuie) and the

Okl World group (Catarrhinae) including Man himself, have been

indicated already. In the prosvnt place, a selection has to l*e

made, and only examples of the Catarrhinac are described in

detail Among the Gitarrhinue, representatives of the Cercopitlu-

cidae and Simiid&o will now be considered.

(i) Cercopithecid-it..

The Family Cercopithocklao itwlf consists of an assemblage

of many and diverse animals. We may consider ns typical the

members of the genus Corcnpithecus from which the Family has

reocived its designation. The wry iwmt (Ctroopithecos) is not

without interest Since it signifies an ope with a tail, we may

infer that, apes lacking or apparently licking that distinctive

appendage were known already to fciMfle who coined the name.

Perhaps they need not have travelled far to we such apes, for

those found in Rarbary and at Gibraltar are to all outward

ap(>eanuioc tailless 1
. Modern syatemntists include these apes in

the genus Macacos. The Macaques an; nearly related to tl»e

Cynocephalous apes, one point of resemblance being that of

habitat in the sense that they are found almost as frequently in

rocky scrub-covered districts os in the forest-covered Areas'.

The true Ceicopithecus is however a typical arboreal form.

Rivalling the Lemurs in activity and agility, it resembles them

further in the highly specialized state of the visual organs, and

indeed surpasses them in the extent to which vision has buooine

binocular through the more complete overlap of the visual fields.

1 An early memoir on the comparison of Man and Apes U thatpubllahnd in I.V7S

by Goiter. Analogin etuittm humcmirum timiax ft eertu et aiuitatru quite Cf/nOixphaU

tuuiu at, mUjut tillpi*. Notice that a distinction between "true” and "tuilod"

apes la recognised.

* Cf. rtatecneDin quoted in regard to Lemur cotta among*! the Lcmuroklea,
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Unlike the nocturnal Lemur*, ihc Cercopitheei move abroad

in daylight, and such a change in habits surely provides a sug-

gestion as to the possibilities of evolutionary progreas.

Almost JW imprwsuve as tho development of the appnrstus of

vision, is the reduction of the organ representative of the sense

of smell, and it is probable that that of hearing has also degenerated

to some extent. By way of compensation, some refinement of the

tietile seme is inferred From the oonfortnation of certain parts of

the skin. Finally the brr.in is relatively large in size, and if a

balance be struck between the gains and louses experienced hy

the various organs of sensation outlined above, the brain-mass

may appear unduly great. The clue to this difficulty will be

found in a study of the so-collod "association areas" of the cerebral

surface. These also have increased in extent Such an increase

is indicative of the advancing development of the faculty of asso-

ciating sense impressions, of powers which through evolution

culminate in an intellect of human type. Yet the Cercopitheei

are for from having attained that stage, and while the variability

of these animal* may be remarked once more, it is also to be

remembered that if we judge of their behaviour and mode of life

from the standpoint of the oidinary observer, wo must admit that

many of them do net seem to have advanced far beyond tho

Lemurs.

In the following paragraphs the detailed descriptions are based

mainly upon tho conditions noted in specimens of the genua

Cercopitheens. But in some instances (which will be indicated)

recourse has been had to more accessible material, viz. examples

of the genera Macacus, Cynocophalus and Semnopithecus The

Cercopitheei are characteristically African in their geographical

distribution, while the genus Macacus is typically Asiatic. The

Cvnocephnlous apes arc encountered in Arabia and Abywinia,

it. in an intermediate area, but since they are distributed through

the length and breadth of Africa, their relations are with that

continent rather than with Asia.

A. General External Characters. The species of the genus

Cercopithecus amount in number to about forty, and consequently

the description of their external characters, if brief, must be of a

general nature only.
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The Ceroopitheci Are small monkeys, measuring usually in

length some eighteen to twenty inches exclusive of the Util which

is characteristically at least as long again as the body of the

animal. The tuil is not prehensile in the strict sense of tluvt

expression, which is properly exemplified by certain monkeys of

the New World.

The body and tail are clad with hair which is of a bright

oolour and so variegate*! as to provide an important basis of

classification’. Individual hairs tend to reveal a bonded distri-

bution of pigment, a feature common to many groups of the

Primates. Tufts of longer hairs may develop on the head, ami in

some species a definite beard is distinctive. The hind-limbe do

not exceed the forc-lirabe greatly in length, and in all cases the

thumb, though short, is present (it is reduced to the merest

remnant in the allied group of Colobua monkeys). The fingers show

a tendency to develop intenligital webs. The head is rounded,

the face varying in prominence according to ago aud sex, for it ia

relatively largest and most prognathous in aged males.

The eyes are of large sire and darkly pigmented in all varieties.

The ears* arc relatively smaller than in the Lemurs, and the car-

tip is not constantly present. Thus the auricle ia involved in a

process of reduction, which has affected the genus Ccrcopithecus

mbre distinctly than the allied genera Macacus and Cynocephalus.

The noec is flattened and the nostrils arc usually separated by

& narrow septum only (in the Colobus monkeys the interval between

the nostrils may be nearly as wide as in the New World monkeys).

The possession of large cheek-pouches is a vory distinctive

feature of many Old World monkeyB and the Ceroopitheci are

thoroughly representative in this respoct. They also posses hard

callouH pads devoid of hair on the buttocks in situations corre-

sponding to the tuber ischii of each side.

1 Perhaps the mo*4 remarkable variety U a snow-white form found on the

Upper Congo. Tho akin ia aa white at the hair, bat theoc monkeye are not

albisoa, tor the eye-pigment is retained in tb# iris aod even oo the sclerotic coat.

The occurrence of white-elrinoed monkeys In an area ooempied by the meat derkly-

pigmentod Hominidaa affords imtarta] tor free speculation. H«re 1 will only

suggest that the dim light of the more demo foreeta may have contributed to the

production of tbs variety in question.

* Of. Keith, NAtMr*. Nov. 7. 1901, pp. 19, 90.



Fig, 78. Macaco* OTDoaoIcu. T'aa hair-tract* of th* acelp. Th# forehead la

directed downward*. (From Bchwalbo.)

Fig. 78. Hrlobata* 7 *p. Th* halr-tracte of th* acalp. Th* forehead U directed

downward*. (From Schwalbe.)

Fig. 74. Homo aaplona. The hair-tract* of the acailp. Th# forehead la directed

downward*. (From Schwalbe.)

Pig. 78. Macaco a crnoinolgoa. Hair-tract* of the dceeal aapaet of the head

and trash. (From Schwalbe.)
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B. The Hair. The following notes are based on the descrip-

tions of Schwalbe', who has provided admirable accounts of

foetal specimens of Macacos cynomolgua:

(a) Sinus-hairs or vibrissae are found in four regions of the

head, via the supraorbital region, the lateral nasal region, and

near the upper and lower lips. No such hairs ore found on the

cheeks (cf. supra, p. 65). Elevations of the skin or pads of im-

plantation for these hairs are not definitely present, though some

indications were noted.

(b) From the region of the brows the hairs of the scalp are

directed from before backwards, i-6. cranio-caudilly
; near the

vertex the stream passes into a vortex in the middle lino but the

upper limb. (Prom

lateral parts are not interrupted (Fig. 72, with which Figs. 35, 73,

and 74 are to be compared).

(c) This caudo-cranial stream is a primitive possession. It

continues (Fig. 75) without interruption along the back and on to

the tail where (with rare exceptions) it divides into symmetrical

lateral subdivisions.

(d) No spirals Are present on the flanks.

(a) No' spirals interrupt the hair-stream in the upper pectoral

region (contrast with Taisias q.v.).

(/) The elbow marks the convergence of two streams, one
coming from the upper arm, the second from the forearm (Fig. 70).

1 ScUafa’s •• SuidUn .’* Lieieruag x, 1911.
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In regard to the implantation of the hairs by groups, De Meijere 1

remarks that such groups are present, and that in the Ceroopithe-

cidue they oonsist usually of more than three hairs.

C. Skin Colour. The skin is subject to nearly as many
variations of colour as is the hairy covering of the Ceroopithed.

Onu subdivision depends in fact for its recognition on the intense

pigmentation of the extremities, for in this particular group they

are of a livid colour. In other examples local patches of skin

assume tints of extraordinary intensity, as for instance the green

coloration of the external genitalia in Ceroopithecus callitrichua

(tho "green " monkey), the dark indigo blue of the same region in

Stain' Ceroopithecus, or the C. cynosures, and again the scarlet

hue of the ischial callosities in the latter species. The “flesh-

colour ” of the akin in Hamlyn’s Ceroopithecus has been noted

already, and though this tint is universal in that animal, other

Ceroopithed exhibit localized areas of similar ooloor.

This variability in the Ceroopithed places them in marked

oontrant with the (generally aombre-coloured) Lemurs.

With regard to definite scales or dermal scutes, the ischial

callosities at once oocur to the imagination as a possible site for

such specializations. Yet, in truth, those callosities represent a

hypertrophy of the epidermic squamous cells en mass*, rather

than the production of definite laminar " squamae."

D. Hands and Feet The notes in this section are based

upon the obeervations of Schlaginhaufen (op. tit, v. supra, p. 69),

on specimens of Macacos, which is the most appropriate form for

consideration here.

The exposed hairless surfaces of the palm and sole are entirely

covered with papillary ridges. Such an increase is distinctly

suggestive of a corresponding advance in the activity of such

functions as they subserves. Of the various “ pads," all save the

proximal "thenar" one (v. supra, p. 69) are represented on the

vola or palm of the hand.

On the plantar surface, a prominence of the heel provides for

a fresh extension of the corrugated area. All the "apical " pods

are present The four typical * interdigital " pads are also

1 MorpholofUcUtt JaMrucA, Band m. 1804.
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developed, but have experienced a alight displacement laterally,

so that they appear to be throat towards the tibia! aide of their

original positions The tint interdigital pod is continuous with

an elongated eminence, extending nearly to the heel (and possibly

equivalent to a proximal thenar pad). The fourth intordigital

pad is closely connected or even continuous with a similar but

narrower "libular" eminence reaching the heel (and, in part,

representative of the proxi-

mal anti-thenar pad of the

primitive ground-form).

The apical pads of the.

digitsbear patterns described

aa elliptical loops. On the

thumb (pollex) in particular,

the appearance* strongly

suggest the presence of

the entwined loops called

(by Schkginhftufen) “ vortex

duplicatus." On the middle

phalanges, the ridges run

transversely or in flattened

arches. They are less nu-

merous here, and in Macacus

cynomolgus they may even

&il to develop in this part.

On the proximal phalanges,

ridge* with an oblique

direction mark the pollex,

arches or loops replacing

them in the remaining

digits. On the interdigital

pads, the general tendency

is to the appearance of “ vortioes duplicati” on the summit, whilo

the spaces between the pods are marked by a series of curved lines.

These originate in the “carpal” region, and radiating thenoe, they

spread out towards the margins as they descend.

The general disposition of the papillary ridges cm the plantar

surface (Kgs. 77, 78) resembles that just described as characteristic

PI*. 77. Macaco* MaKatrino*. CoWuiaoci
groove* of tli« tole of the toot. (Prom
gchlagfnhoufao.)
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of the palm of the hand. Special attention most be directed,

however, to a feature ascertained (by Schlaginhaafen) to distinguish

the Macacue group of Cercopithecidae, and with these most of the

Oatorrhinae including Man, while the Cynooephalous apes alone

stand out in marked contrast with all their associates.

The feature in question is the oourse pursued by a certain line

(marked R^) on the plantar surface (Fig. 79)t This line (R*)

Kf.TB. Mum
not. Schema oi the oataaeooi

KIOOTM Of Um fool M thova
lo Fig. 77. (Prom Scfclagin.

k»uf*u.)

A, trlmdia*.

B, , U, Mo., liaaM tarmlaalM.

C, agsMO pciocJpeW.

D, trijsdioa Mcutdariu*.

X|, X», ogmln* aasmlaria.

F, flgur* too tills. .

should be traoed from the tri-radius (T«) whence it starts at the

base of the first interdigital pad. It passes henoe towards the heel

with a bold sweep, and finally it is recurved towards the txbial

margin. Such is its characteristic (though not invariable) course in

the majority of the Catarrhinae. But in the Cynocephali it may be

observed to cut clean across the plantar surface to gain thejftuJor

border. (In such a case, the remaining three intcrdigital eminences

are iwdataH from the proximal eminences by a series of transversely
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directed ridges. The palmar aurtaoc in the Cynocephalous apes

seems to be distinguished in a somewhat similar manner. It

is impossible to avoid the

impression that this pecu-

liarity is associated with the

eminently terrestrial habits

of moat of the members of

this group of monkeys.)

E. The Skeleton. Tht

Skull (Fig. 80). The brain- —
cose has increased in sire. /fcf.

particularly in its vertical
's—

diameter. The face pro-

trudes less than in the

Lemurs, but more than in

Tareius. In males (especially
• .1 • I Ail. * *

5mus Cs.c.*

inaged animaU)the temporal

ridges are often prominent

and there may be prominent

supra-orbital ridges. The

snout-like projection of the

facial bones is pronounced in

the Dog-faced monkeys, but

is much diminished in the

neroestrinus. Seheit#
»ve» oi the sole of the
ion Is directed to the
marked R^. (From

Cercopithed. A wall bounds

the orbit posteriorly, and the naaul duct opens within the margin

of that cavity. On the inner orbital wall, the lachrymal bone

is separated (as in the Lemuridae) from the os planum of the

ethmoid, by the interposition of the frontal and maxillary bones

which unite along a fronto-maxillary suture which often measures

10 mm. in length. Tho inter-orbital space is very narrow, especially

in young individuals, and in its upper portion.

The infra-orbital canal is not roofed over. In the temporal foaaa,

the alisphenoid is separated from the parietal by the interposition

of the frontal and squamous portion of the temporal bone, which

unite along a fronto-squamous suture. The New-World Apes

commonly present the Lemuroid feature of a parieto-aphenoid
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Articulation. The malar bone in these apes may also be prolonged

backwards so as to touch the parietal bone.

The palate is elongated, the glenoid foaBa deeper than in the

Lemurs; the poet-glenoid tubercle is well developed and spiny.

The tympanic bone is expanded to form a tube which protects

the external auditory meatus and tympanic membrane, and there

is no auditory bulla in the Old-World raonkeya, though this feature

characterizes their New-World representatives. The anterior and

inferior part of the petrous portion of the temporal bone is

Flf . 80. Ortolan)/ with maodlbla, of a Maoaaaa monkaj (CacwptlbaaidM) I

note tfa* abateo* of an oodiiorr bails; lb# nobatiWtSon of frooto^aamoai and
trentomaxillary tor «pbaoo-pori*ml and toohryDO-nkmcidai wttoalottoa* : oott *1*0

tin nr.rcbar of tMtb, aod oompara with Pig*. IB and 21.

commonly inflated in appearance. The basi-oocipito-sphenoidal

suture persists for some considerable tune after the oompletion of

the dentition.

The dental formula is identical with that of Man (the New-

World monkeys having an additional premolar tooth in each

jaw); the molars commonly bear four distinct cuspe arrangod in

two pairs, an anterior and a posterior. (For fuller details, v.

Chapter vl)

». M. 8
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Vertebral Column. The cervical vertebrae are seven in number,

the thoracic and lnmbar together are nineteen, of which twelve or

thirteen usually bear rib*, and are thus to be regarded na the true

thoracic elements. The tenth vertebra is often the anti-clinal

element Three sacral vertebrae and a very variable number

(3—28) of caudal vertebrae complete the series. In tho lumbar

region, spine-like anapophyaial processes (Fig. 81) are directed

backwards from each vertebra to embrace the anterior xygapo-

physes of the succeeding one.

The curvature of the vertebral

column is much sirapierthem in

Man, being a simple thoraco-

lumbar curve whose concavity

is directed downwards. An-

terior to this is a cervical

curvature in the opposite

direction. Posteriorly, owing

to a tilting upwards of the

sacrum, an appearance of con-

verity downwards is often

seen especially in the Baboons

(Cynocepbali) (Fig. 82).
(

The sternum consist* of

six ossified segment*, all of

which are rod-like, save the

prestemal element. The costal cartilages of eight rib* reach the

sternum directly.

The clavicle does not shew the degree of sinuosity of the

human bone. The, sternal end is straight, the outer portion being

concave forwards. A strong deltoid ridge replaces the tuborele of

that name in tho human clavicle. An impression for the M. sub-

clavius is distinct.

The scapula is very broad (Fig. 83 a) (when measured in the

general direction of the spine) in comparison with its diameter

from the superior to tho inferior angle: it* "index” is 118 approxi-

mately. In Man, the index is about 86. The acromion process is

comparatively smalL The scapula in general resembles those of

animals with quadrupedal grit rather than those of the Simiidae.
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The outer lip of the bicipital groove in the humerus is very

prominent, the inner lip being feebly developed or absent. At
the lower end of the bone, the articular surface is not so sharply

Unena
loon

Pig. 8J. Pig. 88.

Pig. 89. MmUI Motion at Um (frown) body of a Cynocephalous monkey (Oeroo-

ptheddaa). Mote the «xm« dae of the jaw*, and the oomparatiTaly mail
thoracic capacity and extent. The vertebral ooloran U mooli lata eLnaoui than
in Man, tat the anterior lumbar convexity la Incipient and distinct.

Pig. 88. Baajnlae, (a) of a Caroopilheous monkey, (b) of Men. Both have been

reduced to a common denominator, via. the transverse width.

differentiated into capitellum and trochlea as in the case of Man

:

the conformation of the capitellum, in particular, suggests that

flexion and extension (the characteristic movements of this joint

B-s
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in animals with quadrupedal structure) have not been far en-

croached upon by pronation and supination. The angle of torsion

of the humerus amounts on the average to about 100“ (cf. Broca’s

figures: Carnivora, average angle 95*; European, 161*). The
carpus retains a distinct os oencmie: the pollex is very short,

owing chiefly to the diminutive sue of the phalanges.

The pelvis is transversely narrow (like the " thoracic cage "),

the ossa innominau being elongated untcro -posteriorly, \.e. as

measured from the crest of the ilium to the tuber ischii; they

thus are strongly contrasted with the corresponding bones in M;m.

The pubic symphysis is long, and indeed so extensive that the

ischial bones come into contact Thus the symphysis is really

pubc-wchiatic. The tuber ischii is large and everted.

The femoral head is small, and the neck short in comparison

with that of the humun femur. There is a very distinct linen

spiralis in some cases, but the line* napera is only feebly developed.

Inferiorly, the lack of transverse width is characteristic, while the

curvature of the condylas, when regarded from the ride, is more

nearly semicircular than in the case of Man. The patella is narrow

anti plays equally on each condyle. Commonly a sesamoid bone is

found in the outer head of the gastrocnemius muscle.

The tarsus is flattened, and its constituents similar in number
to those of the human tarsus: the hallux is very short when

compared with the other digits : this is chiefly due, as in the

munus, to the shortness of the phalanges.

F. Muscular System 1

. 1. The M. platywua is a strong and

extensive sheet, traceable backwards to the middle lino of tho nock

and upwards to the zygoma; below this it is attenuated locally

where the cheek pouch passes outwards. In the axillary region,

the M. dorso-humeralis is as distinct as in the Lemur or in Tarsius.

In a CynoccphaJus mormon dissected by me, nerve-fibres were

supplied to this muscle from the inner cord of the brachial plexus,

and also from the lateral branch of the second thoracic nerve.

According to Huge the M. sphincter oolli is well developed.

> The liMcriptioae am bMed partly on dliModont of Crnooepbaloa* monkey*.

Eight evhdivUione of the mtuoalelare ere dledngclthed, end ere the eeme u these

employed la the eeee of the Lemur (r. p. 77 my»r«).
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2. The XL digastricus is remarkable chiefly for the tendinous

arc stretched across the middle line of the neck (from one tendon

to the other). From this arcade the muscle-fibrea of the antenor

belly take origin, the mueclee of the right and left side* forming a

continuous ahoet. The latter is however distinctly thick where it

in attached to the mandible Here it lice immediately beneath the

lower border of the booe, but no "digastric” impression can be dis-

tinguished in the dry bone. The posterior belly is oooompnmied

bv the M. stylo-hyoideus which divides to allow the tendon of the

M. digaatricus to pass forward.

3. The M. sterno-mastoideus is massive, and it arises from

the clavicle os well as the preetemum. Thus two muscles ore to

be distinguished, and they are nearly equal in size.

4. The M. trapezius is attached to the outer fifth of the

clavicle, and is therefore widely separated here from the M. sterno-

mastoidous. Beneath the acromial part of tho muscle, a second

and thicker stratum pMMS upwards to the cervical vertebrae

(M. acroinio-trachelianus). Similarly, a M. oocipito-scnpularib

blends with the rhomboid sheet, which is thus carried up to the

skull. Lastly the M. levator anguli scapulae may be found in

continuity with the M. eerratus magnus. Such muscles provide

useful stays for the fixation of the shoulder in climbing movement*.

The M. deltoideas oocapics the whole of the %ientral surface of

the clavicle (no clavicular component of the M. pec toralis major

being developed). This muscle will be found to extend also along

the whole length of the scapular epine as tar as the vertebral

border of the bone.

The M. pectoralis major is thus "sternal " only in origin : but

its prestemal component is now of considerable) size. The XL pec-

toralis minor arises likewise from the sternum (not from the ribs)

and it is inserted into a fascial sheet laid on the ooraouid process,

but not strongly attached thereto. A third pectoral muscle (pos-

sibly fused in Man with the great pectoral muscle) arises from tho

lower costal cartilages, and posses alongside the lesser pectoral

mass into a fascial expansion over the shoulder-joint. The suh-

clavius muscle is distinct or large. The XL latisaimu9 dorsi is

characterized by its accessory, vis. the M. dorei-epitrochlearis or

M. latissimo-oondyloideus, seen in the Lemurs and Taraius. The
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M. latissimus remains devoid of tendon fibres till near the humerus.

It baa no scapular component, and its most anterior (ccphalad)

fibres pass behind the tendon of the M. teres major (Kohlbrugge*

has referred to thiaX of which muscle these fibres may form an

aberrant portion.

5. The M. biceps humeri is not provided with a laoertus

fibroses. The M. coraco-brachialis is subdivided into longer and

shorter components.

6. The muscles of the thumb present no essential differences

from those of the Lemur («. p. 79 *upra\ Each of the other digits

is provided with two extensor tendons, a deep tendon being added

to that of the extensor oommunis in each instance.

7. The crura of the diaphragm may extend caudally as far as

the fourth lumbar vertebra (in Sernnopitheeus, cf. Kohlbrugge).

The muscle is thin and its central tendon less extensive than in the

Lemur. “ Arcuate ligaments " arc not distinct, the muscle-fibroe

arising locally from the fascia! sheath of the M. quadratus lumborum.

8. The M. gluteus maximus is small : it arises however from

the caudal as well as the sacral vertebrae, the caudal port forming

a separate caudo-feinoral muscle: the femoral attachment is

greatly restricted in extent: the rest of the muscle joins the

M. tensor fasciae femoris and thus is continuous with the ilio-

tibial band. The latter is not distinctly specialized and the fascial

sheet by which it is represented expands generally above the

patella and round the front of the knee-joint The small separable

deep component of the M. gluteus minimus, known as the M. Bcan-

sorius, is usually present (Kohlbrugge). The M. biceps femoris

possesses but a single bead (the “long” head of human anatomy)

which merges into the fascia covering of the muscles on the an-

terior aspect of the leg. Thus it comee to be attached to the

tibia. The New-World monkeys possess the short or femoral

head of this muscle, as described by Professors Windie and Parsons

(Proc. AnaL Soe., Nov. 1899). The short head of the muscle is

identified* by those authors with the M. tonuissimus (Parsons)

1 Jfwfeis uud Xrntn der Primaien, Amsterdam, 1887, p. 69.

1 Hn» identification »u confirmed independently three years later by KUatech,
srhoee Btri«oro« on the lack oJ perception ol hU anatomical collenguea in this

country provide amcelag reading In view of the facte m to priority in thU matter

(cf. UarfholofiMCkM .fair Swell, Band xxix. 1908, ecpasally pp. 219, Ml).
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found in tome of the lower Eutheria. But even the M. tenuifwiinua

is not known to exist in the Ceroopithoddae.

The adductor mass of femoral muscle* is well developed. The

M. adductor longue is large and oont&ins few tendinous fibres.

The M- adductor brevis is only to be separated artificially from

the M. adductor magnus. The latter is clearly composed of two

elements, and the superficial artery passes between them obliquely

as it enter* the popliteal space. One part of the muscle (supplied

by the sciatic nerve) arises close to the tuber ischii and ends at

the medial condyle of the femur (pars ischio-condylaria). The

remainder (supplied by the obturator nerve), arising from the

rami of the ischium and pubis, is inserted into the femoral shaft,

and extends over the " popliteal area " of that bone.

The M. gracilis is wide and strong. Below the knee-joint it is

inserted partly into the tibia (entirely so in the Semnopithecidae

:

Kohlbrugge), and partly into the deep fascia of the leg. The tendon

of the M. semitendinosus has a similar (twofold) distribution.

The 31 quadrioepa extensor cruris consists of the usual com-

ponents. The M. rectus has a large flattened * acetabular " head

(the "reflected” head of human anatomy), while the second head

is distinct though small in Cynooephalua. The 31 vastus lateralis

is more extensive about the great trochanter than is the 31. vastus

medial is. The M. vastus intermedins is closely related to the

latter, and gives off no fibres (eavc possibly a few to its lateral

aide) to form a M. suberureu*.

As in the Lemur, the M. aoleus in the Cercopithecidae owns a

fibular origin only. Tho M. plantaria sends a long slender tendon

downwards between the Mm. gastrocnemii and soleua This tendon

is intimately connected with the tendo Achillia Yet it can be

dissected away from this, without much difficulty. Then it will

be found to pass round the heel to become continuous with tho

plantar facia. The mnscle is reduced in size as compared with

that of the Lemur (and of Tarsius1
).

(i) The chief features of the plantar fascia consist (aooording

to Loth 1
) in the marked development of the “aponeurosis tibialis"

* *. the Illustrations in Vellols’ memoir on Flelfenemis, BvlUtin i* la Soe.

d’AfUK. 4U ban, 1012, p. 274.

* OorrttpcrximiblaU der Deuttehrn Anth. Om. xxxnn. 1007.
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(a sheet of fibres not found in the true Lemurs). The fibular part

of the aponeurosis becomes attached deeply in the region of the

fifth metacarpal bone (proximal part). A deeply-placed inter-

mediate aponeurosis runs towards the first digit, but the original

"fasciculus ballads” (seen in Lemurs) docs not reappear. The

outstanding point is the strengthening of the middle ports of the

aponeurosis, and this feature is directly related to the environment

of the animals concerned, for it is greatest in those, such asCynoce-

phaios bamadryne, of terrestrial rather than purely arboreal habit*.

(ii) The M. flexor brevis digitoruin arises partly from the

plantar fascia. In a young male Cynocephalus mormon, I found

an arrangement identical with that represented by Dr Sawaliachin 1
.

Thus the superficial head (derived from the plantar fascia) fur-

nished a tendon to the second digit, and &u indefinite fascial

expansion directed towards but failing to reach the third digit.

The deep head arose from the tendon of the M. flexor longua digi-

tonim (flexor tibialis) and provided perforated tendons for the

third, fourth and fifth digits.

(in) The M. flexor longus digitorum supplies the four outer

digits and is joined by a M. flexor oocoasoriua which has but one

head of origin.

(iv) M. flexor ballads loagus (flexor fibularw) is conjoined

with the tendon of the preceding muscle, and contributes tendons

to the hallux and three next digits, but not to the fifth toe.

While the conditions in general resemble those already noted

in the Lemur, a few points of distinction may yet be found. Thus
the differences are least in the upper limb, and here no functional

divergence of note has occurred. In the lower limb, the monkey
shews signs of a tendency to emancipate this organ from a solely

arboreal function. The strengthening and increased rigidity of

the plantar fascia, the development of a M. flexor accessorius,

and the withdrawal of port of the M. flexor fibularis (from the

fifth toe) together with the relative shortening of the digits, all

point to an increased adaptation of the foot to a truly planti-

grade (as contrasted with a prehensile) function.

A muscle in the orbital cavity named M. choonoidee (or M.

1 XorpholoffUckt* JakrbucU Band xus. Haft 4, S. 583, Fig. 205.
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retractor bulbi oculi) is found constantly in the Ce-roopitliecidae.

It is unknown in the New-World monkeys 1

, in the Simiidae, in

Man*, and Burmeister neither mentions it, nor does he figure it in

TarainA So irregular a distribution must own some definite signifi-

cance, but as yet this is obscure.

0. Vascular System. The heart is placed medially 1
, but

the apex has just reached the left side of the sternum (in Cyno-

cephalous monkeys it may retain the mesial position) whore it

lies close to the sixth costal cartilage. The form of the heart also

shews an advance on that of the Lemurs, for the transverse

diameter begins to assert a superiority over the doisi-ventral one.

Again the long aria of the heart is more strongly inclined to that

of the post-caval vein, and therefore is pointed leas directly towards

the diaphragm. The intra-thoracic course of the post-caval vein

is correspondingly shortened but is still distinct ; the eubpericardial

sinus (with the lobua impar) still persists, while a " bursa infra-

cardiaca ” of *' peritoneal " origin has been seen in Cynocephalus

by Professor Peter Thompson. The diaphragmatic contact-area

of the pericardium is however enlarged. The great vessels some-

time* arise from the aortic arch as in Man. More oommonly, how-

ever, only two trunks arise thus. Of these the first or innominate

gives origin to the left common carotid artery and then bifurcates

as in Man. These characters may be taken to indicate the early

stages of a thoracic enlargement, and a change in form related to

the shortening of the torso, and presumably adapted to the as-

sumption of the erect attitude.

The axillary artery still retains a primitive arrangement

by providing a large subecapular trunk for the circumflex

arteries of the humerus and scapula. But the A. circumflex*

humeri anterior tend* to be detached from this and to ar.se

independently from the axillary vessel Herein the Cereo-

pitbecidae (especially Cynocephalus) approach Man more closely

than do tho Simiidae. The brachial veesol is almost always

of the “superficial ” type, crossing the median nerve superficially,

i Ottley. P. Z. 3. 1879. p. 1»7.

» Rxeep*. m as anomaly: el. Mr Whitaall’e tpeeimeo. J.A.P., nn. Oat. 1811,

, 8#.
3 Rage, MorpU. Jakrl. Bd. xa.
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and dividing usually above the level of the elbow joint Thua

various types of the ** high origin " of the radial and ulnar

offshoot* are produced, and the arrangements are similar to those

found in many human foetuses before the end of the sixth month

of intm-uterine life. The radial and ulnar contributions to the

palmar arches are about equal in size in Ceroopithocus, while in

the Cynocephalous monkeys the ulnar artery is the smaller of the

two and thus more primitive. In the lower limb, the deep branch

of the oommon femoral artery is less developed, i.i. it gives off

fewer important branches than in Mam. In particular the A. cir-

cumflex* medialis may arise (with the A. obturatoria) from the

A. hypogastrioa. A distinctive feature is the A. saphena which

runs from the thigh to the foot in a subcutaneous situation, and

ends mainly as a vessel perforating the second interosseous (meta-

tarsal) space. The A. poplitea is not pressed into the fold of the

knee (as in Man), and its position like that of the A. saphena

seems to be determined by tho characteristic flexure of that joint

The two plantar arteries are present, but small, the chief supply

to this part ooming via the A. saphena through the second space

as described above.

H. Nervous System. L The Curcopithecidae possess a

brain oonspicuous for certain details of specialization.

Foremost among these, the large size of the corpus callosum

may be mentioned. This character is not only expressive of the

increased mass of the neopallium, but it indicates particularly an

augmentation of the association areas of tho cortex. The extension

of the latter is the more important character. But the boundaries

and extent of those areas are not evident until a variety of details

have been studied. • Tho corpus callosum is easily exposed to view,

and since its limits are distinct, it has been placed in the fore-

ground here.

The cerebellum has also increased in relative bulk and ib nearly

as instructive as the preceding characters.

iL Examples of conditions apparently primitive, but with

better reason ascribed to degenerative changes, are insignificant

or absent. Where degeneration has taken place its effects are not

of this kind.
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iiL The Ceroopithec idoe maintain the high development of

the visual sense noticed previously in the Lemurs and Tardus.

Consequently it is not surprising to find that the form of the

cerebrum is strongly influenced by the necessity of providing the

requisite mechanism.

iv. The neopallium is not in all cases very highly convoluted,

and consequently the statement regarding the exuberance of its

development might seem to bo controverted hereby. The rela-

tively small sixe of most of the animals under consideration must

evidently be taken into account when this objection is raised. If

this be done no appreciable discrepancy of statements remains.

Some additional details may now be added The Anthropoidea

are microsmatic 1

, the Cercopithoddac providing no exceptions to

this rule. Thus the olfactory bulb is reduoed in sixe, while its

tract is pedunculated, it. elongated and attenuated in a marked

degree. The tuberculom ol&otorium is still recognisable, and a

remnant of the fierira rhinalis appears as the indium temporalis

(<£ Fig. 84). But the olfactory commissures, it. the anterior

oommissore and the pealtenam, together with the fornix, are

greatly reduced in relative balk. The marginal pallium presents

no features deserving special comment.

The large size of the neopallium has been remarked already.

The occipital end of the hemisphere overlaps the cerebellum (most

extensively in the small American monkeys, Chrysothrix and

Hapole) This part of the oortex (the area striata) has peculiar

histological features, wherein the Ceroopithecidae are approached

by Tardus, while they stand in contrast to the Lemurs.

The occipital pole of the neopallium contains an extensive

posterior oornu of the lateral ventricle of the brain, providingthus

the material for comment similar to that just passed on the area

striata.

The plan of the neopallial convolutions is presented in the

accompanying illustrations (Figs. 85, 88). The presence of an

"insula" in the lower part of the Sylvian fissure demands special

notice, as indicative of the local growth of the surrounding parte.

The extent of the frontal, parietal, and temporal association areas

is shewn in Fig. 85, with which the corresponding diagrams for

i CL nttrmem to litentaua oc p. 4*.
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•IKTMAL IWvXvft

IWT«AM«I«TAL lULCVt

Eitf. 84. The left oerebnd hmni iphere of a Somaoptibeeu* ruoakey (Ceroopithc-
ciiae). The main feature* an similar to thoee of the human brain : oo tbe mesial
aapeot the small pc*t-*planlal gyms A. RettU ll not riaible. and the tueia deatata
baa oo4 been eipoeed.
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Fig. 88. Vumlcci «p * Corttakl arwui of tba Lain. Uteml eonvoUj. (From

Brodm*nn, op. fit.) Now ipooauly tho atom renAod 1, *. «ul IT. *od cccipux* with

Pig*. ifl aod'M.
.

No. L Awn po«t-e«itaita (maaon).

No. 4. Aicn giganto-pTaTuiAiils
i
motor).

No. 17. Arm otrioto |ti«u»1|.

Fig. 88. M**mcu« to. 7 Cortlcol anat of tho bain. Mwiil Mj«eot of bonuipboa.

(From BTodmnnc. op. «A)
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Hapalc (Fig. 87), the Lemur (Fig. 46) and Tarsias (Fig. 64) are to

be compared.

The mid-brain has undergone little or no evolutionary change.

The cerebellum is enlarged as compared with its condition in the

Lemurs. Its form is modified by the contact of the occipital lobes.

Fig. 87. Hi.pal* Jaoebu*. a «n»!l Arnrrlonn moruoy (Miuao*«»). Cortical

arwu oi tfc* brain. Lateral eoavttky. For oompariaon with Fig*. 46, 64. and 85.

(From Brodmnnn, op. eit.)

Fig. 86. Qapaie jaoohti*. Cortical arena of tbo train. Uasiai iup*ot of th*

hemisphere. For comparisoa with Figs. 47 and 88. (Prom Brodmonn, op. eit.)

The floccular lobe is still divisible into a flocculus and a puraflooculus.

Both are reduced in size, but the punflocculus retains a petrosal

lobule which the Ceroopitheeidae possess in common with some

more lowly mammals. The pons varolii is large, but.the trapezium

is still exposed on the surface along its hinder margin.
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In studying the peripheral nervee of tho Cercopithecidae, ire

encounter again evidence (as in the Lemurs) of a tendency to

the mode of thu limb-plexuses to be “ post-fixud * as compared

with tho usual human type. [When comparable nervea in two

plexuses do not leave the oord at the same level, the plexus in

which this level is further from the brain is “post-fixed" as

contrasted with the other.] The tendency mentioned above will

be realized beat by considering some actual results of dissections.

Fig. 99. Communications between lb* oppor thoracic oarvos and tha Sympathetic

oo*d In (A) Cynoeopbalaa toonAoo, a ropnaantativa of tbo Cowplthcoldas. and (B)

a Lamar. In (A). tbs iscond thcracso asm (Tb2) Is mso to divids, and th* eppsr

branch of division joins the Brachial plexus. (From dissections by W. L. H. D.)

The brachial plexus in a scries of primate animals has provided

information which may be tabulated as follows

:

Plexus bracbialia.

L Ngrvus axillaris : Segmental derivation in terms of cervical

nerves.

Man : C, (or C4 , C»). (Harris1
.)

Cercopithecidae : C., C*. (Kohlbrugge*.)

(and Lemurs).

> /. A. P.. July. 1904. * Km. Ak. van Wit. ionUrdan. 1ST,.
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II. Contribution from the second thoracic nerve.

Man : variable, and usually small.

Cercopithecidae : variable but often large (cf. Fig. 89).

From these data (i and II), it appears that the plexus in the Cerco-

pithecidae tends to a position more distal than that of Man.

A similar conclusion will be drawn from the study of the

lumbar or of the sacral plexus in the several forms. Here it will

suffice to record the evidence of the N. femoralis (anterior crural

nerve).

Nervus femoralis

:

Segmental derivation in terms of

thoraeo-lumbar nerves

Man: 14,15,16. (Quain 1
.)

Cercopithecidae: ... 15, 16, 17, or 16, 17, 18.

(Kohlbrugge2
.)

Tarsius: ... 15, 16, 17. (Huge 2
.)

Lemur: 17, 18. ( „ )

Tupaia (an insectivore) : 17,18. (Lechet)

In the lumbar plexus, the process of reduction in the number

of thoraeo-lumbar vertebrae is doubtless influential so far as Man
is concerned, but this factor must be excluded in the ca3e of the

brachial plexus. An appeal to modifications induced by the erect

attitude has been deemed reasonable if not sufficient, but of late,

objections have been brought against this explanation by Professor

Wingate Todd.

However this may be, the various members of the Primates

fall into a sequence when judged by the test as applied to the

lumbar plexus, and the sequence is identical with that considered

on a summary of the whole evidence to be the natural one.

Before passing from the nervous system, it should be added

that the Cercopithecidae (or at least those in which the tail is

long) agree with other long-tailed mammals in the possession of

well-marked' coccygeal or caudal nerves concentrated in a long

“collector” nerve on each side of the tail.

1 Quoted by Kohlbrugge, op. cit. 2 op. cit., cf. p. 143 supra.

3 Morphohfjisches Jahrlrueh.
,
Bond xvm.

4 Quoted by Ruge, op. cit.
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L Respiratory System : the Larynx. The hyoid bore

ia characterized by the enlargement and downward extension of

the bam-hya). The latter however is not excavated in the

Cereopitheddae a* in the Cebian Myoetea (Howling Monkey).

The laryngeal apparatus generally resembles that of Man, all the

muscles and cartilages of the human larynx being recognizable.

Coronal sections of the larynx reveal one or two distinctive

features (cf. Fig. 90).

Most obvious perhaps is the relatively long and thin plica

vocalia The unusual extent of the M. crioo-thyroideus on the

deep aspect of the thyroid cartilage is also evident.

The Lungs. The lungs are more subdivided than in Man

;

in tho left long (Fig. 92) there are three lobe* oorreaponding in a

general way to the three lobes normally found in the right human

lung. In the right lung (Fig. 91) the three lobea (of human

anatomy) will be found supplemented by a fourth lobe
;
this lobe,

which is small and pendulous, is known as the lobus impar: it is

situated beneath the right bronchus and sometimes it sends a

process leftwards crossing the oesophagus anteriorly and thus

encroaching on the posterior mediastinum and left side of the

thorax. This involves a modification of the right ploural

membrane, and the production of a diverticulum to contain the

lobus impar. The diverticulum is called the sinus subperi-

cardiacus 1

,
and its passage between the oesophagus and the post-

caval vein beneath the pericardial sac is doubtless related to the

limited attachment of the latter to the diaphragm.

The pleura may form a cervical dome in rare instances among

tho Ceroopithecidiae, but such cases are exceptional* in these

animal* and absent from other Primates. Behind the sternum

the first contact of the two sites is nearer the hood than in Man,

and the sacs accompany each other further before they diverge.

Tho left pleura first breaks away over the pericardium, but the

uncovered area of the latter is relatively small in extent The

ploural sacs extend far down the vertebral column behind, in

Cercopithecidae reaching to the vertebra below the last thoracic.

i Bog*, Jforptobffe&to JaArtmeh. Tb* L*mar pc—Ml * lotas imyar *sd

the ooirMpandlng pteaad poach.

« Pattaa, of. ait., ISM. p. 10.

D. H. 10



Klj. 9D. \imiwn MmartritM (adult male). Coronal Motion of middle portion

of plica vocalia. No meade- fibre* in plica Tontriaalari*. Note the upward extent

of the M erico-lb jtoideci internally to the thyroid earttl*««. Thera U as indica-

tion of ttralifioi epithelium on the rurtaoe of the plica Tentriralari*. ( x 81.)
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The Utter may he the fourteenth thoracic in these animal*.

Thymic remains are visible on the anterior aspect of the peri-

cardium, which is also crowed by the right phrenic nerve.

Lovnrlobo

Upper lobe

Ftoeos* la plourol canty
tor Lobar axjgoe

Fla. 91. iAtwal umci of Uio right leng of a Coroojritbocoj nx*ik*T (Coroo-

pltboeddio) to xhow iht febux axygoo impor.

S
Fig. 99. Lateral oopoot of tho loft long of a CereopUhocoo monkey (Cotoo-

thodiUo). Tho hoart lo oloo shown - Tho Inna is divide! Into throe lobes, than

Boring from tho human lung of tho loft olds, while loeembllnc tho right human
lung.

J. Alimentary System. Sections of the lips of a Cynooe-

phaloua monkey (Fig. 98) show that the M. orbicuUris oris is met

with in cross-section, and extends thus as an attenuated hand to

the free margin of the lip, where it is slightly recurved Mucous

glands are abundant here, as also around tho entrance to the

cheek-pouch. The M. buocinator is spread out over the wall of

the latter and indeed is pulled downwards as it follows tho neck

10-8
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of the pouch. Superficially to the M. buccinator may be Been

another cutaneous muscular stratum, repre-

senting part of the platysma sheet.

In correspondence with the proportions of

the maxillary and mandibular skeleton, the

tongue is elongated and presents almost a

truncated appearance anteriorly. The tonsils

are small The oesophagus has much the

Appearance and relations presented by the

corresponding human structure, and on its

way to the stomach it grooves deeply the

posterior aspect of the left lobe of the liver.

The latter organ is a simple sac, but in one

genus, viz. Semnopithecus 1

,
the stomach is

extraordinarily sacculated.
Fig. 98. Section*

of ornicr sn-1 lower
lip. Cynoeephalus, t

.

f?8p.)

This peculiarity oocura in tho Asiatic Semnopitbeci,

and the Africw Colobi, being lew exaggerated in the

latter. Other diameter* (ex. gr. diminution or ah

•enco of cheek-pooches, aird eicees In length of the hinder limb* orer the

fora-limbs) are associated with this modification of tho stomach, which

may be attributed provisionally to tlie largely vegetarian diot of the

animals possessing it.

The distinctive feature* seen in an adult Semnopithnca* (Niusnlis) are

shewn in Fig. 94. The esomom stomach dwarfs the thoracic viscera in

sire, and it has displaced tho liver completely from the left hyrochondriurn

and the cpig&atria region. The liver is modified to an extent rendering it

unreccgniiable oa that of a primate maminaL Tho spleen haa boon greatly

displaced and is likewise of poculiar form.

Three profound changes nro attributable (as suggested above) to the

particular diet of those monkey*. This idea is the outonoM of observations

on tho modifications of the stomach in herbivorous mammals of other Order*.

But Schwalbe 1 reasonably suggests that the stomach in Semnopithecus is

also ca|iohle of providing for rumination. If such be the case, the ultimate

factor is still a physiological one. And the importance of bearing in mind
the influence of physiological factors is again impressed on the student

of morphology. Another important reflexion is that the skeleton doe*

not enable us to predict the dieoovery of such aberration* of tho morpho-

logical dispositions sa we actually find in the perishable visoera here described.

* The name Prubyti* replace* SawnopttAeewj In th* latest nomenclature.
* Z.f. A. * Jf. 1918, Soaderbeft n.
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Lastly tbo occasional though anomalous occurrence of a stomach of Semno-

pithecino form in adult human betngs ia not unknown. Sack an mstaoce baa

bean recorded by Melasma 1
. Mora striking even than this, bowerer, are the

examples described by Professor Schwalbe 1
,
wbo baa confirmed and extended

the observations of Professor Keith and Dr Wood-Jones 1 on the form of the

human foetal stomach.

Those observe™ have shewn that the human foetus from tbs third to the

fifth month of intra-uterins life possesses a remarkable diverticulum at the

cardiac end of the stomach. Later in developmeet this diverticulum d.a-

Fif. 94. Viscera of a Kssalls monkey (Cerooplthscidsa) : tbo sxtroordirarilj

modified form of tbs stomach and the eonssqnenl displacement of the liver to the

right are to be noticed. These features are found throjjhoul the leoos Hernno-

pltheoos, which Lnclculee many spades of monkeys found in Asia. (Of. Fig. 23.)

1, Stomach; 9, Liver; 9, Pancreas ; 4. Spleen; 6, Duodenum; A, Caecum.

appears, bat while pnweat, it is lined with a specially corrugated mucous

membrane. Observations on the atomaohe of footal Semnopithea shew that

the peculiar modification found in tbs adult organ consists in a dilatation

of the fundus (or as Schwalbe suggest*, the cupola) which incorporates tbe

diverticulum. A second division of the stomach called Tubus gastricus is

> Free. Amu. See.. May 1896. * Z . /. A. w. Jf. 1919. Sonderheft n.
1 Free. AmU. Soc., Nor. 1901.
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found to be sacculated io the human foetu* (at the |«riod mentioned above)

in a fuhioo similar even in details to that me: with in the adult SemiKi-

jxthscuA The moat important inference to be drawn from all this, is that the

“simplicity" of the hunun stomach ie secondary and not primitive. This

subject will be considered further in the sequel. To return to the Semno-

pithecus, I may add that in a foetus or very young sperimeu (examined by

me) having a rectilinear length of 160 mm. from vertex to coccyx, too liver

still cover* the stomach extensively. But tho dilatation is already pronounced

and a series at foetal specimens would doubtless demonstrate the whole prooom

of the displacement of the liver end the curious acrolMQce deformation under-

gone by that organ. In an adult Senmopitoecua (Natalia) the liver has

been pressed so far rightwards that it appears actually fused with tho

diaphragm. Yet this unusual relation is shewn by the foetal cxamjile to

be secondary.

A well-developed omentum resembling that of Man, extends

downwards over the small intestine, and may be traced to the

ascending colon as well its the transverse colon (to which it is

limited in the higher types). The small intestine has the name

general relatione as in Man, being provided with a mesentery,

distinct even in the duodenal portion of the gut. The caecum

is bluntly pointed, a vermiform appendix failing to develop. The

ascending meso colon should be noticed, and the meso-rectura is

distinct and extensive, this part (the rectum) being characteristic-

ally straight

The liver (Fig. 05) still presents (a) quadrupedal or prono-

grade features, but nevertheless it differs from that of the Lemur
in certain reepecta (b) The peritoneal attachment to the dia-

phragm and posterior abdominal wall is still “linear," the “ bare

area" (characteristic of higher types) not haring yet appeared,

(c) The incisura oeeophagea is variable in form in different

genera. In the Cercopitheci it is deep and therefore more

primitive, but in the Cynooephali (and in certain New-World
monkeys) it is shallow. Thus the shallow stage may be attained

by a particular form in widely separated groups ex. gr. in

Tarsius as contrasted with the Lemuroidea, and in Cynocephalua

as contrasted with the other Orcopitheddae.' It recurs in all

the highest Anthropoidea including Man. This phenomenon
(viz. the repetition of the attainment of a certain conformation,

or a detail of structure, in a series of animals capable of
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arrangement in an evolutionary sequence), if worthy of much

consideration 1
.

Some distinctive features of the liver may now be enumerated.

Thus (o') the indsuxa doodenalis ia filled op and obliterated;

(V) the left lateral lobe is withdrawn from the right side of the

abdomen, and with its decrease, the preponderance of the right

Vec* cawt
Interior

Coidiae aoc

of ato-mach

Sight

Quadrata

lobe

OtOl

lobe

Iataatina

Left lobe

ot 11m

Stomach

BpUm

FIs- M. Urn. Btamaoh. Paooraaa and Bplaan ot a Oareojdtbaeni swekay.

aide of the liver ia seen to begin
; (<f) the true loboa oandatua

ia no longer falciform; it ia almost wholly ventral to the post-

caval vein, the leftward poaition (seen in Lemma) having been

> Boga baa pointed oat that this la tree to the apparent ehertenag of the trank

(It. JtopA. Jakrb. Bd. EX. B. Mfl). The aunt writo (HoryA. /sArt. Bd. M)

mnariu on the marring aridanea at the lowly position ot the you Cewopltheoaa,

adding that thsy an aapnatad tom the Oynoosphali and othera of the Otiw*UheeidM

by a wida Interval not bridged by any living ganna. Tbaaa racaark. are baaed on

tha •tody at tha ltrsr.
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abandoned; (<T) the right lateral lobe has reduced its contact*

area on the lateral aspect of the right kidney
;

(*') a prominunoe

of the left lobe called "processus triangularis" now appears; it is

lowt again in Hon, or is represented only by tlu- tuber omentale,

save in anomalous instances.

Tho pancreas and spleen have relations similar to those seen

in Man. But the spleen of Ocroopithccus (if the stomach be not

distended) may come into contact with the liver owing to the per-

sistently large size of the left lobe of the latter organ.

Genito-urinary System. In a young specimen of n Cepha-

lopterus monkey (Cercopithecidae) the right kidney is situated

posteriorly (ie. caudally) to the left
;
the right suprarenal body is

elongated and nearly cylindrical, the left being pyramidal in form.

The anterior renal surface is much more convex than the posterior

surface. Into the renal pelvis a single pyramid bulges distinctly,

though there are indications that a series of sections might reveal

more than one such protrusion. The genitalia are considered in

th* two Mxea separately.

A. The male. The testes in the foregoing example are still

situated in the inguinal canal, though close to the "external

ring"; it will be noted that the specimen though admittedly

young, nevertheless having acquired the first permanent tooth,

corresponds in age to human children of six to seven years.

The penis is protected by an elongated prepuce attached

far behind the glans, a fraenum praeputii being entirely absent.

The long penile urethra is supported by the cartilaginous "os”

penis, and terminates posteriorly in a distinct bulb, the latter

being well protected by the concrescence of the two ischial cal-

losities in the middle line of the porinaeum. The prostate gland

is large, unilobulor, and firmly attached to the rectum as well as

to the urethra and base of the bladder.

The membranous urethra contains a distinct spheroidal caput

gallinagiais with lateral depressions.

The abdominal peritoneum is reflected almost horizontally

forward from the fundus of the distended bladder.

B. The female. The genitalia of a young female Cynneephalus

mormon provide material for the following notes. Externally, the
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clitoris is so large as to constitute a penile appendage, which

however is imperforate, the urethral aperture being independent

of this organ. The prepuce is long and hood-like, cleft inferiorly,

and it covers a distinct and bifid g'-ans with crura and corpora

cavernosa. Like tho body of this female penis however, the glans

is itnperforate. The former is grooved posteriorly and the urethral

orifioe (meatus urinarius) is still more posteriorly situated. The

vagina is proportionately long and straight, without a hymen

:

its walls are thrown into longitudinal folds, most distinct on the

posterior aspect.

Thu pouch of Douglas is shallow, and the rectum descends

almost vertically behind the uterus and vagina No special

description of the uterus, tubes, ovaries, utorine and ovarian liga-

ments, or bladder is called for in view of their close resemblance to

the corresponding parts in the Hominidae.

The sperm-cells in Macacus and Cynocephalus have been

described by Profeasor Retziua. The cells ore larger in those

animals than in Lemur catta, and in Tact surpass all others, those

of the Orang-utan alone oxcopted. In the Cercopithecidne, it

would thus appear that the head is of a broad ovoid form (ct

Fig. 51, No. 2) distinctly flattened in one plane. The acrosomc

is not clearly distinguishable from the nuclear p>rtion. The pars

conjunctions (Verbindungsstuck) is shorter than in the Lemur,

but longer than in the Simiidae and Man. Of the tail, tho pars

principalis (Ilanptstuck) is very long, while the pars terminalis

is relatively short.

(ii) Anthropoidca (continued).

Simiidae. As noted in the chapter on Classification, the

family Simiidae includes the four groups represented by the Gibbon

(Hylohatcs), Orang-utan (Simia), Chimpanzee (Anthropopithecus

nigor) and Gorilla (Anthropopithecus gorilla) 1
. Tho first two

1 The question of synonym* hu long been a vexed one. Them given Above

at* retained because it is thought that they Are the most widely known. The latest

proposals tor a scientific nomenclature winch shall take priority into aoeoant, aw

ml forth by Lord Rothschild. K.Z.S., In Miettaiss Zcclooiau, 1906. Therein

the distinctive names (for the throe larger forms) aw Poogo (Orangutan). Simla

(Chimpanzee), and Gorilla.
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are found in Asia, the two latter in Africa, and all arc tropical,

though the Gibbons extend into the northern sub-tropical region.

In the following paragraphs, the Gorilla will bo described as

the representative of the family, but so divergent in many ways

aro the members of the latter, thAt references to each in turn will

be needed No single member can be regarded as typical of

the whole series, and mnch stress is laid on this point. In such

a work as this, the exigences of space preclude detailed daucrip-

Fig. 96. H/lotal** mulled. (From & group In (he Lttbcck Museum.)

tions of each form, and partial accounts are now readily accessible

elsewhere. It remains to give reasons for the choice of Gorilla.

Hylobates (Fig. 96) is set aside bocause it is still reminiscent (so

to speak) of the Ceroopithecidae, though in some respects highly

developed. The Orang-utan (Figs. 97, 98) is the visible expression

of Nature’s scorn for those morphologists who ignore physiological

considerations. In more definite terms, it presents a complex

assortment of adaptive, progressive and even degenerate characters.
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Pig. 97. A yoong Onsojiten. (Pram a apedmen photographed in Sarawak.
Borneo, bj Dr 0. Hcee.) The attitude euggeeta itroogly its adaptation of th<

Oiang-utaQ to ac arboreal mode of eslitecoe.
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The Chimpanzee and Gorilla remain. On purely morphological

grounds, the Chimpnniee rnnkB second of the two. For the

moment, these grounds must determine the choice, and the Gorilla

will be selected ns presenting an anatomical constitution indicative

that the Arboreal habitat has been inure completely abandoned

than in the other Simiidae. The conformation of the brain placon

it above the Chimpanzee, even though tho latter should seem

Pi®. 9a of a large wale OranR-ctnn. The physiognomy is to be

oompared with that of the Goitlla (Fie. 99}. (Front a specimen presented to the

Cambridge Collection by Dr C. Hose.)

more tolerant of captivity and more capable of domestication or

even education 1
.

The Gorilla is an inhabitant of tropical Africa, and though it

is not exclusively arboreal, yet the younger and smaller individuals

1 Thcogh lees amiable the Gorilla may be poaaibly as intelligent u the

Chimpanzee : a young spec.men (Mas. Anal Cant. H) lived for a few week* in

oaptivity, and ehewed iteetf to be ae docile and tractable ae a Chimpanzee. Similar

observations have been made in Africa. No adult mala Gorilla has yet boon

captured alive. It It alto noteworthy that young Gorillas and Chimpanzeea alike

are etiremrly liable to dienane in captivity even if kept in their natural geographioa)

eiuiatioe in Weet Africa.
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are largely so, ami in all cases the animal frequents woodlands.

The Gorilla is tho largest of the Simiidae. and the adult male is

the heaviest Primate mammal, surpassing even tho Hominidae.

Estimate* of the stature of Gorillas are not usually reliable, but

•
•

. t

Fig. 99. An adult mala Gorilla from the Singh* DUuict, W. AMm.
{With pwrramion.)

there is no doubt that several varieties exist, and these are distin-

guished (to some extent at least) in point of sixe. The status of

these varieties opens up an interesting but not a simple problem,

viz. how far they represent local species, or variants more properly
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styled sub-spocic-v (The problem is identical with that of the

taxonomic description of the several Races of Mankind.) A recent

writer (Rothschild, op. at, v. p. 158 supra), adopts a trinomial

mode of classification, and recognixcs a single genus and species

of Gorilla with five sub-species 1

.

A. General External Characters*. The preceding illus-

tration (Fig. 89) will furnish a bitter idea of the genorol

appearance of an adult nude Gorilla

than could be convoyed by many

lines of text. A noteworthy feature W Y*"

is the span of the arms, which often ^ Jh
exceeds eight feet. The animal has

* s " '
~ "

retained here at least one " arboreal
”

chamcler. On level ground, the _
Gorilla moves in a crouching atti- £

—

tudo, using the aims somewhat like

crutchea The fingers arc then bent
'^f6SSS^

and the skin on the dorsal aspect ^
of the terminal joints becomes thick

~'^**
er
*

and callous. (In the longer-armed K1«- 10°- Hai»a *od foot of adult

r\ , , ,
•

, male dunlin.
Orang-utan, the whole length ofthe

fingers as far as the knuckles, is applied to the ground.) The

thumbs are small and feeble ; the great toe on the contrary very

powerful, though shorter than the other tooe (cf. Fig. 100), which are

usually * webbed.” The latter phenomenon may also be regarded

1 The name* am an follows.

1. Gorilla gorilla gina.

S imanytma.

8 metaehiel.

4 dlahll.

8. „ „ beringori.

Probably other iub-Kj>ocio* may be discovered. There i* no doubt that individual*

often exceed the average d.mrnirion* to much a* to be veritable " giant-form* " of

Oorilla.

Lord Botheebtld recognizes five tpeeUs of Chimpansee, and one specie* of

Oraug-uten with at least four eab-epedee. The Gibbon* (Bylohatee) fall into

a tingle genai with several epeeiee and probably several lob-epecic* al*o.

* In the fYocadiit?) c/ Uu Zoological SocUtg, 7lli March 1889, will be found an
admirable comparison, by Keith, of the general ijxtemetlc anatomy of Chimjmniee
and Gorilla.
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as reminiscent of climbing habits: at least this is suggested

by the distribution of * syndactylism
*

in the Mammalia. The

hair is long with a woolly undergrowth'. In young specimens

it covers all parts save the face and certain portions of the

hands and feet. Thus the palm and sole are entirely glabrous.

Hairs are numerous on the back of the hand. On the thumb,

they are found on the back of tho metacarpal bone, but not

beyond this. On the other digits, hairs are usually found on

the back of the proximal phalanx, and in older specimens on

the terminal phalanx, but not intermediately. In the foot, the

hairs of the dorsal aspect are oontiuued as far aw the dorsum of

the first or proximal phalanx of the great toe (haltux). On the

remaining toes, the back of the proximal phalanx bears a

few hairs, while the rest of the digit is quite glabrous in young

individuals. Older examples may have hairs very ecantily disposed

on the terminal phalanx, but none on the second phalanx. The hairs

are said to be implanted in groups of five on the head and torso,

and horein the Gorilla is oontraated with the Chimpanzee.

The colour of the hair is of a " dusty " grey tint, for each hair

is '•banded," the root and tip being grey with an intervening zone

of black. Thus again the Gorilla differs from the Chimpanzee

(with its distinctly black hair relieved by local patches of white).

At the same time, the
14 banded " hair of the Gorilla suggests that

of the Cynoocphftlous monkeys, or of the Mnngubuys^ moreover the

resemblance is confirmed by the presence (in many Gorillas)

of a patch of reddish hair on the crown. The elongated face

provides a further suggestion of similarity to the Baboons

(Cynocephali).

The head is of great size, on account of the cuonnous jaws

and the large masses of muscle developed in relation to these.

The profile (Fig. 101) shews almost complete absence of any

nasal projection, though the nostrils are bounded by a remarkably

thickened elevation. This elevation, the “short" upper lip, and

the small size of the ear, constitute points of distinction from the

Chimpanzee, as may be seen from the illustration (Fig. 102). It is

perhaps noteworthy, that the largest and most powerful ape should

possess ears so reduced in size. (The Orang-utan whon oomparod

1 Forbes In Alien’* NetarslieVt Handbook, Mo\\Up, 7ol. n.
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with the smaller Hylobatcs, shews that the Asiatic Simiidae follow

the same rule’.)

The thorax U of great width and depth though relatively

short; hence the trunk is stout and this appearance is enhanced

by the protruding paunch of well-nourished individuals. The

stomach is of enormous size in an adult male specimen (Mus.

Anat Cant. Cy). and capable ofcontaining many pounds by weight

of the vegetable food on which those animals chiefly subsist.

The externa! genitalia are remarkable for their small size even

in adult male individuals. Ischial callosities are absent (as in all

the Simiidae save Hylobatee). Since the staplu diet of the Gorilla

is neither scarce nor difficult to obtain, an explanation of the

Pig. 101. Head of adult nudo Gorilla. Fig. 103. Head of adalt female
(Hoii Don., Him. Anat. Cant.) CUiinpuaxN. (Msa. Anal. Cant.)

colossal strength of this anthropoid ape must be sought in another

connexion. On the whole it seems probably indicative of the

need for protection from enemies newly encountered when arborenl

life is first or partly abandoned. These peculiarities of the Gorilla

suggest therefore that we arc dealing with a form which has been

enabled to survive by the fulfilment of that condition. The
general structure leads to the conclusion that the ancestors of

the Gorilla were more definitely arboreal than their descendants.

Certain contrivances seem to be indispensable by way of providing

for the erect attitude, when the " raw material,” so to speak, is

"primate.” The Gorilla has progressed further than any other of

J Cf. Poooek, P.Z.8., 1S06. Vol. n. p. 17».
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the Simiidae towards the stage reached by Man himself And

this most be reoognixcd on morphological grounds, even though

we agree with Mr Pocock* in admitting that in (act the Chim-

panzee actually moves (in bipod&l fashion) more rapidly and freely

than the Gorilla. Bulk and mass have to be considered here, and

it is perhaps not flippant to suggest that the smaller and weaker

Chimpanzee like the Hylobatee (which is the smallest anthropoid

ape and yet the best “ bipedal " performer of all) is by the greater

development of theee powers compensated for the brute strength

which allows the Gorilla to move in more leisurely fashion.

B. Hair. The disposition of hair- tract* may be described

briefly aa follows (young specimens in the Cambridge Collection

providing the materials for study).

() Sinus hairs. In young individuals, these are found

definitely in four regions of the face and thus constitute the

supra-orbital, infra-nasal, superior and inferior labial groups. I am

unable to assure myself of their presence on the cheeks, though

I suspect this Nor can I see that the regions of implantation

are distinguished either by elevations of tho epidermis or by modi-

fied pigmentation (aa in the Lemure).

() From the brows the scalp hairs stream backwards craaio-

caudally. At the temples the stream turns downwards, and sweeps

past the ear in two subdivisions -the anterior of these passing in

front of the ear and turning somewhat forwards at the angle of

the jaw. The hinder stream is directed downwards on the neck.

(c) No vortex was obeerved in the nuchal region Dor over

the seventh cervical spine.

(d) Lateral vortices are not present on the abdominal wall.

(«) Anteriorly, such vortices are seen in two situations, via.

(i) over the clavicle os in Tareius and in Man, (ii) in the inguinal

region near the anterior superior spine of the ilium.

(_/") Hair-tract* converge to tho elbow, as in many of the

Cereopitbccidae, and in all the Simiidae save in certain examples

of Hylobatee agilis.

d . u.

» P. Z. 8.. 1906, Vol. n. p. 178.

11
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(g) A vortex is indicated at the vrriat near the styloid prooeas

of the radius. There seems to be a tendency to the production of

Tortices near parte of the skeleton (such as this, the clavicle, and

the anterior iliac spine) which lie immediately beneath the skin.

Pi*. 108. CutaMona groor«a on tho palm (roU) of a yerng Gorilla la

it* Oosibridg* Couioticn (1,1).

C. Skin Colour. The exposed parte of the skin are of

uniform colour, vis. a dark slate-grey or black. Even the youngeet

specimens are as darkly pigmented as adult examples. The
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Gorilla ia thus very unlike the Chimpanzee, in which the akin

ia always lighter in tint, yellowiah in the young and mottled with

darker patches in adults. Of the Asiatic Simiidae, the Hylobatee-

Fi«. 1M*. OoWmom grooTW co Uu tool of a youn* OcdU* ia th«

Oonbr.dg. ColUltiOD (1/1).

group shew* an intense black pigmentation, while the Orang-utan

ia yellow-skinned.

D. Hand and Foot. In the hand and foot of the Gorilla as

in the other Simiidae, the prinlitdve pads are scarcely r&oognizable

11-S
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u definite eminences save at the apices of the digits. This state-

ment is more particularly applicable to the foot (Schlaginhaufen),

where the great extension of surface provided by the heel is

simply continuous with that of the proximal convexity in that

region. The disposition of the papillary ridges now approaches

that of Man in regard to its complexity if the hand be considered

;

while in oertain plantar characters the human dispositions are

the simpler of the two.

In the hand (Fig. 103), the thumb has a (relatively) small

apical pud marked by a system of loops more complicated than in

the remaining digits. Even so, the contrast with Man is greatest

in respect of this port of the pollex and its cutaneous markings.

The other finger tips are marked by a system of oblique loops or

again vortices duplicati such as occur in llacacus (tr. tupra, p. 126).

On the palm, certain tri-radii mark the position of three inter-

digital pads (not otherwise noticeable) corresponding to the second

and following interdigital spaces.

On the plantar aspect of the foot (Fig. 103 a), the syndactylism

of the digits other than the

hallux is very striking. The
figurae tac tiles are less striking

than intheCercopithecidaeand

a notable tendency is shewn

(Fig. 104) to the development

of two groups of parallel lines.

Of the latter, one is on the

fibnlar (outer) side of the sole

and the lines are transversely

directed. They receive great

augmentation in the human
foot, but in the Gorilla are

less conspicuous than the longi-

tudinaland oblique lines. These

constitute the second group.

They occupy the intermediate

and tibial (or inner) areas of

the plantar surface and euggest

the mobility of the hallux. Two important features still demand

Fig. 104. Scheme of the oataocoos
grooTM on the tol* of the toot ofa Gorilla.

Note the coatee taken by the line Bis.
end ooatme* thie with Fig. T9. (From
SchlaginhAufea.)
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notice. The tri-radius T„, Already mentioned in connexion with

the Ceroopithecidae (cf. supra, p. 127), has now been thrust right

on to the hallux : its divergent distal limbs no longer enclose a

figure Uctilis (Fig. 104), bat merely a series of transverse lines.

Its proximal limb (B^.) is directed first transversely and then

distally. Lastly the heel may now bear one or even two calcanean

sinuses (Fersen-sinus of Schlaginhaufen), a character scarcely known

in the lower Primates (though met with by Schlaginhaufen in

Macacus nemestrinus with a frequency of 8'5 */, for the single

sinus only).

E The Skeleton, (a) The skull. The first point to notice

in an account of the skull of the Qorilla is the great difference

that exists between male and female in the adult stages, and

between the immature skull and the corresponding mature stage

in either sex (cf. Figs. 105, 106X Museum specimens are most

frequently skulls of adult or agod male individuals; female skulls

of adults, and quite immature skulls of both sexee, come next in

frequency, and the skulls that are the most profitable for the

study of the typical features of the male, via. specimens that have

not quite reached maturity, and in which the permanent dentition

is just about to be completed, are the most uncommon. Such

a skull is described in detail below. Skulls of fully adult or

aged male examples prove unsatisfactory for two reasons : in

the first place, fusion of the various cranial bonee is precocious,

and hence the relations and connexions of the several bones are

obscured at a comparatively early period ; secondly, with maturity

oomee the immense development of bony ridges which indicate

the great maaa of the temporal and nuchal muscles These ridges

obscure the form of the brain-case. Equally impressive is the

excavation of the bone by the extension of “ air-sinuses.” These

pass principally into the region of the brow-ridges and the upper

jaw (Fig. 107).

In the Gorilla, the apparatus of the jaws constitutes a factor

dominating every part of the skull. The growth-changes have

been mentioned already, and to some extent at least they are

illustrated by the following illustrations (Figs. 105, 100). These

are now supplemented by drawings (Figs. 109, 109) in which the
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Frun*o-squ>mou*

Fig. 105. Cranium, with mandible, of a young Gorilla (Simlidse); tha tlrst tooth

of the permanent *M hu appeared (permanent molar tooth). Note the oampam-
lively cargo brain-oca*. There U no auditory bull* : the auditory put-cage f long, but
not 90 long a* la adults : there u* fronto-*jonroiya* end frocto-maxillary articnUtlono.

Ooaeoua nd^ta and erects are still undeveloped {\ net. mM).

Fig. 100. Cranium, with mandible, of an adult Gorilla (Simiidanl : note the
abaenae oI an auditory bulla, the precenoe ol great bony create. and of fronto-

tauamoue aad franio-maxillary articulations (the latter within the orbit In nines of
a laehrymo-rthmntdal junction). The canine teeth are enormously developed In tl*e

male mb (J net. else).
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HorlBonUl Mc&in* (of which the lower

emalom of on oiol* m*l« Oc
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Gorilla is contrasted with the Chimpanzee. The details are reserved

as more appropriate to the subject of the next chapter. Here we

Fig. 109. Cranium of adult (omnia Cblmttuite*. (Mu*. Anal. Cnnl.)

Ons-L-iiid of natural ttxe.

may repeat that the out*tending effects are (a) extension of

surface, so as to provide for an increased

mass of muscle: this extension is effected

largely by the outgrowth of osseous ridges

(Fig. 110); (6) excavations of the osseous

tissue, to reduce the otherwise inevitable

increase in weight: these are brought about

by the activity of ool!9 ir. the muams
lining of the nose. Reference must be

made also to the phenomena presented by

the brain. For this study it is necessary

to compare the appearances revealed by

the skulls in section. This subject also is p^, no. g^- ol

reserved for Chapter v. It will suffice to “,lalt
"Jf

1* “»

, ,

r
. . . . onBwally Lifih sftRifjil nilRo

state here that nothing is more impressive or ei«t. (From « specimen

in the Gorilla than the small amount of
^ H*TW '

brain-growth after infancy, and this point

will be discussed further in the place indicated (Fig. 158V

A systematic description of a skull of the Gorilla in the adolescent stage

will now be given, and for this purpose the following division.* are convenient.

A. Tbo true canal part, consisting of the bones (developed mostly in

membrane) which protect the cerebral hemispheres.
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Thin part of the skull U ovate, longer and narrower (more dolichocephalic)

iu the Gorilla Uian in either Cbiuipauxec or Orang-utan, longer and narrower

in the male thiui in the fouale Gorilla. Relatively to the facia] part, it U
small, the reverse of the human condition thus obtaining in the Gorilla. Yet

the uqiudty in greater than iu the other SimiicUo. Thu* Dr Oppaubeiui

found fifbvsi out of twenty-two mate crania with a at]unity exceeding 300 c-c.

Tho average valuo is giver, a* A06 C.C. (fur moltw) aial the nuigo a* from

4sJ0 c.c. to 3S5 c-c. In the adult female Gorilla, the average value is but

47ft to. though individualii may attain 5ft5 c.c. 1 The cornual suture is law

tortuous laterally than in it* middle portion, where it meets tho sagittal

suture. Tho latter U cjixitc* tortuous until the period of cloaure logins, when

tho interlocking prooOMCH arc reduced in length and the suture becooMB sini-

pliftod and atraighter, Tho lamMoid suture is tortuous (till closure logins)

na far as the temporal bom (the “Asterion"), thence downwards it is straight.

The line of suture letween the parietal and squamous bcr.es is charnctcristio-

aliy straight in its general direction, hut (he squamous bone overlaps the

jariotal witli long tongue-lilcc processes. The tcmpira! margin of the parietal

lone is very distinctly longerHum the coronal margin, and constitute a notable

difference from the human skull. Wormian bones arc not uncommon in

the sagittal and lainlsloid suture*.

Tho muscular r.dgox hare already been mentioned. In a young but

nearly mature skull they converge rapidly from tho external angular prcocMCs

of tho frontal bone, and each divides into tip]«r and lower line*, the upper of

which actually meet at tho bregma though they diverge a little laUr. Herein

a conspicuous dilTemnc from aged examples La offered by tho adolooccnt

Gorilla, for in the former the temporal ridges unite with one another to form

a great ssgittallydircoted crest which occupies tho Lute of tho sagittal suture,

and secondly, each toropor»l ridge combine* with the corresponding portion

of the siijierior nuchal line to furui a eimilar orest which, running orronaOy

and aloug tho liuo of tho lambdoid suture, is traceable at each extremity .u

a ridge which ctumm the Imse of the stunted but massive mastoid prooewe to

join tho xrgoina, of which it forms the posterior root

The zygomatic arches tbcnwolvo* am strongly derdoped though not much

bowed outwardly, yet the channelling of tho lateral cranial wall, especially

along tho line of the alispheooid, leaves a very capacious temporal fast

From tlie lambda, the ooutour-hoo of the skull dewcends sharply and obliquely

forwards, towards the fornmen magnum, the obliquity licing very character-

istic of the skull iu all Simitdae.

B. In the facial portion of tlie akull tho orbits first claim attention.

Bounded ahovo by a great supra orbital ridge which i* continuous from one

orbitAl margin to the other with nairccly any interruption, and which has

been described as resembling a 41 pent-hous*,” the orbiU have a somewhat

rectangular a]>pearanoe, and though the angles are rounded efi, yot the

Cl. Oppcnhelm, Z.fBr ,tf. usd A., Band xrr. 1911.
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gonnrftl aspect is quit* distinct from the oral contour which characterises the

orbit in Simla. In this respect the Chimpansee agree* with the Gorilla.

The external angular processes of tho frontal bone are maaaire and project

strongly, and this akn contributes to the square-cut appearance of this part

of tho (aoe (Fig. 111).

The outer margins of the orbits are indistinct and bevelled.

The lachrymal bone is reduced ae in Man and though abuonnal cases of

a well-developed lachrymal hamulus occur, yet in general this procam i» even

mors vestigial than in the human skull. The lochrymo-ethmoidjU suture is

usually replaced (65-4 % as against 34 6% of lochrymo ethuoidal suture* in

a scries of S6 males) by a fronto-maxillary suture which may indeed be of

considerable length (10 mm.): the ce planum of the ethmoid ia reduced con-

siderably in vortical extent and ia particularly attenuated anteriorly. Tho

number of infraorbital foramina is variable, but the oases in which a single

foramen occurs ore just in excess of the other varieties.

I

Figx 111, 112. Crania of Gorilla sod Simla; the former is distinguished by the
massive brow-ridges which are continuous from one orbit to the oilier.

The rAsal boots (Fig*. 113, 114, 113) are very characteristic in form, and

are conjoiood at an early epoch. The combined bones form a single clement

of the following shape. From a pointed apex on the lord of the supra-

orbital ridge, the margins diverge for about 10 mm. (at the level of the

junction of the upper and middle thirds of tire orbit) ; bolow this they

approach one auother again, and here a sharp crest projects from the middle

line. Then the margi ns diverge strongly and the crest ia lost at the some time.

Finally the lateral margins for the last time oonvorge, but only slightly.

The nasal bones thus extend well below the level of the orbits, and their

shape distinguishes the tones in the Gorilla equally from thaw of the Chiiu-

pansee'- and the Orang-utan. (Cf. Pig. 113 A, B, CL)

The lateral margins of the aperture pyrifonnis nasi are soon to be fortuod

by tbe premaxillae which extend up even along the aides of the uuaal booe.

> A male Chimpansee skull in tbe Cambridge Collection presents a remarkable

instance of the anomalous oocumnce of nasal bones of the type here described ae

distinctive of the Gorilla.



Pi* U4. Pig. U*.

Fig. 114. VamlI booaa and ir.Urmaxillary (premaxillary) boca of a young Gorilla.

Pig. 116. Diagram of tha natal booaa and preroaiilk La tba praoading figure.
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They are rounded, and the lower margin* of the noaol AjwrtmtSB are quite

indistinct. No definite nasal spine is seen, hot sometime* a small tubercle

occur* and in a good many cases the premaxilla throw* off paired boelcwardly-

dirocted processes to meet the usual septum : these processes must not be

mistaken for a true nasal spins, though suggestive of that structure. The

alveoli of the great canine teeth form projections on the facial surface on

each side of the nasal aperture.

The palate has the characteristic long hypailoid anthropoid contour, and

the pent-palatine spine is ommioniy replaced by a notch. There is usually

some irregularity m the amuigronent of tbs sutures on the palatine surface,

whereby the common cruciform appearance is distorted. The tuber maxillare

is small, nnd the anterior palatine foramen (whence the premaxttlo-maxillary
sutures spring) is characterised by net including the lateral foramina (for

the anterior palatine arteriiw).

The temporal feswa is Tory deep and capacious : the altopbsnotd deeply

channelled, and often attenuated above, in correlation with the common

arrangement of a fronto-squamous articulation replacing the porieto-sphenoid

junction (of the Orang-utan, of Man, and of the Cobiduo and Itemuroidw)

:

herein aorac of the lower human races and tho Oereopithecidae agree with

the Gorilla.

The infra-temporal crest is very small, nnd the spheno-mailllary fissure

much narrowed us in tho other SimiLcUa, which in this re»]«ct (and the con-

oornitont approximate completion of tho poet-orbital wall) are more highly

specialised than Mon or the Lemoroides. Sometimes the malar bone does

not provide the end-boundary of the sphaio-ianxillary Assure, and then a

spbeno-maxillary suture occurs.

The baso of tho skull offor* n few points worthy of special note.

Anomalous prumsma, such ss the third occipital condyle, or ossification in

the suspenKiry ligament of the axis, and the like, are rare. Tho oondyloe

are short and tho foramen smaller than in Mon, even in skulls absolutely

larger than the human skull The gleuoid foeea is very shallow and to its

inner sadc is a great nndo-glcnoiu tubercle. The anterior lacerate foramen

is commonly oloaed by oeeeoua depOMt, and the styloid process is diminutive.

The tympanic bone is long and semi-cylindrical, and has no “ bullous

"

infiation (Pig. 116 B).

Tho tooth are of the typical number (§};$). The canines are enormous

in the males : the premolare have commonly three roots in the upper jaw

;

the molar* bear four very clean-cut ("crystalline" Dr Keith calls them) cusps

in the maxilla; and in the mandible, a "talon” may bear two additional

cusps, despite tho statement* in certain works on this subject. The third

molar is already shewing signs of reduction in the maxilla (and the Chim*
papas* shews a farther Advance on this condition of reduction). Accessory

teeth are not uncommon. First in frequency come aoocaaory inolars in the

maxilla, then remnant* or rudiments behind the premolara in the maxilla.

A unique case in the Hamburg museum shews a double canino tooth, and
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jmetimen a fifth tacdaor (of large liu and to probnbly not a retained milk

10th) m aeon in the umndlbla. Further detail* a* to the dentition ere

rovided and oommented upon in Chapter vj.

The mandible ia of enormous toe and weight The rami diverge but

lightly and tha poet-oanina teeth are aot in two nearly parallel aeries. No
romineooa ia seen in the aymphyaial region, the chin 'o<ang absent or

etreating. The genial tuberoloft ere not distinct, for they are aaually repre-

entod by a vertical ridge much nearer the lower border of the •yniphymia

0 D
Pig. 110. Tba left auditory maatm and Ua aonoundinga in A, Orang utan;

B, Gorilla; 0, Chknpaoseo: and D, Han (Swat river Hibernian). Tba parte to

be noticed apeoially are : L the tympanio bona which ia bekrw the maatoa, and haa
a dUtasnt form In each oaaa; u. tha oonotd proof , which k in front of the
meatoa, and much smaller in Han than in tha ADai: til. tba routeid proof,
which ii behind tha maaiu*. and in tba Gorilla ti not nnltv. that of Han.
(W. L. H. D. del. free ipeolaena in the Cambridge Collection.)

than tha oorreiponding tubarclaa in Han. The anterior belly of tha M. di-

gaatrioua makaa little or no impreaaion on the bona, tha myio-hyoid ridge is

absent, and the mylo-kyoid groove, tliough reoog&ixahle, is fallow save where

H oommenoca benoath the flange-lOra lingula. The ascending ramus is very

high, and the sigmoid notch shallow, but tha oorosotd prooeaa extends above

the level of the condyle. Altogether this region of the mandible offer* a
special awtreat with the human jaw. The condylar Deck » abort and the

oondylo flattened This character bears some relation to tha bn of the

glenoid fossa, which ia, as above described, shallow. The shallowncm might

be held to indioata free lateral movement# of the mandible in mastioation.
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Such a e»inclusion would bo onroooout, for the fact that the canine teeth

surpass tbceo adjacent w them in height^ favours & simple liingc-liku

movement of the tetnporo-mandibular joint. This is an important distinction

from the human Arrangement (and tho accuracy of the conclusion U oon-

flnoed by the small siso of the external pterygoid plates). Such movements

of the mandible react on the mode of abraskm of the dental crowns', a

matter to be discussed in the sequel.

These notes refer more particularly to tho skull of a young male indi-

vidual. The adult male differs iu certain features which have been indicated

above. In female skulls, the permanent cbon-ctem rcaemble those set forth

in detail here, einoe the intensive dovolojnuKit of the diatinctire nuvle features

nerer occurs On the other band, very immature exampies also present dis-

tinctive characters, and on the whale they may bo considered to approximate

more nearly to the human cranial type. In fact the gcriUn-tyi* diverges

freru that of Man at an early period, tho contrast becoming more marked

with the increase in ago.

(6) The Vertebral Column. In the cervical region of the

vertebral column the enormous length of the vertebral spinoe is

the most striking feature : thcae spinous procaacs are not however

bifid, and thus differ from those of the existing human races of

Europe although approached in this respect by the cervical

vertebrae of some of the primitive human races in other regions,

and also the prehistoric skeleton from La Cbapelle aux Saints in

France. The costal process is sometime* imperfect, so that there

is no canal between it and the true transverse process. The costal

process of the sixth cervical vertebra is large, while that of the

seventh is very small, the same proportions obtaining as in Man.

In the thoracic region thirteen vertebrae are common, though

occasionally fourteen rib-beAring vertebrae occur. Their centra

appear as though laterally eompnjBwjd (in comparison with those

of Man): the transverse processes aru stunted but massive: the

spinous processes of the lower members of this series tend to

be bifurcated. The section of the thorax in the horizontal plane

differs from that of Man in the relatively larger proportion borne

by the antero-posterior to the transverse diameter. The thorax

is thus intermediate between tho human type, and the pithecoid

form as shewn by Cercopithecidac.

The usual number of lumbar vertebrae in three (Fig. 11B),

although four vertebrae are of frequent occurrence.

1 Cl. Keith. Prof. Bay. See. Median*

,

Odont Soction. 1918, p. 14 ol roprint.



5

Ft*. 117. Pl«. 118.

117. Dlngiama of the articulation* between two lumbar rertebr**, (1

(Bj of Mas, to abaw the mar* complete interlocking in the latter exam]
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The lumbar centra are vertically higher and transversely

narrower than those of Man. While the lateral and mammil-

lary processes are well developed, the accessory is insignificant

Anapophyses are not seen, but sometimes they occur in the

Orang-utan.

The ° transverse " process of the third lumbar vertebra is small

in comparison with the others and thus differs from its repre-

sentative in Man. The interlocking of the vertebrae, brought

about by the superior artioular processes of one vertebra em-

bracing the lower processes of the vertebra above, is much leas

effective and complete than in Man; for the former processes

do not extend so far round the latter as in Man and their

hold is correspondingly more feeble. The two forms are represented

in Fig. 117. Hie differences between the vertebral columns of

Man and Gorilla are extraordinarily well marked in this region,

which is profoundly modified in correspondence with the difference

between the erect attitude of Man and the crouching one of the

anthropoid ape.

The sacrum (Fig. 118) ofthe Gorilla consists usually of six pieces;

the laminae of these unite posteriorly with remarkable constancy

and regularity : the variety of spina bifida which consists of a lack

of union of these laminae is thus of infrequent occurrence. A well-

marked sacral notch is usual, and is duo to the comparative

attenuation of the second sacral vertebra 1
. The coocyx is rudi-

mentary as in Mam The sacral index is stated by Turner to be

72 (Homo 112): and the curvature is small, the average depth of

the sacral curve being 10'4 mm. (Paterson) as against 251 mm.
in the (white) Hominidac.

A general review of the characters of the vertebral column

shews that the Gorilla differs from Man in respect of the degree

of anterior lumbar curvature (Fig. 118)i As regards the vertebral

foramina, these are throughout more circular in outline than in Man

;

nor as regards the centra of the vertebrae does the Gorilla shew in

the cervical and lumbar 1 regions the marked excess of the transverse

over the sagittal diameter so characteristic of the corresponding

human vertebrae. In fact, the vertebral column nf the Gorilla

1 Of. Paterson, TV Human Sacrum, p. 1S2.

9 The spacemen shewn In Fig. 117 (A) does not ocniorm to this statement.
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would be inadequate to the taak of supporting the weight of the

heed and of the upper limbs, were not the latter still employed as

supports and thus as a means of relieving the strain borne entirely

by the vertebral column in the human type.

The pelvis is much more elongated in the cranio-caudal direc-

tion than is the case in the human skeleton. The iliac crests are

more sinuous, and the iliac foeBae more hollow than in any other

anthropoid ape, though lees so than in Man, and an anterior inferior

iliac spine is sometimes found (cf. Chapter Hi). The posterior parts

of the ilia are less developed and the ischial tuberosities are

lees massive than in Man The Os innominatuce is long, and

deficient in iliac breadth when compared with the correspond-

ing human bone. The pelvic brim is, relatively to its sagittal

diameter, much narrower than that of Man. Yet in general,

the pelviB offers a good demonstration of ths modifications

necessary for the oonversion of this skeletal element from the

pronograde type of the lower Primates to the orthograde human

type But the changes are approaching completion in the Gorilla,

for this animal presents a pelvis of aspect more nearly human than

any other ape can provide. Similar conclusions are to be drawn

from the bones of the limb-girdles, limbs and thorax. A few

supplementary details will now be added.

The femur is short, stout, and straight
; the shaft entirely lacks

the linoa aspeia which is so characteristic of the human femur,

being flattened sagittally. The neck is short, and ths artioular

surface of the head less extensive than in Man. It makes an

angle of about 124° with the shaft. In Mao this angle varies

from 128
c—141*. As in Man (but unlike the oondition in the

Orang-utan), the ligamentum teres is found. In the knee-joint

the external cartilage is annular, not semi-lunar (of. Fig. 119). On
the tibia no soleal line is seen, and the plane of articulation with

the astragalus is very oblique. The fibula is very slender and its

malleolus small. The calcaneum is longer and larger than in the

other Simiidae, but even thus it falls far behind that of Mam in

these respects. The first metatareo-tarsal articulation is dearly

a ginglymos joint, and contrasts strongly with that of Man,

the difference being evidently referable to functional adap-

tation.

d. u. 18
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Thu scapula contrasts strongly with that of Man in respect

of tho large extent of the supm-epinoua fixswa. The scapula other-

wise resembles the human acapnia more closely than do those of

the Chimpanzee and the Orang-utan. Paradoxically, the clavicle

is comparatively weak and slender, lacking as it does the massive

character of its representative in the Orang-utan. The humerus

is characterized by a similar lack of definition os regards the

evidence it bears of the attachment of inusclas and ligament*:

thus the deltoid muscle makes but little/im'pr«wion eu the shaft.

Tibs Fibula

Pig. 110. Fostarior upset of the kivoe-jotol of i> yocng GorilU (right limb),
•hewieg the unultt form of the external erticnW oertiUge.

which indicates the relatively small size and functional activity of

this muscle in the Gorilla. The average figure representative of

the angle of torsion of the humeral shaft is given by Broca as 141*,

European Hominidae providing an average of 161*.

The olecranon fossa of tho ulna is very frequently perforated

(in about 80% of examples). The shaft* of the radios and ulna

ore not so straight as in the corresponding human bones, and
consequently the intermediate space is more extensive. In the

carpus, the oaaa central e and radiale fuse as in Man (unlike their
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condition in the Orang, Hylobatea and in the CercopithocidAe) to

form the scaphoid bone of the wrist

The sternum is flat (latistumal) and the junction of pre-

end meeo-sternum occurs at the level of the third ooetal cartilage

more commonly than in Man, bat less usually than in Hylobatea.

The following numerical data arc taken from Aeby’e work on

the Osteology of the Gorilla 1
.

Proportions of the several segments of the limbs

:

Upper limb: Arm 41*1%. Forearm 32-7%. Hand 262%.
liwer limb: Thigh 413%. Leg 806%. Foot 282%.

F. Muscular .System'. The muscular system now claims

attention and will be considered in the same way as in the

accounts of the Lotnuroidoa, the Tami and the Ccrcopithecidae.

The muscloe correspond severally with very cloee accuracy to

those of Mali, and in fact the number of distinctive human muscles,

at one time thought to be thirteen, is now roduoed to three (M.

plantaris, peroneus tertius and eerratua postious inferior). The

acromio-trachelian and donri-epitrocblear muscles distinguish the

Gorilla, not being normal in Man.

While a general agreement in the individual muscles exists,

there is a definite distinction to be drawn as regards their rela-

tive development in Man and in the Anthropoid Apea Thus while

Man is characterised by the development of the musculature

of the lower limb, in the Gorilla that of the upper limb has been

developed. The musculature of the upper limb beam to that of

the lower limb the proportion of j^-by weight in the Orang-utan

(the proportion in the Gorilla will be about the same), while the

proportion in Man is |. At the same time, when the upper limbs

of the Gorilla and Man are compared, it will be seen that in the

Gorilla the extensor aeries of mnHclcA falls far behind that of Man in

relative development (16% instead of22% of the total musculature').

1 JJorpkoUfi*)** JakrUcU, fkc.il IV.

* 8m th« blbUofnpliy pcblkhsd by K«lth In Scuural SHrvt, 1897. Also

Kohlbrogge, 1896 op. tit. lion isosntly, Sommer bss pubUibsd an important

paper In the Jtnaitfht ZtiUckrifl, Band xut. 8. 181.

* lancer. Sit*. drr I. k. Aka*I. drr Witt. Mm, Btiul uuux. Ablb. 8. 88.

177 ft •*».

It—

i
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The remainder of this account will be subdivided into sections

in the same way as in the other animals described.

1. Of the cutaneous muscles, M. platysma is notable for its

extraordinary coarseness (cf. Fig. 120). Differentiation of the

muscles of expression has reached a stage not for removed from

that obtaining in Man. The dorse-humeral muscle has disappeared,

save in anomalous instances where it appears os an " Achael-bogen”

or axillary band.

Ft|. 190. Fadal muACtilatar* of aa adult Gorilla. Not* Um groat daralopmaat
ot th* antacid flbraa of tha piatj-tcia. Tka apadOMa formt part of tka Holt
donation to tka Cambridge Collection

.

(Spaoizan Cy.)

2. In an adult mole Gorilla, I found the M. digastxicus to

consist of the normal anterior and posterior parts. The tendon is

long and stout so that it is clearly traceable through the M. atemo-

hyoidcus. The anterior belly is a wide sheet arising partly from

the hyoid bone. It quickly approaches its fellow of the opposite

side, the triangular gap between the two boing largely compoeod
of fibrous tissue. Near the symphysis, the deeper fibres are

attached to the nmrgin of the mandible, the attachment being

simply linear, but continuous from side to tide of the middle line.

The more superficial fibres spread out into a connective tissue
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sheet, which is lost on the facial aspect of the symphysiol region.

The tendinous *' arcade ” from which the anterior muscle arises in

the Ccrcopithecidae, is thus vestigial only. No decussation of

the anterior bellies was noticed, though I found this condition

in an adult male Or.mg-ut;ui. On the whole, the anterior belly

of the M. digastricus is to be contrasted strongly with that of

Man, in whom it has become so massive that some notable

accession of function must have occurred. I would suggest that

of the various possible factors, two arc worthy of particular notioe.

Thus we should remark that the muscle varies in sire inversely

with tho mass of the mandible. And again, the increase in the

muscle is accompanied by an increase in the angle at which the

two halves of the mandible are inclined to one another. Conse-

quently wo may suppose that with a lighter mandible, the

employment of a more powerful depressor of the chin is advanta-

geous: in Man the M. digastricus has met this demand. Again,

the widened space within the jaw necessitates a more powerful

sublingual support for the tongue. And the human M. digastricus

serves this purpose also.

8 The sternal and clavicular parts of the M. stemo-mastoid

resemble those of the Cercopithoci in their distinctness. But the

clavicular part is weaker than the sternal component, so that a

contrast here exists between the Gorilla and the lower monkeys.

As regards the cranial attachment of tho muscles, a marked exten-

sion over the occipital bone is noteworthy. This is provided by

the sternal component of the conjoint muscle, and the mechanical

advantage of such an extension is quite cleariy appropriate to the

enormous skull.

4. The M. trapezius has also a wide area of cranial attachment,

but on the other hand it extends down the spine to the tenth

thoracic vertebra only, and does not overlap the M. latissimus

dorsi. It appears therefore that the lower part of this muscle is

defective in comparison with that of Man, while the upper part

is more extensive. This suggests that tho latter (the cranial

portion) is influenced by the great weight of the cranium, while

the lower pan has assumed in Man new functions related to

the erect attitude. The general characters of the Mm. rhom-

boideus, oino-cervicalis, levator anguli scapulae, and dultoideus arc
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reminiscent of those found in the Cercopithoci. though departures

in the direction of the characteristic human disposition of these

muscles are numerous. On the whole, however, distinct evidence

of affinity with the lowur forma persists. And this indicates that

the predominant uee of the fore-limb in climbing has been effective

in securing the retention of the appropriate arrangement

The osseous origin of the M. Utissimus dorsi is of particular

interest in view of the relation of this muscle to movements in-

volved by an arboreal mode of existence
;
the muscle arises from

the tenth and succeeding vertebral spines, and in its attachment

to the crista ilii is found to be much more extensive than in Man,

for it arises aiong the whole length of this bony crest (in the

Chimpanzee it may even encroach upon the region of Poupart's

ligament). The tendon of insertion has relations with that ofM. teres

major similar to those described in the Ccrcopithccidae (e. supra).

The M. dorai-epitrochlaoris needs no special description, but it«

retention would appear to be determined by that of the nse of the

limb for climbing. The chief characteristic of the M. teres major

is the occasional great breadth of its scapular attachment.

The M. pectoralis major closely resembles that, of Man. Tho
lowest fibres usually constitute an independent muscle, the “ pare

abdominalisV The insertion of the M. pectoralis major is some-

times carried to the tendon of the M. ooraoo-brachial is. Tho M.

pectoralis minor (Fig. 121) also resembles its counterpart in Mon,

though its costal attachment is more extensive (as far as the

seventh rib in some cases) and it is subdivided by the great

laryngeal sac which perforates it and protrudes in the axilla. On
the whole however the muscles of the pectoral region approach

more nearly the human condition than do those of the nuchal

and dorsal regions.

5. The M. coraco-bmohiulix is frequently double1
, and consists

then of a long and a short portion. The muscle may be found

conjoined with (a) M. latissimus dorai, (6) M. trioepe or (c) M.

1 Wind!#, "The Pertoral Gn«p of Muedea," Train. Hoy. Irish Aaid. Vol. xxxt.

pert ill. This mettle, aneinj; from the aponenxoe.e of the M. obJquu* externa*, 2*

eometime* termed SI. pectoralle quarto*. In Man. it blend* with the ooMal portion

of the M. pnetonlia major.

» It U however eingle in the odnlt Gorilla (Cy) directed by the writer at
Cambridge.
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brachialis anticus. It has been recently suggested 1 that in respect

of the M. bicep* humeri the Simiidae are more highly specialised

than the Hominidoe; the evidence rest* on the reduction observed

in the laoertua fibroeua, or fascial expansion of the tendon of inser-

tion; the Simiidae seem to have passed through a stage ofevolution

in which the muscle in question possessed three heads of origin.

and axillary ration* in an adult Gorilla

6. The tendon of the M. flexor longue pollids is sometimes

absent, sometimes represented by a mere thread arising from the

tendon of the deep flexor of the index, or from the anterior carpal

ligament

The M. extensor minimi digiti is represented by a tendon from

the M. extensor oommunis digitorum.

The M. extensor indicia resembles its counterpart in Man. As

for the extensors of the pollex, it is noteworthy that a M. extensor

» Grflnroo*. Abk. iff AUd. itr Wim. tu Btrkti, 190*.
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pollicis brevis, though by no moans constant, is nevertheless

sometimes met with. This is another instance of a transitional

phase in the evolution of a series of muscle* and tendons. Con-

versely, in Man, the M. extensor pollicis brevis may be greatly

reduced. In a human subject dissected at Cambridge (21. xi. 1910)

the remnant appeared as a mere appendage of the M. extensor

pollicis longus.

7. The diaphragm is chiuact* riied by tho largo proportions of

the tendinous port, which leaves but a narrow zone of muscular

fibre around its periphery. Tho pillars of the diaphragm are

arranged as in Man.

It is reasonable to suppose that this muscle has become os

predominant a factor in respiration as in Man. Thus for instance

accessory muscle* of respiration, such os the scalcni, possess no

greater extent 1 than in tho human body. In the pronograde

Ceroopithecidae, on the other hand, they are attached to ribs

more caudally placed.

8. The muscles of the hip and lower limb provide many sug-

gestions of the gradual approach to human conditions. A survey

of the muscles about to be described will shew that the essential

differences may be related to

(a) The size of a muscle : ex. gr. M. gluteus maximus.

(b) The extension of attachment in different types: ex. gr.

M. gluteus mnximus and M. soleua

(c) Tho position of tho muscles in regard to joints, and also

their inclination to the axis of the limb: ex. gr. M. adductor

longus (primus), which in Man migrates towards the body of the

pubic bone.

(d) The coalescence of muscle* once separated : ex. gr. the

components of the M. bicep* femoris and M. adductor magnus

(of Man).

Some of the evidence on these points will now bo given.

The M. gluteus maxim us arises from a fascia covering the

M. gluteus mediua, from the posterior port of the iliac crest* from

the sacrum, greater sacro-sciatic ligament, and tuber iachii; the

1 Kohlbrasg*, of. oil., p. 4S; cl. also tho mggMUr* p»p*r by Wood-Jooos In the

J. 4. P., Vol. urn. 191*.
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Loro head

Short head

Jtft*

sacral portion is the largest, and the ischkl part has been described

aft a separate muscle, the M. iechio-feraoralia (Duvemoy). The

M. scansorius is said to be merged in the M. glutens min;mua

The M. biceps femorie oowmonly

consists of two distinct portions, as

in Chimpanzees (of. Fig. 122).

The adductors of the thigh com*

prise four muscles arranged in the

following manner (Deniker).

The M. adductor primus corre-

sponds to the M. adductor longus of

human anatomy, and is attached to

the horizontal ramus of the Os pubis

and not to the body of that bone, as

in Man. The M. adductor socundus

corresponds to the M. adductor brevis

of Man, and is attached to cue body ^ $ u» Uuch atm adult «**»!*

of the Os pubis. Thu M. adductor

tertius (corresponding to the upper static dw?b atila dinaiaa.

part of the M. adductor rnagnus) of

Man is attached to the descending ramus of the pubis and also to

the lines aspera of the femur. It sends a slip to the M. adductor

secundus.

Lastly, there is the M. ischio-oondyleus, which corresponds to

the condylar portion of the M. adductor magnus of Man. The

separate existence of this ischio-oondylar muecle is very charac-

teristic of Coroopithoc;dae and Simiidae. It encroachea at its

insertion upon the popliteal area of the femur.

The M. gracilis is very wide throughout, and at ita insertion it

extends into the deep fascia of the leg and thus to the lower part

of the tibia.

Of the M. quadriceps extensor cruris, the component M. rectus

may present a bicipital conformation, as in Man.

The M. psoas minor is variable in its occurrence, being rather

more frequently absent (60%) than present (40%) (Keith).

The M. soleus is of interest, inasmuch as it has been found in

the Gorilla with an occasional tibia! origin. Otherwise it follows

the rule for Ceroopithecidae, and has only a fibular origin.
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The M. plantaris never appeara to be. developed in the Gorilla

a separate muscle, although it is of common occurrence in the

Chimpanzee. The fascia plantains is dcncribod hy Sommer

1

aa

boing very strong. Loth* dissected the fascia in a Chimpanzee

and an Orang-utan and found the tibial component well developed,

though the fibular part was weak in comparison with the condition

presented by it in Cynocephali.

The M. flexor aocesHorius digitorum (M. qnadratas plontao) in

rare, though it has been found in Gorilla (its mode of insertion

in the Simiidac is also unlike that of Man, as it may in

Chimpanzees form an attachment to the tendons of the M. ilexor

brevis digitoruxnX

The tendons of the plantar aspect of the foot are arranged as

follows.

M. flexor brevis digitorum. This muscle shews a distinct

approach to the human condition, inasmuch os its superficial hoad

takes origin partly from the oa calcic and not only from the fascia

plantaris as in the lower Primates generally. This superficial part

provides (perforated) tendons for digits n and in (more rarely

II. Ill and IV).

The deep head of the muscle arises from the tendon of the

M. flexor longus digitorum, and provide* perforated tendons for

digits iv and v, though the last-mentioned is often absent*. As

regards the long flexor muscles of the hallux and digits, Hepburn 4

found the Gorilla to be the anthropoid ape most nearly resembling

Man. The M. flexor longus hallucis contributes a strong slip of

tendon to that of the M. flexor longus digitorum. In regard to

all these plantar structures, the Orang-utan retains its distinction

ms an aberrant form.

The pedal interosseous muscles are grouped about the third

digit, and herein the Gorilla differs from Man and resembles the

Chimpansee, the Orang-utan, some varieties of Gibbon, and the

Cercopithecidae generally: it must be admitted that many Gorillas

possess the human arrangement, these muscles being then grouped

about an axis formed by tho second digit. In this respoct the

i Jnaitr.h* ZrUtthrlft, 1900. ’ ap. rit. p. ISA «npro.

• R*w*liachbi, Morpkotofiteha Jahrbtteh, Band xm. H«l! 4, with literature.

• Of. J. A. P., 1WZ.
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Gorilla is id n phono of evolution which in transitional and inter-

mediate between Hominklae lunl the other Simiidac 1
.

G. Vascular System. The heart closely resembles tho human
organ : in respect of length it bears to the stature a ratio slightly

higher than is the case in Man. In position it is turned as much
to the left side of the thorax as is the human heart*, and thus the

Gorilla stands in strong contrast with the Cercopithecidae.

The arrangement of the great arteries springing from the arch

of the aorta is identical with that of Man in 89% of examples.

The foregoing characters boor some relation to the increased width

of tho thorax found in the erect and serai-erect Primates. A few

notes on tho peripheral vessels will now bo added.

The axillary artery resembles that of Man in its upper portion',

but in the lower port, the proeonce of a common trunk of origin

for the circumflex arteries of the scapula and humerus (anterior

and posterior circumflex arteries and tho "dorsalis scapulae "),

constitutes a distinct retention of the conditions met with in the

Ceroopithecidse.

The A. brachialis lies superficially to the median nerve. It is

thus an A. bmchialis soperficialis (not commonly retained in Man)

and it gives off the radial and ulnar arteries. Tho ulnar artery

asserts itself more distinctly than in the Cercopithecidoo as &

channel of supply to the palmar aspect of the hand. Its super-

ficial division supplies the little finger and the ulnar aspect of the

ring finger, the superficial palmar arch being as yet undeveloped.

The deep division joins the radial artery to form a distinct "deep"

arch, to which tho radial contribution is the greater.

The striking feature of the arteries in the lower limb is the

retention of the A. saphena This vessel nmy be regarded as an

archaic possession, occurring occasionally in Man as an anomaly.

The plantar arteries resemble those in the human foot, save that

they are relatively smaller, the dorsal contribution to the deep

1 The Mm. oontrahemte* are rare in Gorilla (Xsitii, Pro:. Zooi. Sot. 19W.

March 7).

* Risier, Vat (kflU*- *md ptriphert Ntrvtntytum <im Gorilla
;
Ruge, Uorpko-

lofitehM JaMmth. Band xxx, with Ulaitrattona.

* Manner* Smith, /. A. P., VoL. xui, xtr, xlvi. I have checked tho descriptions

by reference to dissections in the Cambridge Museum.
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plantar arterial arch being still predominant Such dispositions

of the limb arteries are determined by the pressure to which

various aspects of the respective limbs are subject This pressure

will in turn be influenced by the functions of tho limb. Thus the

lack of full development of the superficial palmar arteries suggests

that the hand has not been emancipated fully from its use us a

support in locomotion. Again, the use and form of the lower limb

permit of tho retention of tho A. saphena, and this results in a

greater supply to the plantar aspect of the foot «*ia the A. dorsalis

pedis (the continuation of the A. saphena).

Infrspai

SJwslunshJS

Ant.limiting

Scfcus ofRsl!

{frontoorWMO

Fittwr* Of Sy*/»js

(pow.limfc)

Pig. 133. LoMnd nspset of tho right oorobnJ b*mi»pb*.** of a young Oort!la

{SitaiidM]. The olfactory r.erre* are attaa oalod in point of «ix« : the cerebral

larfaoe la much more oonvolatod than la tire preceding exam pi or and reoalts tho

appeanuico of the human cerebrum. (Mo*. Anat. Cant. Specimen Cr.)

H. Nervous System. The brain of the Gorilla (Figs. 123, 124)

is much smaller than that of Man, but in regard to its conformation,

it may be described as providing a skotch-plan of the human organ.

The Simiidae have made a most distinct advance beyond the

Ceroopithccidme in respect of their cerebral characters, though

the brain of Hylobatee suggests the path pursued in evolution by
the three larger forms (Orang-utan, Chimpanzee, and Gorilla).

A brief account of the purely morphological conformation of the

Gorilla's brain has been appended for purposes of reference, bat

here a few suggestions may be offered in regard to tho nature of

the Gorilla as revealed in the structure of its brain.
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As remarked above, that organ presents no small degree of

similarity to the human brain [the resemblance is rather more

marked in the mesial aspect of the cerebrum than on its lateral

Fig. iS4. Mesial (A) sad frontal (B) upMU of the right sad left ewebral

hemispheres of a Ciorilk (from a IB the Anatomy Moeeom « Moalnh).

Note the r«ry (ml eimilarfly In umuus, as regards the mesial upset. to the

hucr.m ce:«bn_h*irJapbcre - The rhinal 5mutt finciror* temporalis) la oonapfeaoo*.

In B note the cnoorswd state of the insula and the lack of definite anterior limit

of the Pisan of Sytrica

convexity (cf. Fig. 124 a)]. Nevertheless distinctions of importance

remain, and some of these will now be considered briefly.

1. The Gorilla’s brain is greatly inferior in point of size and

weight. The human brain weighs about 2} times as much as
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that of the Gorilla, and has therefore gained an accession of some

5HO gin. of additional cerebral material.

2. In the adult Gorilla, the brain provides not more than

part of the total weight of the animal, and may represent only

jfo port of that weight. The human brain provides about ^ of

the body-weight.

S. Tile extent of the neo-pallium has been remarked already

as a distinctive character whereby the Primates may be ordinated.

The human brain pretense* a vastly greater area of neo-pallium

than that of the Gorilla. The estimates of this excess seem to

vary aomewhat. Thus one authority

1

states that in Man the neo-

pallium has six times the area found in the highest ape, whereas

data provided elsewhere* teem to indicate that the excess is repre-

sented by the figures 3'4 in the Chimpanzee, from which the

Gorilla is not very different

4. Taking a particular part of the neo-pallium, viz. the frontal

area (Brodinann*) os a standard, it is claimed that this part pro-

vides 29% of the neo-pallial area in Man, while in the higher

Simiidae, the ratio is but 17% (in the Curoopitheddac about 40%,
in the Lemurs about 9%).

The consideration of these statements lend* to such reflexions

as the following

:

(«) In point of rize or mass of the whole body, Man and the

Gorilla are sufficiently alike to exclude an appeal to the factor of

size as the influential element in determining such differences.

How important this may be in other cases, the study of small and

large mammals of the same group or order will soon convince an

investigator. It follows that the Gorilla's brain is to be regarded

as shewing the amount and the surfaoe-area requisite for the

reception of the general sensory impulses arising from various

parts of the surface of an animal nearly equal to Man in bulk.

(6) Another factor capable of determining an increase in the

size or area of some port of the brain has been mentioned also in

dealing with the lower forma Tim is tho particular development

of one or other of the special sense*, that of vision being especially

1 Elliot Smith , lief. Bril. Alt. Dundee. ISIS. Sootioa H- I'rcaidrat's Addrwa.
2 Bradaum. Anni. A ns. ISIS, and Krginzixfi£iib«ft, S. 311.
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marked in the Lemur*. But so far as is known, Man possesses no

marked superiority over the Gorilla in this respect, and it is prob-

able that though the sense of hearing may be more acute in the

ape, t his does not greatly affect the comparison of the sense organs

considered as a whole.

(c) Failure to provide ;ui explanation by reference either to

(a) general or (b) special sensibility, leads to an investigation of

the motor mechanisms and more especially of the motor area of

the neo-pallium. And herein relevant evidence is encountered.

For the motor area of the neo-pallium exhibit* a progressive

increase in extent, culminating iu the human cerebrum. It is to

be noted, moreover, that this increased area marks an increase in

the variety and range of movements, rather than an accession of

strength. And the inferiority of even so highly developed an ape

as the Gorilla in respect of skilled movements, such os those of the

hands, confirms this assumption. Even more significant is the

human superiority in the skilled movements of the lips, tongue,

pharynx and laryngeal structures subservient to articulate lan-

guage

(d) The mysterious “association areas ” of the neo-pallium

remain for examination. Those areas (neither purely motor nor

sensory though in close touch with undoubted motor and sensory

areas) have been identified in all the Primates described in the fore-

going page*. In extent, they manifest a progressive development.

In the brain of the Gorilla this has reached the latest stage so

far known as antecedent to that found in Mau. As a factor in

determining the superior size of the human brain, the increase

in the association areas is predominant over all othors. The

increase in extent affects not only the areas themselves, but

certain outlying regions adjacent to them und to the areas of

general and special sensibility.

A comparison of the brains of the Gorilla and Man may be

drawn from the iaspection of Figs. 125 and 120, in which the more

important areas ure indicated. In concluding this brief sketch of

corebml anatomy, two remarks may be added. Thus the figures

just mentioned indicate a most suggestive relation between cer-

tain of the neo-pallial sulci ami the margins or limits of some



Fl(t 126. Cortical mm of the brwkr. of Man (from Biodiuvnn. op. cit.).

Note »pecUlly the «reu worked 1, 4, end 17. and compare Pic. 126 with Fig*. 49.
64. and 86. The area* rpecallr mentioned are earned *» follow*

No. 1. Area pcat-centrali* (neoaory).
No. A Are* RigMitopyrnuidali* (motor).
No. 17. Area striate (vieual).
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of the areas. Some wild undoubtedly mark the boundaries of par-

ticular neo-pallia! areas. And even though the precision and con-

stancy nf this relation be open to question, the general statement

still holds good. On such grounds the significance of such furrows

is greatly enhanced. Finally, the association areas, regarded in

the light of their history, their disposition and their extent provide

the best material basis so far known for the physical assessment

of psychical differencial between the ape and the human being.

The following notes provide an aocount of some details of tho

cerebral anatomy of tho Gorilla.

Pig. 137. lateral ufwt of th* right oanibnl hemisphere of a young Genii*
(Slmlldne) Th« olfftctcry r.«m an UvnuftOi In point of rIm: the cerebral

« 7iHue* lx much ir.or* oonvolutsd than ir. the prooeding •samples and recall* Urn
appearance of the human cerebrum. (Mui. Au*». Gant. Cr.)

When compared with tho other largo anthropoid apt**, the GorilU is won
to stand in a position nearer to Man than these. The cerebrum is ovoid, and

strongly rostrated anteriorly, the frontal lobes being deeply excavated »n-

ferioriy by the upward projection of the orbital plates of the frontal bone.

The frontal lobes ore thus less full and rounded, both absolutely and propor-

tionately, than those of Man. The occipital end of the hemisphere does not

overlap the cerebellum to the same extent as in Man, and the cerebrum is

mailer in proportion to the cerebellum than in the human brain.

The following note* ore bleed upon Professor Elliot Smith’s description

of the brain of a Gorilla in the Museum of tho RoyrJ College of Surgeon*.

At the base of the brain the posterior rhinal fiBsnre is retained with

diagrammatic clearness, and thus demarcates the neo-pallium from the

pyriform lobe. There is a deep vallecula Sylvii, which leads into the stem

of the Sylvian fissure. The latter is formed by tho mooting of temporal

13D. M.
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and orbital njereula as in the huuuui brain. As tb«e opercula ©Mend

laterally they direrge, and eij>coe • small triangular dtprawod area of insula.

The orbital operculum is limited bj a distinct frooto-ocfaltal oulcus, which is

really the anterior limiting sulcus of the insula. A dorsal opercular fold

demarcate* the lateral (superior) margin of the insula, and makes so

complete a superior limiting fissure, that it appears to join the anterior

limiting (fponto-orinUl) sulcus, though closer domination reveals a strip of

cortex dividing the two sulci. In most brains of Gorilla this strip is aide

and quite easily sueu. The mesial end of the fronto-orbotul sulcus does not

usually join the stem of the Sylvian fissure. The orbital surface of the

frontal lobe is marfcod by a tri-radiate orbital sulcus to which smaller sulci

may bo accessory. The central sulcus pnmib a weH-tuarked “genu.”

On the lateral surface of Uie frontal lobe, well-marked representatives of

the sulci rectna and orcuatua are seen, and are evidently representative

of the inferior frontal and inferior pro-central sulci of human anatomy.

The suporior pre-central and superior frontal sulci am arranged almost

dingrammatically. A small sulcus frontalis modi us and a representative

of the sulcus fronto-marginalis (of Wernicke) may occur. Tbo inferior

tmnsvene sulcus is commonly absent, but Kberstalloris sulcus diagonalls

occurs.

The parallel sulcus is Ijonked niund the extremity of the Sylvian fissure,

much as it is in the Cyoosephalous open. The intm-parieUl sulcus ia clearly

recognizable : tho ramus post-oentrulls' superior is commonly indopondont

of tbo last-named sulcus which dips posteriorly under the occipital ojicrcnlum.

Tbo arcus occipitalis ia very large, and wholly exposed, the mesial end cif the

oocipital operculum having been pushed completely outward and backwards.

A Y-shaped lateral occipital sulcus cute into tho occipital polo of tho hemi-

sphere. The oocipital operculum is bounded by an almcet semicircular

Afleaspalte.

The calcarine sulcus (of. Fig. 128 a) oomdsta of an anterior deep (true

calcarine) portion, and a shallower retro-calcarine element, tho lattor being

strongly inflected at its posterior and. A dorsal post-calcarine sulcus runs

parallel to this last-mentioned portion.

The oumpouud sulcus psrieto-oocipitalia of the mesial aspect is constant

in occurrence, but very variable ill extent and connections. The collateral

ulcus may join the posterior element of tbo occipito-temporal sulcus, and

opereulstiuu occurs in this region as it does in the genera Cynoorphahn

and Macsous. The calUao- marginal sulcus is very complete, and Broca's

"oorapennitory" sulcus also occurs.

Tbo oorobollum cloecly resemble* that of Man. The dixnulxr lobe

however is larger than in human brains, and oousisU of two lobules each

attached by its own stalk. Tbe mesial lobule is much the huger uod is

1 Tbs two sulci are continuous in the right cerebral hemisphere of a Gorilla

preserved in Ibe Anatomical Collection at Munich.
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composed of three separate groups of folia whose separate podunale* unite in

a common stalk. The lateral lobule is smaller and almost hidden by the

former. It represents the flooculi secondarli of Man, which may correspond

to the paraflocculus of lower mammals. The oliiary body is in contact with

A

B
Pig. 128. Mssial (A) and frontal (B) aspoett of the right and left cerebral

hsmirohexss of a Gorilla (from a specimen in the Anatomy School at Munich).

Note tbs very gnat similarity in appearance, as regard* the mesial aspect, to tho

human osrsbral bociisphet*. The rhinal fisanrs (inoiaam temporalLs) is oonspicaoas.

In (B) note tho ucoorcrcd state of tbs Insula and tbs look of definite anterior limbs

of the fissure of 8yivius.

tho lower margin of the pons. Tho tropcsoid body is not expoeed. The

masial geniculate body appears in some cases to be much more prominent

than in Man (a prominence pcmdbly associated with the larger site of the

auditory nerva).

13—8
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The study of the peripheral nervous system of the Gorilla falls

naturally into two divisions.

(A) In the first place, a certain number of differences have

been noted between the dispositions found in the Gorilla and in

Man respectively, the differences affecting the course or connections

of such nerves as are given in the following list (taken from

Bister's work 1
).

Tho facial nerve is more complicated in the Gorilla than in the Chim-

paruno, but leas so than in the Orang utan and in Man : its communications

with the external carotid plexus are richer than in Man.

Tho ramus dsooendens bjpoglossi contributes to tbc innervation of the

stemomastoid rausdo. Tbs unsa hypoglossi receives braechos from the first

two cervical nerves. The great auricular and the superficial cervical nerves

oome from tbc second cervical oaly, the supra-clavicular from the second,

third and fourth cervical nerves. The phrenic nerve contame sympathetic

fibre*. The oerve to the M. subclaviua is not a distinct entity, since it arisas

from the uppermost (external) anterior thoracic nerve. The medial cuta-

neous nerve is derived principally from the firet tboracio and interooato-

humeral branch uf the second thoracic nerves. The muaculo-cutaneous nerve

receives no contribution from C. vn.
;

it supplies the M. corooo-brachialu,

but does not perforate it Tho deep volar branch of tho ulnar nerve springs

from a communication between the ulnar aud median nerves, and passes

beneath the ligumentiam carpi volare proprium to enter the band. Tbe

median nerve passes beneath the M. pronator tores. Tbe redial nerve dcea

not perforate tho M. supinator brevis.

The ilio-hypogustrio and ilio-mguuml nerves arise from tbe thirteenth

thoracic ntrvc, which is accordingly considered by Eislor an representative of

the first lumbar nerve of Man. The femoral nervo reodws, moet of its

muscular fibres from L. nr. The anterior tibia! (deep peroneal) none

supplies fin correlation with the shifting fibula-wards of the dorsal inter-

osseous muscles) the opposed surfacr* of the second and third toes.

No contributions to the sciatic portion of the sacral ploxua come from

nerves posterior to tho neoond sacraL The pudendal plexus is formed by the

Mvsond and third sacral nerves, the coccygeal plexus by S- nr. and S. v.

(B) A second line of enquiry raises the question as to the

relation of tbe general position of the limb-plexnses (ns regards

the spinal cord and its segments) in the Gorilla and other types.

Here the first point to notice is that in one feature at least the

Simiidae stand together with the Hominidae in contrast to all

other Primates (save certain Sumnopitheci). The feature thus

1 Bat Often- and pcriphert StrvtHiftUm it* Gorilla. Exhaustive descriptions

have been published also by Belle, Kohlbrogge and Sperino.
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distinguished consists in the presence of a contribution from the

fourth cervical nerve to the brachial plexus. To this plexus, six

segmental nerves contribute branches in the Hominkbm, Simiidae

(except the Orang-utan), and most Cercopithecidae, while the

Platyrrhine apes and the Lemurs tend to possess a smaller repre-

sentation (vis. from five segments only, and of these the fifth

cervical is the most proximal in position). The Orang-utan in

this respect stands apart from all other Primate*, since no leas

than seven segments appear in its brachial plexus.

In the next place, and returning to the special study of the

Gorilla, little direct evidence exists to shew that the great

plcxosee are definitely prefixed as compared with the conditions

met with in Man. TTie evidence is in fact conflicting, and must

so remain until a larger number of dissections has been made.

Some suggestions of the prefixation of the cervical plexus in

the Gorilla are furnished by records given in the preceding list

(u. section [A.] supra). In the brachial plexus, the median nerve

receives a contribution from the fourth ocrvica! segmental nerve

and this record might also soem to point in the same direction.

Otherwise the available data fall within the limits of human

variation, and if the plexuses in Gorilla resemble the prefixed

human types, yet they are not more prefixed than these.

Similar observations apply to the lumbar and sacral plexuses,

but here a particular point demands attention. Thus in the survey

of the lumbar plexus, if the nerve-roots contributing to such a

nerve as the N. obturatoriua bo considered, it will be found that

the segmental “ thoraco-lnmbar " roots of origin are alike in Man

and the Gorilla, those numbered fourteen, fifteen and sixteen. But

the Gorilla has commonly thirteen ribs, bo that it is an open

question whether its fourteenth nerve is the equivalent with the

fourteenth in Man If not, the obturator nerve in the Gorilla is

derived (infer alia) from a segment nearer the last rib-bearing

vertebra than is the case in Man, and it might be regarded in this

manner os being prefixed. The view here taken is that the verte-

brae are homologous "by numbers” regardless of the presence of

ribs, and consequently no essential difference obtains between the

Gorilla and Msn in respect of the position of the lumbar plexus,

or indeed of the sacral plexus.
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In the sympathetic chain thro* oarvical ganglia are found, in addition

to th« ganglion irtalUtnm
;
the wooed and third ganglia are placed more

anteriorly than in Man. The sympathetic chain, the splanchnic nerrea, and

the vena hetaiaiygw* paw together through the diaphragm. A ganglion

DMaeraicum medium, not found in Man, lien between the aortic and coeliac

plextMM. In many irmtiuicai a single sympathetic ganglion is conhocted with

two or more spinal nerred, and rice rersd a single spinal nerve may send

contributory fibres to two sympathetic ganglia.

The general distribution of cutaneous nerves to the lower limb

of a Chimpanzee is shewn in the accompanying illustrations.

(Tigs. 129, ISO, 131.)

I. Respiratory System. In an adult male Gorilla (specimen
" Cy,” Mua Anat. Cant.) the hyoid bone is provided with a larger

cornu majus than in Mad. The basi-hyoid is excavated interiorly,

the cavity being sufficiently large to admit the tip of the little

finger. (It is occupied by a diverticulum of the conjoined sacculi

to be described presently.) The thyroid cartilage is rather smaller

than its human representative, and thus stands in marked contrast

to that of the Orang-utan. (The cricoid cartilage on the other

hand is larger than in Man.) The superior thyroid oomu nearly

touches the greater cornu of the hyoid bone.

The laryngeal pouches (cf. Fig. 121, lupro) are of enormous

extent. An appendix emerges over the superior border of the

thyroid cartilage. After providing ft large diverticulum towards

the basis cranii, it becomes confluent with the saccule of the

opposite side and from this junction, an " infra-hyoid
M
divorticulum

proceeds upwards to excavate the hyoid bone (Fig. 132).

The conjoined saccules cover the larynx superficially and large

symmetrical diverticula pass beneath the clavicles and pectoral

muscles. An inter-pectoral diverticulum having been given off,

the saccules are finally traceable to the axillae. In females and in

immature examples, the extent of these pouches falls considerably

short of this, the arrangement in an adult male. As regards the

function of these parts, we may accept provisionally the suggestion

of Deniker, that the pouches serve the purpose not only of resonators

for vocal efforts, but of supporting the lower jaw and parts of the

head, and consequently of relieving the pressure of these weighty

structures on the trachea.
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The epiglottis is provided with a distinct hyo-epiglottideus

muscle, suggestive of the arrangement found in the carnivora, bat

not normal in Man. No cuneiform cartilages were detected in the

adult male example described, but the oomicola were large, and
gave a recurved appearance to the arytenoid cartilages.

The plica vocalis (“ true " vocal curd) when viewed in coronal

section, exhibits an attenuated membranous flange at its free

margin (Fig. 183). The M. thyro-arytenoideus has a distinctly

Upp*r Moral*

Hyoid bora

Infra-hyotd Moral*

Conjoined mooqIm

Fig. in. Dinaram at lb* UrycgMl poach** of an adult nal* Gorilla
(Specimen ’0y,M Aaat Cant.). Communication with the laryngeal entity

U oatabliihed on each Md* (laterally bat not medially) near th* ba*e of 4* "opp*r
•oral*" and Joat Wow th* level of th* hyoid boo*. Thu* th* two laUral onV
growth* have evidently coalesced ae the “conjoined Meoole."

circumscribed outline. In these characters (of the plica vocalis)

a contrast with the human larynx is distinct, and though the

Gorilla has advanced beyond the stage reached by the Cercopithe-

cidae, yet the Chimpanzee and not the Gorilla makes the nearer

approach to Man in suoh details.

The thyroid body consists of two lateral lobes (about the size

of large almonds) joined by a narrow isthmus. No pyramidal lobe

was seen in the animal dissected by me.
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Ftg. 133. Oorilla, (adult mole). CorccftJ section through middle third of
plica vocslis. Two or three •-nests" of muscle-fibres are seen (M) in the plica
reatrioakris. No isolated muscle-fibres in the plica vocalia. (* 7 approximately.)



Pig. 184. An adult m*U Orang-utan (from * »XeU-h by M. Millet, roprodoatd

»slh ptrmituoa from the propriatoni of L'itfiutnjiumj.

sidered to depart further from the lower Primate type than does

Man himself. Laterally the line along which the lower limit of

the pleura recedes is closely comparable to its human counterpart.

The sub-poricardial sinus (formed by the mediastinal pleura)

retrogressive, though it may oo-exiat with a small lohus azygos

the right luDg.

1 la the UorrkologiMUm JahrUtch. Band xix.
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The pleurae have been minutely described by Ruga 1
. As

regards their caudal extension along the vertebral column, some
approach to the human condition is seen, for the lower limit here

is above rather than below the last rib (the latter may however be

the thirteenth or fourteenth). Anteriorly (vcntrally) Rugo noted

a wide interval between the margins of the two plenmc in the

stcmo-cosUU region, and in this detail, the Gorilla may be con-

2,
S'
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The diviaiou of the lungs offura no point* of contrast with the

human type, though the Orang-utan is completely aberrant, viz. in

the absence of all divisions. In the Gorilla, the lobus azygos is

occasionally present.

Here the thymus tnay be mentioned It is said to be volu-

minous in tho foetus at the fifth month, but its disappearance

seems to be more rapid than in Man.

J. Alimentary Canal. The lips of the Siraiidae are very

mobile as may be judged from the lifeliko

sketch by M. Millot, reproduced as Fig. 134.

But the effect is somewhat masked by the

thickness of the lips and their incomplete

eversion (Fig. 135). In Buch respects the

Simiidae still resemble the Ceroopithccidae,

even though a slight advance may be noted

ia the disposition of the orbicular muaclo-

fihrai

The tongue ia long and narrow (Fig. 136),

the relation of its width to its length being

as 1 to 3 6 (Ehters), Thus it is strongly

contrasted with the human tongue, and the

contrast is enhanced by the remarkable

filiform papillae (Fig. 137) near the root

The tongue of tho Chimpanzee (Fig. 138)

approaches that of Man much more nearly

in these characters. Owit.)

In tho tongue of tho Gorilla, five circumvallate papillae were

observed by me, but the precise position of the foramen caecum
was obscured. The tonsils are well developed and in general the

superior laryngeal aperture may l>e said to rosonible that of Mon or

of the Chimpanzee, while the corresponding region in a large adult

Orang-utan provides an extraordinaty contrast with all the pre-

ceding examples (Fig. 139).

On the vcntml aspect of the tongue, a lingual fmenuiu recalls

the corresponding fold in the human mouth. Two other folds are

situated symmetrically, one on each side of the fraenutn, but

I cannot identify these definitely with the plicae fimbriate*.

Palatal rugae are well marked.

Pie iso. Sections ot
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Fig- 18^. Tongue and eaporiar tenmgaal aperture of adult male Oorikla.'

(Specimen “Cy ” Uni. Amt Cant)

Pig- 187. Superior laryagoal aperture, and fbolow it) filiform and ctrccrrmjlata
papUlm of the toogo* of an adult male GcriiU. (Speolaita Mu*. Ami
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Pig. 199. Toajpie fwd raperior UrjcgwU *pertuxe of * young CbiapuuM.
|Mac. An**. C*it)

Pig. 199. Suporior Uryngenl anrtun of on ndult nuU» Onui* -ntiui. (Spoclmon

H.C.E.. Has. Ada*. CabL) To \x oontnwted with Pig. 187.
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The stomach is a simple sac, having relations similar on the

whole to those of the human stomach, with tbo exception that as

regards the transverse colon the human stomach is highor, that of

the Gorilla being often lower and thus rather behind than above

the transverse colon. In the adult Gorilla the human arrange-

ment may however obtain. (Cf. Fig. 140.)

The small intestine is quite distinct in appearance from the

large : the relative lengths of these two portions of the gut vary

Hepahc
fiwair*

SpentTew

'UppwTOrg'flcf
sympryalt pubis

Fig. 140. Diagram (to scale) of ilia relations of the stomach sad large intestine

in an adult ™.u Oorilla(" Cy The stomach is fully distended in this specimen.

in the following way ;
in a foetus of 5 months the length of tho

small intestine was to that of the large intestine as 3 to 1 ; in a

young Gorilla the proportion 4’8 to 1 has been found, and in an

adult Gorilla the proportion of 21 to 1 obtained. There would

thus appear to be irregularity in the rate of growth of each portion

of the gut, and the irregularity is of a reciprocal kind. The

general characters of the intestine do cot differ materially from

those of the human intestine. Deniker suggests that in the

Gorilla the vermiform appendix caeci increases in relative site



I'M* „ ! Grf-tWJ*r
Oce**a>eta

Fig. 143. VisccnJ Mjwct of Cm Lira of • young Gorilla. (Mot. Amt. 0«*t.)
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with the age of the animal, whereas it decreases with age in Man.

For the position of the caecum of. Figs. 140 and 141.

The pancreas does not differ apparently from that of Man : the

character* of the spleen however are distinctive, the most strilcing

being the extreme attenuation of this organ in its lower parts,

so that its extremity is Capering and caudifonn, suggesting the

conditions obtaining in the lower Anthropoidee and in the Lemurs.

The liver of the Gorilla (c£ Fig. 142; the inferior aspect of

the liver of a young Gorilla is represented) differs from those of

the other large anthropoids and of Mon in the more marked

tendency to subdivision of right and left lobes, a character which

assigns a comparatively lowly place to the Gorilla in a comparison

of the higher Primates baaed on the anatomy of the liver.

The general relations of the peritoneum are the same as those

of Man.

K. Genlto-urinary System. The genito-nrinary system

offers no important differences from that of Man.

The kidneys may present but a ainglo pyramid as in Hylobates,

but this is a variable character in Gorilla. The genitalia of the

female differ in arrangement from the human type, inasmuch as

the vulva is directed posteriorly. The vagina, uterus, Fallopian

tubes, and ovaries resemble the human organs. The existence of

a hymen is denied by various observers: this membrane would

thus appear to characterize the Haminidae alone among the

Primates.

In the male, the glan* penis is smaller relatively and absolutely

than that of Man, but is nevertheless more distinct and relatively

larger than in other Simiidao. There is an os penis, as in the

lower Primates, and other Eutherian mammals. The Hominidae

alone amongst Primates would seem to be characterized by its

absence.

In an adult male Gorilla I found the tunica vaginalis of

the left testis completely free from all connection with a

processus vaginalis. The cavity of the tunica vaginalis was

distinctly smaller than in Man and in the Chimpanzee. A pedun-

culated hydatid was present The testis measured 51 mm. in

its longer axis In an adult male Chimpanzee, the right testis

UD. M.
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measured 51 mm. by 20 mm. The tunica vaginalis bounded a

closed sac. No hydatids were seen. The epididymis was placed

as in Man but on its dorsal aspect a large accumulation of fatty

tissue was noticed.

Professor Retxius very kindly reported on the two testes

described above. That of the Gorilla was imperfectly preserved,

but the testis of the Chimpanzee provided well-preserved sperm-

cells. The characters of these are mentioned in the following

paragraphs.

The spermatozoa of the Gorilla have been described by Professor

Retails', who has illustrated his admirable observations in
-

several

well-known memoirs.

The sperm-cells poaMaa distinctive features in each of the

larger Simiidae, and while the Orang-utan is quite aberrant in

these respects, the Chimpanzee and the Gorilla must be placed

much closer to Man in regard to such characters.

() In the spermatozoa of the Gorilla (Fig. 143, No. 7) the

head is of ovoid form, though flattened :n one plane: when

viewed in the flattened aspect, the acrosome (perforatorium) is

seen to be more slender towards its free extremity than in the

Chimpanzee. In this respect the Gorilla is of all the Primates

the form most similar to Man.

() The para conjunctionis of the toil (with the included

eentrceomes) is relatively shorter in the Gorilla than in the other

Simiidae, and herein again the human conditions are most nearly

approached by the Gorilla. (It may be added that a small New-
World monkey, viz. Callithrix, and the Hylobates resemble Man
and the Gorilla in this detail.)

(c) The pars principalis of the tail is (in the sperm-cell of the

Gorilla) slender and of moderate length. Again the Gorilla makes

the closest approach to the condition found in Man.

This survey of the main characters of the Simiidae shews their

close similarity to the Hominidae : at the same time differences as

well os resemblances are indicated, differences chiefly noticeable in

two connections, viz. with the adaptation of Man to the erect

attitude, and secondly, with the concomitant development of bmin-

1 RcUica, DMogitcht L•nttmtkungtn, N.P. BA. irn. lBlSsnA Anat. Ant. 1913.



Fla. 148. Sdorb

-

oalla of the Gorilla (So. 7) end otha* ape*. For n!u»M Me
Pt«. 81. (After Batata*, op. til.)

the characters attendant on the greater cerebral development will

be considered in some of the ensuing chapters.
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CHAPTER V

THE CRANIA OF THE SIM1IDAE (PRIMATES) 1

Having completed a general account of the anatomy of

selected types of the Primates, we turn to the cranial characters

of the Suniidae in particular; and inasmuch as the skull of

Gorilla has already been described, this form will demand less

attention hero than the remaining members of the family, viz.

the Gibbons, Orang-utans and Chimpanzees. To the first of

these, the Gibbons, we may now turn, talcing us our examples

skulls of animals of the Bornean variety known as Mtiller's

Gibbon (Hylobates million), and proceed to oonsider the pointe

laid down in the accompanying list.

I. Cranial portion

:

-

General contour.

Suturca

Ridges.

IL Facial portion s

Orbit: General contour and margins.

Lochrymo-ethmoidal suture.

Lachrymal hamulus.

Ir.fia-orbital suture.

Nasal aperture:

General contour.

Lower margins.

Nasal 6pinc.

Nasal bones.

1 Vox farther detail*, the exhaustive paper by Dr Stefani* Oppechelju should

be OOBsalted. Of. if./. U. u*4 A.. Band xtv. 1911, Zur Typclogie dt* Priwuittn-
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Palate: General contour.

Poet-palatine spine.

Tuber maxiHare.

Palatine sutures.

JII. The Temporal Fossa:

Sutures at pterion.

Depth of fossa.

Post-orbital wall.

IV. Base of the slcull : Glenoid fossa.

Endoglenoid tubercle.

Margin of foramen magnum.

Styloid process.

V. Dentition: Number of teeth.

Characters of teeth.

VI. Mandible.

CRANIAL CHARACTERS OF HYLORATES MULLER!.

A* ia to be expected from the smaller eiso of the animal, the skull (Fig. 144)

is much less bulky than that of the Gorilla (or indeed of tbe other Slmiidoe) i

in length tbe bmn-oaae (cranium) will be found to measure about 7<V ram.,

Pig. 144. Cranium (with mandible) of HyAbates mflllerf : cote the abaence of

an auditory bulla; there are spheno-parietal and lachrymo-«thmol<iai articulation*.

Note aleo '.he number of the teeth. (Rose donation 11; Mui. Anat. Cant.)

whom* in the larger animals of thia family twice that figure would represent

tbe eorreeponding dimeneion.

In site and in general appearance the ekull rotemblw thoee ctf the higher

Ccroopithecadae rather than thoee of the Simiidae. By way of distinction
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from the former (the Coroopithecidae) the following points may be mentioned.

Thus in tho Hylobatre the bruin-cnne is proportionately larger in comparison

with tho facial skeleton, the contour is ovoid, the aurfuoe of tho cranium is

devoid of prominent crests, though tho outN no of tho area occupied by the

temporal muscle is shewn by an upraised linear ridge. The cranial capndty

varied from 76 cc. to 00 ac. in this specie* and the sexual difference is very

small (Oppenheirn). Tho sutures demand do spoeial mention. The orbital

caritios arc remarkably capacious. Tlte latter feature is aiaocistcd with the

smell size of the animal, in accordance with n general law os to the proportion*

subsisting letworn the animal’s absolute bulk and the size of the cyoc This

feature media** the appearance of peat-orbital lateral compression (of the

skull), which is really present.

Turning now to other facial character*, it will he seen that the orbital

margins are distinct or trenchant, that the lachrymal hamulus is vestigial, that

the oe planum of the ethmoid is not infrequently divided into anterior and

posterior portions, and that the spheno-maxillary fissure is widely open. The
intro-orbital suture does not persist on the facial aspect. The noaal aperture

has an ovoid form or contour, with margins which are obliterated interiorly.

No nasal spine is soon : the mual bones are early conjoined by synostosis,

and tho compound bone has a somewhat quadrate oontour and is flat, not

suggesting the prominence of the soft parts of the nose. The palate is

hyp«ilo)d (U -shaped) in contour, with a diminutive posterior spine : tho tuber

maxillare is also diminutive. In the region of the temporal fans tho rudi-

mentary character of the alispbenoid (as oom|>ared with ite oondition in Man)

is at once seen ; this bone jouis the |iarieUi at tho ptarinn : and the infra-

temporal crest is insignificant

At the has# of the skull the shallowness of the glenoid foes* arrests

attention. Yet this shallowness cannot he taken to indicate much freedom ctf

the mandible in lateral movements. For the large canine teeth limit such

movement very considerably and markedly. No endoglenoid tubercle is

developed ns in the Gorilla, though a post-glenoid process is distinct. Styloid

and vaginal prooMes are not seen.

The dentition provides tbo normal formula for Catairbino Primates. The
canines greatly exoeed the neighbouring teeth in sire : the molars are tetra-

oospid and the talon in the lower molars is not conspicuous.

The mandible is characterised by the abortnoes of the ascending ramus,

by the projection of the angle and by the elwcnoe of genuil tubercle*. Tho
vertical height of tbo body of the jaw in the region of the second molar tooth

is much leai than tho height at the first premolar tooth. Near the latter, the

jaw is deep and massive, and the same remark applies to the region in which

are implanted tho incisor and canine tooth. Such an increase in strength is

related to the large siio of tbo canin* tooth, and it reproduces the condition

exhibited in an even more pronounced degree by the extinct oat named
Pogomodoti (Cope).
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CRANIAL CHARACTERS OF 8IMTA SATYRUS 1
.

The researches of the late Profeseor Selenka of Munich led him

to distinguish some seventeen different varieties of Orang-utans,

most of which might be regarded as constituting distinct though

local races. Many writers before Selenka had urged the necessity

of recognizing marked distinctions between specimens derived

Fig. 140. Custom (with m«dih'«) o? on Orang-utan (Mat. Anal. Quit.) ; not*

th« abaolnw chlitonOico of nasal prominesM, «>»• abMQM oi an auditory bolls,

the proMK* of s iphano-parietal articular.os. and too ntnntwr of tha Math. Tha
lachrymal and ethmoid bones join on tha inner orbital wall with Mpacatton of

tha Croats! base and maillls. (| nat. also.}

from various localities. The memoir by Fitzinger, published in

1854, is by no means the earliest on reoord but it provides an

excellent account of the literature of the subject up to that date.

The accounts thus accessible will be found to deal with the external

appearance and also with the cranial characters of the Orang-utan.

Fitzinger's work is of interest here, since the author lays special

1 For tha rariaad nocaaaelatunj v. rupro, p. US, footnote.
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stroo upon the differences observed in the profile of the face in

virious example*. Thus it was noticed that some crania present

a straight facial outline, the flattening of the noae having been

carried to this extreme. But a seoond type surpasses even the

former in this respect, for the profile is so to spssk " concave " or

hollowed-out as Fiuinger describes it. The accompanying illus-

tration (Fig. 145) shews a cranium with a moderately hoilowed-out

profile. To this type, the epithet siinognat'nc was given by

Selenka, and more recently (1913) Keith applied the term aimo-

proaopie to the same condition, regarding it as generally distinctive

of the Orang-utan in contrast with the other Simiidae. Keith's

contribution to this subject is of great importance, for he shews

that in n-spect of its fecial conformation, the Orang-utan has

experienced a change analogous to, if not identical with, that

distinguishing the bull-dog from the tnoro normal canine varieties.

And further, it is claimed that the defective growth of bom. may
induce a similar condition in the human skull, in which it has

been long known as Achondroplasia. Several other illustrations

will be added in the sequel. Here it will suffice to note that

even chough not all crania of Orang utans are strictly simognathic,

yet all tend to this condition, which is so distinctive as to provide

a most ready means of idenc
:Tying the crania of this genus of the

Simiidae.

Taking foi descriptive purjxwea a young individual on the verge of

maturity wc remark at once the groat increase in sice upon that of the

Hylobates skulls. The proportions too of faoc and cranium am different, the

facial part having gained in bulk ; to this gain s notable oontrilxition is mode
by the msndjbie.

In proportions, the cranial part of the skull is, when contrasted with

the facial part, less elongated than in Hylobates, and preeenta the neorwt
approach to brachycephalic proportions (c£ Chapter xi) met with among the

Simiidae- The cranial capacity range* from 3M c.0. to 640 &a in adult

malcH, and from 300 ac. to 490 ac. in femalce (Hrdliika)1
. Tho cranial

sutmve early become simplified and are clewed by aynoafrwia Trace, of tho

division of the parietal bone into upper and lower halves ore stated by Ranke
to be very frequent (the trace consisting in a remnant of tlw dividing suture
porawtent at its storting point from the coronal sntnro).

Rapidly converging from tbs external angular prooasen of the frontal bone,

the temporal ridges vary in their ultimate conformation, the sexual factor being

1 Proc. Ifuiud Simla NulioiuU Afuinun, Vol. xxxi. j>. 644.
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of importance. For iu the feui.Uo Orang-utan the rkigw may remain eeparated

throughout their oouree, or may barely oooo into contact with one another,

wbcruon in the male animal, not only may the ridges meet, but they may riat

in the form of a crest meosnriug as much as 10 mm. in height Posteriorly,

the tempoml ridgeo vary too, in male examples meeting the superior nuchal

line, and foraii^ a lambdoul crest not seen in female skulls.

Tho orbits hare an elliptical oontour, end the brow ridges are not (as in

the African Slmiidae) continuous from aide to side of the forehead. They are

also stouter laterally than medially. Tbe orbital margin* are distinct ; the

lachrymal hamulus vestigial, but there is an elongated lachrymo-etbmoidal

auture, nines tbe oa planum of the ethmoid though of small vertical extent ia

somewhat higher anteriorly than elsewhere.

The epheno-maxillary fissure is a mere daft of email dimensions, tbe puet-

orhatsl wall being in consequence almost complete. Tbe infra-orbital suture

rarely persists long on tho facial surfooa Tho nasal aperture is pyriform with

upwardly directed apex : inforiorly the nasal margina are quits lost, and no

nasal spine is seen, though in soma cases ft is represented by a median ridge.

The nasal bonce are more reduood in siso than in any other Primate mammal

;

usually the conjoined bones form a mote elongated splint, and not infrequently

no distinct nasal bones remain : sometimes s smell ossicle st tbs upper margin

of the nasal aperture is all that persists ; the nasal processes uf tbe maxillae

then join each other between the orbits.

The palate is elongated and hypeOoid : the tuber maxillare is variable in

development, es is also the puet-pakdne spine.

The temporal fossa is deep, owing to tbe bowing outwards of the xygo-

xnatlc arch and the channelling of the aliaplienoid. The latter bone touches

tbe parietal, and thus- the Orang-utan agrees with Hylobetee, Man, and

many lower Primates, but differs from tbe African Slmiidae sad most of the

Uetarrhine monkeys : the variations iu human skulls in this respect will be

described in a subsequent chapter.

The infra-tempera! crest ia insignificant. At tho base of the akull the

ahaUewnees of tbe glenoid fuse is to be remarked, but as was noted in

describing the omnium of Hylobatee, this shallowDeaB is not to be regarded

as related to lateral movement* of the mandible, which are limited by tbe

eiocssfve develojinvent of the canine tooth. Movements in an antero-poetorior

direction may poaaibly occur and may produce some effect as regard* tbe

glenoid surfeoe. The ondoglcoiodd preease or tubercle is small, as is the

styloid propose, which is often absent The vaginal process is elm undeveloped.

Anomalies about tbs margin of the foremen magnum are not common, though

the asiifiuaiion of the adjacent part of the suspensory ligament sometimes

leaves a epecule of bone at the anterior margin. As regard* the eixiocranium,

a distinction between the Orang-utan and the two African Bimiidae was

pointed out by Hoxley. In tbe Oreng-ntan the cribriform plate of tbe

ethmoid ertiouUtM posteriorly with the pre-sphenoid, oa in Mao. In the

Chnnpansee end Gorilla these two bones are separated superficially by flange-
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like pruccmce growing from the frontal boiw 00 «vch side and meeUug in ebo

middle line. I 11 this disposition we euoonnter a rare occurrence, via the

encroachment of tiie :nou.brarie-bou&» of llie skull upon the territory uf this

basis tranii. The principal points of importmoe in the mandible arc its vary

massive character in proportion to the rest of the skull ; the nsoooding mmu*,

which is higher than in HyloWtoe, and which beam a shallow aigmoid notch.

But in fact the mandible is found to present several distinct variations. Thun

the relative height at the aauxiding nunus is by no means constant : the

lower margin of the body of the jaw may be reoLbnoar, mnumu, or uniformly

curved. Conaeqiiontly m>me of the mandibular tyj>es described as distinctive

of certain varieties of Mon may be shewn to pomow counterparts in the jaw

of the Orang-utan.

The tenth provide the normal formula, but in males aoceeaory molar tooth

are extremely common. The great length of the mote of all the tooth m
noticed by Tomes (Dsntal Anatomy) as peculiar: also tho carious cranotion

of the enamel (which, though a feature of the developing tooth, persists in the

crowns of the molars of the Orang-utan) is remarkable. The third molar

tooth in the upper jaw tends to smaller dimensions than tlxs other two.

CRANTAL CHARACTERS OP ANTfTROPOPITHECUS NIGER.

There remain to be enumerated the cranial characters of the

Chimpanzee (Anthropopithecua nigur). It may be pointed oat

that this ape and the Gorilla agree in several important respects

wherein they both differ from the Onuig-utan. This general

statement applies to the skull as well as to other anatomical

structures.

Talcing as our example a young, but nearly mature, individual

(Fig. 146), we notice that, viewed from above, the skull of the

Chimpanzee is more ovoid in form than that of the Orang-utan.

The facial akeleton is rather smaller in proportion to the cranial

part than in either the Orang-utan or the Gorilla, and here in the

Chimpanzoe skull (especially in infancy, cf. Fig. 147) suggests the

proportions of the human skull, though it is still far from realizing

them.

The cranial capacity of adult males provide* an average value of about

400 ec. (Oppeohoim, op. tit. p. 13« gives 404 ’3 c.c.) with a maximum of

470 ac. The adult female skull ia lore capacious aud amounts to about

M 7. of that for the mala The instructive Ublo drawn up by Oppenhdm
is reproduced here ia order to exhibit the sexual variability in noveral of the
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of the datura dividing tbo parietal bono from tbe squamous portion of the

temporal bine id lo bo noted.

boaj crate occur on the surfiv* of tbe cranium, but are comparable

rather to those of tbe Orang-utan tlusn to those of the Gorilla. For it is

the exception rather than the rub for the temporal ndga to form a

median wetted crat: they commonly run in c1.sk Approximation aioog

the MgitUl nutura, diverging thence with the formation of lateral l&mbdoid

cratn.

The contour of the oittt b 1as definitely elliptical than in the Oraug-utaa,

and berera the Chimpansee and Gorilla resemble one another ; similar ogre©,

meat between tbo two African ap« b eeeu in the prominence of the external

angular proceoa of the frontd bone, in the continuity of tho aupm-orbital

ridge between these two process** and across the inter-orbital «i«ioe, in the

hovelling of the eitcmel orbtal margin, and in the ehortnea of the lachrymo-

ethmoidal suture The lechrymal hamulus b vestigial, and tho spheno-

maxillary fiaure reduced to a narrow deft.

Tbe naaU aperture b pyriform, with tho truncated apex above ; the lower

margin* of the aperture are obliterated, and no nasal spine b neon. The naeel

bones are often conjoined at an early epoch, and their flat expanse b not

relieved by tbe my remark*}4e median ridge so characteristic of theso Iona

in tbe Gorilla. The nasal bonce preserve a more uniform breadth from above

downwards than in the Gorilla, and do not extend'ao far below tbo lovol of

the lower orbital margins as in the latter animal.

In the development of frontal air-sinuses, and of similar uir-cavitios in the

ethmoid boos, with dilation of the naaal duct, where thb b in relation with

the maxillary antrum, the Chimpanzee aoci Gorilla agree, and approximate to

tho human ooodition (cf. Keith, Proa. A not. Soa, 1908), while thoy differ

herein from the Orang-utan and Gibbon.

Tbo maxillary antrum b of smaller extent, both absolutely and relatively,

in the Chimpansoo than in the Gorilla. The reduction affects all part* of

tho antrum, but aometiroeo the upper and hinder jiortton b pnrtroularly

diminished. In ouch instance* I have noticed that the foramen rotundum

b visible when the orbital cavity b viewed from in friwit. Hut this b by no

means always the case in tbe Chimpausoe. I may add that tiro foramen

rotundum b thus visible usually in tho Cebidae, and occasionally in tbo

Cerenpltbecidaa. Oooe only have 1 seen this condition in a human skull,

via that of an African negro dissected in the Cambridge Anatomy School.

Rut inflation of the antrum b by no means tho only factor involved in thb

matter, which cannot lo pursued further in tins plane. Tho palate has tho

characteristic simian hypwloid contour, and tho post-palatino spine b email,

as b also the tuber maiillore. The maxillary antrum b said to oxtaod into

tbo palatine portions of tho maxillae. Groat irregularity of the arrangement

of the palatine sutures ia frequent

The temporal fc*«a owes its depth largely to the channelling of tho

albphenoid, which commonly articulates with the frontal and squamosal
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Above. being separated by these two bones*, which join at the pterion. Tho

infra*temporal crest in often represented by a idnglo sp oons process.

The base of Uie skull shews the foramen magnum in the position charac-

tenstic of Simiidae, u much nearer the occipital end of tho skull than in

the Homiiiidae. Tho glenoid fnaan m shallow, with a moderately developed

eudo-glcnoid tubercle, and small pout-glenoid process. Ah in the Gurilla, an

Eustachian spinous process is common, but the styloid ami vaginal processes

sre absent The tympanic bone, as in the other Simiidae, is extern:ve froui

without inwards and acini-eylindricad in form. The occipital condyles nro

troll and variations in tho conformation of tho margin* of the fonuuen

magnum are rare.

Tho mandible is smaller and woakor than in the Orang-utan or tbo Gorilla,

but still massive in comparison with tlie human jaw. The ares for tho

digestive muscle (anterior belly) is a narrow strip or (in many cam) not to

be identified. Posteriorly to the symphyics in tho middle line is a deep

pit, and at the lower margin of this, neither a ridge nor tuborelca arc

found.

The dentition presents the usual CaUrrhine formula : tlio canine tooth,

except in old males, do not so far surpass tho other teeth in bulk, as in Simia

and Gorilla. Yot tho caninos are of very great aiso in comparison with those

of Man, and this is tbo more remarkable when it is remembered that tho

molar tooth, in male skulls with such large canine*, may fail to attain tho

dimensions even of European ntolara. These considerations are of great

importance in tho study of prehistoric numdiblcs ouch as tin we from Manor

and Piltdown.

The diastema is lew wide in the Cbimjunsec than in the other Simiidae.

In the reduced sire of the third upper molar tooth, and in tbo small cum|m

of the molar eerica, anticipations of the human conditions are present.

Slight but distinct cranstkm of the crown* of the molar teeth frequently

occurs.

In concluding these brief descriptions of the external characters

of the skulls of Simiidae, it is convenient to present the main

points of diagnosis of the several genera in a tabular form us

follows

:

Distinctive features of the skulls of Simiidae.

L Hylohatee (Gibbon).

Its small also differentiate* it from thorn of other Simiidae. Tbo

skulls of Ceroopithocidae of similar *iw are distinguished by their rela-

tively smaller capacity and by the nasal bones (which are longer thin

in Ilylobates). The molar teeth of Hylobatce do not pomess the two

transverse ridges creasing tho crown which are so characteristic of the

teeth of the lower Anthropoidea.
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IL Siruia (Orang-utan).

Distinguished by its absolute size from the skull of Hylobatea.

Distinctions from Chimpanzee and Gorilla

:

(•) The aupra-ortiiUl ridge for each orbit L< diednet and the two
ridgw are not continuous across the forehead.

(4) The nasal bones are reduced to mere Bpliuta. The facial profile

is often concave (smognsthic), and though soma crania of Chimpanzee
and Gorilla present this character in a slight degree, it is cover so marked
in them m in Simla.

(r) The crowns of the molar teeth are cremated, and consequently

the cusps are obscured.

(<f) The mandible is, relatively to the rest of tho skull, of largo

dimensiona.

III. Anthropcipithecus (Chimpanzee).

Distinguished by its absolute sire from the skull of Hylobatea.

Distinctions from Simla are as indicated in Secden II.

(a) The mipre-orbital ridges are continuous across the forehead.

(4) The nasal bones though flat and short are laminar and not

splint-like.

(«) Tho crowns of tho molar tooth bear distinct, but not very Urge
cusps.

(d) The inaudible is relatively smaller.

The following are the distinctions between the crania of Chimpanzee
and Gorilla.

(«0 The akull of the Chimpanzee is smaller, the cranial part is

relatively larger, and not characterized by such Urge ridges as the skull

of Gorilla.

(y> The nasal boost are shorter (not extending far below the level

of the inferior orbital margins), and their outer margins are more nearly

parallel to cce another than in Gorilla.

(0 The nasal aperture tends to be pyriform in ooatour.

((f) Tho molar teeth are much smaller end boar loss prominent
crowns. But the incisor teeth are sometimes larger than those of the

adult Gorilla, though all the other teeth are smaller than in that animal.

17. Gorilla.

The skull is distinguished by its uotuol size from that of Hylobates.

The following are the features distinguishing the akull of the Gorilla

from that of the Oreng-atan.

(a) As in Anthropjpithecus, the supra-orbital ridges are continuous
across the forehead.
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(i) The rjud hones are splayed anil wide, though flat The face ia

lew markedly depressed, and is described as kataxtognaMe, as opposed

to the nmognatAie form enoounteced in the Orangutan.

(«) The molar teeth bear Urge cn*j*

(d) The cr&uial ridden are very largo.

Fig. 148. Madid section of (1m skull of an adoil mala Gorilla (J nat alia).

(Prcm a specimen In the Liverpool Museum.)

And the features which differentiate the ulculla of tbo Gorilla and the

Chinapar.see are aa follows :

(s') Tbo whole skull of the Gorilla is larger : the facial part is rela-

tively larger : the cranial ridgea are very largo and prominent

(V) The nasal bones are long; at their inferior margins they

expand widely arid end at a leva] well below that of the inferior orbital

margins.

{<0 The naaal aperture is ovate rather than pyriform.

(«f) Tbo molar teeth bear very large cusps sod are larger than in

the Cfcimpiumm.
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From external feature* we pass to those revealed when the

skull is secdonized in the median sagittal plane, and the exami-

nation of such sections is to be particularly recommended as

leading to important conclusions on the essential differences

between the skulls of Simiidae and Horoinidae. The conditions

presented by skulls of adult specimens will be considered first.

'
i

Flf. 149. SkoII of tn adalt male Orona-ataa (t aat «:ic). (From * ipecimen
in Um Comkrid** Anatomical Unworn.) The Interior of the tkoll and other point*
in the median plane are ohewn in projection by interrupted line*. The reference*
to number* are aa follows :

—

L Bella torelea.

2. Tympanic bone.
8. Level of bard palate.

A Deep sarfaoe of mandible.

If we examine the skull of an adult male Gorilla thus prepared

(Fig. 148) the relative development of the facial components is as

distinct as when the exterior of the ahull is observed. The skull

of an Orang-utan presents analogous features, as may be seen in

Fig. 149. Comparisons with the human skull may be instituted

conveniently by reference to the next illustration (Fig. 150). Here
the specimens are arranged from right to left in a sequence which

may be termed an "ascending” one. Continuing the inspection

of the facial portion of the skull, attention is directed to the points
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following. The characteristic prognathism of the ape is very

marked The constituent elements of the nasal septum corre-

spond individually to those seen in a similar section of a human

skull, the differences consisting in the details of contour and con-

formation. In relation with the greater sice of the maxilla the

system of air-spaces is more extensive in the simian skull ;
this is

best seen when the nasal septum is removed (or when that side of

the skull which does not include the septum is examined). The

air-space* are produoed by an “invading" tissue, to wit the mucous

membrane lining the nasal fossae. The extraordinary power of ab-

sorbing osseous tissue possessed by the cells of this tissue is not

mo-maxiUur, azvi fonunioo-bMal angle
itaia nMire . male •

;
(B) a Oort11a (male)

r, n, a, gpheao-BMn il lary an^la

dovoid of significance, when their origin from ectodermal cells is

recalled to mind. However produced, the air-spaces confer an

obvious advantage, via that the weight of the skull is reduced

without sacrifice of strength, and also without loss of surface for

the attachment of muscle-fibres.

The ape is seen to possess extensive einusee in the sphenoid,

ethmoid and maxillary bones, but not always in the frontal

bone, a point wherein the Orang-utan differs from the African

Simiidae (Chimpanzee and Gorilla), which arc hero more closely

allied to man than is the first-named form. If the maxillary

antrum in the skull of n Gorilla be exposed on the facial aspect

of the jaw, a large bullous dilatation of the nasal duct will bo

o. m. 16
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seen projecting into the auxiliary antrum, along the roof of which

the infra-orbital nerve runs in a bony canal. In the Orang-utan,

the part of the frontal bone, which is excavated by the air-sinuses

in che other apes, is a solid mass which may attain a thickness

of nearly 20 mm. : seen in section, this thickness is redneed to

about a quarter of that amount at the coronal suture, and the

latter dimension is retained to the region of the lambdoid suturo,

where it is increased by the ridge which crosses the skull in

a position corresponding to the lambdoid suture in inun.

In contrast to the human skull, the bonus of the cranial vault

thus form an arch of much less bold proportions, and this is

perhaps most noticeable at the occipital end of the skull, which

give* the impression of having been arrested in development,

leaving the occipital arc but slightly curved, and the foramen

magnum consequently midway between the posterior and the

inferior aspects of the skull. Again, the greatest longitudinal

diameter measured from the glabellar point on the brow-ridges

(or between them), passes to the external occipital protuberance

in the crania of moat apes'. The skull of the Orang-utan (cf.

Fig. 1 49) may provide a seoond point equidistant from the brow,

but below the external occipital protuberance. In the vast majority

of human crania, the diameter of greatest length ends posteriorly

at a point abovt the external occipital protuberance. The ex-

ceptions include oertain prehistoric crania, notably that from the

Neanderthal. The latter is " simian ** in this respect.

On the cndocranial surface, only faint impressions mark the

former positions of the cerebral convolutions*. Grooves for the

lateral sinuses (of the dura mater) diverge symmetrically from

the torcular in the mesial plane, and are of equal size, the lack of

symmetry (usually due to the preponderance of the sinus on the

right side, and associated with right-handedness) found in human
crania being absent here. The superior petro«al sinus may be

almost completely roofed-in by bone, a bony bridge may be formed

over the Gasserian ganglion, and the anterior clinoid process may

1 Cl. Schvslbu 1901. Bonner JahrMleker; also Vcrhscdlongcn d*i cUandita
tMVMul*eh«a Gc*cll*cWt in A*ol. An;. 1901. Yenmnniinne. Conn.

* Cf. fleiiwnlb*’* ascription of tbo disposition of lb* sndoeraniai imprstsions

{ZeiUekrift fur Uorpkolofie umA Anihropoloqir, Dual vu. 1904).
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bo connected by an osseous bar with the posterior process of that

name. (The invasion of the floor or base of the anterior fossa by

the frontal bone may be recalled here as distinguishing the African

Simiidae from the Orang-utan and from Man.) Thu orbital roof

is much steeper than in Man for it is still comparatively free fmm
the displacement due to an actively-growing brain. The basis

cranii includes the ethmoid, sphenoid, and occipital elements, but

a crista gala does not exist in the Simiidae as a rale, and is absent

from the specimens shewn in the il lustrations. Anteriorly, the nasal

spine of the fmntal bone will be seen to be rudimentary, and in

the Orang-utan the superior maxilla may oorne into the section in

place of the nasal bone, as a consequence of the diminutive size,

or extent, or of the abeence of the latter element. But it is to the

arrangement of the ethmoid, sphenoid and bow-occipital elements

of the cranial base that special attention must be given.

It will be seen (c£ Figa 144} and 150 b) that anteriorly the line of

section of the upper margin of the ethmoid forms a plateau, nearly

horizontal in direction, and that passing backwards from this, the

line of the upper margin of the sphenoid is (with the exception of

a hillock representing the section of that portion of the presphenoid

which lies betwisen the two orbito-aphenoids) practically continuous

with the clivus, the line passing almost directly to tho margin of

the foramen magnum without interruption. The point to which

attention is drawn is that this lim forms with that of the upper

margin of the ethmoid an angle salient endocranially, open below,

and moreover widely open, approximating to the value of 180
c
, or

two right angles. A glance at the human skull (cf. Fig, 1 50 a) shews

the inclination of the two lines to be repramnted by a very much
smaller angla There arc various ways of measuring this angle,

and these will bo described in detail in another connection, but

for the moment it will suffice to call attention to the general

appearance. The conclusion is, that in the simian skull tho

basal elements are arranged nearly in line, but that in the human
skull this line is inflected ; this inflection constitutes an important

peculiarity of the human skull.

If we pass beyond the limits of this group of animals and

turn our attention first to the lower Primates, and secondly to

other mammals, we shall find that the straightness of the series

16—8
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of basal dements becomes more marked as wo descend the series,

and thAt long before we leave the Primates the straightness is

interrupted, and that in tho following way.

If we suppose the central part of the series of bones, vii. the

sphenoid and the basi-occipital (R Pr., Fig. 150), to bo the more

fixed portion of the base, then we can describe the condition

obtaining in the human skull as one in which the ethmoidal

element (Pr. N., Fig. 150) is bent, or inflected, strongly downwards

from the anterior und of this fixed portion. And proceeding

to the simian skull, the appearance is such that the ethmoidal

clement is bent downwards to a smaller degree, so much less in

fact that it is almost in line with the fixed portion os just defined.

Lastly, when we examine the skull of a lowlier primate form such

as Mvcates (Cebidac), the oondition is such that the ethmoidal

line is so to speak reflected, or bent, not downwards, but upwards

(as in the Carnivora; c£ Figs. 150 c and 152) with regard to tho

more fixed clement.

We may now turn our attention to tie region of the foramen

magnum. This is placed in

the simian skull rather at the

junction of the posterior and

inferior aspects of the cranium,

than frankly on the inferior

aspect as in Man.

A line (Op. B., Fig. 151)

drawn from the anterior to the

posterior mediae point on the

margin of this foramen repre-

sents what is described M the

“plane of the foramen mag-

num" (Cleland called it the

"posterior base of the skull”

but the former name may be

Fig. 141. Cranium of no aboriginal

native of Anattaha (Bomtaldne) biMcud In

Ui« mediae ugitta] plan*. N. Pr. wproaonu
tli* aounor or ethmoidal portion of the

cranial bate; l*j. B. la the mlddla or Wl-
oeeipto-apfetBoidal portion; B. Op. r«pr*-

gents the plane of the foramen mageam.

retained for the moment)
;
the line representing this plane (and

therefore the plane itself), will be found to be inclined to the

spheno-baailar nr "fixed” portion of the base (B. Pr., Fig. 151), in

such a way that the angle between the two is salient down-

wards (c£ Figs. 150 a and 161): moreover in the Simiidae
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the angle is a large one (varying from about 120’ to 140*).

Taming to the human skull, we Snd that tho moan value is

rather greater (the variations ranging from about 137* to 157*).

But if now we turn again to the lower Antkropoidea, to the lowlier

primate forms and mammalian orders, we find that the angle is

very much smaller, and has much more nearly the value of a right

tegitUl place ; to (hew the two Mctioat Into which the onmlo-feaUJ axle bee been

©onvculionallv divided. The lice Op. B. represent* the foremen nugnam; B. Pi.

the " middle bate," and Pr. N. the '• anterior bate."

angle ; this is very evident in the Cynooephalous monkeys, or in

Carnivora (c£ Figs. 150 C and 152).

We arrive thus at the conclusion that in the evolution of the

form of the skull important changes have taken place in the

Fig. 138. This and the three anoceodlng flguiei represent the component parte

ol the cranial axle la the eewal atagte whloh mark the path of (volatioo of the

human type (Pig. 153) from the generalised mammalian type (Tig. 188, with which
ef. Fig. 1581. to the latter (Fig. 138) the line B. Pr. repreeente the oompemtivcly
(table middle portion, extending from the beakrn (of. Chapter x) to the prosphezuon,

or moc* anterior point of the rphenold bona. B. Op. repreeente the plane of the

foramen magnum ; and Pr. N., the line from the proepbenion to the nation,

repreeente conventionally the plane of the cribriform foeea. These indsootioae

apply to the whole eeriee of figure* (150 to 159 inclusive).

relations of the anterior and posterior basal portions respectively,

to the intermediate, centrally-placed part. We see that if the latter

be regarded as comparatively fixed, the anterior or ethmoidal part

at one end, and the poeterior or foraininal portion at the other,

vary from animal to animal in such a way as to enable one to
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compare them to levers fixed at each end of a bar which serve*

an a fulcrum to both. Further, that in the lowliest form* of

the Eutherian skull the conditions may be represented diagram-

matically by supposing each lever to be raised above the (more

or less) horizontally placed middle portion (see Fig. 153, with

which compare Fig. 152).

We have seen that in the simian skull, both levers have been

depressed to a considerable extent, the anterior, ethmoidal one,

more than the posterior, foraminal one
;
bo that the diagram for

the simian type of skull is as represented in Fig. 154 (with which

compare Fig. 150 B)

:

or, since the anterior element is now the more nearly Oorurontal

one, thus (Fig. 155):

*
F!f. 156.

while finally, in Man, the condition incipient in the Simiidae has

been brought to a further stage, and the appropriate diagram is as

shewn in Fig. 156.

It is therefore to be notioed (a), that the human skull is

characterized by the degree of flexion of these anterior and

posterior elements upon that part of the base which lies between

them; (6), that the simian skull indicates this charge in au

incipient stage, and is thus anticipatory of the human skull.

Id the foregoing account an attempt has been made to give a

general description only of the essential features of the cranial

base, and of the changes which are seen in its evolution. No
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reference has been therefore made to exact angular measurements;

nor to the exact details of procedure that should be followed in

drawing the Hnea by which such angle* are included. Nor has

special reference been made to the cranio-facial axis as such : this

would have necessitated reference to the nasal bones with con-

sequent complication of the description.

Such then are the chief features of interest in the sectionired

skull, and their enumeration and description may be not unfitly

followed by an indication of their significance. Assuming that

the conformation of the cranium is largely expressive of the

conformation and development of the encephalon which it encloses,

it is to the latter that an appeal must be made in elucidating the

Pr^'

differences in the several crania investigated. Nor will the appeal

be made in vain. For in the lowly Mammal and lowly Primate,

the encephalon is still, in the great majority of cases, relatively

small, and the cerebral hemispheres have not assumed the

exuberance of growth which is a characteristic of the higher

forma When this tendency to cerebral growth has been initiated,

it is found on the inferior aspect of the cerebrum that the base

of the brain, the floor of the third ventricle and the allied and

adjacent structures remain comparatively passive, while the cere-

bral hemispheres tend to expand in all directions, anteriorly,

posteriorly, and laterally, upwards and downwards.

A glance at the series of diagrams of the sections of skulls will

shew how such expansion implies pressure in those directions ;

acting anteriorly, this will force the cribriform fossa first forwards
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and ultimately downwards, the transition Wing capable of repre-

sentation by the movement of the anterior lever of our diagram

(Pr. N., Fig. 153), the active force being indood tho intrinsic

cerebral growth. Posteriorly, similar expansion drives Wckwivrds

and then downwards the occipital wall of the cranium, and

with it the fommen magnum in a similar way, capable too of

similar representation (see Figs. 150 to 156 incL, pp. 225

and 231).

Expansion upwards produces the bold vaulting of the cranial

arc, and in all these respects it is to the human cranium that we

are led by the successive stages assumed in the lower and higher

quadrupedal monkeys respectively, and then in the Simiidae

themselves. In Man the effect is at a maximum, the lower

Primates merely suggesting the trend of development.

But at this juncture, warning must W given of a remarkable

secondary change experienced by the hinder parts of the cranial

envelope. It is shewn by the position, or more properly tho angle

of inclination of the foramen magnum. It comes to light when

we enquire how the infantile skull compares with that of the

adult, and whether the individual recapitulates in his person the

anoeetral stages of his kind.

As a matter of fact, when averages arc taken, it is found that

in children of less than five years of age the typical "human"

mode of conformation is more marked than in the adult 1
. In

order to make the point clear, wo must reconsider once more the

inclination of the various segments of the crania] base to one

another. The accompanying figure (Fig. 157) shews the positions of

the foramen magnum (in relation to tho line B. Pr.) in a lowly

mammal, in the young child, and in tho mature human being

respectively. Clourly the latter is tending to regress towards a

lower condition as compared with the child. The process leading

to the production of the typical human conformation seems to W
actually reversed after childhood has been left behind.

This secondary process or reversal may W compared to the

action of " focussing-up
M

with the fine adjustment of a micro-

scope. It was discussed several years ago by Profeaeor Manouvrior.

1 Bolt. Kominklijkt JknUm* van ^,tenteUppm. Dfc. 24. 1909.
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More recently three investigators' hare published the results of

their studies on this nnd allied points, and they have confirmed

and extended the work of Profeasor Manouvrier.

In tho case of the human skull, thiB process of “correction” is not

nearly so evident ob in those of some other animals, yet its existenoe

is undeniable. In the early stages, brain-growth proceeds with

so much momentum that it oversteps the mark. Then the mo-

mentum is gradually lost, thus favouring the action of other

agencies which make their appearance and become effective.

in th* iaoLisuUoo of the tor*man
of th« oronUl baa*. (OL Plg»- ISO

lli« (Cf. Pi*. 160.)

Adult Had.

These effects are very striking in the skulls of young and of old

Gorillas, which have been studied by Professors Bolk and Koith

(op. at). Again, the South American Howling Monkey (Mycetee)

is distinguished because the reversal goes to an extreme in this

instance (Leche*). On the other hand it is suggested that the

prooeea is non-existent in the small Chrysothrix monkey (also a

• Bolk, KminiUjk* AkadsmU van WUmtckafpon. Nov. *7, 190® ; Doc. 94,

1909. KHth, Tol. xur. P*rt S, April 1910. Uch., Zoolofi^cXm Jakrbnch,

Sqpp lenunt xv, 9 Bind. 1919.

* Lech*, op. Ht.
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South American form). If this be so, Cbryaothrix is distinguished

in this way not only from the other Primates, but from a large

number of other mammuk

i

But the question now arises. How is such a reversal of the

relative position and inclination of the foramen magnum brought

about ? In reply to this enquiry, attention is directed to three
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points. Two of these can be understood best by reference to the

accompanying illustration (Fig. 158) in which a tracing (punctuate

lino) from a young Gorilla skull is superimposed upon a rainilar

tracing (continuous lino) from an adult individual

L The basal plate B. PR. elongates with age, and the point B.

is brought backwards till in the adult it occupies a new position

(B'X This change alone is sufficient to alter the inclination of

the plane of the foramen magnum (Op. B.) as shewn in the change

produced in the angle Op. B. PR
2. The next illustration (Fig. 159) is taken from crania of

young and adult examples of the Orung-utan. Here the basal

plate of the young individual (punctuate line) has attained its

full length. But the hind part of the skull has still to undergo

a change in position. This change is partly independent of and

accessory to the elongation of the parts between Pr. and B.
;
it

results in the displacement of the point Op. backwards to a new

position (Op'.X This second change is undoubtedly related to the

development of the face. ie. of the jaws and tooth. Tho amount

of thU development may bo gauged by comparing (in Figs. 158

and 159) tho facial parts of the skulls concerned, especially in

regard to the foremost point (P.) of the upper jaw.
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To support the enlarged head with ite increased weight, the

muscles at the back of the neck hypertrophy ai;d extend their

are-its of attachment about the occipital region. The inion (or point

of attachment of the ligamentom nuchne (L) moves upwards, tho

whole of the cranial arc or vault is elongated and slightly de-

pressed, and the final result on the foramen magnum is that

indicated by the position of the point (Op'.).

3. The lost fketor to be noticed is an increased growth of

the oerebcllum. In order to explain this change in an adequate

fashion, a much more detailed exposition is needed than can be

provided here. Suffice it to say that if the cerebellum beoomea

enlarged in an antero-poeterior direction, it will tend to thrust

backwards the lower part of the occipital bone (between I. and Op.,

Figs. 158 and 159) nnd will thus cooperate with the fitetor* de-

scribed above (as 1 and 2 respectively) in securing the final result.

In concluding this sketch of a very complicated process, I must

add a few remarks by way of comment

(a) Fur the accurate comparison of the various iJcalU, a first requisite is

the employment of a reliable “base-line* to whieh the suoooaave tracings can

be fitted. This need has been realised by tbc tbreo authorities cited above.

And it is remarkable that Profeaeom Boik and Keith, wbo have studied

principally the skulls of the large anthropoid apes, employ lines which are

nearly ideotioal, representing cloudy the longer diarootcr of the brain, or to

be precise the longeet diameter of the cranial cavity. Professor Ix»he differ*

in selecting the lino of the palate (posteriorly to the anterior palatine foramen);

but it ia to be remarked that this is vary closely parallel to tho baso-linos

adopted by bis colleagues, though I am not aware that this coincidence has

been recognised.

(h) The parts of the skull beneath the frontal lobes of the brain undergo

comparatively few secondary changes in the later (post-natal) period. Yet

I believe that the enormous extension of air-apeces in the brow-ridges of tbc

Gorilla must have an effect in the case of that animal, though the Orang utan

may not be affected thus. Such changes would be supplementary to and in

the **me direction as those already denaribed.

M Professor* Hoik and Keith note that the brain (or the cranial cavity)

of the Gorilla ia not increased in sectional are* after a very early stage in

infancy. Indeed, actual diminution of the vaulting ia described, and is

demonstrable. I find it hard to believe that the arrest or diminution ia

absolute, and I hare evidence to shew that while the height of the cranium
is decreased, some compensation takes place by way of an increase in trane-

vereo width. This is naturally inappreciable when longitudinal sections! are
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bodied. And I should be prepared to find my suggestion confirmed when a

correepoodingly detailed study of ooroual or horisontol section* Lee been

undertaken. At prancnt, however, the amount of information on this point

is comparatively scanty.

(of) Reference has been made to tho influence of the nuchal muscles on

the farm of tho cranial envelope. This aspect of the question bos been

studied by Professor Lech# in greater detail than by the other obeervenc

A very important point is involved, via how far the muscles are capabls of

influencing the cranial form. The authorities are divided on this question.

1 have formed the opinion that Professor Lech# is right in ascribing an im-

portant part to the nuchal muscles, though (as 1 understand his account) be

deman to the view whereby an equally potent foroe is granted to the tem-

poral muscles. In this place it must suffice to indicate the diversity of views,

and to repeat that the changes under discussion are encountered in many
mammals, and that the footer* are numerous and voriahle in intensity. All

this is admirably abated by PrafesMor Leche.

(«) Mention hoe been made [cf. paragraph (b) tupro] of the frontal mnnnns

and tho jaws. An account of the development of these would need a separate

section. The subject is important here on account of its intimate relation to

the prooesses of cranial development, is the evolution of the brain-oase

proper. Again with advantage reference may be made to the publication of

Professor Leahs. The ohongee attain in acme waya a maximum of intensity

in the animal form (Myootra) studied by him : and the Howling Monkey is

therefor# of much use in enabling us to recognise the slighter degrees of

change met with in other animals. In this port of the subject, the question

of the airwponoo in the focal bones needs even further study than has been

aooorded to it by Profceeore Boik and Keith
;
and in particular, the remark-

able extension of air-spacee into tbs palatine roof of the C'himpoasee {as

reoordad by Profeaiar Bolk) ehuuld be specially noted.

(/) A word of warning remains to be given in regard to the “fixity* of

the central part of the cranial base. This part is included between the points

B. and Pr. in the various illustrations (vis. Figs. 100 A *%?.). Tho fixity or

oocstanoy of this part (B Pr.) is not absolute, for even this oeotral portion

participates in the changes consequent on the increased sLse of ths brain,

for this rnssoo, this line is not entirely eatwfactory as a “ base-line/* and

although it was employed in that way by Huxley, we have eeeo [paragraph

(a) rupra] that it has been superaeded by other lines in recent investigations.

Yet for the general realisation of tbe processes attendant on the evolution of

the skull in Man and tho Simiidao, this line stdl pceeosien advantages so

great and the lade of fixity is relatively so email that I decided to retain it

is tho first instance.

From the foregoing paragraphs we may learn how the study

of the skull in vnriuus types of animal (whether mammals or

other) gives guidance as to their cerebral or encephalic con-
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formation. Uence the study of the osteology of existing animal

forms becomes paramount in importance with respect to the study

of extinct types which we can know only through their skeletal

remains. Finally we learn from the minute study of the skulls of

the large anthropoid apes that they are evidently highly-specialized

examples of Primate mammals. The same conclusion will be

drawn from tho other anatomical systems of these animals, and

features are not lacking to shew that in some respects the Simiidoe

surpass even tho Hominidae in point of structural (morphological)

specialization. Returning to the skull (as the special object of

study in this chapter) a table can b« drawn up to illustrate some

details of this simian specialization more clearly. Such a table

(and no pretence is made that this is exhaustive) should be re-

garded as much more than a mere list of contrasts. For upon the

results of an examination of a balance-sheet of this kind, anato-

mists will form an opinion as to the relations of the two forms

compared therein. In the present instance, we must conclude

that the existing anthropoid apes, constituted as they now are, did

not figure in the ancestral history of Man. This conclusion is of

great importance, but it does not exclude leas specialized precursors

of the existing Simiidao from that distinguished ancestral position.

Table.

In comparison with the crania of Simiidao, the human Bkull

will be seen to be more highly specialized and to have departed

further from the generalized type in point of such features as

:

(1) Inflection of the basis cranil

(2) Forward position of the foramen magnum and occipital

condyles (c£ Fig. 160).

(3) Diminished dimensions of the maxilla.

(4) Early and complete fusion of the premaxiila and maxilla.

(5) High ascending mandibular ramus, and coronoid process

with a deep sigmoid notch behind it.

(6) Prominence of the chin.

On the other hand, the following features may be claimed
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as shewing that the human skull is therein more generalised

and primitive than those of the Simiidae

(1) Lack of bony ridges. I

have to thank Mr
Bobeon (of New
College, Oxford) for

pointing out that this

may be a secondary

acquisition.

Large nasal bones.

Wide spheno - maxillary

fissure.

Articulation of parietal

and sphenoid bones at

the pterion*.

Articulation of parietal

and ethmoidal bones

in the orbit*.

Uniformity in tho size of

the teeth.

It should be understood, how-

ever, that these lists

are not exhaustive.

(2)

(8)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Whn
Pig. 160. BaebaraaiiotasOmng

•dewing the poaftfoa at the

an magnom. far baok in ooa-

i with it* portion ia the human
. Fig. ISO a kliould alao be oom-
1
villi Pig. ISO >. when the earn*

cobtraei will be obeemd. (Hoee
donation, Mo*. Anal. Oanl.)

> The eontnut ie hi this inctaaoe with the African glmiidaa only.



CHAPTER VI

THE DENTAL SYSTEM OF THE PRIMATES

In enumerating the methods of investigation which have

proved of assistance in elucidating the ancestral history of existing

animal forms, reference was made to the study of fossil remains.

From the nature of their constitution, the teeth are particularly

apt to he preserved in the fossil condition, and for this reason the

study of the characters of teeth claims special attention in

connection with investigations undertaken with the object cited

above. For the same reason it ia appropriate to review, even

though very briefly, the normal features of the teeth in the more

representative members of the Primates, ami besides the palaeon-

tological interest of this study, another claim is presented, in view-

of the inferences that may be drawn from the direct morphological

comparison of the several animals subjected to such an enquiry.

The following notes will therefore deal in succession with the

main dental characters of representatives of the Lcinuridac, of the

Tarsii, Cebidac, Ceroopithecidae, Simiidae, and Honiinidae; of

these the canine and post-canine teeth will first bo considered,

and subsequently the characters of the incisor teeth will bo briefly

indicated 1
, the permanent and not the transitory teeth being

described fireL

A. THE CANINE AND POST-CANINE TEETH.

LEMCROIDEA. Lemcridak. Lkiior vabius (cf. Fig. 161).

Dental fonnaU : i, ; j
e, \ ;

pro, § ; m, j ;

The upper teeth : Fig. 161. Tbe canine tooth is remarkably large with a

trenchant posterior margin: it* socket ia w^mrAUd by a distinct interval

1 The following figures (No*. 161 to 188 inclusive, with the exception of Nos. 163.

164 ami 181) represent the several teeth in their natural proportions, without

reduction.



Fig. 1OT. Fig. 168. Fig- 180. Pig. 170.

Pig. 101. Right upper canine and post-canine teeth of a Lemur. (No. 4. Mia.
Zool. Oant.)

Pig. 162. Left lower canine and poat-eanine teeth of a Leraor. (No. 4. Mu*.
Zool. Cant.)

Fig. 168- Right upper ouiiao and uotd-otnliu teeth of Tnr*.ue, x 4. (Front a
specimen in the Cambridge Museum and partly after Uulrecht.)

Pig. 164. Left lower poet cunlne teeth of Tarelut, x 4. (Mtu. Anat. Cant.)
The tower amines am shewn in Figs. Aft and 161.

Pig. 165. Right upper canine and pout-can ine teeth of Cebue eanocinoe. (No.
1088. Mu*. Zool. Cant.)

Pig. 166. Left lower canine and post-canine teeth of Cehus copoeimu. (No
1088. Mbs. Zool. Cant.)

Fig. 167. Right upper canine and poat-cunme teeth of a Macacos monkey.
(Cercopithecidae.)

Fig. 168. Left lower canine and poctcenine teeth of a Macacos monkey.
(Cercopithectdae.)

Fig. 168. Right upper canine and pocl-cnr.ina Ueth of HylobaU* tadlleri.

(W. L. H. 1>. priv. coll.)

Fig. 170. Left lower canine and pottorn ine teeth of Hylohntee mdllcri.
<W. L. H. D. prir. ooli.)

D. M. 16
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(diatom*) from the lateral incisor in front of it, and from the promoter behind

it The promolar teeth are three in number, and incrooae in aixe from before

backward*; the first U very muu.11 with a relatively immenae, sharp, central

cusp, supplemented by minute Anterior &Dd posterior cusps. The acoond

prcmnlar tooth is larger, the central cuep still irutnenee, And an internal cusp

is suggested on the surface of the cingulum (a band which surround* the base

of tho tooth-crown) ; in the third premoLar tooth this internal cusp i* stall

more marked. The molar teeth are tricuspid (or tritubercular, cL p. 283) and

the cingulum is distinct, forming internally a prominent band which shirt*

the inner of the throe cusp* ;
the other two cusps are external (cf. Fig. 161).

The third and last molar tooth is much smaller than the second, and as this

is usually smaller than the first, the sories diminishes backward*. In the

mandible (Fig. 162) the formula (». ntpro) requires some elucidation, for the

canine tooth (j^U*** by the formula) i* apparently incisor-like in form,

and it is also procumbent, or directed horisootally forwards like tbe

definite incisor teeth. Moreover, the first premolar tooth resemble* a

canine tooth. Tbo question of the identification of these tocth is still in

doubt; Forsyth- Major (<rtoUgical Jfofasui*, 1900) has adopted the view

which regards tbo oaniae-liko tooth aa the genuine canine, and tbe outer

incisir-like tooth as an incisor, thus providing the mandible with a dental

formula i, 3; e, 1 ; pm, 2 ; m, * ;
different, that is, ftmrn the maxillary

formula i, 2 ; e, 1
;
pm, 3; in, 3. But it is to be noticed that against this view

may be urged tho fact that tbe canine-like preruolar tooth although admittedly

canine in form, yet closes (in tbe bite) posteriorly, and not anteriorly, to the

upper undoubted canine tooth. Tot this posterior position of s lower canine

tooth is a phenomenon of extreme rarity, and though Fonyth- Major defends

his position by appoaling to tbo progressive sliortening of the mandible, which

no doubt has occurred, still In view of the mutability of dental

forms, it seems more consistent to adopt tho opposite view of

regarding the canine tooth of tho mandible aa incisiform, and

the first promoter tooth aa oaniniform 1
.

The lower teeth. All the mandibular teeth are flattened

from aide to aide, the premolars boor ooe relatively immense

cusp and three minute aubtidiary cusps (of. Fig. 171), and

the middle premoiur tooth is ths smallnst of the three. Tho
wfdAr teeth are quadricuspid. two cmqw being external and

larger than the two remaining and internally situated cusps,

and these teeth diminish in siee backward*. Such diminution

backwards suggests that the >w* are undergoing a j>rooee*
otih*

of reduction in length which is in openstiuu at the posterior fti»f lower

extremity. Forsyth-Major has pointed out that, in addition tcotb

to this, retraction of tho mandible aa a whole ha* occurred.
* m<ar '

1 Flower and Lydekker, Hannah, p. 68S. suggest that tbe canine tooth Is

absent altogether.
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//yctiaebut (Lemur.Aw). In this form (m in the HlrsuW Loris) tho molar

teeth of the upper Jew ere fuur-cusped, the cusps being Arranged in two

pairs, with an oblique ridge joining the anterointenml to the postero-

external ousp. Thia arrangement ie met with rarely among the Cebidne,

entirely toot m the Ceroopithecidse, but rosppoar* in the Simiidee and

Hominidae, where it is a nuiricnl feature.

TARS 1 1, Taiuits sriOTBUM (Figs. 163, 164).

The dentition aa a whole is decidedly primitive or arcluuc 1
. The upper

nanine tooth is smaller than its lower representative, and in point of actual

form, the incisure, aanine and first premoUr teeth do not grmtly differ from

each other, for all are of a simple pog like shapet Tho uppor molar tooth

bear three ouapa each (** trituberoular " type).

The lower canines axceod in sise those of the upper set. Koch of the

lower molar tooth bears three cuspa, behind which a supplementary “heel “ (or

“ talonid) is situated (tho “ tuberculo-aoctonal * typo).

ANTHROPOIDEA. Cwhda*. Cmc* CAPncnros.

Dental formula of tho family: i, J; c, }; pm, J; m, }.

The uppar tocth : the canine teeth (Fig. 166) are relatively enormous in sise,

especially in the male sex (cf. Fig. SI) ; the post-canine teeth present a feature

of marked ooetrast with the cones|>onding teeth of the Lrmuridae, inasmuch

aa the crowns appear much reduoed in tbo ontero-posterior direction (this is

even more distinct when the lower serioa arc compared, of. Fig*. 168 and 166).

A diastema is present. The promolar tooth are three in number and bicuspid,

with anterior aud posterior cusps : in site they diminish progressively bock-

wardo. Of the three molar teeth, tho first is the largest and the diminution

in siso backwards is very rapid, the last tooth being minute. The molar teeth

bear four cusps, two oater and two inner, and in tho species under considera-

tion (0. oapudaue) no connecting ridges are soon. In some forms the autero-

internal and postero-externs] cusps may be oonnoctod by an oblique ridge

(cf. Fig. 185)*

The lower canine tooth correspond to tho upjwr tooth, in sire, and in closing

they pass anteriorly to these as m the great majority of Ruthrria. Tho first

of the three premolar tooth is pyramidal and suggests a transition from tho

canine form to the bicuspid premolar form : it bears one predominant coup

and a second smaller cusp, and is distinctly larger than the two remaining

promolar teeth, which are bicuspid with external and internal cusps, and sub-

equal in simv The three molar teeth diminish rapidly in bulk backward*, the

last being dearly degenerate, and this degeneracy in the third molar tooth of

the otherwise comparatively primitive Ccbidao must be insisted on. Such

» Of. Hubrecbt, firmseM o/ the Primate,. 1897. p. 11. Earle. .Valero! 8cince,

May 1*97, p. *09 (with especial reference to the reaearchei of Profoeier Lsebs).

16—

S
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reduction is again met with in the Simad** *nd Homitiidae, but mu', not bo

Tvgaztled as MnHiml to the higher families of tho Primates. Tho molar teeth

bear three distinct cusps, two external tnd one actoro-internal, the pewteu-o-

internal cusp being quite indistinct, especially in the last tooth. The throe

butter marked cusps are connected by rather indistinct ridge*

ANTHROPOIDEA. Cbroopithscidab. Macacvs RMRCt

Dental formula: it |; o, pm, J; m, j). (Figa. 1«7 and 168.)

Tbs canine teeth, which may in male apochnrew attain very great

dimooaiona (cf. Fig. 28), are preceded in the upper jaw by a diatinct diastema.

The upper premolar teeth (two in number) are bicuspid but aro implanted by

throo rooU. (In tho types hitherto considered, tho number of roots of the

prsmalar teeth has varied
; in some teeth tbo root is single, and in othera even

in the same jaw throo root* are present.) The pnmolar crowns shew signs

of autsre-pcsterior flattening as in Cuban, the outer cusp of the first tooth i*

much larger than the inner, and the two tooth are nearly equal in site. The

upper molars bear four oueps, two external (buccal) and two internal (lingual)

united In pairs by tranaToree ridges, and implanted by three roots. The

second tooth is the largest, tho list and third being nearly equal in xits,

though the latter may be in some instanoes reduced. There ia no distinct

indication of reduction of ousps in the third molar tooth.

The lower canine tooth correspond* In dimensions to the upper, and tho

first lower premolar tooth in osninifonn, the lingual (internal) cusp being

quite overshadowed by the hypertrophied external cusp. In all tho lower

post-canine teeth the roots are two in cumber, and the same teeth preserve

the Ictnurino feature of lateral comprearion, though this is only marked in

the first preinolar tooth.

The three mclar teeth increase in sixe progressively backwards : their

crowns boor four cusps united in pairs by transverse ridges, and in the last

tooth the posterior projection known ss the "talon* is well developed and
bears odo or oven two subsidiary cusps.

Attention is here directed to the presence of the transverwt ridges upon

tbo crowns of the molar teeth (whether upper or lower) of the Ceroopitbs-

cidae, to tho exclusion of an oblique ridge.

1 Tbs indistinctness of ths poatoro- Internal cusp is important. As will be shewn
Inter (is Chapter in) tfaa indistinctness of a particular cusp lias been appealed to In

support of tbs human characters of the fossil Pithecanthropus endue. The point

therein imbed is that in the fewer Primates, the reduction in cusps Affect* the

poetero-external (meUoooe) before It modifies the poetero- internal cusp or hyporone
(while In tbs Homhridae tbs povtsTO-Internal is the first of the two to shew signs of

rodnotice). Herein the Pithecanthropes is said to agree with tho Hoaninida*. and
to differ from tho Himitdao. But th* incoospleteoeoa of this generalization is shewn
dearly by the foregoing oteernOkm.
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AJTTHROPOIDEA. Sohidax. Htlouai*s mOllbki: a Gibbon

from Borneo.

Dental formula, i, f ; c, J; pm, J; m, j. (Ftps 160 And 170.)

The upper teeth. The cauino tooth are very long and slender (of.

Pig. 144) and prooeded by the diastema The prcmolani are bicuspid

with three roots, and the first of the two ie caniniform in so far e»

the outer cusp ie much larger than the inner, the Utter being very

obviously a derivative of the cingulum In the second premotor tooth

inch disparity ie lees distinct, and this tooth is ralker larger than the first.

The three molar teeth decrease in sise Hucoeseively backwards. Like the

premolar teeth, they ore implanted by three roots, two external and one

internal, and thoir crown* bear four cusps, two external O’0*11111
)
And two

interna! (buccal) In poeitiou. It is important to note that these cusps lack

the transverse connecting ridgm which ore so characteristic of Cercopitheddae,

but which ore here replaced by an oblique ridgo uniting the ontore-internal

with the poetoro-extornal cusp. The some arrangement obtains in the

Homiiiidae (of. p. Sh8). The third molar tooth bean aigue of degeneration,

two posterior (lingual and labial) cusps and the oblique ridgo being in some

cases vestigial and indistinct.

The lower tooth (Pig. 170) situated behind the canine tooth are implanted

by two roots each, these roots being anterior and posterior in poeitiou as is

the general rule in the Primates. The lower and upper canine teeth corro-

epoud in development, and it is noteworthy that traces of lateral compression

ore perceptible in these teeth. The lower posUauina troth still {.resent signs

of lateral compression though this feature is lose ootisjaaious thou In the

Lemurs and even the Oerenpitbecidoe
;

for a proooes of actero-poeterior

reduction is now being initiated, with the result of rendering the crowns of

the teeth equilateral in proportions.

The first of the two promoter teeth fcf, Pig. 168) bears one very Urge

(lingual) and a much smaller (labial) cusp ;
it ie larger than the euooeeding

tooth, the crown of which is furnished' with two small cusps, behind which an

undoubted though minute talon is seen-

The lower molar teeth vary in different specimens, but the second tooth

would Mem to be the largest, next to this the first, though this and the third

are in some cose* equal in balk. The crowns boar four or five cusps ; vis. an

anterior pair (external and internal) which may be connected by a transverse

ridge 1
; and a posterior psir not so connected, and between which a fifth

minute cusp may be seen : the laat-mentioaed cusp may be regarded as

representing in a reduced form the bicuspid talon, so conspicuous in the

Caroopithoridoo (supra). Finally, it should be noted that in the reduction

afleeting these cusps, the inner (lingual) posterior cusp is involved to e

greater extent than the outer. This afleoto a point of controversy to which

attention has already (p- 244
,
footnote) boon drawn.

1 This is seen In a specimen in tbc writer's possession.
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ANTHROPOIDEA. Sumo**. Smu battbob (Orang-utan).

Dental formula : c£. Hylobates. (Figs. 178 and 173.)

In correspondence with the greater absolute bulk of these animal* tbo

Moth of the larger SimiicUe ere krger then any other* hitherto considered.

A* in mod of the Anthropoidea, the sexual factor has au important influence

upon the dentition and particularly upon the dimensions of the canine tooth.

The transitory dentition is found in all the Primates so far at they are

known ; in tho case of the higher members of this Order (cf. Figs. 145 end 147)

a very close agreement with the pbeocmara presented by the Hominidae
has been observed, and In the krger Simiidae the transitory teeth correspond

in number to these found in the milk dentition of the HominUlee. The
diflereaoes hitherto noticed affect the sequence in which the replacement

of the transitory by the permanent teeth occur*.

To return to the teeth of the Orang-utan, wo note (of. Fig. 178) a large

diastema or interval in front of the upper canine teeth : the two upper pre-

molar teeth resemble one another more closely than in some forms previously

dealt with 'erf. Ceroopithecidae). Both art bicuspid and furnished with three

roots ; in both the antero-poeterior diameter of Ibe crown is diminished : in

tbe first of the two, the outer or labial cusp surpasses in sine tbo lingual

cusp Like the remaining pent-canine teeth, the crowns of the premokr tooth

are marked with fine cremations.

The crowns of the throe molar teeth exhibit eronate markings in a degree

which is peculiar to the Orang-utan among the Simiidoe and in which it

is most Dearly approached by tho Chimpanree. This cronation is the ex-

pression of ft>kling of tbe enamel covering the crown and it a feature of

practioally all developing molar* in tho Primates. Its persistence thus

oonsbtutne the retention of an emorynuie condition. When wrongly marked,

and individuals present much variation in this respect, the features of the

dental crown am hereby obscured. Nsvortbelc* it w posable to make out

Bomo other points in tbo conformation of these te*th. The crowns are nearly

equilateral and traces of four cusps are commouly seen. The first and third

molar teeth are nearly equal in sire and both are smaller than the second

:

tho Inst tooth seldom fails to bear signs of degeneratlcu. Of the cusps, the

sntero-internal and poatero-exUsual ore joined by on oblique ridge similar to

that seen in Hylobates. The postero-interual cusp shews signs of degeneration

and reduction (it may be replaced by several minute cminenoos) before these

ora exhibited by the other cusps.

Tbo lower esnine tooth is long and tusk-like. The first premotor tooth is

pyramidal, and the labial cusp far surpasses the lingual cusp in site. The
two cusp* of the seoond premokr tooth are subequal in sire, and a suggestion

of a posterior projection, or talon, is seen (as in Hylobates). Crenstion is

present as in tho upper post-ammo series.

Tbe molar teeth are longer than they are wide, the lost tooth being tho

smallest The cusps ore five in number, and the posterior intermediate cusp

is often found to be much reduood in prominence in the las* tooth.
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In the Orang-utan* mpanraiMniy molar teeth are extraordinarily frequent,

and particularly so in the male aex : the additional tooth is usually placed be-

hind the third molar This subject will be farther discussed in connection

with anomalies of tho deutitioa. Tbs great length of the roots of all the

teeth has bean remarked os a characteristic feature of the dentition of tho

Fig. 1T3. Pig. 178. Pig. 174. Pig. 176.

*«• 179. Right upper nanIn* and poet-oanin* teeth of an Omng-ntun (ad. t
W. L. H. 1>. priv.coU.).

Fig. 173. Led lower canine and port amine Ueth of an Orang-utan (ad. i
W. L. H. D. priv. coll ).

Pig. 174. Right upper canine and poet-canine teeth of a Gorilla (ad. i W.L. H. D.
prlr. coll-;.

Fig. 173. Left lover canine and past-canine teeth of a Gorilla (ad. t W . L. H. IX
pnv. ooU.).

Orang-utan (ci. Tonm, Dmtal Anatomy, ed. 1898), wbile reference to Figa.

172 and 173 shews that the Oraug-utan provides on excellent illustration of

1 Cf. Bolt in KoninkUJkt AluutthtU win Wattntcfhtpyrw. ProeetAingi, April 27,

1906, p. 789.
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the comparatively gradual transition and transformation from one type of

tooth to another.

ANTHRQPOIDRA. Suiiiimx. Gorilla savaoii.

Dental formula : i, }; c, j; pm, |; tn, j. (Fign. 174 and 175.)

In the replacement of tho deciduous (milk) teeth by tho*) of the jwr-

manent wire it in to be noticed that whereas in the Hotuinidao the canine

teeth arc replaced before the third molar tooth appear*, yet in Gorilla

theee events occur in the reverse order. In the male Gorilla (adalt) tho

canine tooth are eoormoualy developed end the diastema is very evident.

The upper p remolar teeth bear two cusps, labial and lingual in position,

but it is to be remarked that suggestions of two other cuspe of minute sire,

situated behind those, are not uncommonly present. The labial cuspe are

the larper. The premolar teeth hare three recta. Tito molar tooth are

quadricuapid and the cusps stand out with peenlkr distinctness : the oblique

ridge joining the antero-intemal and poetoro-cxtornal c*uq» ia likewise tin-

mistakcable. Measurement* of a number of specimens shew that the last

molar tooth ia am filler than the first, the aeoond being the largest of the

three ; so that the reduction that has l»en so often noticed in the third

tooth » preeent in the dentition of Gorilla. The molar teeth are implanted

by three divorgont roots.

The lower premolar teeth differ not a httle in appearance from one

another. The first ia pyramidal and boars one well-donned cusp : in the

second tooth the two cuspe are nearly equal in sice, and behind them a

small talon projects. The molar* are comparatively narrow, and elongated

antero- posteriorly : they eomn»only bear five cusp*, the anterior pair of which

are to not extent united, and at the same time leave the three posterior

cusps isolated from one another. In some tauten its many as aix cusps

may be soon, the posterior part of the crown bearing four of these. No con-

firmation appear* to bo given to the statement toot the poetcre-external cusp

is earlier affected by degenerated processes than the pcetere-iiiternal cusp

(t>. ante, p. 844, footnote.) . While tbs statement (cf. Topinard, quoted by

Fraipout, ArcMvti dt Bidogir, vn. p. 735) as to the progressive increnso

backwards in the sim of molar tooth does not bold good in the upper series,

there is no doubt that it is true of the lower teeth 1
.

ANTHROPOIDEA. Sikiicax. AjfTsaororrrtiKC* snout.

Dental formula : i, } ; e, { ;
pm, f ; m, |. (Figs. 176 and 177.)

As regards the canine teeth similar remark* apply to the Chimpanzee and

Orang-ukuL The upper preowlar teeth, and indeed the whole dentition, of

the Chimpanzee suggest however the human dentition much mure distinctly

> The latter statement as well as that made In reference to the relative sixes of

the molar teeth in the Orang-utan U based upon the results of measurement in

adult examples Five male Gorillas and six male Orang utans were available.
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than doc* that of any other Primate. Shortening of the mxillii has

evidently to be reuoguiaed, um) the crowus of the {Remoter teeth, when com-

pared with three of Gorilla, are much reduced in the sagittal direction.

Theeo teeth beer outer nod moor cusps, whilo ee regard* root* a difference

may obtain, the find premotor tooth possessing three root*, the second tooth

haring only two.

The molars present a crown of equilateral proportions, the third tooth

being degenerate both in size and in the reduction of the posterior cusps,

Pig. 177. Left lower canlns and post^aatns teeth of a Ghimpansee (ad. t
W. L. H. D. prir. soil.).

Pig. 178. Right upper onins and poet-canine teeth of an aboriginal native of

Australia. (Mas. Annt. Cant.)

Pig. 179. Left lower canine and post-canine teeth of an aboriginal native of

Australia- [Mas. AiuU. Cant.)

of which the poetcro-exten*) may be more affected than the poatero-internal

cusp. (Thus confirmation of the statement to which roforanoo baa boon

made already, is provided by one of the Simiidao only.) The other molar

teeth bear four cuspa, via, an anterior and a posterior pair, the characteristic

oblique ridgo being present as in the other Simiidee. And it is to be

remarked that crenation is often distinct, though lees characteristic of the

Chimpnnsee than of the Orang-utan. In the mandible, the premotor teeth

are torn like the corresponding human teeth than when the comparison is

made with teeth of the upper series. Par in the msndiUe the oharaotom
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of the premolar teeth in Chimpanzee are very similar to threo of tho Kune

teeth iu OoriUa, though in tiie Caiinjxuizeo thoe teeth lire distinguished

chieHy by their smaller sire mid the jssraistonoc of crenate marking*. Very

similar remarks apply to tlio lower xuol.ir teeth, vix., tli.it they rroembls the

corroM|»>»ding teeth in UorilK but jwdwnt onwwtr foldings of tlie enamel,

end are lew elongated iu the Mitero-jHietcrior direction. In coraiuriiwii with

the human teeth of the mandibular series, it is to be noted thut the C'lihn-

paintco does not provide the marked contrast in wwi between tbo second

premotor and tbo first molar. TImi diaracterhrtio appearance* are shewn in

Figs. 176 and 177 respectively.

ANTHKOPOIDKA. HoMrniDAK Homo aamxs.

DcnUl formula as in all tlie Catarrhine Primates : i, | ; c, } ;
pm, $ ; m, j

.

(Figs. 178, 17a)

It has born already remarked that tho dentition of tho Chimpanzee

provides in uiany ways a transition from tho aiiuUn in tl«e human modification

of the Primate ty]*v When tin- human dentition in examined in aeries with

those of the other 1‘rirruiUw. pot-hap* the most striking ami |«rn)inr feature

is tho reduction in aria of such tooth os are situated anteriorly to tho molars,

via., the premolara, caniiKW, aid incisors. Thia reduction » doubtless nwoci-

ated with tbo change in fetation detormiirod by the prater freedom of tho

upjcr limb in man, whereby It* jaws are relieved, to a larger extent than

in any other Primate animal, of their prehensile function. Again, tlto din-

tinctivs characters of tho dentition are correlated with the uusiification* of

tbo cmnial t«*e to which reference had been made iu tho preceding chapter.

The online teeth have almost entirely lust tbo predominance in si/e that

obtains iu the majority of the Priuvitos; and the diastema i» no longer

present, except as an amitnaly. vv

The Upper prcmolar teeth are lviciwpid and i-owo* a single root, the molar

teeth being furnished with three roots, which are however in tho majority

of tlic Hominidnr, not divergent, hut parallel, and in tho third molar may bo

reduced to two, which uiay even bo fused into n single pog-liko root.

The molar tooth do not present eremite markings iu tho adult : in sixo,

the mental upper tooth is the largfett, uoxt to tliis tiro first molar tooth, while

the last tooth is practically always degenerate, and may bo ttlwent. Tbo

upper molar cua]n arc four in tuuubcr, disposed an in the Siuiiidno but

oanunonly low prominent. Tho obliquo ridge is distinct in tbo two furenucit

teeth, hot often obeouro, or absent from tlie last tooth.

In the inaudible tite first premnlur in often imarly as largo .is tlie oiiiiuo

tooth, and larger than tho aeouud premolar tooth : both arc bicuspid and

furnished with single roots. The second lower prcmolar is much smaller than

the first molar. At thus point therefore a remarkable change in size is

evident. Herein the human dentition differ* fmm that of tho throe larger

Simiidae (cf. Figs. 173, 175, 177, 179). T:ic molar teeth preedit varying
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relation* in point of rixfi : tho last is often the smallest of the three; in form

the crowns are less elongated in the ontaro-posterior direction then arc the

corresponding teeth in Gorilla or Anthroiwpithocu*. The cusps mo commonly
four in number, and they are distinct, separated by grooves forming a orudal

fissure. But in many coses, and particularly among tho primitive and pro-

gnathous coloured races, a fifth cusp (the '‘hypoenuulid* of Osborn, Evolution

of Mammalian Mnlar Teeth, 1907, p. 81) is found usually on the posterior

margin and between the two normal cusps.

Tho oomporinoo of tho length of the post-canine mHg* of teeth has been

stediod by Flower (cf. the Journal of the J Hthrop. Jiutitute. 1 980), who devised

an index for cntujamlive purpoeut : thin dental index is based on the relation

of the dental length (that is the oombmed lengths of tho crowns of the

post-canine tooth) to tho length of tho cranio-facial axis. (Ct Fig. 160 B, N.)

The index is arrived at from the formula :

Dental index
length of the premotor and molar crowns x 100

bnsi-iuksal cranial length

and crania are classified according to the immerical value of that index.

Thus the limits of the class divisions are at 42 and 44. Crania with dental

indices of a gnsvter nuracrioal value than 44 are distinguished as megodont,

and such crania are found to promil in the Ooeauic-negro races, while when

a comparison is mado with tho Simiidao, these too (with the exception of

Hylohstcs, and perhs|w only In individual examples of these) are Tory dis-

tinctly mogadont, the average value of the index far exceeding 44 and rising

to 64 or more. (For other data cf. Chapter Xiv.)

B. THE INCISOR TEETH.

The formula throughout the Frunates « i, J ;
they are borne by the

premaxi tin in the upper jaw.

LEMUROIDKA. Lbmouius. Lkmcb vabich. Fig. 180.

The characteristic features of the incisor teeth of the Leumridoc are as

follows
:
(a) tho upper teeth are extremely small (in some, tho extinct Lemur,

eg. Megaladapi* madagosearensia, they are vestigial or absent, cf. Standing,

ZooL TVcou., May, 1908), and tho modiau tooth on separated by a wide gap

in the middlo line of the fnoe
; (6) the lower teeth are larger and curiously

styloid, they are ulso procumbent, tlut is, they ore directed almost horizontally

forward from the mandibla and oanuot therefore be of much use as incisor

teeth in the ordinary acceptation of tho term ; (o) ths apparent occurrence of

three inuiaor teeth on each sido in the mandible is explainod by the view

which regards the lower canine teeth as having assumed the morphological

characters and the position of lower incisor teeth (it will bo remembered,

v- aids, p. 249, that the succeeding tooth, tho first promolar, has to some

extent replaced the normal lower canine teeth).
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TARS1I. Taksius sriccntuM. (Fig. 181.)

Trio long wtylnid upper median incisor i* supplemented labnllj by a very

diminutire lateral tooth; no interval scjm-atex the upper median incisor

teeth (as in Lemurs). The mandibular tooth are remarkable for their

number, ranee tbons arc but two, oih> on each side. They are not (as in

Lemurs) procumbent, and in their conical form, they auggeat tho dentition

of Inscctivonu

ANTHBOPOIDEA. Csb:dak. Cxsua capccixuk. Fig. 182.

1c the Ccbidnc the disparity in si*c between tho upjtcr amt lower incisor

teeth (as described in the Lcniuridse) is not to be seen, but there is still

a slight tendency (quite distinct in Pithocia) to |>rocunilicncy in the lower

incisors (of. Fig. 21).

Tho median teeth are provided with chisebshapcd crowns, the lateral with

conical crowns : tho latter crowns whon worn down by uw quickly asanme a

Pig. 180.

Fig. 100.

Fig. 181.

Anat. Cant.)

Fig. 182.

Fig. 188.

Fig. 104. Incisor teeth

ohisel-like edge, but in the unworn condition their form is as described shove.

These remarks regarding the crowns of the teeth apply to the Geroopithcckiac,

and to Hylobatcs, Simia, and UonlU, but not to Anthroiwpithocua or to the

Hominidac.

Tho emulated up]«r scries is wider than the lower set Of the upjwr four

teeth, it is to be remarked tha*. no median gap remains and that the outer

[lateral; teeth are smaller than the median pur, white tho outer angle of the

crowr. is more open in the Lateral than in the median tooth. Of tho lower

teeth tha lateral snrpw* the median pair in «ixc.

AKTHKOPOIDKA. CiacoriTHiciDAt. CmoomnBCoa. Fig. 183.

The lower incisor teeth are still 1ms procumbent in the Ceroojiithecadoo

(cf. Fig. 28); Use tipper median incisors, as in all tho Authropoidca, are in

contact and the upper median teeth much iwirjmw the lateral toeUi in size.

The median and lateral lower incisor teeth are nearly equal in bulk, the

lateral pair being rather stouter than tho median.
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ANTHROPOIDEA. Sdoidab. Hylobatsb (raQlIeri). Pig. 184.

Tbo incisor teeth hive the goner*! characters of those of Cemopithecsdae.

It in to be noticed os * difference (cf. Fig. 183 with Fig. 184) that in Hjlobstes

the crown is muoh low oxteusrv* in the vertical direction, both Absolutely

end relatively. Tho comparative smallness of the crown is seen again in tbo

Orang-utan.

ANTHBOPOIDBA. Bnnroa*. Sntta aattrob (Orang-utan). Fig. 185.

The mediau up] or incisors far eurpaaa the lateral inoiaor teeth in tire: the

small stso of tho upper crowns ia very remarkable Of the lower teeth the

median pair eioeed the lateral pair in bulk usually but not always.

Fig. IBS. W: Ug. 196.

Fig. 185. Inoiaor Ue»b of ar. Orang-utan (ad. t W. L. H. D. prir. coB.).

Fig. 186. Inoiaor taeth of a Gorilla (ad. t W. L. H. D. priv. oolL).

ANTHROPOIDEA. Simhoak. Gorilla Bavaon. Fig. 186.

The difference in the aist* of the medi*a and lateral upper inciaor teeth ia

low marked in the Gorilla, but the median pair are still the larger. In the

lower eer.ee the o]»poeit« proportion obtain*. The upper crown* am more

extensive in Hylobates and Simia, and recall the type found in Oeroo-

pUhacidae.

ANTHROPOIDEA. Siriiea*. AxrBRoromHiccs »iorn Fig 187.

The upper median tooth are larger than the upper lateral teeth; tbo

crown* are extensive (ns ia Gorilla) ; of the lower teeth, tho median and lateral

pair are nearly equal in bulk. It is very noteworthy that in the Chicopinre**,

the incisor teeth may often equal or even surpass In bulk the incisor teeth of

the Gorilla, while the molar teeth and indeed the whole skull of the

Chimpanzee are much smaller than that of the male Gorilla.
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ANTHROPOIDEA. HOXZXIDAS. Homo turinra.

An aboriginal native of Atwtrxlia (Fig. 188). The upper noadlan ludsom

are bat slightly larger than the lateral incisors; the crowns are oxumsive
; of

tho lower teeth, the lateral peir slightly exceed the median pair in bulk.

The milk, temporary or deciduous dentition of the Primates mmprUoe a

•mailer number of teeth than that foun<l iu tbo permanent set. Among tlio

Anthropoids*, the Platjrrhine and Katarrbine gr<Rii* are nmiwcr diatin-

guisbod by the deciduous dentition a* clearly aa by the later tooth. Thu* in

all the Anthropoid** the deciduous dentition icclixlea two iuriaoni and a

canine tooth ou each side of the jams and in the upper (uvd lower j*w* alike.

To theae teeth, three dociduoua toctli (“mflk-nmbuw *) are to l« added in the

Plutyrrbino division, and they are subsequently replaced by the throo dis-

tinctive premolara of thnec aaimalt. Tbo Katarrhin* division hon but two

deoidauus rnolara, it. the number here oorreeponda to that of Uro permanent

teeth which replace them later. The following formulae are employed by

Fig. 187. Incisor teeth of a Chimp&nxee (yoone rf W. L. H. D. priv. eoU.).

Fig. 188. Incisor tooth o( an aboriginal native of Australia. (Mns. Ana:. Cant.)

Professor Bolk 1 for comparing tlie numbers and tlsc cliaractew of tho

deciduous and permanent dentitions. The permanent teeth are here dia-

tinguiahed by capital letters : the formulne are accordingly

:

Katarrhiuae 2 110 S P
2 > 1 c 2 m 3 M upper jaw.

Silo 2 m 3 M lower jaw.

2 I 1 C 2 P

Platyrrhinae* 2 I 1 0 2 P
2 i 1 c 8 n EM upper jaw.

2 i 1 e 8 in 3"H lower jaw.

2 I I 0 3 P

* Jfemti klilkt AbtAtmt tom WtUnteUpptn, 1006, Ap. 26. p. 789.

• For the Hapallia* [Marmosets) tb« Plntyrrblne formula must be changed by

substituting two permanent molars above and below

indented here.

for the three teeth
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In nil C4UW* the permanent dontition ii initiated by the appearance of tho

flnt (permanent) molar. Thin tooth does not replace a deciduous tooth

but it emerge* behind the meet posterior element in that seriea The

third molar tooth is the latest to emerge in the completion of the per-

manent dentition in Mon, but in the Gorilla the canine teeth may he

delayed After the emergence of tlie third molars. Beyond this, little or no

information is available concerning the mode of replacement ef the docidnous

tooth in the Priuuitre other than the Honiinidas. In the Latter, the deciduous

tooth are functional from the second to tho sixth yesr (approximately). This

is a long period in comparison with some other mammals. Lech* has recently

pointed out (In an admirable memoir, ZocL Ja.krbUckrr, Bd. xxvm. Heft 4, 1900,

p. 451) that the functional period varies greatly in duration even within a

single Order. Thus tho Badger is distinguished by the extremely short dura-

tion of this period when compared with tho Ost The point is not without

importance for Lee lie is able to point to at least one character of tbc

deciduous teeth (via the absolute dimensions) which is related to tho length

of the functional period.

Apart from all this, the deciduous dentition is of importance in connection

with problems of phytogeny, since some authorities (*p. Locbc) hold that the

deciduous teeth pnw«mt charaeters which, at an earlier period were borne by

aooostral relatives. This point will demand furtherconsideration in the sequel

The number* and the general character- of the teeth having boon reviewed,

enquiry is now to bo made into the ovolution of the teeth in the Primates.

This will be approached from several directions, and tho following depart-

ments of research and study ceil for separate treatment

:

I. Variations of the teeth in the direction of increwtc in the number.

II. Variation* b form.

III. Variations in position.

IV. Variations in the direction of reduction in the number of teeth,

V. Evolution of different dental types each as the incisors, prctu».an, etc

VI. Theories of cusp development and the origin and fate of cusps.

I. Variatwiu hv my of intrumd i.umbtrt.

Under this head, tho tooth of tho permanent ncr.es will be mainly con-

sidered. Beteution ef tins deciduous teeth will naturally provide au apparently

increased permanent dentition. Thus Quitman (quoted by Kiilceuthal,

Jakrubtricte drr Ait/Uonu, 1901), records the cose of a youth (set. 19) in

whom nearly all the deciduous tooth were retained in the prescooo of their

successor*. Such example* are not relevant Iwro, though one exception to

the exclusion of “retaiiud milk-tooth * must be made. This is tho oom of

persistence of tho second deciduous or “milk” molar tooth. But inasmuch

n* the tooth that should normally replace it usually fails to emerge, no

numerical anomaly results. [This condition will bo discussed in the

sequel (V>]
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The dental system in certain Cebidac, in the Simiidae, and in

the Hominidue is liable to a considerable degree of numerical

variation ;
thus as many as 4*/, of examples of Cebu* and Ateles,

and 87„ among tho Simiidae present instances of supernumerary

teeth. Detailed accounts are provided by Bateson (Material*for

the Study of Farui/uin), Magitot (Anomalies du Systems dsntaire),

and in the exhaustive records, with an extensive bibliography

collected by De Terra (Beitrdge su etnsr Odontoyrapkie der

Msmchsn-Rassen. Inaugural Dissertation, Zurich, 1905).

CANINE TEETH.

The canine teeth may be considered first. Few numerical

variations are rooorded here. A remarkable case of reduplication

of the upper canine tooth on one side may be seen in the skull of

an adult Gorilla in the Hamburg Museum. There is no question

of the retention of the deciduous canine tooth in this case.

Hrdlickn (Proc. of the United States National Museum, Vol. xxxl

p. 530) figures a precisely comparable example in the lower jaw

of an Orang-utan.
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PSg. 100. An aooeaaorr dental m«ae <x) In the maxilla of a oolira of New
Britain. (Mua. Anal. Cant. W. L. H. D. dal.)

Pig. 191. Two accessory dental maeae* (x, x) in the maxilla of a i-ailra cf Haw
Britain. (Mot Anat. Cant. W. L. H. D. dal.)

or tabezela* of Cambell i in the malar terili of an
W. L. H. D. dal.)
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PREMOLAR TEETH.

Additions to the premolar series of the Katarrhinae might be

expectad & priori, in view of the prevalence of three premolar

teeth in the Platyrrhinae and lower Primates. Yet although an

additional promolar tooth seems to be not uncommon in the

Hominidae (Mngitot, op. ciL, records a striking instance of super-

numerary promolar teeth in the skull of a negro), such examples

are rare among the Katanhinae in general. Do Terra' gives no

instance of the kind. Yet, apart from complete accessory or

supernumerary teeth in the premolar region, small dental masses

(scarcely worthy of being described 9 as teeth) also appear occa-

sionally in the crania of Simiidae and Hominidae. They are often

seen between the second premolar and the first molar teeth in the

upper jaw.

A good instance is the peg-like tooth shewn in Fig. 189 in the

skull of a Chimpanzee. In the skull of a Gorilla, Braall dental

tnasocs occur in similar positions, as in that shown in Fig. 193,

where one small maas intervenes between the last prcmolar and

first molar teeth, while a second oocnpies a corresponding place

between the two premolar teeth. These

masses arc rare in the mandible whether

of the Simiidae or Hominidae. In the

former, the Gorilla provides the greatest

number of examples, while among the

Hominidae the crania of natives of

Melanesia furnish more instances than

any other group I have been able to

examine*. Two examples from such

crania are given in Figs. 190 and 191

;

it will be noted that in one case the

dental masses are symmetrical, while

in the other the anomaly oocurs on

one side only. The view that these

1 HdtrOft ni finer OdmtoprupMe der Mnucken RoMtn. InaaRaral DinerUtion,

Uriah, 1905.

* Windie (/_4. mid P. Tot. m. p. 84) dtelicguiabea rtrr appropriately between

“wpenmmernry" importer* tooth ood " supplemental ” teeth of rise commensurate

with tboM adjacent to thorn.

9 C(. Duckworth and Fiuor, Free. Comb. ?W. 8ce. 1900.

Pnfl.Pty.flcc.De9t.Maa1

cc
'

Fig. 199. Left upper tooth of

a Toung Gorilla : aceeiuory den-
tal miiiM art olteoted betweed
the and second prornoUr
tooth, ond between the sooond
pmcnolar and the Ant malar
tooth respectively. (W.L.H.D.
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anomalous bodies are to be regarded as vestiges of tooth

otherwise represented no longer in the normal dentition has

been stoutly contested. Professor Dixon regards them as remains

of deciduous teeth. Professor Adloff holds that they throw no

light whatsoever on the phylogeny of the tooth with which they

are associated. Those on the "lingual" side of the alveolar

margin may possibly represent elements in a " post-permanent
’’

dentition (v. infra, p 275).

In connection with the " bilateral ” occurrence of dental masses

(cf. Fig. 191), it seems worth remarking that they occupy the

position into which would come the accessor)- cusps shewn on the

first upper molars in Fig. 192.

These accessory cusps represent the ttibcrculus anomaltis of

Carabeili 1
. Besides the interest conferred on it by reaeon of its

situation as compared with the dental vestiges described above,

the tubercle of Carabeili is noteworthy for another reason. It is

claimed by Batujcff (quoted by Osborn') as distinctive of the

higher rather than the lower human races. Adloff (quoted by

Osborn, ibidem) considers that it is not found in the dentition of

1 Cl. Bibliography la Da Ten's BeitrAfe, 180S. under Buujoff.”

• Evolution of Mammalia* Molar Trtth. 1007, p. 1SS.

17—

2
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the anthropoid apes. In spite of thia, the tubercle need not indi-

cate a progressive evolutionary phase, for Obom identifies it with

a cusp called by him the protostyle, and observed in many of the

lower mammals.

MOLAR TEETH.

Additions to the number of molar teeth may be by way of

gemination, of which a good instance exists in an European skull

(from Paestum) in the University Museum of Anatomy, while a

striking instance is shown in Fig. 194, which represents gemi-

nation in the last molar tooth in the mandible of an adult Orang-

utan. The original specimen forms part of the Sclcnka Collection

at Munich.

Among the Anthropoidea, supernumerary molar teeth occur

with some irregularity in the various " families " concerned. This

statement arises from the consideration of the records collected by

Zuckerkandl (quoted by Pe Terra, op. cit,).

Thus for instance in the Cebidae, the genus A teles provides

more examples than either of the genera Cebus or Mycetee. But

in all these cases the accessory tooth is regarded as a fourth

molar, and it is situated in the upper jaw.

Passing to the Cercopithecidae, again it appears that accessory

molar teeth are very infrequent. The same remark applies to the

Hvlobatidae among the Simiidae, for no instance was observed in

a collection of fifty-one crania of that genua.

The Orang-utan provides by far the greatest number of records

among the larger Simiidae, the Gorilla coming next, and the

Chimpanzee last in this sequence. Thus in the Orang-utan (cf. x,

Fig. 195) the frequency of occurrence in the male sex amounts to

nearly 50’/, (for the Gorilla the corresponding figure is about 8'/
0).

This statement is based on the examination of the very large

collection (more than 200 crania) at Munich, in the course of

which the very remarkable example shewn in Fig. 196 was dis-

covered. In this example four fully-formed molar teeth are seen

:

behind the last of these is an aborted dental mae*, and behind

this a depression which had probably contained yet another dental

mass.
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Sinoe examining the specimens at Munich I find that Selenka

in describing his collection has commented upon the remarkable

frequency of tho occurrence of additional molar teeth in male

Orang-utan. Selenka states (“Rnaecn und Zahnwechael dee

Mg. 190.

Pig. 186. M*adlhla o

I

an Omns-uVui (*d. i ) with mi aoowaory moAr tooth

(m*tk*d x ) on tli« right aid*. (Hoa* Donation 1L Moa. An*t. C*av)

Fig. 180. Accoaaorj t*ath if It* b*x111a of an Oimng-atan. (Saleak* Coll.,

Orang-utan," Sits. der bait, preuss. A bad., Berlin, 1896) that the

anomaly occare in 20 */« of male crania. Other remarkable in-

stances of supernumerary molar and other teeth in the Orang-

utan are recorded in a paper by Hrdiiik* (Proc. United States

ATot Museum, VoL xxxl, especially p. 568, Figs. 6 and 7).
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It is perhaps worthy of notice that among the large anthropoid

apes, the accessory molar teeth Arc found more frequently in the

lower jaw than is the case with the Cebidae and lower Primates.

This is especially true of tho Orang-utan. But taking the three

large anthropoid apes together, the upper jaw still provides a

greater number of instances of the anomaly in question.

Completely formed accessory molar teeth arc not common in

the Hominidae, although the palate and alveolar arcade in many

crania of aboriginals of Australia seem to be spacious enough to

accommodate them. It is however in the cranium of such an

aboriginal native that Sir William Turner records the occurrence

of no leas than three accessory molar teeth, and such anomalies

are more frequent in the Melanesian and Australian aborigines

than in other Hominidae.

INCISOR TEETH.

It remains to oonsider additions to the incisor scries. Super-

numerary incisor teeth constitute a largo proportion of tho

anomalies of the human dental system, but as in the preceding

categories, care most be taken to

distinguish between veritable cases

of accessory teeth and instances

where the apparently supernumerary

tooth is merely a retained tooth of

the milk dentition. The distinction

is not always easy to draw, and an

instonoe of this is shewn in Fig. 197,

where however the length of root

exhibited by the supemumeraiy
i 97. of an ab-

tooth is evidence Against the case "tf®" AnatalMn, with a »uo«-

, , ........ unwary inditw tooth.
,
Mat.

being one of retention (for the milk Anat. Cant.)

teeth are not so deeply rooted as

those of the permanent series, and the root is subject to a process

of phagocytic absorption which in fact leads to the ultimate sepa-

ration of the deciduous tooth from its articulation).

In regard to other anomalous conditions of the incisor teeth,

records of gemination (cf. gemination in the molar teeth, p. 260,
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and Fig. 194) of these teeth axe noted by Windle (J. A. and P.

voL xxvin. p. 374). A striking case is described (by Cameron 1

)

in the upper jaw of an ancient Egyptian, and other examples in

the Hominidae will be considered in the sequel.

Supernumerary incisor teeth are of rare occurrence in the lower

Anthropoidea, and the records become numerous only when the

data relating to the three large anthropoid apee are studied.

Again the Orang-utan heads the list with the greatest number of

records, and as in the case of the molar series, the Qorilla comm

next in order, followed by the Chimpanzee.

II. Dental variation in form.

Reference must be made first to the spatulate form of the

upper incisor teeth in some of the lower racce of Man, ex. gr.

Negroes of Africa and Melanesia. This character is found in

modified form in the corresponding teeth of the Orang-utan, and

again in certain extinct Lemurs, ex. gr. Nesopithecus. Otherwise

it can scarcely be claimed as providing evidence on the subject of

human dental evolution. Indeed in the Oceanic-negro types

mentioned above, it may well be the local representation of the

general enlargement of the teeth which is so distinctive of some

of those types. I am inclined to think that it is a character of

comparatively recent development in the Hominidae'.

« Gemination ” of teeth is not included here for it is described

in the preceding section. In the present place we have to con-

sider the general form of the dental crowns, and the form and

number of the roots. In a few instances, the roots of these teeth

have been found reduplioated or bifid. The phenomenon of re-

duplicated roots is better dealt with in relation to the canine

teeth in the next paragraph.

CANINE TEETH.

The canine teeth offer only two anomalous varieties for treat-

ment here, but one of these is of very great interest. It consists

in the reduplication of the root. This has been recorded in tho

> Pahlicaticiu of U>« MucheMr Manram. No. 6&

• Cl. Miklaobo-Maolftr, Ztiuckri/t /Ur BtkntfogU, Band tut. : abo Chapter irr

it\fra.
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Horninidae with a moderate degree of frequency, and there is one

record for Cynocephalus (De Terra, op. cit, p. 2G9), but in no

other of the Primates above the Lemurs ho far as I am aware.

As for the Lemuroidea, it is stated by Do Term (op. cit, p. 241)

that Professor Leche has recognized double-rooted canine teeth in

the deciduous as well os the permanent dentition of those Animals.

At least three important points arise for consideration here.

(u) The mammals in which the double-rooted canine has

been observed are:

(1) Horninidae (as an anomaly).

(2) Lcmuroiden (? anomalous).

(8) Certain Insectivora, ex. gr. Microgale 1

;
also Oaleo-

pithecus (normal).

(4) Certain of the earliest foeeil mammals, viz. Diplo-

cynodon, of the Upper Jurassic (normal).

Thus it might seem that the double-rooted typo of canine

tooth is the original one. Yet Professor Gregory in admitting

this possibility, gives a word of warning to the effect that the

single-rooted canine is found in the same groups of animals and

throughout just as great a range of geological time, as the more

complex form.

(6) The occurrence of double-rooted canine teeth supports the

view (attributed to Sir Ray Lankester by Professor Osborn,

Evolution of Mammalian Molar Teeth, 1907, p. 194), that the canine

tooth is really a modified prcmolar tooth.

(c) Among the Horninidae, canine teeth with double roots

are peculiarly frequent in early British crania as contrasted with

all others. ThiB was noticed by Rolleston many years ago. The
observation is confirmed by specimens in the Cambridge Collection,

which includes a remarkable mandible (of mediaeval age) in which

the right canine tooth has two roots, while the first premolar

tooth (adjoining it) has but the normal single root.

The other anomaly of the canine teeth consists in the ooca-

1 Gragorj, Bulletin of the American Hmatm of Natural Hutorf, Vol. tmi.
If10, p|>. 289, 290.
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sionnl occurrence of accessory cusps, which have been observed in

the Hominidac and in the Gorilla.

PRKMOLAK TRETH.

Anomalous forms of premolar teeth provide few records. In

the Gorilla there is on record one obaervation (cf. De Terra, op. tit.,

p. 256) to shew that the second lower premolar has a tendency to

become tricuspid. But the evidence is almost negligible, though

it is at least noteworthy that the premolar nearest the molar series

is the tooth concerned. Tricuspid premolar teeth arc of common

occurrence in the Hominidae, especially in the races (black and

yellow) of Oceania (Choquet 1
). They also characterize certain

fossil mammalia, and such premolara have attracted much notice

in connection with one of the theories (the “ prcmolar-analogy

theory"! advanced to account for the origin of the molar cusps.

In the Simiidae the upper prcmolar teeth have throe roots,

thus resembling the upper molar teeth in those animals And in

the Hominidae. Tho occurrence of three-rooted upper premolar

teeth in tho letter (Hominidae) thus demands a special note.

The presence of an additional root in these teeth is by no means

unknown. The most striking example on record is probably that

of the native of Timor (East. Indian Archipelago) recorded by

De Terra (op. tit., p. 240). In this example the two upper pre-

molar teeth of each aide were found to possess three roota Thus

the condition normal in the lower Primates was precisely re-

produced.

In dealing with the lower premolar teeth, De Term (op. tiL,

p. 241) cites an instanoe of a lower prcmolar with two roota, the

condition commonly found in the lower Kntarrbinae being faith-

fully represented in this example.

MOLAR TRETH.

Accessory or supernumerary molar cusps are of great interest

in relation to the various theories of cusp-devclopmcnt. Such

anomalies are therefore discussed in the section (VI) relating to

those theories. Here it will suffice to mention that additional

> Cboqwt in L'MoninUfu, Jaa.-F4r. 18«, p. 21 of rspnnt.
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cusps are of frequent occurrence in the molar crowns of the

Hominidae and of the higher Primates in general.

But the molar teeth may also present anomalous conditions of

their roots. In the Hominidae, additional roots are as likely to

bo found in the lower as in the upper molars. The number of

accessory roots is variable, and in the third lower molar as many

as three have been recorded (making a total of five roots). The
socket for the third lower molar tooth in the celebrated Naulette

jaw is said to indicate the former presence of a tooth with five

roots. But this statement is not confirmed by the examination

of a cast of this mandible (in the Cambridge Collection), nor is

it supported by the photograph recently published by Dr Keith

(Proc. Boy. Soc. Mediant, Odont Sect., Vol. vi. 1913).

Accessory molar roots in the other Primates are probably rare,

for records are inaccessible or non-existent.

Reference must be made here to the remarkable and aberrant

forms presented by some (but not all) of the prehistoric human
teeth from the site at Krapina in Croatia (Fig. 198).

The outstanding feature is the fusion of the roots in the molar

teeth. The combined roots form a pillar supporting the crown of

the tooth. At the base of the pillar the extremities of the roots

are in some examples indicated by small pointed projections.

Between these projections, a plate-like or saucer-shaped disc (Wur-

zeldeckel) completes the fusion of the roots, and is very evident in

a vertical section of the tooth (Fig. 198 Ko.). Teeth so anomalous

as these offer a striking contrast to all other molar teeth in the

Primates. As a rule the roots of the molar teeth in this group of

mammals are distinctly divergent from one another.

Thus the Krapina type differs from the normal molar much as

does the molar of the Ox from that of the Dog. For this reason,

Professor Keith proposes to describe the Krapina molars (thus

characterized) as “tanrodont," while the normal type is designated

“cynodont 1." The same writer points out that in the taurodont

molars, the pulp-cavity extends within the gum or alveolar lUArgin

of the jaw, whereas normally the pulp-cavity stands clear of that

1 Proutdiufi of Oh Itcivl Aoademy 1Itdici/u, Vot. n. Oaootologioal SaolUm,

1918.
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structure. The teeth so modified may be derived from either the

upper or lower series.

Such are the principal features of these teeth. By way of

oomment it is permissible here to remark (a) that the analogy

of the bovine tooth is only partial, since in that type the whole

crown is enlarged and increased in vertical extent, the roots

becoming or remaining quite short and the pulp-cavity failing to

Pt*. 198. TVwiniis (from *kUgnun«) of tatIous molar tooth,

Ku>. (from Kroptna) ihawa tho oonjolnod root* chaiactowtto cd

Kraplna, and in 1tansy at St Brdlado’s Bay. Tho largo polp^ATlt;

tooth should bo nolid. K.o., K.C., K-E-, K.O., from Krapii

(From Xramborgsr.)

extend towards the crcwn; (6) that the anomalous character of

fusion is shewn (by Krambcrger himself 1

) to occur in modem

human dentitions, so that its presence in the Krapioa teeth is not

absolutely distinctive
;
(c) that in spite of this last consideration,

the frequency with which the molars especially the third or last of

1 Anal, jlntr. Band xn. 1907, pp. 131. 189, 133.
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these teeth presents this form in the Krapina specimens, added to

the fact of its appearance in the palaeolithic human teeth from

St Brelade’B cave (in Jersey), leads to the conclusion that the

character in question is decidedly distinctive of a definite variety,

even if we deny to it the value of a specific character.

III. Denial variations in situation.

Displacement of teeth is rendered probable in cases in which

the space available for their implantation is diminished without

actual suppression of some of the teeth. This consideration

provides an explanation of many cases of the occurrence of teeth

in unusual situations, but is not altogether accountable for dis-

placements observed in certain instauoes among the black races

of the Hominidae, in which the jaws are large and the space

extensive.

Again, the displacements observed in some skulls of Gorilla

are evidently not attributable to the factor of maxillary (or man-

dibular) reduction.

The Anatomical Collection of Cambridge University includes

examples of dental displacements in crania of aboriginal natives

of Australia In one such skull the canine teeth emerge on the

facial surface of the maxilla, and their direction has been so

altered that they lie in the horizontal rather than in the vertical

plane. The &a\pe Collection contains the cranium of an ancient

inhabitant of Peru, which presents a precisely similar condition of

the same teeth. Again, the third molar tooth may emerge on

the facial surface of the maxilla, immediately below the malar

process : instances of this have been seen in an ancient skull from

a cave in Jamaica : as also in the cranium of an aboriginal native

of Australia (in the possession of Dr Haddon); while the same

condition obtains in the skull of an Orang-utan in the Museum at

Amsterdam.

The incisor teeth are subject to similar variations in position.

Of these, perhaps the most striking are present in two crania

from the Melanesian island of New Britain: in each of these

specimens an incisor tooth has emerged, not on the alveolar

margin of the maxilla, but on the lower margin of the aperture
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pyriformis nasi : in each case, however, the tooth is imperfectly

formed 1
.

The occurrence of teeth, more or Ices porfoctly formed, in

dermoid cysts and ovarian tumours, moat be regarded as beyond

the scope of the present account.

IV. Variation by reduction in the number of the teeth.

This is rare, but not unknown in the Primates other than the

Hominidae. In these, the numerical reduction is met with so

frequently that a definite trend in evolution is suggested. It is

possible that a similar process is affecting the Ateles type (South

American monkeys) and even Hylob&tes.

Thus Ateles is characterised by the large number of anomalies

to which its dentition is liable, and this includes a tendency to the

loss of the last molar tooth (either in the upper or lower jaw)*

This stage seems to have been reached by the Hapalidae (Mar-

mosets). The Uylobatidae arc said by Selenka* to be on the way

to loee not only the last molars but also the second premolar tooth.

An unusual anomaly in the Orang-utan, vis. the absence of the

thin! lower molar tooth, is recorded by Hrdlicka*. Absence of an

incisor tooth is on reoord in the case of several of the lower

Primates, and in one instance in the skull of a Gorilla1
. But

evidancu for a “reduced dentition" does not become striking until

the Hominidae are reached'.

In Man and especially in the white races, the teeth first to be

suppressed are the third molars, and there is a distinct tendency

to the disappearance of the lateral incisor teeth. These changes

have been attributed to the progressive reduction of the jaws, a

1 A corresponding o*s» was cUacrbsd by Goethe in tbs last esotery : eJ. also The

U*C41. Oct. 14, 1906, p. 1146.

* Bateson, quoted by Ds Tara, op. eit., p. 986.

* Sslsnka, v. Ds Terra, op. Hi., p. 986.

« Proe. Unit*d Hiatt* national j/iursos. Yol. mi. p. 539.

* RegnaaU, quoted by De Terra, op. tit., p. 286.

* Redaatkm he* proceeded to even greeter length in the Aye-Ays (Dsubenkmia

or Chetromys). This Lenauroid is to Aberrant from its esavlstwi, that it would

not be proStsbls to discuss its dentition In detail here. The difference between the

deoidnons and permanent dentitions of tbs Aye-Ays ie striking and very instructive.
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process not yet arrested. That it is correct to hold the jaws

accountable can scarcely bo doubted in so for as the white races

are oonosroed. But the occurrence of reduced dentitions in natives

of Melanesia, where the jaws and even the remaining teeth are of

great size, shews thAt some other factor is probably involved.

Thus the dentition may be subject to an evolution in which the

reduction of the jaws plays a subsidiary part only. Professor Rose

is quoted by Dr Adloff as appealing to cerebral growth, which may

indeed prove an important factor, though Dr Adloff does not

agree that it is so'.

We have seen that the dental formula of the Katarrhinac

(including the Horninidae) shews a reduction in the number of

the teeth as contrasted with that of the Platyrrhinae. At this

stage it is convenient to enumerate and review the various for-

mulae of interest in relation to the evolution of the human type.

Thus it will be found i.hat the “primitive'' mammalian dental

formula allows for many more toeth than even that of the lower

Primates.

Osborn regards that primitive formula as

(o) I f C { Pm * M §.

Oldfield Thomas and other writers give the formuln as

(6) I* C\ Pm* M*.

Brunsmann (quoted by Ktlkenthal, Jahr. dtr A naioitrie, 1902)

seems to have postulated a stage in human ancestry in which the

formula was

(c) I»-C* Pm* M*.

The Lemurine and Platyrrbine Primates' provide as their

formula

(d) I* Cj Pm* MJ.

The Katarrhinao (including normal Horninidae) have as their

formula

(•) I * C * Pm * M *.

> Cf. Adloff. Z./. U. *. A. 1007. pp. 110 *t u).

' Toe HsptlidM (or Marmosets) form *a exception to this mis, their dental

formal* being I J C | Pm | M|.
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While Che human formula is tending (as described above) to

become

(/) I*C*PmfMf.

The comparison of the normal human formula (0) with tho

primitive formula (a) will shew that in human evolution a net

loss amounting to two incisor, two premolar and five molar teeth

has been experienced. With the exooptioo of the canine teeth,

each type (incisor, premolar, and molar) has been roduoed in

number, though the degree of reduction varies. In the attempt

to trace the history of the reduced dentitions, the problems us to

the particular teeth that are missing from each region have

attracted much attention, though final 00Delusions have not been

reached on several points. Thus in regard to the incisors, the

literature of the subject shows that each of the three primitive

incisor teeth, cf. formula (6), has been claimed as the defaulter.

Even in the critical account furnished by Bluntschli in 1910’, the

question seems to be loft an open one.

As regards I, (the median incisor tooth), it may be remarked

that the wide intenqjace in the Lemurine dentition between the

upper median incisor teeth is suggestive, and that a super-

numerary incisor tooth is not infrequent in this situation. Gadow

adopts thiB view (as, I believe, does Lydckker also); Elliot Smith has

recently recorded, while the present writer has observed, instances

of a supernumerary incisor tooth in the position indicated.

The view that I, is the missing tooth is supported by Turner,

Albrecht, and Wilson and is based largely upon considerations of

the arrangement of tho incisor teeth in cases of persistence of tho

suture dividing the premaxilla and maxilla (hare-lip) 1
.

Win die (J. A. and P., VoL XXL, pp. 84, et Mq.) favours the view

that It has been suppressed ;
this view rests on the fact that the

pre-canine space is a common locality for the occurrence of super-

numerary teeth
;
while if it be granted that the characters of the

teeth merge by insensible gradations into one another, the 9pace

* VUrtrr Jakrtekrifl dtr Nalvrfortchenden OrttiUehafl is Zirrieh, Jshnjsng

55/M. 1910, mi.
* For expositions of this sabjsol d. Wind)#, J. A. and P., VoL m., sad

Tomes. Dental Anatonf.
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in question is indicated as the probable site of the missing tooth

which should provide the transition stage (at present lacking)

between the definitely incisor and canine types of tooth-crown.

Passing from the incisor teeth to those of the preniolar series,

the results of protracted investigations are not very much more
definite. Tn this instance, two teeth of the original four (cf.

formula (a) or (ft)) have to be accounted for.- Agreement appears

to be fairly general in regard to the first of those which have

disappeared. For there is a consensus of opinion that it is the

preinolar immediately behind the canine tooth, viz. pm,. Thus
three premolare are left, as in the Lemurs, Taisii, and Plntyrrhinae.

Then another premolar tooth disappears, the resulting dentition

being characteristic of the Katarrhinac. The answer to the en-

quiry, which of the three Platyrrhine premolars is abeent from the

Kat&rriiine (including the human) dentition, is not easy to give,

because opinions are divided betwoen pm, and pm, of the Platyr-

rhine series.

(i) On behalf of the former, it is claimed that inasmuch

as a preinolar immediately behind the canine tooth has already

been lost (reducing the number from the four originally present

to three), the process of reduction will afreet the reel in sequence,

viz. pm, of the Platyrrhine dentition. Professor Adloff indeed

claims that of the four original preinulars, three may be seen in

Rodents to undergo degeneration from before backwards in suc-

cession 1
. The problem might seem to be resolved therefore in

favour of regarding the reduction as affecting the premolars in

regular succession from before backwards.

(ii) On the other hand, those who incline to regard the

third premolar of the Platyrrhinac as the excluded element, have

to base their opinion largely on the instances of anomalous super-

numerary additions to tho Katarrhine series. These supernumerary
teeth ore sometimes 3mal! (r. supra, p. 258), and it is at least

doubtful whether they can be justly claimed as “ reversions.’
1

But a better argument (in favour of the disappearance of the

hindmost premolar) has been advanced by Professor Bolk* whose
view is so ingenious and attractive as to demand special notice.

* C*. A4k.(». 2. /fir if. md A. Dd xx. Heh 3. p. STO.

* A'wnMpki Akaitmit con WtUnukappm, AautMiUm, Apeii 37, 1806.
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It may be described na fallows. Professor Bnlk reminds ns that

the South American monkeys possess a deciduous dentition in

which throe molnrifarm teeth occupy positions to which throe

promolar teeth succeed as the permanent dentition is completed.

The permanent im»lan« emerge behind these teeth. But the crucial

point in the theory consiats in the suggestion that in the Old-

World npcs and Man. two deciduous molars corresponding to the

first two of the Platjrrhinae appear, while the third exists but

is delayed in it* appearance. Still it docs make its way to the

surface; it is called the six-year molar (in Man), and is considered

oommonly to be the first of the “ permanent " teeth to emerge.

Furthermore, the theory of Professor Bolk postulates that

while tho first two deciduous molars are replaced (in Platyrrhine

and Katorrhinc Primates alike) by prcmolariform teeth, yet in

the KaUrrhinac the third “ deciduous ” molar owns no replacing

tooth, the latter being suppressed. Finally it is suggested that

the third permanent molar tooth of tho Platyrrhiuae is no longer

present in the Katarrhinse.

If wo apply all thiB to the permanent dentition of the latter

forms (Katarrhinae), it follows that on the theory of Professor

Bolk, the actual conditions observed involve (a) suppression of

a molar tooth, viz. the last in the series of the Platyrrhinac, (b)

the suppression of the third preraolar tooth of the Platyrrhinac,

and (c) delayed emergence of the third "deciduous" molar of

the Platyrrhinae. which loses its "deciduous " character in conse-

quence of the suppression postulated under (b).

Tho diagrams (Fig. 199 A and B) may serve to illustrate these

suggestions more dearly, and although exhaustive discussion is

not possible in this placo, tho support given by Professor Bluntschli,

and tho strong opposition of Dr Adloff demand mention. In spite

of that opposition I agree with Professor Bolk that his suggestion

makes no unreasonable demands upon the established principles

of Odontology. That a tooth which is ordinarily deciduous may
assume a permanent character is well recognized. Profeasor Leche

has recorded such an instance in certain Insectivora, and Magitnt

states that the second (human) deciduous molar may persist while

the replacing tooth foils to appear. Indeed this constitutes an

exact repetition of the process postulated by Professor Bolk.

D. If. 18
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Profeasor Rtfae (quoted by Bolk, op. cit p. 8 of reprint) has

established the fact that the first permanent molar (in Man)

develops procooiuusly, at an early period, if. in relation to the

deciduous rather than to the permanent teeth. Moreover,

Professor Bolk points oat that in the Platyrrhine monkeys

known as the Hapalidae (Marmosets), the process described by

him has affected the last molar teeth [assumption
.
(o) supra]

while it has not yet extended to the premolar region. Dr Adloff

himself has pointed out the cloeo relation of premolars and molars,

suggesting that the differentiation of the premolars has proceeded

from a more ancient (molar) type, and constitutes a modification

of the primitive dentition*. To this subject attention must now

be turned.

Typ* of

Kalarrbinao

ot the
la

V. Ths evolution of the incisor and other types of teeth

in the Primate dentition.

Before this subject is discussed the characteristic phenomenon

of the replacement of one set of teeth by another demands farther

consideration hero.

(a) We have seen that the teeth are, in the Primates, naturally

divisible into four classes (incisor, canine, premolar, and molar

tocth) for the moat part easily distinguishable, though at the same

time there may be seen, even in a single jaw, such os that of an

1 For further information on thi* wbjeci, reference should be made to the (real

work of Mr 0. 8. Tome*. A Msmual of DsnuU A natemy, 7th edition. 1914, specially

pp. So" i! eey

.
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Orang-utan (t. ante Figa. 172 And 173), evidence of a transition in

type from one class to another. Such animals .is present these

variations in their normal tooth forms are described as hoterodont,

and me hereby distinguished from homodont animals, tho latter

possessing teeth of one pattern only; and usually it is found that

homodont teeth aro present in large numbers disposed along an

elongated jaw.

Again, the animals in which replacement of a deciduous set of

teeth by a pennaneut series has been observed, are referred to as

diphyodont, in distinction from monophyodont animals, in which

but one set of teeth is seen. The Primates (including Man),

and indeed most of tho higher mammals, are hoterodont and also

diphyodont.

The Metatheria (Marsupials) appear to be monophyodont, but

it has long been known that their most posterior premolar tooth

is replaced: moreover Leche, Hill, and Wilson have discovered

traces of other teeth which do not attain functional perfection.

The Protothoria provide some evidence in the same direction, and

in fact it is stated by Tims (/. A. and P. vol. XXXV., p. 321) that

no mammal has yet been shewn to be absolutely monophyodont.

Moreover, in addition to the two sets of teeth so characteristic of

the Eutherian mammals, vestiges have been discovered of two other

series, which may be described as constituting a “pre-milk" and

a " post-permanent " set respectively. This discovery, which we

owe to tho work of Rdse and Leche, has increased tho complexity

of the problem of deciding which sets of teeth are homologous in

mammals of the various Sections : and in particular, the identifi-

cation of the ordinary set of teeth of Marsupials is still a matter

of controversy. It is also to be remarked that according to tbs

respective researches of Tims and Rose, the human foetus possesses

unmistakcablc vestigus of representatives of both pre-milk and

post-permanent series, and it is a characteristic feature of the

abortive tooth-germs that the so-called pro-lacteal germs should

be developod on the labial side of those germs which proceed to

become functionally active, while the post-permanent representa-

tives aro placed on the lingual aide of the permanent teeth.

In his exhaustive article in the Bibliotheca toologica (Heft 1 7,

1395, Stuttgurt), Leche remarks that in the four dentitions (which

18—

S
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he distinguishes by Korean numerals I—IV), the several elements

develop as follows:

No. I. The teeth do not attain the stage of calcification, and

am represented by vestigial buds only, situated upon the labial

margin of the gum.

No. II is regarded as the ordinary " milk ” dentition.

No. Ill is the ordinary permanent dentition.

No. IV. This series is usually represented by " buds " on the

lingual aide of No. Ill : these elements may sometimes arrive at

maturity and appear as definite teeth. Subsequently (in the

same memoir) Lecho discusses the subject of tho reduction in the

number of functional dentitions. He suggests that the reduction

was necessitated by the circumstanoes under which the mammalia

wore evolved from pre-mammalian reptilian anoostors; that how-

ever, only dentitions I and II have been inherited from such

ancestors, HI and IV being newly evolved and peculiar to the

mammalia. This position is not quite easy to grasp in view of

the fact cited by Beddard (ifav.tnalux, p. 53), that Leche has

himself described in a reptile (Iguana), no less than four series of

teeth which reach maturity, while a rudimentary (or vestigial)

series, antecedent to these, never produces fully formed teeth.

But in the memoir quoted, Leche defends his
.

position that

new dentitions can arise, though he recognizes the objections that

have been adduced by Kovalevsky, Schmidt, And Schioeser.

Finally, in a more recent memoir (BibliolAeoa toologica, Heft 37,

1902) upon the dentition of the Insectivora, Leche brings forward

further evidence in support of the foregoing view.

These discoveries of a number of dentitions, some of which are

recognizable id tho Hominidae, detract to some extent from the

value of Schwalbe’s review of the subject as presented to the

German Anatomical Society in 1893. Nevertheless that address

still retains all its historical interest, and includes certain remarks

which may here be briefly recapitulated. In the first place,

Schwalbe points out the difficulty in determining criteria for the

several series of teeth. He quotes Leche oa pessimistically ad-

mitting that such criteria arc not to be hoped for, though the

same author clearly indicate* that he regards each dentition as a
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tooth-gcncrntion. This question of the criteria is still a matter of

discussion (*. infra, p. 291, footnote). Schwalbe emphasises the

significance of the independence of tho milk and the permanent
series as regards their original positions, and this independence

would seem to be extended to tho other dentitions subsequently

discovered. A largo part of the memoir is devoted to a discussion

os to whether tho ancestral mammals had one or two dentitions,

but this part of the question is of course no longer relevant, except

as regards one point For in drawing up a table of the several

schemes which have been devised to shew the originator’s views

regarding tho relations of the permanent to the milk-teeth,

Schwalbe shews that he regards premolar and molar teeth

as derived from conjoined elements from the two dentitions

(a infra, p. 295). Ktlkenthal has, I believe, shewn evidence of

such a coalescence in a special instance, but otherwise the subject

has not been finally decided.

The history of tho evolution of the several series is thus to a

large extent obscure : the general significance of the replacement

of one dentition by another must evidently be found in the

advantage therefore oonferred on the animal, which is thus able

to bring series after series into use, as the preceding set is lost or

worn away. And whether two, or all four of the dentitions recog-

nisable in the tiominidae, arc inherited from ancestors in the

reptilian phase or not, the general conclusion must be that the

multiple dentition has been inherited from polyphyodont ancestors,

and has subsequentlybeen modified in accordance with the special

needs of this family of the Primates.

(6) In the endeavour to explain the origin of the different

forms of teeth, such as the incisor, canine, and molar series, in other

words in the attempt to render a clear account of the historical

development of the heterodont dentition, Borne investigators would

refer all the various forms of teeth back to a simple ancestral parent-

form
; and the simplest form known is the conical' peg-liku tooth

found repeated in scries with practically no variation (homodont)',

1 It eppean that RSUmeyer fint suggested that the conical tooth repcceeoie the

enceetral form, of. Powjth-He;or, Proe, ZooL Soe. 1898.

* Leoho, IHUiolbec* loologiea, 1896, domui* to the view that the homodoot

condition is tho original mamecaltan one.
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throughout the length of the slender jaws of the Odontoceti or

toothed whales. Moreover the reasonableness of this view seems

enhanced by the fact that many reptiles (and a reptilian stage is

postulated in the most widely-accepted view 1 as to the anoestry of

the Mammalia, c£ the scheme in Chapter III. p. 37) possess such

simple teeth, which arc often described as haplodont. Most

Fig- 300. Molariform UMh of Cosiil reptile Diadsmodo®. Tbeae teeth ««n im-
planted In toekela, and Ln tbcii general appearance are mammalian. (Alter Oebom.)

reptiles arc also homodont, and it was from these, and not from

the rarer heterodont reptiles, that Cope traced the Descent of

Mammals (c£ Factors of Evolution, pi 331). It is noteworthy

that in many reptiles the teeth are ankylosed with the jaws,

whereas in mammals the teeth are Vteeodont ; they arc implanted

in sockets, thin being & form of articulation (not an ankylosis)

known a* Gomphosis. The difference between mammals and

reptiles in this respect is not however absolute, for the Crocodilia

are thecodont, and so wns the extinct reptile known as Diademodon.

(Cf. Fig. 200.)

1 The (act must not be ignored that certain observations suggest a direct origin

of the Mammalia from the Amphibia, reptilian ancestors being time omitted from

the direct line of descent. Thia view Is toeing ground at present. (01. footnote 4,

p. 979.)
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Other palaeontologists objected to this exclusion of the heterodont

reptiles from the ancestral history of the mammals. They pointed

to the remarkable characters of sumo extinct reptiles known as the

Theriodontia 1

,
and referable to the Trnueic period. The last ten

years have seen great accessions to our knowledge of those animals

and it is almost iinpossible to resist the conclusion that the

mammals pawed through an ancestral stage corresponding to that

of the Cynodontia (a particular sub-order of those fossil reptiles).

Detailed evidence is accessible in the exhaustive memoirs pub-

lished by Dr Broom*

A representation of the skull of one of the Cynodontia, viz.

Sesamodon browni*. is shewn in Kg. 201. The skull of this Triassic

Fig. 901. Stall of Seeamodoo browni, a Triassic rwptilo haring a dentition

similar to that of a mammal. (After Broom.)

reptile exhibits dearly the chief point of interest in the present

connection, vix that the reptilian dentition was already heterodont,

to the extent that incisor, canine and poet-canine typos of tooth

can bo easily distinguished. In some of the Cynodontia, a dis-

tinction can be drawn between tho premolar and the molar series

also*.

* Cf. Woodward, Vertebral* Palaeoitiolofy, P- «7.

* Not the least striking roaait la the demonatnUioo (Sept. 1915) of a deciduous

dentition (is a Cjnodool atall) reeambling that of Mammala

* Of. Broom. P.Z.8. 1911, p. 898.

* Hie Cynodontia also serve to discountenance a view of tin ancestry of

H..wvmaU which at one time gained some support. That view exclude] a reptilian

stage, and rental back the mammalian line directly to an "Amphibian " stage to
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The statement® set forth in the preceding paragraphs tend

to shew:

(A) That the theory which regarded the conical teeth of the

Odontoccti or Toothed Whales os the parent form must be modi-

fied, and indeed there is good reason for regarding the homodont

haplodont dentition of those cetaceans as a secondary acquisition *.

(B) That although the mammalian teeth are ultimately

referable to a haplodont type, yet this must be sought for in

ancestors more primitive than those to which the Cynodonts point,

and in a geological period more remote than the Trias. Possibly

the stage required is revealed in the Permian Cotyiosauria.

Osborn (1907, op. cil p. 39) states that tho haplodont type has

not yet been discovered among the primitive mammalia.

(C) That the Cynodontia provide evidence to the effect that

the distinction of incisors from canines, premolars and molars was

brought about in a prv-inaumalian stage, so that the evolution

of thcae varieties must be sought in a correspondingly remote

geological period.

tha eadntion of a distinctively reptilian oae. Such a view might bo justified so

long u the mammalian characters of she Cynodontu. wore nnknowa or not real!tod.

By the recent extension of knowlodge, the maramala ore •hewn to bare emerged

from aa ancestral stock which they shared with the Cvnodoolo. in mo remote a

period u the Trias. Gregory (Builtn«u of Ikt A rntrieon Museum of Natural Hutory,

Vnl. rxrn. pp. 117 el seq , and Journal of Mcrfkotoff, Vol. XXIV. 1918) lmn published

irvaluable anmmorice of the evidence on this subject Of. alao Rtf. hrit. A hoc.

Adi. Sc., Tortamooih. 1911, "Discussion on the Origin of Mammal*.

"

1 The toothed whale* (poMtaaod of a homodont and haplodont dentition) were

at one time thought to lack a milk set of tenth, and wore accordingly regarded aa

aooopbyodoat; but Kakenthal's researches shew that they are really noterodent

and alao diphyodont, tho first or “milk*' Ml appearing aa tha normal teeth of

those animals, while the second act of teeth is vestigial only. Moieover. Kfikenthal

(cf. Doukiekr. der aato. natuneiis. Oa. in Band in. 1893. qnoted by Sohwnlbe

;

Anal. Anr. 1894; also JntiittU Zritrchr., Itaad xxvio. 1893. p. 70) found that

even whalebone whale* are provided with tooth-germs which early abort- Those

researches, together with those of Leelie, Indicate that tho whales an the ilotoendanU

of ancestor* provided with more complicated teeth than those of tba toothed -whalce,

and Kfilcentbel cappoeea that the nuraeroos conical teeth of the latter read! from

the splitting op of several compound teeth. This suggestion is betrever by no

means generally accepted, and In particular, Osborn and Godow reject it. It should

be added that Osborn (Evolution of Mammalian Motor Teeth. 1907) is quite ready

to aasent to the view that the haplodont dentition of the Toothed Wnalee is tha

reanlt of secondary modifications in teeth of more complicated tons.
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Before leaving the Cynodontia, two more features most be

noticed.

The dental formula is extraordinarily similar to that postulated

by Osborn for the ancestral form of mammalian dentition, viz.

I } C\ Pm $ Mg,
with which we may compare

I 3 C * Pm J M \,

the probable formula for the Cynodont form Diademodon.

Again a very early mammalian type (Dryoleates) from strata

of the Jurassic period provides a mandible with the formula

I T C T Fm 1 M flog-

Lastly, the relation of upper and lower post-canine teeth is

a matter of great importance. In the Cynodontia, as in the

ad lower jew*. Thi« flgar* «houM be own
Stroll Ho. 9116, Mo*. Anal Quit.)

Jurassic Dryoleetee, the upper and lower teeth alternate. Thus

each tooth in the upper jaw oomes down behind the posterior

border of the lower tooth, between it and the following one. Or,

as in Sesamodon, an upper tooth rests partly on each of two of the

lower crowns. Such alternation is clearly therefore the ancestral or

primitive mode, and as it has been retained in many ofthe Primates,

its significance is very great In the Horninidae (Fig. 202), such

alternation is shewn by Choquet (Z’Odontology, 1908, Jan. F6v.)

to exist, but only in a minority of instances (38 "/»)- the early

establishment of such alternation in the phylogeny of the mam-

malian types is of the first importance, inasmuch as the develop-

ment of secondary cusps has been determined thereby to no small

extent This subject will demand closer attention in the next

section (VI).
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These considerations have carried us away from the dentition

of the Primates, yet on returning u> consider their dental formula,

we find that they retain the four groat orders of teeth found in

the Triassic reptiles The differentiation of those orders (incisors,

etc.) must have taken place at an earlier period, and must be

ascribed partly to mechanical influences, Buch as the size anti

arrangement of the muscles acting on the mandible 1
. Not less

effective however were physiological influences, with which modifi-

cations of diet are connected. Alteration in the size -and form of

the jaw was determined by these and to some extent also by the

increasing size of the brain. Of such factors, some were more

active than others at particular periods of the evolutionary history.

In the Primates, that factor which we denote generally by brain-

growth persisted and at length predominated. Coincidently the

jaws became reduced in antero-posterior extent, and with this

redaction the suppression of teeth was brought about so that the

dental formula was at length established as wo now know it

VI. Theories of eiutp-detelopment and On origin and fate

of ciupt.

In the incisor and canine series the change from a (J original)

“ haplodont " form has been comparatively alight, though whether

the mult has been determined by natural selection, or "use-

inheritance" would leAd to a discussion upon which wc cannot

enter here.

But in the ptvmolar and molar series the difficulties ore greater:

for the problem is to determine the origin of complex many-

cusped teeth with multiple roots, from conical teeth with single

roots.

The explanations which have been offered may bo grouped

under three chief heads: viz. the hypotheses of Tritubcrculy, of

the Polybunodont origin of the teeth, and the hypothesis advanced

by Marett Tims, with which the Concrescence theory will bo

considered.

It must b« at once stated that no one hypothesis covers all

' Cf. Gregory, fluLVriiu of the .1 mrriran JJhtrtm qf Hatunl HUlcry, VoJ. xxvti.

p. 111.
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the owes, and hence it is necessary to enter into brief notices of

each.

The trituburcular hypothesis is inseparably connected with the

names <»f two American palaeontologists, viz. Cope and Osborn

and it is interesting to note that the theory is largely a

gunoralixation from the experience of extended investigations of

tho ohomctorn of fossil teeth. It was considered applicable to the

molar teeth of both jaws (upper and lower) and to the lower series

of promoter teeth ; but not to the upper premolor teeth.

Thu theory hAS had an eventful history since Cope first ex-

pounded it Home thirty years ago (1888). It has been extended

and modified. Certain details have been abandoned as a result

of tho progross of anatomical and palaeontological science. The

Ps

A B
Fig. 90S. Molar teeth of Poriplvdnw. A, upper ; B, low tooth. (From Oshom.)

Thi thrM “ primitive " aani« Lu the upper tooth ere labelled P* (protown*). Pa

(
paraooael. uvl M (rnetaocne) iwipeouVely. In the lower tooth (B) the throe

"primitive " ca«p* are dlettngalehed ea Pan (protooonidt Pao (poroeonld) end Mo
[nseUwoald), tho munee la parentheece having been devised by Cope.

essential parts of the theory have also been misapprehended, but

in the brief sketch which follows, I have made every endeavour

to present a fair account derived from the original sources so far

m possible.

(i) As a oonoeption, the Tritubercular theory seems to rest

upon Cope’s recognition of a remarkab.o feature in the teeth of

oertain very ancient fossil mammals found in New Mexico (Pueroo

Eooeue). Tho animals themselves are assigned to the earliest sub-

division of tho Tertiary period (Basal Eocene). The peculiarity

thus observed consisted in the fact that the molar teeth commonly

presented three cusps arranged at the angles of a triangle (Fig. 208).

' CL Cop*. Primary Facton in tfreluttoii; O»bom, Amriw« NaturalUt, 1888.

p. 1074 ; ibid 189B And 1897 ; A'wlulion of Mammalia* Molar Ttotk. 1W7 ; Otogory.

BuiUtiri rtf iht Aauritan Jtfiumui of Natural HUtcry, 1910.
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Later research has shewn that this statement is too genera], since

minute cusps may and do supplement the principal prominences

fimt oheerred (c£ Fig. 203 Pl, Hy, Hd, and End). And again

the difference in form between the upper and lower teeth is

considerable s
. But even with these objections, the generalization

was supported as being justifiable*.

(ii) Fossil mammals of even greater antiquity than those of

the Basal Eocene beds of Puerco were known even whon Cope

first advanced his theory. On examining the fossil remains of the

Mesozoic (Jurassic) mammals, Copo arrived at the conclusion that

the three-cusped tritubercular type of molar tooth observed by

him, had arisen from a tooth of simple conical form (hAplodont)

by the addition of lateral denticles (Fig. 204).

A

1

Fig. 'J04 . Diagram
) from i

and lc

(3Idc9€)3ft!2

2

(No. •) from a aimj-lo

r tooth. No. 8 is a tooth of Drocuithonum.

_LOj
tbt derivation

’. 1 ). No. 3 show* tbs primitive alternation

(From Oeboro.)

r itr.cccodoot) tooth

alternation of iluppsr

(iii) Then it became necessary to account for the presence of

these denticles. Cope supposed that they arose from the original

undivided cone. This view has been greatly disputed. The most

important alternative ia embodied in a view which is distinguished

as the theory of Concrescence. The name of Dr Rdee is specially

associated with this theory. It postulates the fusion of a number
of simple cones situated originally in close proximity to each other.

The theory of Concrescence is discussed in the sequel, and will

not be considered further here.

1 Gregor? poiata out that the upper teeth hare three cuipe tr.d belong to a type

•-nee termed tritaherenUr; the lower molars represent a modification of that type

known u the tcbereulo-rectorial variety.

* Matthew, flultrfiiu of Ike Antrioan ifoatum of Natural Hi*tory, Vol. «xi.
191S. pp. 807-814 , lay* itrrss upon the great antiquity of the triangular type of

molar tooth, os exhibited by the Puerco Eooeae loeectirore PalawrytU* poerceaW*.
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(iv) Assuming that lateral denticles had been added to a

primitive cone, the next search waa directed towards identifying

the original cusp in tho upper and lower teeth respectively. Cope

(followed by Osborn in this particular) suggested that the "lateral

denticles " were “ rotated * from the sides of the original cone, and

passed into new positions (Fig. 205).

An important point is that the rotation waa supposed to have

occurred in precisely opposite directions in tho upper and lower

teeth respectively. In the upper and lower teeth alike the cusps

came to rest at the angles of a triangle (cf. Fig. 205 D), but the

arrangement differed slightly in the upper and lower series inas-

Fig. 206. A and B, dlegraiE* of lower molar teeth to iUoMrate tho proecai of euop

rotation. C and D, diagrammatic repteMOtatlocs of the lower molar tooth of

ancient fcaoil mammal* - beating a oimllar relation to each other. C, tooth of

Drcenatherlcm, D, tooth of PeraW-e*. (After Ooboin.)

much os in an upper tooth two cuspe were external (buccal) and

one cusp internal (or lingual) in position, while the cusps of the

lower teeth were placed so that one was external (buccal) and two

internal in position. This part of the theory is very important,

for tho identification of the original cone (in a given tooth)

depends directly upon it. And consequently, identification is still

possible even when the original cone has lost its superiority in

point of sizo. The final relations of an upper and a lower molar

tooth are shewn in the following figure (Fig. 206).

(v) The same illustration (Fig. 206) reveals another point of

importance, viz. that the teeth alternate in the upper and lower
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series when opposed, while the upper series as a whole are slightly

external to the lower set. This condition has been termed

antsognathi&m.

(vi) The final generalization laid down that the tritubercular

type was ancestral to many if not to all the higher types of molar

teeth.

Should the foregoing statement be accepted as a fair expo-

sition of the theory of Trituberculy, its rejection clearly cannot be

accomplished by the disproof of any single one of its sections.

It is reasonable therefore to enquire into the position of each of

these at the present time. They will be reviewed accordingly in

the same order as that in which they are stated above (p. 28.1).

Pa

Fig. *06. The upper ind lower moltux of DrvolMiM, an extinct and primitive

muanil. The upper molar h drawn with a faint oontoor. The original ©one Pa
of the upper molar tooth occupies an '‘interna!" poejticm with roUnnoa to ite two
•ubeiitary cospe (Pa and M), while in the lower tooth the original cone la now
external. Upper and lower teeth alternate. (After Gregory.)

(i) This is a matter of observation, and as regards the Basal

Eocene Amblypoda it still holds good, even though those mammals
are not now accorded the " ancestral" status that Cope would

have assigned to them. As a matter of fact the most ancient of

known mammals (the Upper Triassic Microleetea) is not “ Tri-

tubercnlar ” but " Mnltitubercukr
M
in respect of its molar teeth

(Fig. 208).

(ii) The evolution of the molar teeth from a simple conical or

haplodont precursor still appears likely, though the haplodont

stage in mammalian ancestry must be anterior to that represented

by the Thcriodont reptiles, and in point of time most fall in the

earlier part of the Triassic period.
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(iii) This section of the theory of Trituberculy is admittedly

menaced if not actually overthrown. Osborn (1907)' maintained

that the balance of evidence favoured the Tritubercular Theory.

In 1910, Gregory* stated that in hia opinion the view may still

be correct that all the accessory parte are the offspring of a main

protocone, the tip of which liee on the inner side of the upper,

and on the outer side of the lower molaa

(iv) Rotation of the lateral denticles. TbiB suggestion has

boen abandoned through lack of evidence. The objection based

upon embryological grounds has been mentioned already. It

seems undeniable that embryologtcally the cusp first developed

is not the protocone, as should bo the case- in accordance with

the hypothesis (of. Taeker, quoted by Osborn, -dm. Nat, 1898;

Woodward, quoted by Tims, J. A. P. xxxvil p 187 ; Tims, op.

ctl p. 187; Heiechmann, quoted by Rose, Aval A ns. Band vjl

p. 394 ;
and Rdee, ibid.), nor does there seem to be any embryo-

logical evidence of the circumduction (often spoken of as the

rotation) of tho secondary cusps.

It might thus seem that the objections are directed from the

side of embryology only, but Tims (op. oil p. 188) claims that the

evidence of palaeontology is by no means flawless.

That the triangles of cusps bear a " reversed ” relation to each

other is however still maintained. Professor Gregory in 1910

expressed the opinion that the trigon (or triangle) above and the

trigonid below may still be morphologically reversed structures.

(v) As a matter of observation, this part of the subject has

undergone no modification.

(vi) This conclusion has been notably modified. Instead of

mAlfing an appeal to the Tritubercular type (as defined above) as

the ancestral one, the following terms are substituted (by Professor

Gregory, Bulletins of the Geological Society of America, VoL LXlll.

June, 1912, p. 192): “There can now be very little doubt that many

or perhaps all placental orders at one time passed through a stage

in which the upper molars were trigonal, the lowor tuberoulo-

sectoriaL” It is noteworthy that this description of upper molars

» RvoltUicn of UamuaUm Bohr Tt*iA, p 8.

* BulistUu of On Amtriean JSmmsm of Natural BuUry, Vol. xxvn. p. 184.
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as trigonal and of lower molars as tuberculo-sectorial is really and

actually a more precise acoount than Cope 1 himself gave of the

molar teeth of the Puerco mammals upon which he originally

founded his theory. (Cf. Fig. 203.)

The must recent modifications of the Tritubercular theory

having been reviewed, we may now enquire how far it applies to

the tooth of the Primates.

The Lemurs present no difficulty at all as regards the upper

molar teeth for these are clearly tricuspid or tritubercular (cf.

Fig. 161). Tarsius ahews the same form (Fig. 163). In the

Anthropoidea four cusps are found; the original triangle has

thus an accessory cusp. Comparisons of various types and study

of the variations in the individual teeth shew that the additional

cusp is the postero-internal one, which as mentioned above

(p. 244, footnote) is termed hypocone'. The human upper molar

teeth resemble closely those of the other Primates in this respect

(Fig. 207).

The lower molars ore not ao easily explained. In tho Lctnur-

oidea (Fig. 162) the first of these beare five cusps which we meet

again in the higher Primates. Tarsius retains the primitive form

(cf. Figs. 1G4 and 203 b). In the human lower molars, we find

the cusps disposed as shewn (Fig. 207). Reference to extinct

forms ahews that the “original" lower triangle or trigonid has

lost a cusp, called the paraoonid*. The other diagmma in Fig. 207

shew the different parts of the original trigonid and also those of

the talonid or heel. The latter bears three cusps marked respec-

tively HYD, HLD, and ENT. D (the HypocorJd. Hypneor.ulid

and Lntocoaid of Osborn), though one of these, viz. the Hypo-

oonulid (HL) is often wanting. These three cusps oonstituto the

“ talonid.”

1 Ecolatto* of Mammalian Molar TetOi, p. 2.

* It Is convenient to Dote ben that tba foar-coipod ammgeaneni seen in tbe

apper molars ol tbe higher Primula*, we* regarded by Cope as ropreeanUng a

comparatively early stage in the Lielory cl tho complicated inoitr teeth o! the

Ungulate (especially evident In tbe Condylarthra) end eien of the Praboaoldea

(Mcehtberiam;. Herein may be recognised a rsggeetioo of parallel lire* of

evolution.

* This conclusion U baaed on thn examination of tbe teeth of an ext.net Primate,

is. Anapfcxnorphax. Of. Osborn, 1907, Pig. SB.
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Fig- 307. Huiime molar tctfli and their adjaetment.

A. Second ujiper molar tootl' with foer cnapf.

The Man thawing the identity oi the coapa, end the obllqns ridge

joining FB end M
The Mae. kbewieg the original triangle. So which the cup HY ba*

been ridded In Man.
Second lower molar tooth, with lent largo

B.

a
A'. and a email inter-

B*.

O'.

D.

, (hewing the :/entity of the enrea.

,
thawing that the map* marked FBD

anti of a triangle pruiowdy fi

»pa iHYD, HLD and ENtTD) h
racing* of the second and third upper n

contour Uno») aoper.mjpoaed open the at

teeth. (From the tkuD of an aboriginal

The same,hkhH
aa remnant* of a

and MD an regarded

formed hare, while the other

ENT. Dy have been added*,

second and third upper molar teeth (marked by thick

aeoond and third lower molar

Australian, i

Other indication*

:

AE. Antero-exteroal cu*p.

AI. Antero- internal cusp.

PB. Poaterc-exterael oosp.

PI. Postcro- internal cup.
PR. Protoeone.

PA. Paracone.

M. Mrttootia.

H. Hypoeou.

In C the mark x shawa when the

when tU teeth elore. The asterisk (*)

tooth ahoold fall in the same condition*.

PRD. Protoooold.

PAD. Pataocnid.

MD. Mexican id.

HYD. Hypooooid-

HLD. Hyp»ooaa3id.

ENT. D. Entoooold.

The Hypooonid, Hypooonalld atd Ento-

aoaid together eonstltotc the “taJonW.
1 *

Hypooons of the upper tooth ahoold tali

shows where the Frctooooe of tbe upper

i Tranareree ndgwa connecting the cospa PRD and MD, and again HYD and

ENT. D. are very distinct In the OereopHheeidae and are noticed in the description

of the teeth of the** animal* (t>. repro, p. 844).

D. M. IS
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But comparison with the “ tuberculo-sectorial ” type of lower

molar as shewn in Fig. 203 shews that the human lower molar is

very closely similar to that type, which (as noted above) is regarded

as an " ancestral " one.'

Similar remarks apply to the other Simiidae, to the Primates

generally, and to Tarsius especially.

One prominent fact brought out by the study of these teeth

as carried out on the lines suggested above, is that supple-

mentary parts (hypocone abovo and talonid below) are Appended

to a triangle of cusp9. The significance of these appendages

seems to find an explanation when the teeth are shewn in adjust-

ment. When the upper and lower teeth are thus adjusted, os

shewn in Fig. 207 D, it will be seen that the " talonid " of the

lower molar extends beneath the protooone of the upper tooth,

while the hypocone or upper appendage comes down upon the

primitive- lower triangle or trigonid. At this stage we must

remember the important point made in connection with the Tritu-

bercular theory as first stated, viz. that the primitive triangles

alternate in the upper and lower jaws The appendages just

dcscribod (vis. hypocone And talonid) represent the means by

which the vacant spaces (alternately above and below) are filled

so that the whole apparatus becomes a more efficient instrument

In fact it meets the need imposed by the change in function

of the jaws from a comparatively simple prehensile apparatus to

a mechanism for fino trituration and division of the food prior to

its being swallowed. The origin of all parts accessory to the

primitive cone ia Almost certainly dependent upon that need and

the method of its realization. The precise manner in which the

transformation has boon effected is as yet unknown, but the
“ wedge-theory ’’ proposed by Dr Gregory in 1910 1 provides at

least a basis for research and a reasonably suggestive sketch of

what has actually occurred. This brief statement must suffice

here, since detailed discussion of the mode of origin of aooessory

cuspe is precluded in this place. In condusiou, I may point out

once more that the molar dentition of the Primates including

that of the Hominidae, must be placed in a position close to that

of the type claimed os distinctive of the ancestral mammals.

1 Bull. Am. J/y... 1910. ». 184 ct
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Turning from the molar to the premolar teeth, it may be

repeated that Professor Osborn claims that tho Theory of Tritu-

berculy applies to the lower series, though in regard to the upper

premolars, a most important difference has to be admitted. The

difference is important because it has been held to throw doubt

on the validity of the Theory of Tritaberculy. The case of the

upper premolar tooth therefore requires special attention. The

upper premolar teeth appear to be derived from a conical haplodont

tooth similar to the presumed original form of molar tooth. Pro-

fessor W. B. Scott1 observed three stages in the evolution of the

most complex form of upper premolars. To the primitive cone

three cusps ore added in succession. They are derived from the

cingulum and herein consists the first point of contrast* with the

molar teeth, since in the latter the earlier oocesaory cusps arc

believed to arise from the sides of the primitive oone or from its

base (c£ Fig. 204). With the addition of one cusp the first or

bicuspid stage is reached and beyond this we need not pass since

this is the ordinary type in the Primates. But tho real difficulty

of the situation is now to be presented and it consists in the fact

that the socond cusp (wa the first accessory cusp) mokes its ap-

pearance on tho inner aide of tho primary cone (protocone). But

this is exactly contrary to what should happen if the prooese

resembles that claimed for the upper molar teeth on the Tritu-

bercular Hypothesis, for <*r hypethesi the upper protooone itself

should occupy that “ internal" relation to tho other cusps. Bat

the evidence of embryology is very relevant here, since it testifies

that of the two comparable cusps of the upper molar teeth, again

the outer is the “ older,” although again the theory demands the

converse. In the tritubercular molar and on the Tritubeicalar

1 Prec. Acad. Sat. 8c. PkU. 18M, pp- 405—444, qcotsd by O*bora, Evolution

of Samrvxlutn Uolnr Teeth, 1907, p. 196.

* Ths point Is of importunes, tsesaso there is a difficulty in defining tbs exact

diflersno* b«fMD * molar sad s prsmolar too lb. Tbs Hons preMuto s notable

csss In point Tbs older writers seem to have believed that whereas tbo prstaolsn

sre precodad by milk tsstb, tbs true molar tooth are not ao preceded. Diffleoitio* In

lbs applicability of tbis criterion having arisen, s difference in developments] bistory

m somewhat eagerly seised upon ss s& alternative lost, but tbis la turn teems to

be s controvertible point, in vies of the mtorches of Manlt Tuna (cf. J. A. P.

xxxvn. p. 146}.

19—8
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Hypothesis no cusp is internal to the protocone. Professor Osborn

realize* this and ]>ointe out that the premolar " dcutero-cone ” (first

accessory cusp) is not homologous with any molar cusp. And the

same conclusion applies to the remaining premolar cusps. On the

whole therefore, the study of the upper premolar teeth introduces

a further element of uncertainty in the Theory of Tritubcrculy as

originally stated. And those considerations fortify the position of

those who believe that the premolars give the key to the history

of the molar teeth
;
that the molars originally evolved as the pro-

molars did at a later stage; and that the lack of agreement described

above is to bo regarded us militating against the Tritnbercular

Theory, and not (as Professor Osborn believea) as merely indicate

that the upper prcmolare have evolved differently from the molars.

The view here taken is that the ultimate solution of the problem

of inolnr and premolar evolution will owe much to the Theory of

Trituberculy, but that theory will require even more modification

than it has yet experienced before it can claim to hold the field to

the exclusion of its rival*, and before all the exiating objections

have been dismissed.

Of the rival theories, three will be considered briefly. A. The
“ Premolar-analogy " theory of cusp-development B. The theory

of Mnltituberculiam. C. The theory of Concrescence.

A. The “ Premolar-analogy ” theory is thus the first rival of

the Tritubcrcular Theory to be enumerated. It is based largely

on the work of Scott (quoted above), and it postulates this origin

of cusps from the cingulum. In its favour are the difficulties

(just described) in the application of the Tritubercular Theory,

while the actual appearance* of tho post-canine series in the

Eocene mammals Dissacus and Mescmyz (figured by Wort,man)

provide substantial and impressive evidence in its favour. Pro-

fessor Osborn admits this 1

,
yet he endeavours to rebut it not

directly, bnt by adducing evidence to shew the “ internal
" position

of the primitive cusp in an early mammal (Dryolostcs). The pro-

molar analogy theory detnands a more thorough refutation than

this.

B. The theory of Multituberculism or Polybuny. Some of

the earlier opponents of Cope’s theoiy are ranged on the side of

» BmlHtio* o

1

.VrtwiMiM* Molar Teeth, 1907, pj>. 217 rt «*.
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Forsyth-Major, who (Proa Zvol. Soc. 1893), fur Rodents, preposed

the altcruutiw theory known as that of Multitaberealism or Poly-

buoy. Fnwyth-Mjyor is able -in point to the facts (o) that in the

uumt ancient of tho fossil mammal* (Fig. 208) the molar teeth ore not

tritubvrcular, but multitabercular, furnished with many small

cusps'; (b) that the Pmtothorin, wliich include the most primitive

Fig. SOU To the UA- Two upper molar teeth of OmUhorbyncbo*. To the

right A molar tooth of NGcroloetee moorel. (After Thomas and Otborn.)

of known mammals (whether recent or fossil), the teeth are also of

multitubercular type. Fossil remains of animals clearly ancestral

to the existing Prototheria are not definitely known. One fowl

form with characters suggestive of such a relation is Tritylodon

(Jurassic), with multituberculata molar teeth. According to this

thorny the evolution of molar teeth has involved the lose of cusps

* The msMSnbmokte fa* Mieroleetee 1i of Upper Triaeeie antiquity, whom*

th« rnoH ancient tritoberenlat* form, via. Amphiiharicm. ii of Mid-Jurawlc

antiquity only.
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in most instances, and thus the position is diametrically opposed

to that of Cope. Forsyth-Major was able to shew however that

the history of the tooth of Rodents give* good support to his view,

and Tims (op cit p. 139) confirms this application (of tho theory)

to Rodentia.

Considerations of the following kind are adverse to the multi-

tubercular theory: (a) Should the “mammalian" claims of the

Upper Triaraic fossil remains known as Dromathenura' (Fig. 204,

No. 3) be made good, then the multitubcrcuiate forms are coeval

with a primitive ** triconodont * form of molar tooth. From the

latter type it is possible though not probable that the tri-

tubercular types are derived. (5) Mammalian embryology shews

that the cusps in development first assume a triangular disposition,

whereas on the theory of Pulybuny a multituberculate stage would

be expected*.

In ao far as the Primates are concerned, the theory of Multi-

tuborculism is not easily applicable. Indeed tho molar teeth of

the Orang-utan, as well as occasional but not rare anomalous

fornis of the human molars (especially those of the lower set),

suggest that the multitubercular condition may appear suddenly

and sporadically. But it ia not necessarily atavistic or reversionary,

for it may imply adaptation to some special circumstances of

nutrition.

C. The Theory of Concrescence. Another view is that of

Tima (op. cit passim), who was impressed with the fact that the

cingulum iA capable of throwing up offshoots in the form of cusps.

This fact is duly recognized by the czpononts of the tritubercular

theory both os regards the premolar, and to some extent as regards

the molar teeth. Tims proposes to adopt this explanation as

regards the premolar teeth, while as regards the molar teeth, and

this is an important point, he suggests the concrescence of

primarily distinct elements placed originally in an anteroposterior

1 ThU exlmonlinory animal is reprinted by a mandible, in which three

incisors, a earing, three ooalcol premotor*, and eeren molars on differentiated.

The motor* bear three conical cusp* and are nathtr multitabercolate nor trf-

tuberalot*.

* Osborn, Aruin lion of Mammalia* Molar T«tk, 1907, p. 209, deals in some

detail with the theory of maltitcbercclitm.
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sequence 1
. Antero-posterior concrescence is the keystone of Tims'

theory a* regards the molar teeth, and it must be admitted as

unfortunate that the evidence of ooncrcecence is not yet con-

vincing, except in Sphenodon (a reptile), in Ceratodua (a Dipnoan

fish)’, and perhaps in the Wallaby (a Marsupial), as suggested

lately (1911) by Tims and Hopewoll Smith.

Concrescence indeed has been assigned, as a name, to a definite

theory, which would seem (cf Marett Tims, J. A. P., VoL XX evil

p. 134), to have been first advanced by Germs. Its chief advocates

in later years have bean Rflee and Kttkcnthnl, against whom we

may set Leche (Bibl. Zool. Heft 17, pp 154, 155). The theory

postulates the possibility of primitive conical dental elements

fusing to form oomplex teeth : and the elements which thus fuse

may belong to one and the same, or to different dentitions

R#se (Anat, An*, m. p 395) declares himself an advocate

of the Concrescence theory as accountable for the origin both of

premolar and molar tooth, and has represented his views in an

elaborate diagram. It may be noted in conclusion of this brief

notice, that Rttee postulates the original presence of from 46—52

single conical toeth. which by fusion have constituted the dentition

actually found in the Hominidae. Such a number of conical

teeth is submitted to be not by any means unusual in the

dentition of reptiles.

D. The Plexodont theory of Ameghino can only be men-

tioned here. It postulates the concrescence of primitive conical

teeth in groups of four, with the production of compound fbur-

cuaped teeth. Further details are given by Osbom (op. rit. 1907,

pp. 201 et sag.).

The foregoing notes contain an attempt to set forth in the

moat concise manner the several views which have been taken,

and the hypotheses which have been advanced in explanation,

of what is undoubtedly a difficult problem, and one upon which

much light remains to be shed.

i In the Pilau.tea tad most Eutfaeri*, conereeoeiKe ot pain orf loci element*

is »cguested, wbile in the Elephant* S greater number oi element* •wo-ald appear

to bare been fused together.

« Dot not In Protopteru*, another Dipnoan Ash (et RSee, Ann. Ant. vzl

p. 999).
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The tritulxrcular theory bus been diaenssed at greater length

than the other views, partly because of its special applicability

Li the Uominidae, and also because of the very important

inferences based upon this by Co]W and set forth by him in the

Awm-tean Eaturalut (1893), and again, at a later date, in the

Primary Factors of Organic Evolution (139G).

The molar teeth are the special object of study, and Cope ami

Topinanl agree in declaring that the Hominidac, and especially

the more highly civilized among recent Hominwlne, arc unding

by reversion towards the condition of trituberculy in the upper

molars, the hypocone (cf. Fig. 207, “PI") tending to disappear.

Topinanl (L’AnUtropologie, 1892) gives some striking Statistics

from a research on several hundred crania, and has drawn up

comparative tables illustrative of the tendency in the several

human races (cf. aLho Tomes' Denial A natomy, 1914). Both Topinanl

and Tomes appear to ignore the earlier work of Zuckerkandl and

Bcse (cf. Chapter xiv). Tomes (op. eit. p. 597) gives a very

instructive tabulated statement illustrating Keith’s researches

into the relative degree of cusp development in the European and

the Negro races, as well as in the higher apes.

This tendency to tritulxrcnly (which is undoubtedly demon-

strable) is considered by Cope* justification for the inference that

the Hominidae and Simiidae have descended directly from Lemurinc

ancestors, to the exclusion of a “ Cercopithecus stage*
1

in the

genealogical history of those two families. (This inference is not

endorsed here.) Extinct Lemurs are appealed to, especially the

small animal known as Annptomorphus (cf. Chapter XVll.), whose

nearest living relative is the very primitive Tarsias (c£ Chapter II.);

also the various representatives of the Genus Adapis (cf. Chapter

xvii.) which command a special interest in view of the features of

their lower incisor teeth.

A» «i mentioned in the descriptive note* on the teeth of the Lcmr.roiden,

the true Lemurs are dinting.lished by tlic very (toeuliar procuubont position

and the extraordinarily styloid shape of their lower incisor and canine teetli.

The possession of this character would be an obstacle to the acceptance of

the view populating the appearance of such Lemurinc forma in tl>c ancestry

1 Haeckel and Klaattnb wen to 1m in agnoment with Cope upon the general

accuracy of this account.
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of Uie Iloininiiivs, The diameter hiw not been lately acquired, for the giiuit

extinct Lctuum poeaow it (of. Chapter xvn.), and it ia worthy of remark

that the muuo incisor fern is found in tine early Triassic Raptilia. But

Cojw (.lw. JfaL 1 «#3)
»m able to show that several of the extinct AiUpidn*

pnmowul a more generalised conformation in regard to the teeth in question.

Ttio typical Lomuriue conformation is regarded as the rosult of adaptive

K]icciiUi»ti<Ki, and is not shewn by the Middle Eocene form of Lemur
designated Notborctus (Gregory 1013). The condition cf the lower incisors

in the braur Eocene Asm Auaptomorphiu is obscure.

From the small Eooene American Lemuroids, Cope considered

that a transition is easily demonstrable to extinct Eutherian

groups known respectively as the Condylarthra (a parent ungulate

stock) 1
, or even to the Creodonta (ancestral carnivorous forms).

The possibility of re-tracing the evolution of the Primatos to tho

Creodonta is of great importance. For Cope held that the Creo-

donta were in turn derived from ancestors of a very primitive

Marsupial or Metatherion (polyprotodont) type. Forsyth-Major

(Proc. Zool. Soc., 1893) and Marett Tims strenuously oppose this

view, while Professor Gregory in 1013* recognizes the close affinities

of the early Creodonta with the early Insectivora In Gregory’s

opinion their distinction and separation must have oocurred long

before the beginning of the Tertiary period. In view of the

recent extension of knowledge in regard to the anatomy and

dentition of the Insectivora, it is now unnecessary to introduce the

Creodonta into the ancestral line of the Primatos, and reference

to the scheme published by Dr Gregory (cf. Fig. 11 supra)

shews the relattvo positions to be assigned on modem evidence to

the Primates, Insectivora and Creodonta respectively*. The dental

evidence is weighty on the side of confirming that scheme and the

> Cf. 0»bom, 1907, p. 1M.
* DiiUcOhm tin American Uumum of .Vdlsml HUt&ry, Vol. xxrii. f. 907.

» Tin aaqcaaoe few ika Primate# given by Schloaaer in 1911 U M follow* (cf.

Gregory, DuUeUu* of Ou Geological Society America, YoL xrm. Jon* 1919).

Hotninidaa (reomt).

Simijdaa (reoeoi).

Pliopi’.hwni (Fl'.ocana).

Proplloplihecua (Upper Eocene oc Ollgooeoe).

Pwapcthecue (Upper Eocene or Ollgocene).

TertUdae (raoaat).

Aimptomorphidae (Lower Eocene}.
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ancestry of Man is traceable through Lemuroids and primitive

Inseccivora 1 backwards to the Mesozoic PlacentaliA*, and Permian

forms of which the Cynodont fossils fortunately unable us to gain

an idea. In the later, U. tho " poat-Lemuroid” stages, forms

comparable to those of the Cebidae, Cercopithecidoc and Simiidac

made their appearance. In regard to the two former families,

the evidence of the dentition is not so clear as in the case of

the latter, more especially the Chimpanzee'.

The problem ofthe causation of different dental forms in various

regions of one and the same jaw has been mentioned already.

The exponents of the Tritubercular theory have always laid stress

on “ mechanical conditions " as accessory to functional adaptation

(cf. Cope, Primary Factort, pp. 319 «t «y). Certainly the

mechanical conditions will differ widely in different parts of tho

jaw; it is suggested that whereas the primary need was originally

prehension, and that the crocodilian or cetacean types of dentition

provide good oxamples of this; it is urged that with the acqui-

sition and development of tho habit of masticating food (whether

like a primitive iiuectivoru in cnishing the scaly coats of its prey,

or a primitive ungulate in reducing vegetable matter to pulp, or

again in the habit of shearing flesh from bona as shewn by Car-

nivora), specialization and adaptation were associated in that

section of the dental series at which power conkl be moat advan-

tageously applied ; it is submitted that the comparative simplicity

of the anterior teeth is contingent upon the retention of the

prehensile function by this portion of the dental arcade.

And finally, when tho Hominidae are considered, the inter-

pretation thus advanced is found to apply to them just as to

other Eutherian mammals, with the special qualifications intro-

duced by the factor to which reference has been bo often made,
viz. the peculiar degree of reduction of the human jaws and the

concomitant limitation of their functiona

' Cf. Matthew. Bulletin of ll\4 Anuricait Vham of Ntiitral HitUry, Vol. «»
pp. 307-414.

* In • private communication (March SS. 1914) Profaeaor Gregory IneliivM to

tlie view " the! the ancestral PUoenUl muniniU ware not minute executively In-

tecttvorOEs formt, bet tmall tub-camivorout animals, with tlout aygomata, «lwirp

wedga-like upper molara. and with a talooid basin In the lower molar*."
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900: of Lunnr, 98; of Tsniui, 119

Peramelee, 41

Peripheral iisrvoo* system of Oonllt, 196
Porisaodactria, 96, 89
Perodxtiens, 118
Pbolidote, 96

Phyllomedo«o, 97
PUtdnwn, 84
PithecanthropiidM, 48, 69
Pitheoaathropoe, 84, 48, 344

Pithecia. 952
Plaoente, in Metelhetia, 39

Plaoeatalia, 998; undiscovered, 38
Platyrrhinae, 64. 120, 348, 370, 272
Plenra of Gorilla, 20*
Plexodont theory, 295
Poiyounodonty, hypothec* of, 382
Polyprotodnntia, it, 29. 36

Promoter Analogy theory. 292
Pmityiis (we alio Stemnofithacu*), 146

Prim*tee, 34. 96. S3, 85. 88, 41 ; tab-

order* of, 42 ; character* of »oborder*,
44

Primitive forme, oocitderation of, 17
Proboemdea, 89
Propithooa* diadem*, 91
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ProdmlM, 36
Protocone, MO. Ml
Protodoniia, AS
Prothen*. 34. *5. M. 56. 53, *75;
ebaractenauc r<*tar*s of. 36, M;
clone*. 41 ;

oviduct*, 41 ;
thc-ulder

girdle, 41

Pygstbrix (im Pm*byti*}

PygmU, 1>»•., 1

Renal organa, 32
Reproductive org»n», 92

Reptiles, 19, 978; Permian, 38

Respiratory system of Lemur, 68
Rhinencepbaloo of Conx-pithecu*. 139;

of Lemur. 86; of Tania*, 112
Itodenti*. 94, 36. 39. 81

Sacrum of Gorilla, 17ft ; of Tamil**, 106

Saurowida. akcll of. 19
Seannoptlhecui, 66, 121, 148

Seeamodoi Browni, 979
Simla astjrni (t>. Orang-utan), cranial

characters of, 215, 222; dentition,

246 ;
inrisor teeth, 968

i> imiida*. 61, 153. 188* 240. 298
;
eharac-

Unities of, 6ft; cranial character*,

213; dentition of. 345; dntiootiv*

leawrea of ikull, 931 ;
inciaor teeth,

953

Simcgcatby, 916
Stmoproaipia, 216
Stnni, ethmoidal. La 8imiidao, 995;
masilia 17, in Kimiidae, 996; sphe-

noidal. in Sioiidae, 995
Sireuia, 24. 81
Skull (t>. also Cranial character*) of

Anthropoda, cranial axes, 929; of

Cercopitbecas, 198 ; of Chimpanree,

918; of Gorilla. 105. 255 ; of Hyio-
balee nidUeri, 218; of Lemur, 78;
of Man compared villi Blraiae, 238,

289; of Orang-utan. 285; of Simiidac,

cranial axca, 298 ; of Taraina, 109

Soricjidea. 38
Spermatoxoa of Gorilla, 910; of Lemur,

93, 94 ; of Macatu*. 168 ; of Man, 910
Hphenodon, »5
Spiny ant cater, or Echidna, 97
Spleen of Certopitbecos, 163
Stereograph, Broca’*, 11
Sternum of Ccrcojxtbecur., 180

;
of

Gorilla, 179 ; of Lemur, 76 ; of Taraina,

106
;

Stomach of Ceruopithects. 148; of

Lamer, 90; of 8enmopithecaa, 149;
of Taraina, 117

Sy^mjatliel/C surreal ayetem of Gorilla,

Talon id, 288

Tanii, 42, 940, 973 ;
cliaracUrWtlc*

of. 47 ;
incisor teeth. 1S9

Taralpes, 80
Taraint. 84, 143, 160, 288. 296; alimen-

tary canal, 117 : anatomical charae

ten, 98; dentition. 248; external

feature*, 96; geograplucai distribu-

tioo, 47 ; hair, 97 ;
hand* and foot,

99 ;
muscular itstom, 107 ; nerrou*

rretem, 111; respiratorr ijsio, 116;
aulotoo, 102 ; skin, 99

;
uro-genital

organ*, 119; vaaeular system , 110;
vertebral column, 105

Taurodonty. 266
Teeth, canine and post-canine, 240;

canine, variations in form, 203;
canine, variation* in number, 268

;

displacement*, 268 ; incisor, varia-

tion* in number, 262 ; from Krapina,

26ft; molar, germination In, 262;
molar, variation* in forte, 965 ; molar,
variation* in number, 260; premolar,
variation* in form, 285

;
pmnolar,

variation* in oamber, 368; super-

no mer*ry,256 ;
supernumerary n»Ura,

947; variation* in number, 255 lue
alto Dental formula «*d Dentition)

Tertiary period, 88

'Iberia, 24. 96, 38 ; characteristic

fearin'* of, 97, 80
Tberiotoidea, 9ft

Theriodontla, 979
Tborc^trbiliA SB
Thyroid gkirf of OorilU. 901
Tongue of Gorilla, 304
Trachea of Lemur, 88

Triaraic period, 38
Trluil, 34
Trituberculy, 282, 288, 291
Tritylodon, 293
TubnlidentaU, 9ft

Tupaia, 49
Tupaioide*. 88

Ungnlsta, 94, 26. 31, S3. 89, 93
Ureter*, 33
Uro-naiUl system of Ceroopitheoua,

163; Of Gorilla, 309; of Lemur, 92;
of Taraina, 119

Vaaeular «T*tem of Cereop.thecua, 187;
of Gorilla, 187; of Leanr, 92; of
Tararit*. 110

Vertebral oclnmn of Ccrcopitbecas, 180

;

of Gorilla, 174; of Lemnr, 75; of
Taraiu*, 105

Wallaby, 296

Xenarthra, 3ft
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